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Editorial
AES Annual General Meeting and Members' Day 1998

It is Annual General Meeting and Members' Day time of year again!

This year to encourage members to attend, we are holding the event at

the Natural History Museum on Saturday 25th April from 11am.
Entrance to the museum will be free on this day (usual adult

admission is £6) for all members of the Society, on production of this

issue of the Bulletin^ or the February 1998 issue of the AES Bug Club

Magazine or 1998 Membership Card. Unfortunately, we will be unable

to get you free access if you forget your copy - so please remember it!!

We will holding the meeting in the Palaeontology Demonstration

Room, which will be accessible from 10am, when the museum opens.

We have yet to finalise the programme for this year's meeting, but we
are hoping to run some tours of the entomology department at the

museum, and also hold a Bug Hunt in the Wildlife Garden (weather

permitting of course!). We will also be holding a couple of talks during

the day, which are always extremely interesting, as well as the AGM
itself (which is held at midday). As usual, members are invited to bring

along interesting specimens for display, or for help with identification.

All our publications will be available for sale, as will be the AES/English

Nature Slide Packs, priced at £25 (saving £2 postage!). These are of

course also available from Martin Harvey via the PO Box address on
the inside front cover of this Bulletin.

As is usual, we invite nominations from the membership for election

on to Council, or into one of the Officer positions within the Society, to

nominate a member of the Society, having first obtained their

permission, send the nomination to me via the PO Box address, with

the names of two members who are proposing the nominee, or

alternatively, they can handed to me prior to the Annual General

Meeting on the day.

If you have any queries regarding the event, please contact me via

the PO Box or alternatively e-mail at wayj@nhm.ac.uk - I hope to see

you on the 25th April!

Wayne Jarvis
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The Bloody-nosed beetle in Pembrokeshire

by Gordon Knight (10322)

12 Ffonld y Feliu. Trefin. Haverfordwest. Dyfed SA62 5AX.

Appearance and Distribution

The coast path of the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park extends for

180 miles and for most of its length one expects to see Bloody-nosed

beetles {Timarcha tenebricosa) on a walk between February and
October. Indeed 120 were counted on a two mile walk in the

Newgale stretch (SM 850210) in April 1993- It is also reported from the

islands of Skomer and Ramsey and from some inland localities.

0\'erall it has a southerly distribution in Britain, including Devon and

Cornwall, so perhaps it is not surprising that it is abundant in

Pembrokeshire.

It is incapable of hurraing and when picked up appears unconcerned

unless it is squeezed, which prompts a "nose-bleed". In reality it

secretes red blood from its joints, blood rich in cantharidine. a

substance which produces an immediate burning sensation in the

mouths of hapless predators. Oil beetles Oleloe sp.) and "Spanish fly"

(Lytta vesicatorid) , vv'hich is also a beetle, secrete it too. One wonders,

however, if there is some predator which enjoys "hot" beetle, like say a

Kestrel, in which case Tinicuxbds slow mo^ements might be a ploy for

not attracting their attention.

It is unusually large for a leaf beetle, most members of this huge

family (Chrysomelidae) being ^-ery small, but it retains the suckers

characteristic of the family for clinging to shiny leaf surfaces, although

in 71 171archa they are most conspicuously used by the males for

gripping the slippery surface of females.

Superficially it resembles the equally rotund, black Dor beetle

{Geotnipes sp.) but Timarcha s sealed elytra are smooth, (without

ridges), and it cannot fly. In fact it is almost safe to bet locally that all

roiund. black beetles along the coast path are Bloody-nosed beetles

and all similar beetles inland, in vvocxls and so forth, are Dor beetles.

The actual number seen \aried unprcelictably despite all efforts to

relate this to season, time of da\' and w eather. E\"en on the same walk,

the\- were sometimes abundant on the out\^•ard journey, but absent on

the return. Possibly in the period July to September abundance might

result from the occurrence conditions suitable for "mass" emergence,

but otherwise literalh" "1 ha\ en t a clue."
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Mating and egg-laying

The highest counts occurred between March and June, their mating

season, no matings having been observed outside this period. The egg-

laying which follows, I have not witnessed, but thanks to a study of the

life-history by Michael Cox, the few, large, orange-to-red-coloured eggs,

which are laid on the foodplant or at shallow depth in the soil below,

are covered with regurgitated food. He also reported the unusual fact

that oviposition occurs not only soon afterwards, but also in the late-

summer or autumn and often by the same female. But either way,

hatching always occurred in the spring.

Feeding of adults and larvae

It was not difficult to observe the adult beetles feeding on bedstraws

(members of the Rubiaceae), the most widespread and reliable being

heath bedstraw ^Galium saxatile) between March and July, although

bedstraws are not conspicuous in March and one needed to peer pretty

closely at the beetles to confirm that they were feeding on the scarcely

emerged tufts of heath bedstraw. From April onwards lady's bedstraw

{Galium veruni) was available too, and was very popular, as was
Cleavers ^Galium aparine) even as late as October when the plants

appeared dessicated and unappetising. Although it is such a pest

throughout much of the UK it finds the exposed Pembrokeshire coast

unattractive. Madder {Rubia peregrind), another bedstraw, is rare in

Pembrokeshire, but I have seen Timarcha feeding on it along the

Dorset coast.

The extraordinary larvae occasionally cross the coast path in May or

June, extraordinary because they look like metallic, steel-blue slugs

apart, that is, from the conspicuous red sucker at the their rear end -

which, in turn, likens them to a leech. However, despite their striking

appearance I seldom saw them and have yet to observe them feeding

on bedstraws.

"Hibernation"

After June, according to Michael Cox, the larvae enter the soil, construct

a cell, up to three inches in depth, and mature into adults, which
emerge in the period July to September. Their emergence was
particularly conspicuous and welcome in the autumn of 1996 as few

adults were reported by observers from mid-summer 1995 onwards, the

late summer of that year being exceptionally hot and dry even for
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Pembrokeshire and I had feared for their sunival. For example 47

Timarcha were counted bet^-een Pwll Deri (SM 892387) and Pen Brush

(SM 882395) on 23rd April 1995. but none at all on the same walk

during April, May, June and July 1996. One can only speculate as to

why the good summer was so disastrous. Was it because the lar\'al

foodplants had withered away? Did the lar\'ae find it impossible to

work their v^^ay into the hard soil for further development? On the other

hand the extremely wet winters of 1993/94, 1994 95. which de^-astated

the local Tiger beetle {Cicindela campesths) population, appeared to

ha\^e no effect whatever. This was probably because Tiger beetles ovcr-

winter as lar\'ae in burrows, which were flooded, v^'hereas Timarcha

survive w4nter (as adults) in surface v egetation.

Reference

Cox, Michael (1990). Personal communication

.

A note on the Migrant hawker dragonfly m
Staffordshire

byJan Koiyszko (6089)

3 Dudley Place. Meir. Stoke on Trent. Staffordshire ST3 JAY.

During the summer of 1996, Mr Neil Collingv^'ood informed me that a

record which I sent to him of a capture of a Migrant hawker (Aeshua

mixta) from Barleston Rough Close Common. Staffordshire, in August

1983. is. in fact, the earliest record for Staffordshire.

During 1988, I again recorded this species at Rough Close Common
and also at Park Hall Country Park. During 1996 Neil Collingwood

discovered a small colony of this species at Bateswood Public Open
Space, Halmerend. Also he is almost certain that he has seen a solitary-

male at Trent Vale. Mr Mike Hesketh. Head Ranger, at Park Hall

Countiy Park, who is a keen dragonfly watcher, informed me he had a

possible sighting in the countr}' park again during 1996.

In I he book, Tbe Dragonflies of Great Britain and Ireland by Cyril

Hammond (second edition) it is said that the species was once
considered to be only a frequent immigrant but it is now also known to

breed in man) southern and eastern counties of Britain. I feel that the

species ma)" ha\ e been around for some time but has simply been

misidentified as the Common hawker {Aesl.nia Jujicea) in Staffordshire.

All you dragontl)- recorders - keep ) our e) es open for this species!
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' A Guide to the Stick and Leaf
Insects ofSingapore

Book
Reviews

by Francis Seow-Choen. Paperback, approx. 100 x 150mm, pp l60, 122

colour illustrations, 5 figures, 1997. The Singapore Science Centre

(ISBN 981-00-8628-8). UK price not yet known, but if members are

interested in obtaining this book, please send SAE for details of

price/order arrangements to Paul D. Brock, "Papillon", 40 Thorndike

Road, Slough SL2 ISR.

This is an excellent little colour pocket book with an attractive leaf-

insect design on the cover, part of a popular, inexpensive series of

nature books published by the Singapore Science Centre. Go back
several years and little was known about stick and leaf-insects

(phasmids) from Singapore, apart from mainly historic records. The
author has succeeded in making a thorough survey of the Singapore

phasmid fauna, collecting widely and listing previously unrecorded

foodplants; no-one has done more to popularise the study of phasmids

in Asia.

The book amply succeeds in its aim of educating the public of

Singapore, by using some general introductory sections on these

fascinating insects, e.g. anatomy, functions, defence and reproduction.

The main section gives a brief description and notes on each species

found in Singapore, with many colour photographs of the adults and

eggs (where known), or occasionally sketches. All but one of the 40

species included are illustrated (including three species being

described in my forthcoming book on the phasmids of Peninsular

Malaysia and Singapore, to be published by the Malaysian Nature

Society).

This book is well printed, with good quality photographic
reproductions, which often show insects on their foodplants in nature,
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at night; rarely featured in previous publications on phasmids. A very

short glossary of some terms is included, in addition to notes on
phasmid groups and selected references.

To sum up, this excellent, accurate pocket book will be a must for

every phasmid enthusiast and should considerably raise interest in

phasmids in South-east Asia, especially as many of the species are also

found in Peninsular Malaysia - individuals living in a warm climate,

may even be tempted to build a "hut" in their garden to keep live

insects (as illustrated), alternatively they might venture out at night

with torchlights to look for these insects! With so much crammed into

this book, the fact that information on the wider distribution of species

is not always mentioned is not unreasonable (it will be published in

my book). There are few faults with this book; however, the mention

of a number of non-Singaporean species, sometimes without any

reference to their distribution, may be confusing to the non-specialist.

For the benefit of the specialist there are a few name variations,

ignoring those currently in press: Lonchodes geniculatus Gray, should

not have the author's name in brackets; in the case of Bacteria ridley i,

the genus name should read Bactricia; Gargantuoidea phaetiisa

(Westwood) is the valid name rather than gargantua\ Datames
mouhotii should be spelt as shown with an extra "i"; the male of

Planispectrum bengalensis was described in 1995 and Presbistus

flavicornis is associated with Singapore from a historic record, but not

mentioned.

Paul D. Brock
^ ,/*

}) Nordeuropas Snudebiller, 1, De Kortsnudede
H || arter (Coleoptera: CurcuUonidae) —med

L 'tr^ scerligt henblik pd den danskefauna
by E. Palm. Danmarks Dyreliv Bind 7, Apollo Books, Stenstrup,

1996. Hardback, 356 pp.

This publication treats the 163 species of the subfamilies Brachyccrinae

and Otiorhynchinae which occur in north-west F.urope (including

Great Britain). Although the text is in Danish, there are FngHsh
summaries for each species which incluek' biological and eiistributional

information, llnforlunately, unlike the Fauna D'ltalia series, the keys

are not bilingual and (here is no diagnostic information prcn ided in the

English summaries. There are +91 text figures, which illustrate the

aedeagus and spermatheca of critical grcnips (e.g. .V/Yoz/ir/ spp. ^ and
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other diagnostic characters, including a number of habitus drawings.

There are eight colour photographic plates which show 198 specimens

in magnified detail.

If I had not seen the new Royal Entomological Society Handbookfor
the Identification ofBritish Insects on Broad-nosed weevils (Coleoptera:

Curculionidae: Entiminae) by M.G. Morris before reviewing this, I

would have urged all British Coleopterists to purchase this book, if only

for the bionomical information, good text figures and the magnificent

colour plates. However, the new key by Morris covers all the British

species including Palm, except for the Brachycerinae, which are

actually introduced non-est?blished species in north-west Europe.

This is part one of a series of books on the weevils of north-west

Europe with a further two or three volumes yet to be published. With

the publication of the new RHS Handbook, this book now becomes
obsolete for those coleopterists only interested in British fauna. I still

believe it makes a valuable addition to one's library since the colour

plates alone almost make a workable reference collection.

Darren Mann

Handbookfor the identification ofBritish
Insects,

^ Vol 5, Part 6a, Coleoptera; Pollen Beetles.

Kateretidae and Nitidulidae; Meligethinae.

by A.H. Kirk-Spriggs. Price £23.00. Copies available from the

Royal Entomological Society.

Until now, the only readily-available key to this group of beetles was
those of Joy. The keys of Joy are generally unsatisfactory, leaving one

with some doubt as to whether the specimen has been correctly

identified or not. Most certainly, when using Joy's keys it is necessary to

have a good reference collection at hand, something which is not

always feasible.

With this new handbook far more confidence can be placed on one's

identification. Good characters, both ventral and dorsal are given, and

the genitalia, both male and female, are shown for all species.

Obviously this necessitates more care and more work initially when the

insects are set, but this is easily outweighed by the more accurate

determinations. The book is well-illustrated both with line drawings and

with S.E.M. photographs which again lends itself to more accurate

determinations.
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Another pleasing aspect of these new R.E.S.L. handbooks is that they

include information on the biology of the insect group in question and

this handbook gives a satisfactory introduction to the biology of these

beetles, the author freely giving acknowledgement of his debt to the

late Dr A.M. Easton for passing on to him his notes and observations

on the group.

A list of host plants is given and the nomenclature is brought up to

date. Perhaps the only questionable inclusion in the handbook are the

sometimes long lists of published records. For those who merely want

to identify the specimens, then these lists will be of very limited use.

but for those who wish to take the study further, then they will be

invaluable in saving time and effort searching through the journals and

periodicals. To conclude, this is a well-researched, well-written and
well-illustrated handbook which is a must for all who wish to study the

British Coleoptera and certainly, in my opinion, points the way that

identification handbooks for the British insect should take.

Mark Pavett

w'^Mi^'^
Fowrfirst Millipede and Cockroach

^^^^m by Nick Baker. 34 pages, 20 colour plates. Published by

mJ}^^ Kingdom Books. £1.45.

I think that this book is very good. It contains a lot of

information, but gets a bit boring in places. The pictures are really

good and have been taken cleverly. The wTiting is a bit on the small

side and can hurt your eyes (it may not be suitable for ^'ery small

children) but the information is very useful.

I like the way that the book lists places where you can obtain

further information at the back of the book. I would recommend this

book to anyone who is thinking about keeping a millipede or a

cockroach as a pet.

Sharon Lea\'ey (Age 13)
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Butterfly prison

by Leigh Plester (2968)

BioFilm Ltd, Yla-Muurratjarui, FIN-41800 Korpilahti, Finland.

We all of us, if we are lucky and not doing time, go somewhere
which grossly affects our lives thereafter, gnawing away at our peace

of mind until we are forced, as though by destiny, to return there.

For me this place was Sri Lanka, the first tropical location I ever set

foot in. Shortly after our sojourn in March 1983 a civil war broke out

on the island, known in the old colonial days as Ceylon. This war,

with all the stupidity and genocide connected with human conflict,

has waged ever since, devaluing the local rupee by around 150

percent and methodically destroying the hopes, prospects, and in

many cases the very lives, of an already impoverished l6 million

people.

There are many ways of helping inevitability along, of adding a

strand to the thread of one's karma to make its tug stronger, but one of

the simplest, most effective, and undoubtedly the sneakiest, of them all

is to adopt a child from that place. And, at the beginning of 1991, that

is precisely what we did.

We flew in from Helsinki via Moscow by Aeroflot, which was
fortuitous, as the Gulf War (Persian) came to a head a few days later,

resulting in Saddam Hussein and George Bush hurling first insults, then

hardware, at each other. Planes heading for Colombo from Paris,

London and Brussels began to change their minds before the free

drinks could be distributed, scuttling back to familiar runways, while

others remained hugging the ground like ticks on a tasty hide.

Aeroflot, with most its flight path lying inside the old Soviet Union

and the mountains of war-torn Afghanistan, quietly stopped off at the

Arabian Sharjah airport instead of Dubai, giving us spotless ablutions,

terrain as flat as a pancake, acres of sand, and discreetly deployed

soldiers armed with machine guns, but nothing with tarsi. Oblivious to

war, the sun shone brightly, despite it being 10th January. All three of

us (me, my Finnish wife Raija and our daughter Samira, who defies

description) were tanned already, having less than a week before

stepped off a Helsinki-bound BWIA flight from Grenada and Tobago, in

the West Indies.

Carrying a heavy camera tripod wrapped in a bit of oil-soaked

sacking is asking for it prior to a Gulf War in anyone's bailiwick, but

they obligingly let us through customs at Colombo airport. Spearheaded
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by our four year-old hurricane (SaiTdraJ we marched into "Sri" and were

soon crammed into what I call a "Ram Shackle"" - a private car of

unknow n mintage - heading for the Mt. La\ inia area south of Colombo,

together with our adoption contact person, who. of course, had arrived

late.

Ha\'ing been promised a two year-old girl, we had been informed,

the e^ening before leaving Finland, to expect a three week-old baby.

Most of the Ram Shackle seemed to be occupied by luggage crammed
full of disposable nappies wrapped around camera lenses, a bottle of

eth)1 acetate, big kite nets with Borneo-sized holes, tax-free pickling

fluid, and superfluous items like clothes. The dnvei of the Ram Shackle,

whose conversation consisted primarily of short bursts of Sinhalese

ending in "Aah?. Aah?" ("a"" as in "apple""), to which our contact lady

occasionally replied in monosyllables, deftly double overtook (ie.

passed cars that were already passing), putting us close to the food

stalls, jackfruit trees and bullock caits lining the right side of the street,

and earning us a welcoming fanfare. Sri Lankans have been known to

drive on the left, as decreed by hw\ but this has rarely been recorded

on film.

Mt. La\'inia is aptly named. The climate panted in through the

lowered car v^ indows like a hot. moist breath, spiced with the pong of

open sewers. Crickets began to chirp contentedly as we dashed past.

Darkness descended as our Ram Shackle began to flatten people

against stone walls in a maze of narrow streets, before suddenly

drawing up in front of the Palm Beach Hotel, an establisliment mn by
the government for training v^aiters. In fact, on hindsight they'd be

better off offering "Crash Courses in the Art of Waiting " - targeted at the

clientele.

Insects pinged and ponged around the outdoor lights and the hotel's

main sign, but the lamps were a bit low on wattage. Not too dim.

though, for me to remark that beyond the swimming pool there was a

promisingly large garden w ith frangipane and lantana. Since w"e ^ ere to

be confined to the hotel grouiuls immediately after taking unendorsed

custody of ihe baby girl until such time as ^Ae v^-ere brought up before

the judge, the character of cnir "prison"" was of paramount
entomological importance. My net hand began to itch, so that I almost

lost track ot what the European lady who had dashed downstairs to

meet us. had in desperation phoned to Finland about, r^o days before,

and it was thus sohk' time before I realised that she. and her husband,

who were also adopting a "Sri"" \x\hy. li\"ed in central Finland, just 16km
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away from us. Finland is small population-wise, but the world is even
smaller! A large quantity of mother's milk substitute surreptitiously

changed motherly hands.

After persuading Samira not to jump into the swimming pool, we
trooped up to the second floor balcony and our room. "I don't like the

look of this place," I grumbled as we drifted off to sleep, "there are no
cockroaches in the cupboards." "Have another drink," suggested my
wife.

Those who like lying in bed until late in the day should give the

tropics a miss. Snore away the early hours and you lose the best part of

the day - the only cool part of it. When in Borneo I usually rise around

5am, about an hour and a half before sunrise. So at the Palm Beach
Hotel I was up that first morning well before seven, squinting over our

balcony, out over the swimming pool into the scrub that, discreetly

flanked on two sides by walls and on the far side opposite our room by
a broken barbed-wire fence, was composed of planted frangipane,

lantana, croton and shrubs run delectably riot.

Crickets a-chirping were suddenly cut short by the abrupt pale wash
of day as a flock of small green parrots flew above us screeching. Over

the whole scene hung a curious early morning haze, as though one
were viewing life through a foggy grey filter. The lingering humid
warmth of the night was not only cloying but increasingly so as the sun

came up. Into this ethereal landscape the first butterflies stole.

Appropriately enough, the first two that put in an appearance were

"Sun butterflies" of the genus Delias. They had what I can only describe

as powdery white uppersides with black tracings which would have

done justice to a TV commercial after the magic wash bit, and they

might have passed for "cabbage butterflies" were it not for the

hindwing underside, most of which was painted primrose yellow,

succeeded by a thick black band along the wing edge. If the yellow

indeed represents the sun, then the scarlet spots decorating the black

band must surely mimic its setting. Others of, one feels, a Presbyterian

disposition, have dubbed Delias eucharis 'The Common Jezebel". A
naive soul, I fail to see the connection between a scheming woman and

these delightful insects.

I was startled to see a Grizzled skipper appear at around 7am, I mean
of course, a butterfly (or cross between a butterfly and a moth, if you

prefer).

"Does our Grizzled skipper occur that far south?", you ask, "Well, no;

actually this species {^Spialia galba) is called the Indian skipper", "but it
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looked very much like a Grizzled skipper in flight, your honour". Since

Sri Lanka lies off the southern coast of India, the common name is

perfectly logical. The Indian skipper is very common, being found in all

kinds of habitats throughout the island. Like its European counterpart-,

this insect flies very quickly, close to the ground and as to its next

move it's about as reliable as the British weather. It loves basking in the

sun (sound familiar skipper-wise?). Are there any strawberries in the

region? No. So what does the larv^a of S. galba eat? I haven't the faintest

idea.

Other Sri Lankan skippers I have yet to encounter might possibly

occur in your pub. Keep a lookout for the Common grass dart

(Taractocera maevius), Dark palm dart (Telicota ancilla). Indian dart

{Potanthus pseudomaesa) and - when you stagger home - the

Tricolour pied flat (Coladenia indrani). Mean-looking creatures, none

of these would seem out of place in the grass surrounding a golf

course; they are all brown and yellow-brown, or brown and bluish-grey

insects.

In the Far East crows may be big crows or little crows, depending

on their size. The early European collectors used their imagination to

come up with what they considered appropriate names for the insects

they discovered. Crows in the invertebrate sense (genus Eiiploea) are

very dark butterflies, dark brown or almost black, often with a

wonderful bluish sheen to their wings that does indeed resemble that

on the oiled wings of a big black crow. They can fly quickly or slov^ly.

depending on what they are doing, but as the sun catches the blue

gloss on their slanted wings for an instant, they are lovely things.

Often I have missed netting one due to this sudden and startling

display of unanticipated beauty. In death, they do not lose the deep

blue shimmer when twisted on the right angle, but you would need a

battery of bright lights to truly bring back the spectrohtic flash of the

living jewel as it flaps thoughtfully to and fro in the undergrowth,

along a hotel balcony, or down a verge of the main highway out of

town.

M the Gulf (Persian). Saddam HussciiL never having evinced much
interest on religioju suddenly dragged out his prayer mat aiid made a

show of being a Moslem. George Bush, visiting his troops, aiuiounced

that they represented the "Greatest Nation on Eanh ". resulting ii? a forest

of upraised fingers of unprecedented density among the British and
French troops. European salutes are cimong the world's oldest aiui most

expressive . . .
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Naphthalene is an essential inclusion of tins in which dead insects

are drying out in a tropical climate for, as the extreme humidity rapidly

leads to mould forming on the specimens, the containers need to be

left ajar for at least part of the day. This is like unrolling the red carpet

for pests. So, having no use for a day of rest, I went shopping for moth
balls among the small shops lining the road to the capital on our first

Sunday, this being the 13th. Sri Lanka is basically Buddhist, so the

Christian Sabbath is of little importance and most of the shops were

open for business as usual.

In response to my enquiry, the owner of a small grocery stall pointed

to a sign covered in Sinhalese, but was disappointed to learn I was not

asking for meat balls. He then produced a frozen pack of sausages form

the rear of the premises, giving me, hot as it was, a sudden
hallucination of all sorts of lovelies, birdwings, flappies, quickies,

whites and browns flying past - and me deftly downing them with a

soggy sausage cosh. I sighed, delved into my pocket, and was paying

for sundry other purchases when, quite by tropical chance, my eye fell

on a bottle of the little round pellets I so eagerly sought.

The Far East is a great place, for so little is prepacked; you can buy
both cars and nails singly. The moth balls were two and a half rupees

each, so I magnanimously asked for ten. The stall proprietor dutifully

added this new transaction to the card on which he was totting up my
purchases. Then he handed me the bill. Obviously not quite sure what

he was selling, he had taken refuge in the Mysterious Far Europe and

had carefully recorded the last item as "Mos bot".

We woke up one morning, ate breakfast and read the newspapers

brought by taxi drivers (for a consideration) that the Americans had
successfully completed a pre-emptive strike, resulting in Iraq's entire

complement of tanks, aircraft, Guy Fawkes' Day rockets, and other

hardware being wiped out. It must have come as a surprise when
Saddam later started loosing off missiles, even if these had the

characteristics of a damp squib. Dentists wrung their hands as good
views ofAmerican molars diminished . . .

By mid-morning the butterflies would be disappearing or at lest

keeping to the shade. On our first trip to Sri, in March 1983, I had

caught my first glimpse of a Swallowtail I had often read about and

admired but never seen. It flew by very quickly in the hilly interior of

the island, exciting me tremendously. So it was with a rapidly beating

heart that on the first day I espied another Atrophaneura hector in the

Palm Beach Hotel grounds at Mt. Lavinia. This sighting, if anything.
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sei-ved to dispel any fears I had on arrival of spending three weeks "in

solitary" with nothing to do except listen to a wailing infant. The
Crimson rose, as it is called locally, is one of the loveliest of the

Atrophaneura group, whose colour scheme is based on lamp black, red

and white. What is most beguiling about the Crimson rose is the fact

that its hindwings are liberally spotted with deep crimson blotches on
both surfaces exactly as though daubed with a brush, and the red and

black coloration, together with the pale washes on the forewing, is

clearly visible in flight.

Opting for a mode of flight that keeps one mesmerised, based as it is

on a rapid fluttering of the wings caused by extremely short strokes, the

insect looks more like a bizarre flying toy than a living butterfly. They
tended to appear suddenly in the shady scrub just below our balcony,

necessitating a rapid dash down several flights of stairs to the ground

floor at the position of the front desk, and then leap off the stone floor

of the open-sided corridor straight into the garden shrubs, net bag

already filling with the wind of my passing. All of this occupied

perhaps half a minute or so, by which time the Crimson rose had
doodle-bugged its way through the shrubs and was getting ready to

gain height, prior to sailing over the wall separating our grounds from

the neighbouring plot. By the time I reached the wall, the insect had

almost always left the Palm Beach Hotel behind it. If the hotel staff

found this behaviour peculiar from a future foster father, they did not,

to their credit, phone some men in white coats. I was able, after many
abortive attempts, some of them due to Samira having purloined the

kite net, to capture a couple of these butterflies and to realise an

ambition dating back to the late 1950s, when I first became interested

in tropical Lepidoptera.

Nosing clown the streets of Baghdad like hungiy dogs, Scud missiles

were shown on NBC News - largelyfor the enteHaimnent ofAiiicricajis

armed with six-packs and Macburgers and happily ensconced in dug-

out settees in the safety of their own Ail-American homes. Sudduni

cocked a snook at the yanks squatting in his sand and rapidly ducked.

Viewing these exciting events was somewhat hampered by the fact that

the hotel staffhadpinched most of the TV sets . . .

At this point 1 should perhaps explain where some of the facts for

this article came from. As usual, you can skip a couple of pages while

the old wind-bag gets round to the explanation. Fi\'e da\\s after our

arrival any chances of going out, as a faniily. to places like Colombo
and the general countiyside ceased. The orphanage had been growing
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steadily more restless and persuasive in regard to our taking unofficial

custody of the baby girl who, we had been informed, was called

Nilmini (literally "Blue sapphire", the gemstone for the month of

December). Why the problem? Well, by no means everyone in Third

World countries feels that Europeans have the right to adopt their

babies, for whatever laudable reasons. Appearing in public in Sri Lanka

with someone else's infant in one's arms is not only risking a charge of

kidnapping, should the child's mother have second thoughts at the last

minute, but can - according to the adoption agency (whose references

were, incidentally, impeccable) - be downright dangerous. Until the

official court case, after which there w^as nobody in the world who
could legally take the child away from us, we were, as the old

campaigner says "Confined to Barracks" or, if you were a stickler for

accuracy, "CPBH" (Confined to the Palm Beach Hotel). That comment I

made earlier about "not doing time" was in very bad taste!

We had fought an exemplary rearguard action but had been firmly

told that Nilmini would be brought round and dropped into our laps on
15th January, which was today. Jumping into another Ram Shackle, we
tootled down into Colombo, aware of soldiers standing discreetly

behind mounds of sandbags on front of old colonial style buildings.

Eastern Buddhist temples vied with Western Christian churches to

capture the souls of all who passed. Bullocks plodded lethargically

before huge wooden carts, oblivious to the passage of time. Spittle,

inaccurately aimed and bright red with betel nut juice (a legal narcotic)

spurted out in every direction as buses unloaded their passengers at

bus stops. Cars and vans, carts and buses, solid, black Indian Rayleigh

bicycles worth a month's salary to the average working Sri Lankan, the

odd scooter, and wandering pedestrians filled the streets, parting for

our Ram Shackle, or sitting obstinately in the way blowing out clouds

of diesel smoke or petrol fumes or (if they had the requisite apparatus)

dropping piles of steaming dung right in front of us.

Negotiating this delightful Far Eastern chaos, and discovering the

modern supermarket that sold disposable nappies and mother's milk

substitute, as well as the bank that changed fat dollars into wizened

rupees, took time. But there was one more place to which I wanted to

go before the cell door clanged shut and when I explained why, our

bare-footed taxi driver put his bare foot down and soon swung into a

space at the kerb just in front of the Lake House bookshop -

"booksellers, stationers and magazine agents", as they proudly

announce on their bills. Here, to my joy, I was able to buy three most

useful books, all by a husband and wife team, John and Judy Banks,
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and all entitled A Selection of . . . and devoted, respectively to the

Butterflies of Sri Lanka, the Animals of Sri Lanka, and the Birds of Sri

Lanka. I have reviewed these earlier in the Bulletin, so will confine

myself to just a few remarks here.

The butterfly section covers 150 of the commonest butterflies

occurring on the island of Ceylon. John Banks' hand-painted
illustrations are ideal for identification purposes, while Judy Banks'

notes on each species have been well thought out to enable one to

base one's decision on habitat and so on, without being tediously

exhaustive. As I mentioned before, it is regrettable that the Banks's are

so anti-collector in any form, and at the same time commendable that

they are encouraging people to watch live butterflies instead of

whisking them into a killing bottle. Despite recognising and respecting

other people's opinions, I like to form a small reference collection

when I am in a new place, although I make no attempt at catching an

example of every species. Certainly, I would never commit a rare insect

to the killing bottle, neither would I collect anything in a national park

or nature reserve. In short, if the insect's welfare is more im^portant than

my modest accumulations, I leave well alone and do w^hat the Banks

do, butterfly-watch. There are some Buddhist extremists who will not

cook for fear of killing flies. Like most other people who appreciate the

niceties of Buddhism as a philosophy of life, I prefer the Middle Path,

feet on the ground approach. I wonder how John and Judy feel about

killing house flies?

Two Women on Child Trade Charge: Kalutara south police hare

taken into custrody (sic) two women, in an alleged racket of selling

infants to foreigners . . . According to the police the two suspects were

arrested when they were found loitering near a maternity ward at

Nagoda Base hospital in Kalutara. They are residents ofLnduruwa a fid

Mt. Lavinia. (Colombo Post)

As I said it was the 15th January and by early evening all v^ as in

readiness for the arrival of the new member of the Plester family.

Nobody had to squeeze hard or wince as a perspiring spouse dug
sharp fingernails into their palm, \\hich was one point in fa\"Our of

adoption. 'We simply hung around upstairs in cuir room, ^^aiting. For

the umpteenth time my wife checked a pile of nappies, another of baby

clothes, a third of plastic baby bottles and the disposable polythene

bags now adays suspended inside them, the spc^tlessness of a Finnish

steel saucepan for producing sterilised \\ater. and the general condition

of all the other paraphernalia with which the mcxlern baby is destined
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to spend its first few monttis of suffering on Earth. No wonder they

moan so much.

Tired of watching the tiny Pharaoh ants climbing up tlie wall and

wondering grumpily where I could henceforth spread my creepies out

to dry now that four would be occupying the space meant for three, i let

my eyes wander round the room. Over our double bed we had a lovely

pink mosquito net, attached to a rusted ceiling hook by a thick bulge

like a female missionary's bun. Most Borneo mossie nets are white but

for some reason Sri Lankan hotels generally opt for pink ones.

Somebody must have been garaging his car in ours, for there was a rent

in the front capable of admitting a yeti bent on mischief. Since malaria

mosquitoes, like Pharoah ants, are extremely small, we might have been
better off with a flame-thrower coupled to a photo-electric cell . . .

A sudden commotion from the vicinity of the front desk beneath our

balcony snapped me out of my reverie. A dormobile had drawn up in

the narrow yard where the butterflies used to pop over from the

neighbour's . . . No time for that now, old son. A tiny brown creature

wrapped in cotton was handed over to my wife. I shook hands with

several women, oblivious to the fact that none of them was the mother.

One was the lady who had met us (late) at the airport five days before.

She was dressed in a sari and very brisk. I glanced at the clock as our

family trooped back towards the staircase. It was half past seven.

Daylight was drawing to a close and the crickets beginning to chirp

softly. The low wattage lamps came back on around one-fifth power.

Over the land settled the peculiar mood that accompanies the few
moments that are neither tropical day nor yet night, as though the

world has stopped revolving for an instant.

Half past seven!?! Nilmini was due between five and seven! Far be it

for me to suggest that she had arrived late, but work it out for yourself.

Genes and all that.

These latest thoughts were interrupted by a rush of European bodies,

mainly French and Belgian, most of them expecting to take custody of

their own "extra mouth" any day now and all clamouring to get a look

at the latest arrival. Having witnessed this exhaustipating scene before

whenever a new infant was brought into the Palm Beach Hotel

wrapped in swaddling clothes, I had hoped we might avoid it. Not so.

My palm turned red with the pressure of innumerable handshakes.

Nilmini reacted to the melee by proving her lungs could produce a

volume of sound like that of a herd of cabbage-fed elephants with

acute flatulence.
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Subsequently, when we - as the new "in" people - went down to

breakfast we had to listen to a detailed account of the night's case

history of a regiment of little brown babies, whose bowel movements
had apparently been meticulously recorded throughout the night.

Just imagine tw^o entomologists meeting in the High Street. "I say, old

chap, did yours produce any frass last night?" '"'fraid not. My Papilio's

been off colour all week, too. Won't eat it's cabbage, you know. That

Purple patchwing I got from Plester's Putricles last month has

developed a rash ... I wonder who its father was?"

Cor blimey!

Our Friends in the South
by Don McNamara (5573)

GFulham Close. HiUiugdon-Uxhridge. Middlesex UBIO OSU.

Colleagues and enthusiasts of the Societ>^ may be able to help with

information. In response to "A note on Bacillus rossius, the Corsican

stick insect", in the Bulletin 55 31-32, Sig. Simone Berni, 1~. loc. Le

More di Cuna, 1-53014 Monteroni d'Arabia (SI), Italy, has written to me
for information on acclimatisations of stick and leaf insects. He is a

member of the Phasmid Study Group, which has been informed of his

request but if any other members of the AES - or friends, have any

information on this subject, it would be most useful if they could

contact Sig. Berni.

He is preparing a book on the Phasmida - the first popular one on

this subject in Italy and I am sure that all contributions would be

acknowledged and would be extremely useful.

1998 Member's Day and AGM
at the Natural Histoiy Museum

Cronwell Road. London S\X^ 5BD

Saturday 2Sth April 1998

Doors open front lO.OOani

Entrance to the museum will be free

on production of this issue of the Bulletin
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An unusual butterfly in Andalucia

by Anthony Crawforth (9510)

42 Bulstrode Coiut. Heathfield Way, Germds Cross. BuckUighamshire SL9 7RT.

After a wet winter, the wild flowers in the Spanish countiyside during

the 1997 spring were especially abundant and beautiful. In April I

chanced to see a blue/bronze butterfly which I though might be
Cacyreus marshalli, the Geranium bronze, Butler 1898, as it was on a

geranium. The doubt in my mind was based on the size of the

specimen which was much larger than I would have expected.

I was in the same area again during late September 1997, and
decided to visit a formal and cultivated garden, within a hour's drive of

where I was staying. The garden is quite difficult to find but is reached

by following the N321 Granada road out of Malaga. As you climb up
the hill and follow the signs you arrive at "Finca la Conception". This is

a tree and shrub garden, with very few herbaceous plants. It was
established in the 1850s by an Englishwoman and her Spanish

industrialist husband. They collected plants and seeds, first of all on
their world tour honeymoon, and later from business associates and
other travellers. The garden which is serenely beautiful is still more or

less as it w^as originally laid out in the last century but is currently

undergoing a much needed restoration. There are over 30 different

types of palm trees alone, some growing to nearly 30 metres in height.

In a newer part of the garden, before you reach the Gazebo, beyond an

avenue of Spanish plane trees, there is a walk bordered by banks of

geraniums and here I found the unusual butterfly in profusion.

What I saw this time was definitely Cacyreus marshalli, the Geranium

bronze (TL: S. Africa). What first caught my eye was that it is very

prone to tail movement.

In Africa the species has been recorded frequently from the south-

western Cape, the eastern Cape and most of the eastern half of

southern Africa, including Natal, the Orange Free State, Transvaal and

Rhodesia and also Mozambique.

According to Clark and Dickson (1971, Life Histories ofthe South African

Lycaenid Butterflies. Purnell, Cape Town) the range of this butterfly is

South Africa although there is evidence that it has been introduced to

Spain and Tolman (1997, Butterflies ofBritain and Europe. Collins) states:

"The immature stages of this South African species are believed to

have been accidentally introduced to the Balearic Islands and Spain,
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through the importation of Pelargonium culti\"ars. First reported in

1990 on Mallorca. the species quickly became a pest throughout this

island. It has since extended its range to other Balearic islands as

well as the Spanish mainland: t^'o specimens were captured near

Logrono in 1992. another in Granada ciU'-centre in 1995. In 1991. a

male specimen was captured in a Brussels garden containing

Pelargonium and several colonies were noted in the \icinitA' of Rome
in 1996. The widespread popularity of Pelargonium as ornamental

plants would seem conduci\'e to further dispersion. In South Africa,

this continuously brooded insect also feeds on Geranium spp. and its

establishment in the v^ild in the warmer parts of the Mediterranean

region would seem possible. In capti\'ir\". life-cycle occupies about

one month at 25 C. Whilst a preference is shown for flowers and

flower-buds, lar\'ae attack all iiiial components of pelargonium. Lan'a

is pale green with red markings and long, stiffish white hairs: pupa
similarh" coloured and ornamented."

The normal Vs'ing-span of the male butterfly is 15-23mm and female

18-27mm. Clark and Dickson also comment on the large size of some
specimens v^'hich:

^'en much abox e the a\'erage size are sometimes found in gardens

and in such cases the lar\'ae will probably ha^'e had an abundant

supply of fresh food in specially good condition.
"

This would be a reasonable explanation for the unusually large

specimen that fooled me earlier in the year.

Clark and Dickson also remark this is a common and extensively

distributed insect in its habitat. It is found at high and low altitudes, at

the coast and inland. The flight is leisurely and of short duration, with

frequent rests.

Hummingbird hawkmoth in Leicestershire

by Andrew Eames (4648)

35 Vic Wharf. Sharcilow. Derby DE72 2HG

.

1 note the reports about a sighting of a Hummingbird hawkmoth. w hich

}:)romj:)ts me to report that I saw se\"eral during 1996. The first, near

Melton Mo^'bray. Leicestershire was on 16th June and was seen and

confirmed by ai least four people, largely because of my excitement at

seeing it. It ga\ e excellent demonstrations of its ho\ering ability'. I saw
four more in Midlands gardens, all within 30 miles of Derb\". between

then and September. All were on sunny days in gardens with plenr\' of

flowers.
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Grampian insects thirty years on
by Eric Pickard (3928)

105 Kirkhill Road, Aberdeen, Grampian ABll 8FT.

Looking through a Nature Diaiy for 1967 I came upon a note for 30th

July 1967.

On that day I had visited the Forvie Nature Resei-ve with two of my
sons who were teenagers then. I quote: "The weatlier was overcast with

occasional bright periods. It was interesting to note that as soon as the

sun came out from behind the clouds, Dark green fritillaries would
appear as if by magic, in great numbers. By the time we reached the

sand dunes where they abounded we were putting up Small heaths,

Meadow browns and Common blues at every step. A few Graylings

were seen, newly-emerged and at the beginning of their flight period. A
few Six-spot burnets were active and a couple of small larvae of the

Fox moth were found."

Now after 30 years what was there to be found? On 6th August 1997

I was at Newburgh, Grampian, but on the opposite bank of the Ythan

from the previous notes. The habitat is the same however, being sand

dunes, with wild thyme and violets among the plants found. On this

morning the sun was high in the sky as I ventured among the dunes

and it was not long before a Dark green fritillary came into view. I tried

stalking it with my camera but it was to no avail. In contrast to 1967 I

only saw about a dozen insects during my couple of hours stay. Only

two Graylings were seen on this occasion in an area where they were

once as common as Meadow browns. Still flying abundantly were Small

heaths, these were often seen mating. Common blues were also quite

common and a couple of Meadow browns were put up from the

undergrowth.

On the previous day of the 5th August I visited to the grassy slopes

overlooking the sea near Gregness lighthouse in Grampian. I was
hoping to find and photograph Green-veined whites (Pieris napt)

which are often common in the area. It turned out to be an afternoon

of unbroken sunshine, during which time the butterflies thronged in

what can only be described as super abundance. Seldom have I seen so

many insects as on this occasion, but as the sun was so hot they were

were not easy to approach unless one came upon a pair of them in

tandem, mating. I was using a 70-210 macro lens and a 50ASA slide film

in my attempts to photograph them but the results were rather

disappointing.
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On several occasions a male of the Common blue iPolyommatus
icarus) was spotted although they were difficult to keep track of in

flight. The one specimen which posed for me at length turned out to a

very tattered and worn insect. Most accommodating was a Small copper

iLycaena phlaeas) who repeatedly returned to the same spot where I

had ver>^ little difficulty in photographing it.

Stick & Leaf Insects - A Novice's Guide to Keeping
Phasmids
GK Video, price £-11.99 (Special price of £10.00 incl. p&p for AES
members). Available from GK Video, PO Box 213, Grimsby DN36 5ZG.

At last! A well-filmed, practical video for the enthusiast, with some
beautiful film dealing with phasmid behaviour. This 32 minute film has

a commentary by Keith Stiff, w^ho relays an incredible range of

information.

I like the practical advice, included in sections on moulting, housing,

feeding, general care and breeding. The feeding section even includes

outdoor filming obtaining bramble. There is an excellent sequence

dealing with the moulting of a male Extatosoma tiaratiim. My only

criticism is that there are so many sequences of species early on, that

novices may be confused as to which species is being shown, although

some insects are named. However, the "star" performers" particulars are

given in more detail at the end of the \'ideo.

The Phasmid Study Group is recommended and indeed the "stars"

have been obtained from Group members. Timed for release at the

Kettering insect fair in December 199^, this video is a must for

individuals and schools starting, or thinking of starting cultures.

Enthusiasts will wish to obtain a \'ideo e\'en if they are experienced in

breeding phasmids; it is worth it just for the footage of Heteropteiyx

dilcitcita, Exkitosonici ticircitiini. Orxiiics ))icicklottii and others. Phasmid

fanciers will watch this \ ideo o\"er and o\'er again!

This video is number 2 in a series; the first is on tarantulas and it is

understood that the third (in production) will cover the mantids.

Video Review

Paul D, Brock (4~92)
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Entomologist By Association or Thoughts from the

Registrar's wife

by Susan Holford

5 Conifers Close. Horsham, West Sussex.

When we met, one of the things we had in common was an interest in

Natural History. A good start, and I had visions of idyllic walks in

woods, admiring the flowers and the occasional butterfly. Little did I

know! Years later, we still share a common interest, and I suppose my
knowledge base has grown beyond measure for an amateur,

entomologically speaking.

Since Nick has been Registrar, we have had the opportunities to have

contact with some lovely people, and while he is deep in

entomological conversation (usually involving long Latin names) the

question invariably comes, "Are you into this as well, or only by
association?"

Having then established my credentials (or lack of them!) we
generally find the common ground well known to all E's By A. This

was brought home to me most recently after visiting the home of the

late Professor Colin Smith. We were in the locality visiting our son, and

it seemed right for Nick to visit personally rather than use the telephone

as the means of contact. Having read about Colin Smith, my immediate

feeling was one of sadness that we hadn't been able to know him
personally. Our son uses the dictionary Professor Smith translated, and

was deeply interested in all his academic work. However, after only a

few moments in the study, I strongly felt that here was Colin the

entomologist, rather than Professor Smith, the esteemed and gifted

academic.

Here were familiar books, seen on our shelves; the familiar smell of

PDB; the knapsack with nets and other sundries required! Colin's

collection was in excellent condition and order. Here was a man who
had spent countless hours collecting, cataloguing and mounting his

moths.

In conversation with Ruth, his widow, we shared many memories

relating to our spouses' interest: How an entomologist can drive down
a busy road and still manage to identify a passing insect; there's always

a favoured pair of trousers (lovingly patched) which is deemed in their

view to be completely socially acceptable, wherever they are; how the

search for an insect takes immediate precedence over any occasion,
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however sombre or important! X.B. Nick is planning to take some
collecting tubes to our daughters wedding - watch this spacel

I'm sure that all you other E"s By A could add to this list. Maybe at

the next exhibition v^'e should ha^'e our own room to compare notes!

Please, all you real entomologists out there, don't feel we "re laughing at

you. Far from it. we love you dearly! As Ruth and I agreed, this

fascinating interest im'oh'es people from all walks and sectors of life,

and through our husbands" hobby, v^-e ha\^e felt pri^ileged to ha\'e met

some lovely people.

We certainly felt privileged to h3.ve been in Colin Smith's study. Ruth

has many \'ears of fond memories to look back on. and we \\ish her

well.

Rediscovery of Blair's wainscot in Dorset
by Keith C. Lewis (3680J

108 Park View Road. Welling. Kent DA16 ISJ.

E-mail: Lewisbugs@aol.com

For those members who do not take the Daily Telegraph, the paper

carried an item of news on Saturday 2~th December 199~ which will

please all members.

This was the redisco\-eiy of the moth Sediua biiettiieri (Hering 1858)

(Noctuidae) or Blair's wainscot, by Phil Sterling, the ecologist for the

counts- of Dorset.

The moth is named after Dr Kenneth Gloyne Blair. D.Sc. FRES
( 1882-1952) v^-ho was Deputy Keeper at the then British Museum
(Natural History, London (nov^- Natural Histor\- Museum). He retired

from this post in 1944 due to ill health, a result of the 1914 war.

Mo\-ing to Freshv^ ater, Isle of Wight in 194S. he not only added the

abo\e moth to the British list but also added the Blair's mocha.
Cosymhia piipillaria Hb. Both moths were lost on the Isle of Wight

tkic U) land drainage.

The moih s precise site in Dorset is being kept secret for its

l')roiectic^n. but as a colony of larvae was found at this site, this

probably pro\-es that moths seen in 1996 were not continental

migrants.
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Over-wintering the Tigers

by Reg Fry (2333)

ne Hawthorns, Prating Road, Great Bromley, Colchester C07 7JN.

The Tiger moths (subfamily Arctiinae) are some of the most enjoyable

species to breed (if at times frustrating) and many lepidopterists cannot

resist breeding them again and again when they come across ova or

larvae on field trips. Those species which over-winter as pupae are easy

to rear in their hundreds or even thousands but the most variable in

both markings and colour hibernate as larvae and are often extremely

difficult to over-winter without very high losses. The purpose of this

article is to record my own experience with a few species and to

encourage other lepidopterists to let us know of methods which they

have found to be successful - or otherwise!

The Garden tiger Arctia caja Linn, must be the most frequently bred

in captivity and in the largest numbers because of the extreme variation

in both markings and colour of the adult moths. However, all the

lepidopterists I have spoken to find it difficult to hibernate the larvae in

captivity without very high losses and many resort to breeding the

species continuously. Most larvae which die appear to have been
attacked by a type of mould or fungus which is presumably due to

damp perhaps coupled with a lack of ventilation. If this is the case one

wonders how high the larval losses are in the wild - perhaps its survival

is due to the fact that the female is quite a prolific layer and hence the

species can tolerate high losses.

Over the years I have tried over-wintering on different species of

plant both in wood and netting cages in a cool spot in an open stable

and on sleeved plants with a cover over the top to prevent direct

rainfall. None of these have been very successful with at best perhaps

10% surviving. It is possible that part of the problem is that because the

females lay so many eggs there is a temptation to group too many
larvae on one plant which gets contaminated with frass which tends to

hold moisture. In fact on reflection the conditions which produced the

lowest losses were when I left some fifty or so larvae in a small

cardboard and netting cage with a few crumpled sheets of kitchen roll

in a cool dry shed with no foodplant - practically all the larvae

survived!

For those that have not tried continuous breeding in captivity I have

found the following method produces the most successful results. I

usually start by rearing the larvae in small plastic boxes lined with
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kitchen roll to keep the foodplant dry and fresh (I always start with

dock as they seem to thrive on this) moving them to progressively

larger boxes with fewer larvae in each as they grow. Naturally the

boxes need to be kept scrupulously clean and dry. They are kept

indoors in a temperature around 18°C. When they reach a size of about

one and a half centimetres long they would normally go into

hibernation but if you keep them indoors you will find that around 30%
will continue feeding. At this stage I usually move them into a w^ooden

and netting cage (still indoors) and it soon becomes obvious which
larvae will continue feeding and which will not. This is the time to put

those that stop feeding in cool dr>^ conditions outdoors to hibernate -

or you can simple release them into the wild.

You may find you are able to feed this first generation on dock up to

pupation, if not (and for feeding over the winter) I alw^ays use so-called

spring greens w^hich are usually available from supermarkets. I have

generally found Tesco's spring greens to be the best, other sources

have not proved to be as reliable. For exam^ple, I once tried greens

from a supposed organic shop but they gave the lar\'ae a dose of

diarrhoea - from which they recovered when I reverted to the usual

source! The major problem of course is that you (and the family) have

to put up with the smell of cabbage throughout most of the winter -

although this is not too bad if they are cleaned out ever\^ day! For

pupation I have found the best method is to suspend the large papier

mache egg trays from the roof of the cage.

When the adult moths emerge you will ob\'iously ha\'e to decide

which males and females you want to pair - depending on vv hether

you are trying to breed a particular variation or colour form. I bred the

pure yellow form for many generations from a male which I was
delighted to find in my MV trap in July 1987. Sometimes one wants to

pair up brother and sister to experiment v^'ith a particular \-ariation but I

have found that they are usually reluctant to do so for at least a couple

of days, whilst unrelated couples will often pair up on the first night

after emergence.

Curiously I have found that in the second and subsequent generations

a higher proportion of lar\-ae will feed up to pupation w ithout

hibernation. In fact after four or fi\ e generations \ iitually all would do
so. Some reports in okl journals suggest that it is necessar\^ to keep the

larvae in the dark to breed them continuously but I ha\'e not found this

to be necessary. The pre\'ious Bulletin editor. Brian Gardiner, warns

against keeping the larvae in temperatures o\ er 20 C as he has found

that this can produce infertile females (^pef-s. conuu?).
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Another moth of this subfamily which I have bred on many occasions

is the Scarlet tiger Callimorpha dominula Linn. Personally I have had

very little success in over-wintering these larvae in captivity although a

friend who had several clumps of comfrey Symphytum officinale

growing in his garden had some success by putting them out on the

plants unsleeved when they were ready to hibernate. When I lived

within a reasonable distance of a strong colony I used to return the

young larvae to the wild when about to hibernate, collecting up a few

again the following spring.

I have only bred the Wood tiger Parasemia plantaginis on one
occasion. My wife found a nearly dead female when we were out for a

walk near Cheddar in Somerset. The moth was in veiy poor condition

and clearly on its last legs. However it managed to lay five eggs before

it expired. These all hatched and again by keeping them in the warm
they fed up and pupated with the adults emerging in the autumn. The
larvae were initially fed on plantain but in their final stage had a strong

preference for brussels sprouts cut in half. The adults paired easily and

I bred a second generation that winter but unfortunately the third

generation died in the pupal stage.

I used to breed the Cream-spot tiger Arctia villica Linn, regularly

as a lad when I lived in Bournemouth but this was easy as there

were a couple of superb localities (now both horrible housing

estates) where the larvae were common in the spring and very easy

to find. I have only bred it once in recent years when I found a

female, which unusually was attracted to an MV light. The larvae

were kept on a potted foodplant in a cool shed and as I recall the

losses during the winter were not that high and I bred a reasonable

number through to adulthood. I would be very interested to hear of

the experiences of other lepidopterists with this species. In his book
Moths and Memories by P.B.M. Allen (1948) he states that he had no

difficulty in over-wintering the larvae on groundsel or dock but could

never persuade them to continue feeding after mid-March, and
suggests that those living in the south of England did not experience

the same difficulties.

I have never had the opportunity to breed the Jersey tiger Euplagia

quadripunctaria Poda but the few people I know who have tried to,

have all lost their larvae during hibernation.

The Ruby tiger Phragmatobia fuliginosa Linn, is often double-

brooded in the south of England and the few times I have bred it have

resulted in adults the same year without any difficulties.
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Finally the Clouded buff Diacrisia sannio Linn. This was a common
moth on several of the Surrey heaths where I used to live. The lar\'ae

were relatively easy to find after hibernation and so I never tried to

hibernate them myself.

I hope this article will result in other lepidopterists recording their

methods for successfully over-wintering these species, particularly the

Cream-spot, Jersey and Scarlet tigers. If you don't have time to wTite for

the Bulletin yourself I would be pleased to receive notes from anyone

who has had success with these species - and will write them up for

the Bulletin in due course.

Golf course entomology in Grampian

by Eric Pickard (3928)

105 Kirkhill Road, Aberdeen, Grampian AB11 8FT.

One sunny afternoon in September 1996 I paid a visit to the Bay of

Nigg in Grampian at a place by the golf course w^hich is used as a

dump for the cuttings from the greens. The decaying grass pro\ides

nourishment for a varied selection of plant life which in turn, attracts

insects. In a huge and luxuriant bed of nettles, newly emerged Small

tortoiseshells (Aglais urticae) were abundant. On tw^o occasions I

spotted a Red admiral (Vanessa atalanta) and once a Painted lady

{Cynthia cardui). Silver Y (Autographa gamma) were ver>^ numerous,

feeding mostly on the fast fading blossoms of creeping thistle (Cirsium

awense).

I happened to notice a caterpillar a little o\'er an inch long,

apparently sunning itself on a leaf of creeping thistle. It was brown and

had a yellow stripe the full length of its body. Further examination of

the surrounding thistle plants revealed the presence of about another

dozen lai-vae. It was interesting to note that v^ hile some of them v^ ere

chocolate brown with a yellow^ stripe, others would be light-green with

a yellow stripe. I took a few of the lan'ae to breed them on. in the

meantime tiying to identify them from various books. I changed their

food to rose leaves on which they thri\'ed until pupating a week or so

later. In May this year three of them emerged as Bright line brown eye

iLacoNohia olcnicia)

.
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GREEN

Larvae from creeping thistle 1.7.96.

Various shades of green and dark-brown with a

conspicuous yellow stripe the length of the

body.

Some were bred on and when the moths
emerged in May 1997 they were found to be

Bright line brown eye (Laconobia oleracid).

Eric Pickard

Un-identified moths in Glasgow
by Frank McCann (6291

)

3 Langbar Path, Easterhouse, Glasgow G33 4HY.

On 28th June 1997 at around 12.30am I caught two small moths at

Bridgeton, Glasgow One was resting on a wall below a light, the other

was resting on the upper surface of a rose leaf. These two moths were

yellowish with a black spot halfway along the base of the forewing. I

do not know yet what species they are. On later examination I

discovered that both micro-moths are of the same species, they also

have small black dots on the forewings but smaller than the larger spot

at the base of the forewing. I put them in a container with a few leaves

and some moistened sugar for them to feed on.

I saw two other moths on the way back from an all-night garage.

One was the Brimstone moth, the other was smaller and whitish. They
were both flying below trees, where various kinds of shrubs were

growing.
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Nomenclature
by Mike Dawson FLS (9130)

66 Tivoli Crescent. Brighton BNl 5XD.

In the past it must have been the ultimate wish of ail entomologists to

discover a new species, or even a sub-species, which they could name,

or have named after them. These days, in Europe at least, it is doubtful

if any new species could be captured, especially of the most frequently

studied families such as butterflies, moths, dragonflies and beetles.

According to the "rules" on the naming of specimens, the name
which is first given to an insect, or any other living creature, is the \'alid

one. As R.D. MacLeod states in his Key to the Xames of British Birds

(1954), the song thrush was given the Latin specific name of

ericetorum; highly unrealistic and most unsuitable, as that bird has

never been associated with heather nor heather-clad terrain. Most

distressing, but, according to the rules, it cannot be altered. The only

hope to get one's name in print is to re-name a species, the finding of a

new species being highly unlikely. In order to do this, one must find an

article which gives another scientific name and which was printed

before the present name was established. It must also be gi\-en in a

reputable periodical or book. That is exceedingly unlikely, but the

following incident show^s to what lengths some people will go to cause

a sensation in the world of nomenclature.

The generic name Ascalaphiis was gi\'en to a certain genus of the

Ascalaphidae (Neuroptera) by Fabricius in 1775. For o^er x^ o hundred

years that name has been used. A person (not named) found a paper

(no name or where found) in which a description of an insect \\"as

given and which the person gave the name Libelhides. The paper was
dated just before that of Fabricius. The short description could,

possibly, have referred to an Ascalaphid, as the antennae v^ere long.

However, some tropical dragonflies have long antennae. Alternati\'ely.

some Ascalaphids (Protascalaphinae) ha\^e exceedingly short antennae.

It is only an assumption that the insect was an Ascalaphid. The author

of the paper was not known, but it is said to be "now known " to be

Denis and Schiffermiiller - by \\ hat means is not stated.

In order to re-namc the genus Ascalaphiis it v^ ould be necessaiy to

show that the specimen was genuine. An un-named person found an

un-named paper with a short description of an insect. The author was
un-known but was guessed to be D. (J;s: S. There was no t)'pe specimen,

no place of capture, no indication that the insect was retained.
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However, not to be thwarted, a search was made through collections

of Ascalaphids. In the Natural History Museum a dilapidated specimen

of an Ascalaphid was found. The last two segments of the abdomen
were missing, precluding the possibility of determining the sex. The
data card had been changed twice by various persons and nothing

whatsoever was known about this specimen. "That's it!", cried the

taxonomist. "That, I declare, is the exact specimen described (but not

necessarily retained) in 1775. I now rename the whole genus
Ascalaphus to be Libelloides. I'm famous!". This must be the most
unscientific reason ever given for re-naming a specimen.

It was also suggested that this insect "may well have been" one of

Linne's specimens. As pointed out by Professor Frank Brandstatter of

the Universitat des Saarlandes in Saarbriicken, Germany in the

Newsletter and Proceedings of the Linnean Society of London (Vol. 12,

No. 3. pp 38-39 October 1996) "According to Mayr (1969) the Linnean

specimens can never be called "types", as Linne himself never clearly

defined a type-specimen. One cannot even be sure that all the original

specimens on which he based his descriptions were really deposited in

the so-called 'Linnean Collection'. So that, when a specimen is from that

presumed collection, the words 'type specimen' are set in quotation

marks." Therefore, that the exact Ascalaphid under discussion (if,

indeed, it were an Ascalaphid) can be correlated to one in the Natural

History Museum, is extremely doubtful. To make an unlikely guess that

it was, in order to change a generic name which has been established

for over two hundred years is not reliable and in no way scientific.

It is interesting to note that Berland, in his book Atlas des Nevropteres

de France, whose latest edition of 1988 is completely updated as

regards nomenclature, retains the valid name for the genus Ascalaphus.

There are so many doubts about this particular description of around

1775 and the supposed insect to which it pertains, that the generic

name Ascalaphus cannot be scientifically changed. The valid name
Ascalaphus must, therefore, be retained.

In the works of Lefebvre's Systema Naturae, 1758, this scientifically

orientated author described one Ascalaphid, giving it the generic name
of Theleproctophylla. He also gave the etymology of the word, taking it

from the Greek word dhkux. A subsequent reader of the manuscript

mistook the word, giving it as S^tAux. As MacLachlan points out in his

work An attempt Towards a Systematic Classification of the Family

Ascalaphidae (Journal of the Linnean Society Zool., XI, pp. 219-276

(1871) the word hhk\sx is incomprehensible. Rambur subsequently

corrected this error, re-instating Lefebvre's correct rendering.
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Modern writers, ignorant of Greek and ha\ing little knowledge of

Latin, copy the mis-reading of this generic word. In Berland's book,

mentioned abo\-e. we note again the literacy of that author in that he

gi"\-es the correct spelling of neleproctopbylla ( the Deleproctophylla of

some modern authors being nonsense). It is unfortunate that all authors

cannot be absolutely accurate in their works. We may be pleased that

we ha^-e this day a most eminent scholar and taxonomist in the author

A. Maitland Emmet. On page 40 of the work The Sciejitific Xames of the

British Lepidoptera he \\Tites. "It is a pir\' that some taxonomists do not

know the \'irtue of the blind eve." Perhaps one should turn two blind

eyes on the incorrect re-naming of Ascalaphiis and on the perpetual

mis-spelling of Theleproctophylla.

Some Late records of British macro-moths

b] ' Roger Hayward (2 ~69)

16 Gihnore Close. Slough SLJ ~BD.

Members may be interested in the follo\^ing records of late moths taken

in my garden.

On 26th October 1996 I found a fresh but small specimen of the Old

lady moth Manmo maiira Linn.) in my garden shed. After a cold

spell, the last \s'eek of No^'ember 199" ^'as quite mild, although rather

wet. Among the usual late autumn species which \isited my garden trap

on 26th No^ember v^ as a v^ orn specimen of the Dark arches iApamea
moJioglypha Hufn.). It is tempting to suggest that this is e\'idence of a

second brood, and it \^ould be interesting to hear from anyone else

with experience of this.

Incidentally, the A.moiioglypha w as found sitting on a window frame,

aiul indeed only one moth was actually in the Robinson trap on the

morning of 2"^ No\"ember. Most autumnal moths seem to choose to sit

on an adjacent wall, or to simply sit on the grass. Throughout the

season a large number of moths choose the wall rather than the trap

itself, usually the better species. Birds are a problem at all regular

trapping sites, and it always pays to examine the trap area before

retiring for the night. Several checks per night are advisable at the

height of the season - and it pays to ha\ e some pill boxes to hand. I

always ha\ e a brief look around immediately before retiring for the

night.
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Grouping behaviour in the overwintering l6-spot

ladybirds (Tytthaspis l6-punctata L.)

and

The Fridge — A Lepidopterist's Secret Weapon
Name and address not supplied

Having recently read the above two articles in Xblume 56 of the

Bulletin, a number of questions and theories arose in my mind as to the

reasons behind dimorphism in connection with the production of the

pigment melanin. I found it hard to work out the solutions to these

problems and thought I would wTite a piece so that other, more
experienced and knowledgeable entomologists could help me out of

my confused state!

The latter article dealt principally with the role that temperature plays

in the wing development and coloration in the butterfly. Not being

acquainted with British Lepidoptera, I w^as fascinated to learn about the

seasonal dimorphism of species such as the Small white (Pieris rapae)

which can be found in a light and dark form according to the

temperatures to which it was subjected during the stage that its wing
development occurred as a pupae. The reason as to the existence of

such aberrational forms in the wild was put down to the theory that

cooler temperatures ie. during winter or early spring, inhibit the

production of melanin in the wings, making spring generations lighter

than later emergent specimens that have developed in w^armer

conditions. In the Octopus Field Guide to Butterflies and Moths, day

length during larval development was the suggested reason for seasonal

polymorphism in the Map butterfly, Araschnia levana, whose spring

generation (levana} has brown wings with a black pattern, whereas the

summer generation Qprorsa') has black wings marked with yellow/white

spots and reddish lines.

At first glance, temperature variation seemed like the only rational

biological explanation to the occurrence of seasonal polymorphism in

the Small white, in that metabolic rate and, therefore, production of all

organic bodily substances would be inhibited by cooler temperatures. I

was then surprised to read that the exact opposite occurred in species

like the Small tortoiseshell (Aglais urticae) i.e. winter forms of the

butterfly were dark and summer forms were lighter. Bearing in mind
that both species, the Small white and Small tortoiseshell, had around

two to four generations within a year, my first reaction was to assume
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that the reason for the difference in the Small toitoiseshell would be

that darker forms were more able to sur\4ve in colder conditions due to

the fact that their darker wing surfaces absorbed more heat from the

sun, thus, making darker forms of the butterfly more adapted to winter

conditions.

On discussing this with my father, who is a bee keeper, the subject of

e^'olution arose. He told me that, after the ice age, the only principal bee

populations were those that existed in the Mediterranean. As the climate

warmed, populations spread northward until today's patterns of bee

distribution \\'ere reached. It \\'as noted among many that, the further

north the bees spread, the darker their coloration became. This colour

change \\"as presumed to ha\'e been due to the age-old theor\' of natural

selection and sun i\ al of the fittest i.e. darker bees absorbed more heat

from the sun. and so. were able to tolerate cooler conditions and

reproduce more rapidly. The initial darker forms could have been

caused by mutation or by changes in biological processes resulting from

climatic alterations, i.e. melanin production. Nevertheless, changes

occurred that changed the appearance of the bee as its numbers spread.

In the article about the o\'erwintering habits of l6-spot ladybirds, a

point was made that both intrigued and confused me somewhat. It said

that the reason for inheritance of the melanic form poweri was
unknovvii and that if it were due to some genetic mutation, then it was

a selecti\ e disadx antage. At hrst. I realised that it would be an obvious

disad^antage if the melanic form were less camouflaged than its buff-

coloured relati\"es. but assumed it would be more able to absorb as

much heat trom the sun as possible and not die of cold in hibernation

o\ er the winter months. Howe\'er. as I read on. I learned that melanic

forms are less likely to sun h'e the winter despite their apparent colour

ad\-antage as black torms \\'ould suffer greater temperature fluctuations.

This, LIS \'cui can imagine, confounded my earlier assumptions on bee

e\-olution and melanic darker forms of the toitoiseshell f-^utterfly. If my
pre\ ious theories ^A'ere ^^"rong then se\"eral questions needed to be

answered:

1. \\'h\- did bees e\'(^he to become darker when their sur\i\'al

chances woiikl be lessened because of it?

2. \\'h\' are \\ inter forms oi the toitoiseshell buttertly darker when
their sur\ i\ al chances \\ ill be lessened because of itr'

3. \X'h\- are w inter forms of this butterfly darker in the first place

when \xui"d expect the production of melanin to be inhibited by

cooler conditions?
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On further discussion with my father over the first question, we
decided that, for bees, it would in fact be advantageous to be darker in

cooler climates. This was, we thought, because most of the winter is

spent in hibernation in the hive where temperatures are maintained at a

fairly constant temperature of 35°C. When occasional flights were made
over the winter months, a darker bee would maintain a fairly high body
temperature in flight and would not suffer great fluctuation due to the

fact that it always returned to its hive where, as mentioned earlier,

conditions are stable. However, for melanic ladybirds or darker

butterflies who would not be able to spend the night in a warm
environment, being dark would cause them to loose heat at night

resulting in possible death or comatosation. This explained why
melanic ladybirds were a rarity but did not help me in working out the

answers to questions two and three.

I have found myself getting very confused over these questions and
would appreciate any light that could be thrown on the matter.

I would also like to add that, because of the interest I have
developed around this topic, I myself have decided to conduct a small

experiment of my own using moth pupae! This summer I was lucky

enough to find a large number of Buff tip moth caterpillars (Phalera

bucephald) on a beech hedge in the garden of a friend of mine. This

species overwinters in the form of a black pupa which is usually found

in soil during autumn and winter months. I decided to conduct a small

scale test using my pupae to see if dimorphism occurred in this species.

I knew that with pupae of a short metamorphosisation time, it was
essential to place specimens in the fridge before wing development
occurred. So, although the metamorphosis time of my chosen species of

moth was quite long, I placed all of mine in their chosen positions as

soon as possible. I have placed half in the fridge and the other half in a

corner of a room in my house. I am eagerly looking forward to seeing

what, if anything (!) emerges next spring. Whatever happens, I will still

remain fascinated by the fact that such dimorphism in the same species

in the wild, occurs at all. I would recommend anyone, not having read

these articles to do so as I have found them both thought-provoking

and very interesting indeed. I am looking forward to hearing any
responses to my queries and hope that others can find equal enjoyment

from this subject as I have done.

APOLOGY
In Bulletin 56, December 1997, the article on page 221 referred to a ban on the use of

insect nets in Great Britain, and named Butterfly Conservation as pushing this

proposal foi-ward. This is not the case, and is the view of the authors concerned and

not the AES.
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Notes and Observations —

Clepsis consimilana, Tortricidae

byJ.L. Gregory

Lepidoptera House. Bodelva. Par. Cornwall.

It is generally recognised that this common species is normally
univoltine, with moths appearing from June to August in the south, or

as late as September in the north. My personal records for Cornwall

over the last ten years or so tally with this as they show earliest and
latest dates respectively of 17th June (in 1989) and 17th August (in

1997). However, tw^o exceptional records, well outside what would
usually be expected for this species in Cornwall are 4th October (in

1989) and 5th November (in 1997). This would suggest that a partial

second generation may sometimes occur in the milder south-west, as it

is difficult to believe that the ver>^ late moths could be indicati\-e of an

extended emergence period for a single annual generation.

Notes and Observations —

Habrosyne pyritoides, (Buff arches), Drepanidae

(formerly Thyatiridae)

byJ.L. Gregory

Lepidoptera House. Bodelva. Par. Cornu all.

This is another normally univoltine species which is YQry common in

Cornwall, often turning up in large numbers at mercuiy \'apour light

from June to August. My extreme earliest and latest dates for this

species over approximately the last ten years are 11th June and 9th

August, respectively, (both dates in 1988). But in 199"^ a slightly

undersized male turned up at mercun' \'apour light on 29th September,

thus suggesting that in favourable conditions this species, too. may
produce a partial second generation.

AES Annual General Meeting 1998
SatLuxku 2Sth April 1998

Nominaticins are retiuestt'Ll for election to Council and the OtYicer positions on Council. .\11

noniin.iiions sli.uikl W seconded and sent to the AFS, FO Box 8''74.
^ London S\\"~ SZG or

.iltL Tiuiln cl\ can be handed to tiie M's seociai x on s.nLnxkiy 2^th April at tlie meeting.

PLEASE REMEMBER TO BRING YOUR FEBRl ARV BL LLEn.\
TO OBTAIN FREE ENTRY TO THE NATI RAl HISTORY Ml SEIM.
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Dung flies

by Gordon Knight (10322)

12 Fforddy Felin, Trefin, Haverfordwest. Dyfed SA62 5AX.

No-one, entomologist, naturalist or member of the public, can have

failed to notice the ginger-furred dung-flies (Scatophaga stercorarid)

which "explode" in clouds from cow claps when they walk past.

Their habits are summarised in Flies of the British Isles by Coyler and
Hammond and in more detail by Hobby (1931), Grensted (1944) and
Cotterell (1920). Although they are predatory, which is easily

observed if one is patient, this article is about the more obvious

aspect of their behaviour, their attraction to dung and also to dung-

smelling flowers.

Some years ago I asked my youngest daughter, who had just picked

some ox-eye daisies {Leucanthemum vidgare) for her mother, what
they smelled of and she instantly replied "dog dirt". More recently her

reply had significance when I noticed that the commonest flies to be

found on ox-eye daisies were similar in appearance to the ginger dung-

flies of cow claps, but were more slender and greenish, which I

subsequently realised (which I could have gleaned from Colyer and

Hammond) were the females.

So while the females spent most of their time extracting nectar

from ox-eye daisies the males spent nearly all their time on fresh

dung, particularly cow dung. Later in the season, when ox-eye

daisies gave way to cow parsnips {Heracleum sphondylium) the

females switched their attentions to the equally dung-smelling

flowers of the latter.

Occasionally male dung-flies visited ox-eye daisies and cow parsnips,

ignoring any females which happened to be present, but more
importantly a female would occasionally visit a cow clap causing

pandemonium until she settled with a partner.

There was a marked difference in their distribution according to

whether the countryside was mainly arable or stock-farming. For

example, in southern Suffolk, in the Holbrook region, the ox-eye

daisies and cow parsnips had no dung-fly visitors, whilst in

Pembrokeshire, which is primarily stock farming, including cattle and

sheep, dung-flies often swarmed over cow parsnips. However, as the

latter have open flowers with highly accessible nectar, which are visited

by a huge variety of insects, this difference is unlikely to affect their

population and seed production.
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Larvae from Glasgow

by Frank McCann

Larvae feed mainly on decidious trees and shrubs. Pupae usually hibernate and lar\'ae

feed in summer and late summer.

From The Moths of the British Isles by Richard South.

AES WANTS AND EXCHANGE UST
Recently, there have been a fev^- problems v^ith adxertisements being sent for

publication in the Wants and Exchange list. Would contributors please note that the

closing date for adverts is the 10th of the month preceeding publication.

Adverts that reach me after this date will appear in the next list. More importantU".

no advert offering specimens (living or dead) for sale or exchange v^ ill appear

UNLESS I RECEIVE A LIST OF ALL SPECIES OFFERED.

Thirdly, please note that tliere is a fi\e-line maximum length for adverts. A little

leeway is given, but anything chastically longer will be se\"erely edited, without

notihcation.

All this inforniaiion has been pre\ iousl\" a\ ailable. but in the light of the increasing

nunil^d of adx erts that I am receiving that are either too long or do not supply

enough inlormation, 1 \^ould like to make everyone aware of tlie current rules.

("arolinc Willniot

Wants and Exchange Hdiior
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^^ft Book

The Moths and Butterflies of

^i^^rf^ Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly
by F.N.H.Smith, published in October, 1997, by

Gem Publishing Company, 434 pp. plus 32 colour plates, hb. 6.5x9.5

inches, priced at £44.

This will surely be an extremely useful book for all entomologists who
have an interest in the distribution and status of Lepidoptera in

Cornwall. The author has painstakingly put together an enormous
number of individual records from many sources. The 152 colour

photographs near the centre of the book are of the highest quality, a

high proportion of them being close-up larger-than-life views of some
of the smaller moths in their natural resting positions, whilst others

show examples of leaf-mines caused by lepidopterous larvae. A few
illustrations of Coleophorid cases on their natural food-plants are

included among the photographs of smaller moths, and there are some
excellent photographs of examples of butterflies, larger moths, and
larvae. The last twenty photographs in this section are views of a

selection from the very wide range of habitats which exist in Cornwall

(many of them still under-recorded for Lepidoptera).

The introductory pages include maps of Cornwall showing
topography, geology, and the locations of current wildlife reserves (most

of which are owned or managed by the Cornwall Wildlife Trust). The
following twelve pages deal with Climate and Weather, Geology, Losses

and gains of Lepidoptera since the publication of Victoria County
History in 1906, Acid Rain, Migration, Distribution, and Conservation.

The main substance of the book, occupying 351 pages, is a Systematic

List, with species-order and nomenclature as given in Moths & Butterflies

of Great Britain & Ireland vol.7 (part 2), published in 1992. Virtually all

of the Lepidoptera species which have been recorded in Cornwall over

the last 140 years or so are included. Against the specific name of each

species is the Bradley & Fletcher 1988 "log book" number, and the

general format for the data relating to each species is divided into

several sections for easy reference;- Food-plants (for only a small

number of species); V.C.H. records (i.e. prior to 1906),. Isles of Scilly;

vice-county 1 (West Cornwall); and vice-county 2 (East Cornwall).

Within each section the author gives details regarding localities, dates
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(including records up to about 1906), and the initials of recorders (whose

names are listed in Appendix 3). Clearly he has taken meticulous care to

verify and amass a vast quantity of individual records from many sources,

and put them together into an easily digestible form. But with such a

huge amount of information, a few queries, anomalies, errors and
omissions are inevitable. One of these is the complete absence from the

text of any reference to Blastodacna atra, a species which is known to

occur in Cornwall, but this is perhaps explained by the fact that this

species was surprisingly also omitted from the MBGBI systematic list of

1992 which the present author was using. Another example is the oft-

repeated incorrect pabulum given for Apomyelois bistriatella on page 172,

in the index, and in the caption to the photograph of the larval feeding-

place. (The known food-fungus for A. bistriatella is, in fact, Daldinia

vernicosa, and not D. concentrica which does grow on burnt Gorse).

Printing errors are few and very minor, examples being; incorrect print-

style for "spectrana" on page 114; incorrect spelling of ''Anthohari^' on
page 188 and in the index; and incorrect print-style for the initial letter of

the synonym nubiferand' on page 127.

It is a pity that the book has, perhaps unavoidably, had to leave out a

small number of interesting records which were not immediately
available to the author due to the recent demise of Cornish Biological

Records Unit (which resulted in a build-up of unreported records).

I personally would have preferred the species to be arranged in

accordance with the more up-to-date systematic order and nomenclature

which is briefly outlined in MBGBI vol. 3, published in 1996, and which

is likely to become standard in the very near future, but this is really onl\-

a very mild criticism.

The last few pages include an Addenda, followed by lists of additional

species, and species not recorded since V.C.H., giving localities and other

data for some of them. (There am a few further very minor printing

errors here, with some localities on pages 385, 367, and 371 shown in the

wrong column). Appendix 4 is a list of food-plants, and Appendix S is a

useful list showing map references for the sites mentioned in the main

text. There is an impressive list of references in Appendix 8: and this is

followed by six pages. Appendix 7, which gi\ es some brief biographical

notes on deceased entomolc^gists.

Despite the few criticisms I have made, this is a well-researched Lind

well-produced book, which gi\'es a \'eiy clear ox erall picture of the state

of our knowledge regarding the status and distribution of Cornish

Lepidoptera up to the present time. It w ill surely encourage both present

and future entomologists to continue to monitor and record the

Lepidoptera of this region for many years to come.

John Gregoiy
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AMATEUR ENTOMOLOGISTS' SOCIETY

AGM AND MEMBERS' DAY 1998

at the Natural History Museum, London

Saturday 25th April 1998

HOW TO GET THERE

By Tube:

The Circle, District and

Piccadilly Lines serve South

Kensington Station

which is a four minute walk

from the Museum.

By Car:

There are very few parking

spaces in this area of

London. We strongly advise

that public transport is used

wherever possible.

The meeting will commence at 11am in the Palaeontology Demonstration Room,
at the far end of Gallery 30. Maps of the Museum will be available upon entry.

ENTRY TO MUSEUM
The Museum opens at 10am. Entry is free for MEMBERS on the production of

either the AES Bulletin (Febl998) or the AES Bug Club Membership Card. To
gain entry to the meeting, visitors should enter the Life Galleries Entrance on
Cromwell Road, and report to reception where you will be booked in.

LUNCH
There are numerous locations in South Kensington where lunch may be taken.

Alternatively, there are facilities in the Museum for the purchase of lunch. There

are also areas within the museum where packed lunches may be eaten.

For more information,

please write to the AES, PO Box 8774, London, SW7 5ZG.
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AES ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

AND MEMBERS' DAY

1998

Saturday 25th April 1997 at 11am

Palaeontology Demonstration Room, Natural History Museum, London.

Nominations are invited for Council members and Officers of the

Society. All nominations should be seconded and foru^arded to the AES
Secretary, PO Box 8774, London SW7 5ZG or alternatively can be

handed to the AES Secretary before 11am on Saturday 25th April 1998.

AES Publications will be in attendance as will the AES Bug Club for the

purchase of books and AES Merchandise. The AES English Nature Slide

packs will also be available for sale.

Members will also enjoy free access to the Museum for the day, with an

assortment of Galleries to enjoy. Admission Charges for non-i:i"iembers

are £6 for adults with a reduced rate for children, senior citizens and

students.

Please remember your Bulletin or membership card as

we are unable to guarantee free entry without it!!

Puhlisluxl 2~tli FcbruaiA' l'-)'-)8 b\- the Amateur Entomologists' Society-

CRcgisteied Charity No. 26^430), horn PO Box 8~-t. London S\X^ ^ZG

A varied programme will be provided

during the day, with talks from guest

speakers and hopefully visits to the

Entomology Department and bug hunts in

the Wildlife Garden taking place.

The Annual General Meeting will take

place at 12pm.
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The Wasp beetle, Clytus arietus,

manages a very creditable imitation

of a wasp. Not only are its markings

wasp-like, it imitates wasp behaviour

with quick movements and waving

antennae. Wasp beetle larvae live in

the wood of broad-leaves trees,

taking two or three years to develop.

They are usually found in dead

wood, and can even colonise "rustic"

garden furniture. The adults are

widespread in Britain, and are often

seen exploring timber piles in

woodland, being especialK' acti\e in

sunshine.

Photo: Nick Holford.
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A look at data labels

by Harry T. Bales

11 Ennerdale Terrace, Low Westwood, Derumitside. Co. Durham NE17 VPN.

Who first suggested or introduced data labels, in relation to

entomological specimens is lost in the mists of time. Edward Newman
(1841) suggested "ticketing" foreign insects as such, to separate them
from genuine British specimens, and it may have been from this idea,

that data labels evolved. Certainly, from the latter quarter of the 19th

century, many of the books relating to insects and their collection

devoted a line or two to the forming of a "scientific collection" by
adding labels to the specimens, indicating where, when and by whom
the insects were collected. Labels, according to the various authors,

"added to the value of the specimen." Although it was never quite

defined whether this "added value" was scientific or monetary, bearing

in mind that there was a very large commercial trade in insect

specimens between dealers and collectors during that era.

It is very unfortunate that the early fathers of insect study and
collecting did not expand their ideas for the amount of information to

be placed on an insect specimen label. Had a little more thought been

given to this subject at that time, the modern investigator of historic

insect distribution, would have had a vast amount of information to

work with.

Over the past thirty years the writer has been fortunate enough to

have been allowed access to many museum reference and several

private collections. Of the tens of thousands of specimens of various

insect orders he has seen, less than one insect in a thousand has had,

what he would term, decent data attached to it. Numerous specimens,

all beautifully set, housed in the most magnificent cabinets, are often

totally devoid of any data, and as such, are worthless from almost any

scientific viewpoint.

Other collections do of course have data, but in many of them the

information contained is frequently limited to a place name, a date, and

a collectors name. Whilst the latter is invariably correct, the date is often

given as a month and a year or occasionally just a year. Very often the
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locality given is vague as to precise location, and frequently relates to a

nearby town or village, which in many instances is several miles away.

To be frank, these sort of data are almost as useless as no data at all,

and have led to numerous errors in the historical entries of many
modern distribution maps.

In my researches into the historical distribution of the Large heath

butterfly (Coenonympha tullid), I have often come across specimens

labelled "Delamere Forest". In this famous locality there were five

mosses, all had names which were shorter than the locality name given,

yet it is very seldom that a specimen is labelled from one of these

specific sites. The best that can be done with a record of this type, is to

allocate it to the two adjacent 10km sq. grid squares, which cover this

area. Whereas, had a specific site name been given, a 1km sq. reference

would have been easy to ascertain, and would have been of much
greater value.

Similarly, "Witherslack" is utilised, even today, for a number of

mosses to the north of Morecombe Bay, Cumbria. The writer has 121

records of specimens labelled for this "locality" in his database, dating

from 1871 to date. There is not, and never has been a "Witherslack

Moss"; all of these records, and no doubt hundreds more in collections

throughout Britain, should have been labelled with the correct site

name. These are just two examples out of many, which occur

throughout the whole of Britain. It does seem strange that collectors

are/were willing to travel often considerable distances and at no little

expense, to obtain specimens for their collections, and then could not

be bothered to make out an accurate label for the insect(s) they

obtained.

The term "near" applied as a prefix to a site name is also of little

assistance. There are specimens existing and literature records for the

Large heath butterfly from Scarborough. Yorkshire from a Mr A.S.

Tetley, circa 1910. These records appear in the distribution maps of

B.R.C. Atlases and again in several modern text books. Recent

investigation has revealed that the true site location of this record is

some 15 miles (24km), to the north of Scarborough and is not

evenwithin the same 100km grid square. It is ob\ ious the term "near"

can mean different things to dilTerent people, and as such, it shoukl be

avoided.

It is not only the amateur entomologist w ho is at fault in this respect.

Many famous names of high sianeling in entomological circles are

equally guilty. This writer considers that there is no excuse for
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inadequate labelling. The old maxim of, "If you are going to do
something, do it properly", should apply. It has been said, "If I give an

exact location it will let other collectors know where a species can be

found". My reply is, "They won't know, unless you tell them, or show
them the specimen". I often wonder why such persons even bother to

label their specimens.

The numbers of people collecting butterflies just for the sake of

collecting, is probably now lower than it has ever been. The majority of

entomologists are now, laudably, more interested in the recording and

conservation of insects, than the acquisition of a long series of

specimens. However, there is still, on occasion, a justifiable need to

collect and kill some insects, because identification cannot be done
without the dissection or microscopic examination of the specimens.

This is not the case for any of the resident British butterflies, but it is

necessary for certain species of moths and many other orders of insects.

But, for whatever reason a specimen is taken, it should be given a

detailed data label.

The best definition of the words "Data Label" is perhaps that given by

Professor Hale Carpenter when he defined a museum. This was, "An

interesting and legible set of labels illustrated by specimens". What is a

collection, but a museum, albeit not the size of one of our venerable

institutions.

This brings me to the crux of the matter, what information should a

data label contain. This is a contentious subject, however I would
consider the following list to be a minimum, and these are shown in

what I consider order of importance.

1. An Ordnance Survey grid reference of at least

four or preferably six numbers, prefixed with

the two letter code for the 100km sq. within

which the record was made, e.g. NT42-31- or

NT422315.

2. The full date the specimen was taken, e.g.

22.07.1997. It is not sufficient to show the

year as "97".

3. Altitude. Shown in metres.

4. Collectors name.
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5. A site name. This should be very specific,

and not an allusion to a nearby place name.

A 1:10,000 Ordnance Survey map is very

useful for this purpose. A County Records

Office will usually have these available for

inspection.

6. County of origin. This is preferable to Vice

County numbers which are rather archaic,

and which really became obsolete in 1974,

with the rearrangement of many county
boundaries.

Information relating to altitude may appear unusual, but is of

importance, especially when attached to insects with a clear preference

for montane habitat. The altitude requirements of many species are

barely known, and most textbooks can only give rough estimates as to

the altitude parameters occupied by many species, simply because

there is insufficient information to do otherwise. With nocturnal insects,

a time of capture is of value, for similar reasons. Specimens from

abroad should of course have the country of origin included on the

label.

Other additions which could be of value are, habitat type, hov^' the

specimen was captured i.e. beaten, at light, bred etc. The food or nectar

plant on which the specimen was found or any other such useful

observation. This list could of course be expanded much further. A
second label can be utilised for any data which is in addition to the

items numbered 1-6 above. It is well worth remembering, that even

though many collections ultimately end up in the hands of a local or

national museum, any additional, or useful information regarding

specimens in a private collection usually dies ^ ith the collector, and

many notebooks which may contain this additional information, are

separated or lost when a collection is mcn ed.

The size of a data label is unimportant, provided it contains sufficient

information. There has always been a tendency for both collector and

scientist alike, to make labels as small as possible. Why?, the smaller the

label, the less information it can contain. What km- states, that a data

label must be so small, that it is completely hidden beneath a specimen,

where it is not only out of \ ie\\". but is so obscured, that it cannot be

read w ithout remo\ iiig it from the pin. along with the attendant risk of
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damage to the specimen? It is of no great consequence, if on occasion,

the label is larger than the specimen.

There is no longer the need to go to the expense of having labels

commercially printed. With the current availability of personal

computers and word processors, there are a few people who today,

do not have access to this technology at home, work, school or

college. Many local libraries now contain these machines and staff can

offer advice or assistance in their use, to the uninitiated. Data labels

can be made with ease using a fine font size, e.g. Prestige 20 point.

Printing can be done by laser, bubble jet of even a high DPI dot

matrix printer. The result is a clear, legible label which will not fade.

Standard A4 size 80gsm photocopying paper is available at any office

suppliers or stationers, it is quite inexpensive, and very suitable for

this purpose.

The writer submits that there is no longer a place for data labels

which appear to have been written by using a spider's leg dipped in

ink, by some doctor practising prescription writing.

Irrespective of whether the specimen is a rarity, or a common
species, after making the label, add neatly by hand, the name of the

species to the underside. Thus, if the specimen is lost from its pin, or

damaged beyond repair, the evidence of the record, and what species it

is related to, can be saved.

When attaching the specimen to the label, ensure that it is as low as

possible on the pin, so that when placed in the cabinet or store box, it

is resting on the lining paper of whatever storage facility is used. In this

way it may be read without moving the specimen.

Finally, having made out the label, place the insect in the collection.

Do not forget to fill out a recording form for whichever Order the

specimen belongs, and send it to the national or local recorder for that

group. In that way, if your collection is lost or damaged, the data are

recorded elsewhere.
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Importance of larval foodplant lifespan to British

butterflies — with particular reference to the
Brown argus (Aricia agestis^

by Roger Kemp (3152)

"Pipistrelles", Kemp's Farm. Chapel Road, Ford, Aylesbiuy HP17 8XG.

Most British butterflies have as their main larval foodplants perennials

rather than annuals. This has the obvious advantage that young larv^al

food material will be available year after year and at the correct period

for egg laying and larval development. Sometimes, however, annuals

are used and this can lead to rapid colonisation of new areas but

equally rapid extinction once the annuals disappear. These colonies

tend to be temporary rather than permanent.

A good example of this is the recent spread of the Brown argus in

my own area in the Vale of Aylesbury. For many years odd vagrants

have been seen several miles from the nearest sites in the Chilterns of

its normal larval foodplant the Common rock-rose iHelianthemum
chamaecistus). In August 1996 the few occurrences of second
generation adults coincided with a large germination of Cut-leaved

crane's-bill iGeranium dissectum). Several young plants were noticed

with single Brown argus eggs laid on the upper surface of the

cotyledon leaves.

These eggs eventually produced first generation adult butterflies in

May 1997. Abundance of young Geranium foodplants at this time in

turn enabled a large second generation to emerge in July and August

1997. However, because of the lack of rain until the end of August 199^

there were very few young Geranium plants available for female

butterflies to oviposit during the adult flying period and hence fevs- eggs

were laid.

This highlights the temporary nature of butterfly colonies using

annual foodplants. It may also partially explain v^ hy butterfly numbers

fluctuate even when perennial foodplants are used. Weather conditions,

particularly rainfall, during the larval phase of butterfly de\'elopment

clearly has an effect on availability of suitable \"c)iing food material.

Probably new plant growth is essential for healthy de\elopment as

older growth may de\elop toxins-^-igainst lar\"al damage. It is probably

the a\ailabiliiy of such yoimg growth which is one of the main
determiuanls of numbers of adult butterflies emerging in any gi\"en

year. It is a case of adull bullerflies and \x)iing lar\"al foodplant material

both being in the right place at the right time.
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White admirals near Newbury
byJohn Woolmer

Tloe Rectoiy, Peter Street, Shepton Mallet, Somerset BA4 5BL.

Saturday 20th June 1970.

"How express and admirable! in action like an angel" (Hamlet)

(Leading seafarers - displaying cowardice or wings? [5, 7]).

A month ago, White admirals were Httle more than the occasional

answer to a crossword clue.

Today we, that is Winchester College Natural Histoiy Society, saw
them, studied them, enjoyed their ecstatic soaring flight, and admired

their intricate and beautiful wing patterns.

It all began last month. I was asked to provide a car to help the

Natural History Society mount an expedition to the New Forest.

Apparently, we were to look for wild flowers, adders, and anything of

interest.

I escaped the awesome tedium of the lowest cricket game (what a

saint Podge Brodhurst is! An ex-county cricketer who will encourage

untalented, and often uninterested, Wykhamists to enjoy their cricket

and allow me to escape!).

Win. Col. expeditions are usually fun. Erudite jokes, ancient cars,

dubious picnics all combine to make for an afternoon of serious

hilarity. There were plenty of flowers - inaccessible bog beans (a year

or two later, the sight of a colleague in his best suit foolishly trying to

pick a bog bean brought much joy!), southern marsh orchids etc. We
stumped through marshes trying to disturb adders. I couldn't help

believing that any self-respecting adder would have cleared off!

We, or rather I, apprehended one butterfly of note. Authority in the

knowledgeable persona of Michael Baron, head of science, pronounced
it to be a Green hairstreak and continued "all hairstreaks are rare"

(untrue, as I later discovered).

This little butterfly, briefly detained in a hole-ridden school butterfly

net, has much to answer for. When it flew into my net, leaping out of a

gorse bush into which one of the expedition had clattered, it

reawakened a childhood interest.

I don't want to collect butterflies, George Elliot's devastating comments
about old Mr Transome "like a distracted insect" and "he crawls among
his books and beetles", suggests an old man as desiccated as the dead
insects in his cabinet. All this is quite enough to put one off collecting!
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Michael Baron, flushed with this success, suggested we might hnd a

White admiral. Michael is a brilliant teacher, very knowledgeable about

flowers, confident enough to pick and cook dangerous-looking fungi,

but he is fairly inexpert about butterflies.

This gives me hope! I need a new^ hobby. An unmarried twent)-eight

year old, an only child whose parents both died unexpectedly last year;

stmggling with an exceedingly reluctant call to ordination; immersed in

writing "new" Maths. I have to escape! My erudite colleagues are so

desperately knowledgeable on almost all subjects. Except butterflies . . . ?

The White admiral expedition was a glorious success. The weather

was kind. We began with a picnic lunch in some chalkpits somewhere
near Watership Down (made famous a year or tv^^o later by its rabbits).

The quarry yielded some fine plants - scarlet pimpernel, broomrape.

several species of orchid. A number of butterflies w^ere seen. The
chocolate-coloured Ringlet was a handsome find. The Small blue (our

smallest native) quite a rarity.

Towards the end of our allotted lunch time, I was standing on the

edge of a cornfield at the top of the quarr)^ I was startled by a large

orange-coloured butterfly flashing past. I hadn't realised how fast some
species can fly. A few seconds later another orange streak flashed

towards me, and remarkably ended up in the school butterfly net.

Looking back, these first two "catches" were totally unlikely and
comparable to one on the cricket field at square leg a few^ years later

which left me with a bmised hand for months and a bemused batsman

heading for the pavilion.

The insect was boxed to quieten it. Later it was released, meanwhile

we tried to identify it. Much indecision amongst the various authorities

present. Eventually it was pronounced (correctly) to be a Dark green

fritillary (unusually early in the year). This is the most v^-idely tra\ elled

of our orange-coloured fritillaries. The distinctive underside with green

background and shining sih er spots make its identification quite certain

(once it has been captured and quietened).

Interestingly, although it is a common and widely distributed

butterfly, none of the half dozen or so members of staff and twenty"

boys had ever seen one. There seems to be a glorious ignorance about

huUerflies!

Much encouraged, the expedition repaired tc^ \\'oolte:)n Hill. pri\ate

woodland owned by Sir Kenneth S^A•ann. To mc. there was a certain

irony in \ isiting the ^Aoodland owned by a friend and chess-playing

opponent of my late father. Sir Kenneth, now o\-er 90. was a
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distinguished judge who had recently danced with the Queen Mother at

a dinner for nonagenarian judges. Any time in the last twenty-five years,

my mother and I could have obtained his permission, strolled in his

woods, and doubtless rekindled a mutual interest in butterflies.

Sir Kenneth's woods are managed by Graham Darrah, a delightful

forester who helps the college with its own woodland projects. He led

us confidently down intricate rides, past a magnificent lake, displaying

its host of dragonflies (dangerous butterfly predators, as I later

discovered). We kept a hopeful eye on the wild honeysuckle - the only

foodplant for White admiral caterpillars, and hence of interest to all

females. Then, soaring above us, we saw our first White admiral!

Powerfully advancing with quick decisive wingbeats interspersed with

graceful glides while it explored the canopy of a silver birch tree, it

floated into the bushes pursued by various hopefuls armed with

butterfly nets. It was early in the season, and Graham, who alone of

any of us had seen a White admiral wasn't hopeful of seeing any more.

But luck was with us, one settled briefly on a leaf, opening its wings to

reveal the rich ebony and ivory colours of its forewings. At least there

was no doubt in our minds as to what it was (at this stage none of us

knew about female Purple emperors).

Minutes later, it again fell to me to make the capture. What a

revelation our captive insect was! The striking, but plain upper wings,

gave way to a most beautiful mosaic of chestnut, brown and white on
the underside. After minutes of admiration, during which our captive

(like most of its fellow Nymphalidae) settled peacefully, we allowed

him to emerge. Cameras were ready, but his docility was deceptive. In

a flash, he flicked his wings and soared to a well earned freedom. We
returned to Winchester well satisfied. I've started devouring all available

literature. I can't wait for a sight of the famous White admiral courtship

flight. No wonder the ancients called them White admirables!

I'm dangerously hooked. Lepidoptery is a powerful elixir!
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Book
Reviews

Scythrididae
by Bengt A. Bengtsson being Volume 2 of

Microlepidoptera ofEurope edited by P. Huemer,

O. Karsholt and L. Lyneborg. 301pp.. 14 colour plates. 419 text figures.

240mm x l^Omm. Hardback. Apollo Books. 1997. Price 500 Danish

Kroner excluding postage (around £-50).

The first volume in this series, published in 1996 dealt with the

Pterophoridae. or plume moths. This volume deals with the

Scythrididae. a less well know^n and much o\'erlooked family of the

microlepidoptera represented in the UK by about 12 species, all dull in

colour and not often encountered as adults. The moths are small -

ty^pically just over one centimetre wingspan. The lar\^ae are. with a few

exceptions, difficult to find but nevertheless interesting to rear, some
having an exceptionally fine re\'erse gear that is engaged as soon as an

entomologist approaches! The lan'ae li\'e in v^'ebs that may run along

the ground, along twigs and amongst leaves; sometimes they are

gregarious and sometimes solitary'. The family ty^pically inhabits open
ground, from fields to sandy hills and railway embankments, and there

is a \-eiy good chance that some species await discover)^ in this countiy.

In any event much field work on their biology remains to be done.

This book deals with 23^ species in eight genera, and covers

(somewhat loosely) the whole of Europe. It presents a number of

taxonomic and nomenclature changes most of which will be of interest

only to the specialist and describes 40 new species, none from the UK.

The text deals w iih the general n^orpholc\i^y of the family, hints on
identification, notes on genitalia preparation, and brief sections on
bionomics, collecting and systematics. A detailed checklist leads into

the main body of the work which pro\"ides a eiescription of each of the

genera, sub genera, species groups and indi\ idual species. Comments
are pro\ided on synony ms, type locations for the newly described

species, description of the adult, male and female genitalia, distribution,

biology. et) inolog)' and sundry- remarks. The amount of data gi\'en
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varies enormously from species to species, reflecting the state of our

knowledge of these insects. There are 14 plates of colour illustrations of

adult moths, and 418 diagrams of the genitalia. The work concludes

with a distribution check list and bibliography.

The illustrations in this book are excellent, but anyone wishing to

identify specimens with any confidence must be prepared to examine

the genitalia, no matter how pristine a moth may appear. Akhough a lot

of information is provided, much for the first time in accessible

literature, the reader is left thirsting for more - the scant information

given about many of these moths, particularly the biology, is frustrating

(although what better stimulus for further study?) - those seeking a little

more should also look at a book by the same author, Scythrididae

(Lepidoptera) of Northern Europe published in 1984 as volume 14 of

Fauna Entomologica Scandinavica which contains greater detail.

There are a few minor niggles and a few typos - veiy occasionally

the use of English is a little strange, there is a tendency to include North

Africa (and Iran) as part of Europe and some species are listed in

alphabetical rather than taxonomic order; but these are of little

importance, and this is a valuable addition to our knowledge of this

family, and essential reading for serious microlepidopterists.

Paul Sokoloff

%fL Yourfirst stick-insect

^^^M^^ by David Alderton. Published by Kingdom Books. £1.45.

"^W^^ I thought that this book explained very well all about your first

stick-insect, especially the ten pages on "Selecting your first

stick-insect" which named ten different types of stick-insects.

The book was very detailed but quite long. I thought that it was very

interesting but there were a few parts of the book that I did not

understand.

If you did not know anything about stick-insects then I would
recommend reading this book as it is worth reading. The book tells

you a lot about choosing the correct stick-insect for you and it tells

you about its background and about how to look after that species.

The book also gives you helpful hints on how to make sure your

stick-insect is alright, for example, never overcrowd your stick-insects

as it can result in them loosing their back legs!

If I were to rate this, I would award it seven out of ten.

Clare Hemson (age 13)
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Photographic Catalogue of the Genus Carahus,
Supplement 1.

by Daniele Ghiretti. A^•ailable from Pemberley Books for £28

including post and insurance. May also be available from other

suppliers.

My review of the abo^'e catalogue of the Genus Carabiis by Daniele

Ghiretti can be found in the BiiUetiJi 56 October 199". page 180. I

ha\'e novv' received from Pemberley Books Supplement 1 (Supplement

2 to be published) of the above catalogue. The supplement contains

twelve pages of photographs, plus more Type. Holotype. Paratype

sheets and instructions for mounting in your catalogue. Eleven pages

of this supplement ha^'e nine photographs to a page and page tv.'eh'e

has tv^'o photographs plus se^en type sheets. Each photograph is v^'ell

scored for its removal from the page, but I think it would be prudent

to cut them out with a scalpel. They can then be mounted in your

catalogue using a respositioning spray. They could of course be kept

in the paper folder which they come in. but in time the pages could

become dog-eared. All photographs are to the same high catalogue

standard.

Keith Lewis (3680)

I, British and European Butterfly Vernacular
:< Names includingforms, sub-species and

Aberrations
by William A. McCall and Gergely Toth. "^"pp. 199". Printed by

Fact and Fiction 01^09 8^8091.

The second edition of this catalogue lists the European buttertly fauna

in a clear and comprehensible manner. In addition, it pro\ ides a \'ery

brief life history and a photograph of a specimen of each species.

These, unfortunately, are rather dark and are unlikeh- to be of much
use as a guide to identification. True to its title, lists of all known forms,

sub-spec ies and aberrations are provided, along with their geographical

rani^L N wlu re .ij^propriaie. Also included are the common names of the

buuerflies in as many languages as the authors could find.

All h( nigh well researched and well laid out. I cannot help but feel

thai iliis publicaiion would be of more interest to et\'mologists than to

entomologists.

Caroline W illmot
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A Himalayan Experience
byJohn Lindesay-Bethune (6698)

Miiircambus. Elie. Leven. Fife ICt'9 IHD.

The first time Jean and I went to Nepal to walk in the Himalayas we
were distinctly apprehensive and extremely ignorant of what it would
be like. Although we had read a certain amount and had attended a

lecture given by no less than Chris Bonnington a few weeks before we
left, we were nervous. How arduous and physically testing would the

walking be, how much exposure would there be to heights and would
we be able to cope with it - we both have poor heads for heights; in

short, what lay in store for us? In the event we found a lot of the

walking was delightful and not unduly difficult, and that a day's hill

walking in Scotland or in the Alps could be physically more
demanding. One of the real differences lies in the fact that in Nepal it is

not unusual to go uphill for most of a day.

If I was ignorant of what the walking would be like, I was infinitely

more so about the butterfly scene. In fact I had not given it much
thought, largely because there were so many other things to think

about. At that time I did not have any books which deak specifically

with Nepalese or Himalayan butterflies and I knew no-one who could

tell me what to expect. I simply assumed there would be butterflies,

particularly at the low altitudes, but whether March, which was when
we first went, would be too early or too cold, and just what I would
find, was a closed door waiting to be opened. I simply looked forward

eagerly to discovering something completely new in my life.

The real surprise, which came fairly rapidly, was to find a great range

and variet)^ of butterflies, with altitude governing the species that were

flying. It didn't take long to realise that at the lower altitudes most, if

not all, of the butterflies were the same as one would find in south-east

Asia, and no doubt across the whole of India (where I have never

been), whereas higher up they became progressively more European in

the genera they represented.

Nepal may not be unique, but it is unusual in being the meeting

place of zoogeographic regions, the Palaearctic North and the Oriental

South. In his book. Illustrated Checklist of Nepal's Butterflies, Colin

Smith explains this by stating that most butterflies flying at over 3,000

metres (9,000-10,000 feet), are truly Palaearctic, and resemble those of

the Tibetan region of China, as well as Europe and to some extent

North America too. Those that fly below about 5,000 feet or so are like
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the ones I have seen in the Philippines, Thailand and Malaysia. The
variation in butterflies from one altitude band to another is of course

more gradual than the simple definition I have given, with some
Palaearctic species being seen below the 9,000-10,000 feet level and
Oriental species drifting upwards, above the 5,000 feet level. In

between these two there is a group of butterflies defined by Smith as

"Himalayan". Some are endemic to this region and some are apparently

very local.

Thus, lower down, the Swallowtail family was well represented by
Papilio memnon, P. polytes, P. helenus, P. paris with its vivid blue or

green splash of colour on the hind wings, according to which way the

light strikes it, and Troides helena, all of these relatively common-place
across south-east Asia and India. Various Pieridae, including some ver\^

attractive Delias - D. pasithoe, D. hyparete and D. belladona - to me
these are some of the most beautiful of all butterflies, with their mixed

patterns of white, yellow, black and red and their lazy flight, often up
in the trees. During the time we went, I lay on top of a bluff above a

river and watched a group of Delias gently feeding and drifting around

a treetop full of blossom below me. A quite beautiful and almost

intoxicating sight. There are Orange tips, Hebomoia glaucippe - a ver\^

strong flier, and Ixias pyrene, known as the Yellow orange tip, for the

obvious reason that the principal colour of the creature is yellow - and

very striking it is too. A variet)^ of Nymphalids including some of the

gorgeously coloured Precis genus. Jean tells me that she thinks the

yellow and blue of Precis hierta must have inspired the couturier

houses in some of their more extravagantly coloured creations. Then
there is Kallima inachus, which at rest with its wings folded resembles

a dead leaf. A large butterfly with a vivid orange diagonal band across

its forewings when opened and fantastically camouflaged when at rest.

Various different Gliders - mostly Neptis species, and masses of others.

In the forests there are plenty of Satyridae, and Lycaenidae sparkle and

dance around one's feet as one walks.

In the central Himalayan band I began to find butterflies I had not

seen before. A beautiful Papilio with delicate rose markings on the

margin of the hindwing, larger anel more colourful than Pachliopta

aristolachiac, which is common-place across south-east Asia, and with

it /\ (ilcii/oiis \\ hich is \ ery similar in appearance. A bit higher up I

found one of the so-called Swordtails w ith delicate markings of black

streaks on white and \er\' long, thin tails. This butterfly is e\idently

aggressive, \A hich I had ne\ er encountered before, and mobbed and

attacked Whites w hich stra\ ed into its territory. There v. as a particulady
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striking chocolate and bluey grey Nymphalid, Hestonia nama I think,

which resembled a Danaid. Perhaps it is a mimic?

Throughout this same band I began to see other Nymphalids, which
were the first cousins of our Red admiral, Small tortoiseshell and
Painted lady. The Red admiral was very close in appearance - the same
red, black and white, but with a slightly different pattern of markings,

whilst the Painted lady looked identical and the Small tortoiseshell was
likewise identical, except for being a much duskier colour all over.

Miniature Brimstones were appearing and as we got higher to the

9,000-10,000 feet altitude. Clouded yellows were common-place, as

were Large whites and fritillaries. One of my more exciting moments
was to see several Queen of Spain fritillaries.

At the end of our trek I was left with a kaleidoscope of happy
memories, including tortoisehells flying over a glacier at about 12,000

feet, and of a high mountain meadow with Clouded yellows darting

amongst the whites. On one occasion we had to climb about 1,000 feet

to get over a high bluff above the river, and standing on top of it I

realised that the up currents and the breeze were blowing butterflies up
from the valley below. My pleasure and happiness were almost

immediately shattered when we started to travel along the path only to

find it became narrower and narrower, hanging on the side of the cliff

face, with a nasty exposure to the river a long way below!

This first trip more than fulfilled our expectations from every point of

view, and Jean and I could not resist going back. Our second trek was
to Kanchenjunga a couple of years later in the autumn. It was very

long, taking over four weeks and we went in October/November. We
saw many more butterflies on this trek, which I attribute partly to being

after the monsoon and partly to being a function of the locality. The
influence of the monsoon seemed to be considerable on a lot of plant

and animal life in the sense that there was a feeling of refreshment and
an abundance of new life. As to the locality, there are evidently more
butterflies in the east, where we were, than in the centre, where we
had been the first time, and certainly they are more plentiful than in the

west. We discovered this for certain on our last trek, which was in

autumn of 1996 to Daulaghiri in the western part of Nepal. Here by
comparison there were many fewer butterflies, as apparently they are

simply not as numerous as in the east, which puzzles me as other

factors appear to be broadly the same as in the east - the vegetation,

the forests, the mountains, the rainfall and so on. What had also

happened that year was that the monsoon was very late, and as a

consequence many butterflies apparently never survived when they
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hatched. We will soon learn whether the spring holds more butterfly

riches or not. as Jean and I are going back to the same mountain -

Daulaghiri - to tiy to accomplish a trek right around the back of the

west of it. which we failed to do last time as we had to turn back

because of vile weather, which was quite unexpected for the time of

year.

One last thought. It is frequently very difficult if not impossible to

study the butterflies at all closely, as the ground is often so steep and

probably broken that you can't run after them. Unfortunate as it may
be, they can go where we can't, and they are away up the steep

slopes and over the cliffs, with only a tantalising, departing glimpse to

reward one. Of course there is always the ultimate risk if I got too

enthusiastic of literally stepping out into thin air! There was a great

occasion when our sirdir. who is effecti\'ely the guide cum leader and

is responsible for the whole group, came back along the track we
w^ere following, which Vv as quite wide but had a \Qry big drop on one

side, and said. "Johnny. Johnny, no butterflies here. You stay on the

path!"

One last and \qt\ final remark. Anyone reading this could be
excused for thinking that I go to the Himalayas for the butterflies - I

don't! I share vvith Jean a lo\'e for the mountains, and everything else

is a bonus. \Xe all do our ow"n thing, she with her geology and rocks

and fossils, me with butterflies, others with birds or flowers or

painting. It is the majesty and grandeur and beauty of the

surroundings, the people, who are delightful and the rhythm of

walking and camping, which make the Himala\"as unique and entice

us back.

A rare immigrant for the Midlands
byK.F. Williams (8197)

11 Gcihie Close. Dcireiiliy. .\'orlh(ii)iplondvreW 1 1 -tHX.

On l4th No\ ember 199^ I had brought to me at ^ ork a dead Striped

haw k-moth Hylcs li)iecitci lironiica Esper. It had been found clinging,

dead, to a pile of wood. A day or t^ o pre\"ious we experienced frosts

at night - \ eiy likely killing this moth. It was in \"eiy goc^d condition,

though boih anienna were niissing. This is the first record I ha\"e of this

species for the Da\ enir\'. Northamptonshire area.
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Invertebrate Conservation Slide Pack
by WayneJarvis (9899)

PO Box 8774, London, SW7 5ZG.

e-mail : wayj@nhm.ac.uk

The invertebrates make up over 95% of the British fauna, yet the

majority of conservation work which is undertaken in Britain largely

neglects these creatures. It is to this cause that English Nature has

teamed up with the Amateur Entomologists' Society to produce a pack

of 48 high quality colour slides to show some of the more widely

distributed but largely overlooked insects.

The slides have been taken by some of the country's leading

entomological photographers having been chosen from a few hundred

submissions. The series concentrates on four main habitats of the

British Isles, heathland, grassland, woodland and wetland.

Accompanying leaflets written by Roger Key of English Nature give

details and anecdotes on each of the slides in the pack. The series

comprise a ready made and entertaining slide show for anyone who
wishes to give talks on invertebrate conservation. "The focus on
conserving biodiversity has helped draw attention to invertebrates, but

we need to make more people aware of their needs if we are to

maintain habitats for the full range of species in the country", which is

the primary aim of producing the slide pack, explained Roger Key in a

recent English Nature magazine.

The first slide pack has been selling extremely well, and it is hoped
that the series will be extended with further habitats being focussed

upon in the future. The 48 slide pack costs £25, plus £2 p&p and is

available from Martin Harvey, Habitat Conservation Officer, Amateur

Entomologists' Society, PO Box 8774, London, SW7 5ZG. Cheques
should be made payable to the Amateur Entomologists' Society.

Free entrance to members on production of Feb Bulletin or Bug Club membership card.

at the Natural History Museum, London V,,

(in the Palaeontology Demonstration Room) ^
Saturday 25th April 1998 at 11.00am

AMATEUR ENTOMOLOGISTS'

AGM AND MEMBERS' DAY 1998

Museum opens at 10.00am.

Please go to the Life Gallery EntranceReception to gain entry.
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Green-veined white in Grampian
by Eric Pickard (3928)

105 Kirkbill Road. Aberdeen. Grampimi ABU 8FT.

On the afternoon 5th August 199" I went for a visit to the grassy slopes

overlooking the sea near Gregness lighthouse in Grampian. I was
hoping to find and photograph Green-veined whites (Pieris uapi)

which are often common in the area. It turned out to be an afternoon

of unbroken sunshine, during which time the butterflies thronged in

what can only be described as super abundance. Seldom have I seen so

many insects as on this occasion, but as the sun was so hot they v^-ere

not easy to approach unless one came upon a pair of them in tandem,

mating. I was using a ^0-210 macro lens and a 50asa slide film in my
attempts to photograph them but the results were rather disappointing.

On several occasions a male of the Common blue {Polyommatus
teams) was spotted although they were difficult to keep track of when
in flight. The one specimen which posed for me at length turned out to

be a vev}' tattered and ^\'orn insect.

Most accommodating was a Small copper (Lycaeua phlaeas) who
repeatedly returned to the same spot where I had \'er\' Uttle difficults' in

photographing it.

Guidelines for the submission of articles

When writing anicles for submission to the Bulletin, please ensure that it is fomianed in

the following manner:

• Format the title, your name and membership number and
address at the top of the article in a similar manner to

which we publish.
Bulletin

• All anicles should be double spaced, not necessarily t\ped.

• Do not italicise or bold any text.

• Check the use of scientific names to ensure that the name
used is the current accepted \ ersion and that they are

spelt correctly.

• Consider including illustrations or photographs witli the

article as we are often short of these. Howe\ er. please

ensure that your name and membership number appear

somew here on the submission to ensure return and copy
\ aluable slides etc. before sending them to us.

B> follow ing these few guidelines, your article will be published more quickly, as it

much easier for us to deal with them. Articles may also be sent by e-mail tc

wayj@nhm.ac.uk
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A return to Eraser's Hill, Pahang, Malaysia

by Stuart Cole (10159)

24 Broom Close, Broom Road, Teddiiigton, Middlesex TVC^ll 9RJ.

Eraser's Hill is 68 kilometres north of Kuala Lumpur in the north-south

running spine of low mountains (formerly known as The Main Range)

on the west side of the Malay Peninsular. I had spent a few days in this

area in July 1992 when I stayed at the rest house in Eraser's Hill

township. I returned in May 1997, this time with the intention of staying

at the pass (The Gap) at the foot of Eraser's Hill where there is another

government rest house. Since 1992 many place names have been
"Malaysianised"; the range is now called the Titiwangsa Mountains, The

Gap is now the Semangkop Pass and Eraser's Hill is more properly called

Bukit Eraser.

The Gap Resthouse is one of the very few government rest houses that

has not yet been privatised and is much as it would have been when it

was provided by the British colonial government for travelling officials. It

is one of a small cluster of five buildings at the pass and apart from the

small town at the top of the hill the area is virtually devoid of human
habitation.

The hills are still clothed in rainforest almost down to the coastal plain

despite all the intensive development in Peninsular Malaysia. In the vicinity

of the Semangkop Pass, which is at 2,250 feet altitude, the forest is of a

lowland rainforest type composed of hundreds of tree species. This merges

into lower montane rainforest, with a much reduced variety of trees, at

about 3,000 feet altitude and which continues up to the township on the

summit of the hill at 4,750 feet.

As the slopes are steep and there are almost no tracks, except around

Eraser's Hill town, the forest was examined mainly along the roadsides. The

steepness does mean that birds, which are difficult to view in rainforest,

can often be easily seen from the road and this area is a renowned location

for birdwatching. Unfortunately, on this second visit I found the bird-life to

be rather sparse. This may have been partly due to the dry weather - it did

not rain at all for the eight days spent here - which was probably an early

sign of
,
"El Nino" which has caused severe drought in south-east Asia this

year and resulted in disastrous forest fires across Indonesia.

Other than moths, insects were not seen in the abundance that might be

expected with the exception of termites and ants, which shows that even

insects are not that easy to find in a rainforest. The locality is however

undoubtedly rich in species. A place where 50 or 60 different kinds of
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come to a single lighted lamp post on one night within three hours of

darkness, to be followed the next night by an almost entirely different and

equally numerous assemblage of moths, must be ver}- rich indeed. The

three lamp posts on the road at the pass were powered by a generator and

this switched off at around 11.00pm. If they had remained on aU night I am
sure many more species of moths and other insects would have appeared.

Tliis ^"as a pit\- also in that ^irtually e\-er\- single insect coming to Hght

would disappear by daylight.

In Malaysia the primary- lowland rainforest holds more species of plant

and animal than montane forests but. among the insects, some groups are

more diverse in the hill forests. For the Lepidoptera it appears that

maximum di^"ersit^' occurs betv^'een 2.000 and 3.280 feet altiaide (6lO to

1000 metres). It is thought that this is because trees of the Fagaceae and

Myrtaceae. \\'hich become numerous in the lov^-er montane forests, are

more palatable to caterpillars than the Dipterocarp trees that dominate

lowland forests. Nearly all the largest beetles of the Scarabaeidae. of genera

such as ChaJcosoma. Cbeirotomiis. Eiipatonus 2Lnd Trichogomphiis. as weU
as some of the biggest Cerambycidae. are described as being found only

abo\'e 2.460 feet ("50 metres). Hymenoptera and Isoptera. on the other

hand, are not nearly so rich in the montane forest: ants are not found in the

great ^-ariet^- of forms seen in the priman' lowland forest of the Taman
Negara in the centre of the Mala\' Peninsular for instance.

Hordes of moths came to the three street Ughts after dark and numbers

built up until the generator was switched off at 11.00pm. Most species were

represented by only one indi\"idual and only a few species were seen on

tvs'o or more of the se^'en nights spent there. The huge Atlas moth ^Attacus

atlas^ appeared more often than any other species and was seen on three

nights w'lih vw'o turning up together on one night. It was quite startling to

see a moth of this size in flight and when I first saw one from a distance I

thought it was a nightiar flapping around the lamp. The Atlas moth is

common m Malaysia, probably because the km"ae can feed on many
different kinds of tree. One other vQr\- large yellow" saaimiid was found,

probably an Autheraea. Se\ eral kinds of Sphingidae and one Swallowtail

moth {Lyssa zampa) of the Uraniidae were other large moths w"hich were

seen. Two males of the Goat moth {Xyleutes sttix) came to the lamps on

different nights. The win^s of these are a dull-white and finelv mottled with

black. Uie abdomen looks as if it is coated with dull black powder while

the thickly furred thorax is black speckled with light green. The wingspan

of the male X. stttx is four inches but the female has a wingspan of eight

inches. The females of this genus, which is distributed across south Asia to

Australia, are probably the bulkiest of all Lepidoptera and that of the
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Australian X. boisduvali is said to have an abdomen the size of a small

banana and a ten-inch wingspan. These females must be flightless and

apparently they are rarely found.

Other types of insect coming to the lights were greatly outnumbered by

moths but beetles were fairly numerous. They included species of

Carabidae, Elateridae, Scarabaeidae, Cerambycidae and Chrysomelidae. The

most frequent species was the longhorn Macrotoma pascoei which
appeared nightly, sometimes several together on one night. This is a very

large brown beetle of the Prioninae reaching three inches in length. Other

big beetles were Haplocerambyx spinicornis, Xylotrupes gideon, the

rhinoceros beetle (Oryctes trituberculatiis) and several females of a species

of Chalcosoma. The males of Chalcosoma have long, curved, forward

pointing horns on the pronotum and head, and have a shiny black

integument glossed with green. One species, C. atlas, is the largest of Asian

beetles but in Malaysia is found only above 4,000 feet altitude. At the

altitude of the pass, the species is more likely to have been C. Caucasus in

which the males can also be impressively big at up to four inches in length.

In both these species the males (which I have not yet seen in the wild)

vary greatly in size and in the development of the horns, but the females,

of C. Caucasus at least, appear to be very consistent in size and they lack

any ornament completely while the integument is rugose and dull black.

Other identified beetles at light were Alaus ^e///and a Lanelatersp., both

of the Elateridae; a Clivina sp. (Carabidae) and a litde tiger beetle of the

genus Therates. Other insects at light were a couple of phasmids, some

bush-crickets, two or three cicadas and a few winged ants.

All the insects coming to the lights at the rest house had to fly the

gauntlet of bats of various sizes that swooped around the lamp posts and

even flew into lighted rooms at night. One large bat came into my
bedroom one night while the light was on, flitted about the room for a

minute or two then investigated the bathroom before flying quietly back

out of the window.

Butterflies were quite numerous in the area but not present in a great

variety of species. However, the magnificent Rajah Brooke's birdwing

( Trogonoptera brookiand) is common and this is the only locality in which

I have found the species. There were several other kinds of Papilionidae

including Parides sycorax and another of the birdwing group, Troides

belena. A species of "crow" {Euploea sp.) was the most frequent of

butterflies. In this the wings are black with purple iridescence and

decorated with small white spots. Red lacewings (Cethosia sp.) were

common and other particularly conspicuous butterflies were those of the
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genus Hestia in which the black and white wings seem too large and flimsy

to sustain flight and they do seem to float lazily over low vegetation rather

than fly. The Malay Peninsular is in fact rich in butterflies with 1.014

species in an area almost exactly equal to that of Great Britain.

Trogonoptera was seen from around 2,000 feet altitude below the Pass

up to the summit of Eraser's Hill at 4,750 feet. At one point along the road

up Fraser s Hill there was a little clearing in a sharp bend in the road. It

was a very convenient spot to watch the butterflies as I could look down
upon the vegetation from the road. The scrambling shrub Musseanda

frondosa, with small tubular orange flowers and cream coloured calyx

lobes, grew around a small tree in the middle. This attracted several kinds

of swallowtails and other butterflies that flew^ about the vegetation and they

included a male Trogonoptera and a male Troides helena. The Trogonoptera

was in almost continuous gliding flight around the tree, the iridescent green

triangular markings along its velvety black forewings glinting in the

sunshine. Sometimes it flew alongside the Troides which also sailed back

and forth but on a less regular path. At rare inten^als the tv^'o would take

nectar from the Musseanda flowers but fed on the wing, fluttering o\'er the

flowers without landing.

I got the impression that the Trogonoptera male is territorial as this one

appeared to fly up to every new butterfly entering the clearing to check its

identity. This was a particularly choice spot in which to stake a claim and it

was here that I saw the only female of Rajah Brooke's birdwing. This

appeared two or three times over a period of an hour or so. visiting the

clearing to feed at the Musseanda flowers. In Trogonoptera sexual

dimorphism is not as great as in birdwings of the genus Ornithoptera. The

Trogonoptera female is not so much larger than the male and she is quite

colourful, having the same triangular markings, though they are a duller

green and change to v^'hite at the wing tips, and -^ ith iridescent blue at the

base of the wings.

The females of all three genera of the Indo-Australian birdwing butterflies

are usually described as being rarely seen. This is attributed to their habit of

keeping to the upper levels of the canopy in the rainforests in which most,

if not all, birdwings li\'e, while the males fly at lower le^"els and often visit

the flowers of shrubs in clearings or imbibe at moist earth on stream banks.

However, the big females of Ornithoptera prianius in Australia do quite

commonly fly low and on occasions I ha\ e seen them flitting about no more

than three or four feet abo\ e the ground beside rainforest tracks.

'V(/lien I returned to the clearing six days later a male Trogonoptera and a

male Troides were patrolling in the same fashion and they were probably
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the same two individuals. The female Trogonoptera also appeared again

and lingered for a while. The large swallowtail butterfly Parides sycorax

egertoni turned up this time too. This species is perhaps unique among
butterflies in having a conspicuous white pronotum and the hindwings are

a rather unusual blue-grey with black spots.

In the interior of the forest little beetles frequented the surface of the

leaves of shrubs. They included a tiny tiger beetle Therates kraatzi- the

mordellid Glippa malaccana] the chafer Dasyvalgus niger; a minute

buprestid of the genus Trachys; the metallic blue Mycetina piilchella of the

Endomychidae; Lagria hirticollis; and the two leaf beetles Theopea

longicollis and Haplosomoides plicata of the Galerucinae. In the forest on

the summit of Eraser's Hill, a larger leaf beetle, Haplosonyx albicornis, was

common on a species of herbaceous aroid and ate neat round holes in the

leaves. This 1.7cm long species with purple blue elytra, is also a galerucine

and the subfamily appears to be well represented in the forests of south-

east Asia.

Other notable beetles found were: Tricondyla cyanea, a tiger beetle that

resembles a big black ant; two species of Strongylium, S. gratum and S.

pallidonotatum, a very large pantropical genus of Tenebrionidae containing

several hundred species; Odontolabis aerata, a little bronze-green stag

beetle that is the smallest of a genus that includes a number of fine, large

black or orange and brown stag beetles from north India east to the

Philippines; and Meganthribus atopus stellatus, a 2.5cm long anthribid

which is black with white spots.

Near the pass there is just one short walking track that goes out on a

ridge at around 3,000 feet altitude where the forest merges into the lower

montane type. I wandered along the track one morning with the calls of

white-handed gibbons, siamangs and rhinoceros hornbills echoing from

across the other side of the valley. Here I found three brenthid beetles, two

males and a female, of a species that I have been unable to identify,

together on a tree trunk. The males were of a very elongated shape, 4.3cm

long, with the head and rostrum longer than the rest of the body. The

antennae of the males were situated at the tip of the rostrum where there

was a pair of minute mandibles. Just behind the antennae there were two

forward pointing spines. In the female the rostrum was shorter, the

antennae were placed at its base and there were no spines. When I came

upon these beetles, the female was probing the bark with her rostrum

while one of the males was standing at 90° to her with the tip of his

rostrum resting on her el}1;ra. The other male was a few inches away facing

the pair. The first male then mounted the female for 15 minutes or so then

resumed his position with his rostrum on the female's back. It looked to me
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that this male was guarding the female, who was preparing for egg-laying,

from interference from the other male who was still watching them.

At the base of another tree I discovered the nest entrance of some little

orange social bees of the Meliponini, possibly a Trigona sp. It was a small

funnel structure with a few bees just inside the rim, guarding the opening.

Close to this, at the foot of another tree, there was the nest site of a colony

of Hospitalitermes termites. The entrance to the nest was hidden in an

encrusting black frass on which were gathered some of the nasute soldier

caste and lesser numbers of workers. The seemingly endless processions of

these termites are a common sight in true lowland rainforest in Malaysia

but are much less so in the hill forests. They weave along the forest floor,

all the individuals moving in the same direction, with the workers marching

three or four abreast flanked by the soldiers.

Of other invertebrates, giant black millipedes of the Harpagophoridae,

were common; these reached about eight and a half inches in length. Not

many spiders were seen but one interesting arachnid was a tailed whip

scorpion - this was the lirst of the order Uropygi that I have found alive.

Like the tailless whip scorpions that form the Amblypygi, the Uropygi have

large, heavily armed pedipalps, but otherwise the Amblypygi are spider-like

in build with small, rounded bodies and long legs while the Uropygi more

resemble the true scorpions with larger elongated body and shorter legs.

The individual that I found wandering along a road was 3.5cm long

without the "tail" which fragile, segmented appendage added another

2.2cm to the animal's total length. There are around 80 species of tailed

whip scorpions in the warmer parts of the world, but they do not occur in

Africa or the Middle East.

Antique and Second-hand Shops
by PeterMay (10514 )

6 Aighiirlh Areiiiie. Aklivick. Bogiior Regis. West Sussex P02 1 JDA.

I have on a few occasions found old cabinets and display bcoxes in

antique and second-hand shops. The last box I obtained was of British

butterflies which were caught between 1901 and 1929 and included

one specimen each of the Large blue {Maculiiicci (irioii). Chequered

skipper {Canerocephaliis palaemoii) and (^ther more ccMunum species.

Perhaps other members might find it rev^ arding lo look in such shops. I

am however, alarmed that the majoriiy of shops seem lo ihink that they

cannot sell the contents of the cabinets for fear of prosecution and ha\ e

often stated that they "genera throw away the contents".
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Butterfly Prison (continuedfrom page 18)

by Leigh Plester (2968)

BioFilmUd., Yld-Muuratjann, FIN-41800 Korpilabti. Finland.

Mention of a shag draws different responses from different people. To

one it stands for a dance step consisting of hopping vigorously first on

one foot then on the other, to another a coarse tobacco cut into shreds,

and to yet a third a sinister looking sea bird with a sneaky neck. The

same goes for a mormon. Webster says of the Mormon Church that it

was founded in the US in 1830 by Joseph Smith. His big dictionary also

records that the Mormon cricket is a flightless, long-horned grasshopper

(Anabrus simplex) of the western US that is very destructive to range

grasses and cultivated crops. It is so called, Webster informs us, because

it is found where the Mormons settled.

Well, old son, that last bit's a pooter full of frass, because mormons
rarely settle, at any rate in south-east Asia. They are all swallowtail

butterflies - and could I ask our brethren in the UK to rid themselves

once and for all of the idea that a swallowtail is a showy yellow and

black insect with a dab of crimson near its posterior and the cocky look

that goes with being protected? Because many of the world's

swallowtails are spectacular heavenly-blue, moss green, bright red,

deep orange, custard yellow, or even violet marked insects which may
have, or may lack, "tails". In short, they are as distanced from Papilio

machaon as a political speech is from truth.

In eastern lepidopterological parlance a mormon is a dark

swallowtail with pale patches - obviously likened at one time to the

Mormon's typical costume. I'm sure many members will have bought a

few "exotics" at one time or another, either papered or as pupae, so the

scientific names of the Far Eastern mormons {Papilio polytes and P.

memnon) will be quite familiar. It is difficult to say which of the two is

more commonly seen in the region by the visiting bug-hunter, the

Common mormon (P. polytes) or the Great mormon (P. memnon),
although in both cases it is the males that attract the most attention.

Usually, you are plodding along some jungly path or other, in suburb

or countryside, wishing the sun would go down so you could flip the

top off a cold can of beer (or Coke, if you like), when, without

warning, a large bat-like creature practically bowls you over, bouncing

up and down as though attached to elastic, darting hither and thither at

breakneck speed, oblivious to foliage, flowers, tree trunks and your

good self as you stand rooted to the spot. Soon, as the man said.
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"There it was - gone!" Bewildered non-entomologist companions often

ask, "What on earth w^as that?" You mutter "polytef or ''memnon\ as

the case may be, while darkly wishing you had smashed the blighter to

pieces with your net just to show Wimbledon a thing or tw^o.

Male P. polytes (Common mormons) are dark brown, almost black

butterflies, with a band of white marks on the hindwing looking like a

set of human teeth viewed from the front of a cleaned skull. In Sri

Lanka the female is a deceptive little madam, occurring in three forms,

one of which looks like her spouse, another like the Common rose

(Atrophaneura aristolochiae) and the third like that Ceylonese light-of-

my-life, the Crimson rose (A. hector). It is said that she even adopts the

leisurely flight of the host w^hen mimicking, but in view of the

description I have just given of the habits of the male. I feel that

"leisurely flight" is like a promise from the captain as your light plane

takes off in a hurricane.

Papilio memnon - the Great mormon of the old colonialists of south-

east Asia - is a butterfly I have often encountered in Borneo and indeed

I feel that my stay there has not really started until Tve seen one.

Usually, you are plodding along some jungly Borneo path or other . . .

(Okay, Pless, we get the picture). It was thus rather a disappointment

to find the species apparently absent from Sri Lanka; absent, that is.

from our hotel grounds and even from John and Judy Banks' selection

of 150 Sri Lankan butterflies. However. Corbet and Pendlebury.

writing in 1956, state that the species occurs from India and Ceylon

eastward.

Far be it for me to bear a grudge against butterflies but when,
towards late afternoon, as another day at the hotel drew to a close, I

had still only a couple of quick glimpses of a common mormon, my
imagination tended to run riot and I would conjure up some e\-il new-

names for the species. The "Lesser melted chocolate-coated ice cream"

was one. As the day of the adoption court case loomed closer and my
nei-ves went haywire, I eventually opted. howe\er. for the distincti\-e

"Common chicken droppings on a doormat". If a species needs re-

naming, then I'm the man to see.

One lunch time 1 had a ciisciission about the re/atire merits of

Christianity and Buddhism with our young Sinhalese waiter. We had
quite apposite views, he being a Roman Catholic. Further north, near

Jaffna, there was a shoot-out between Tamil separatists and soldiers of

the national arm y. Blood seeping down into the hot pale earth of Sri

Lanha while agama lizards wilted in the heat . . .
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The way the English complain about a mere fly in their soup, quite

the last thing they'd like to see at breakfast is an eggfly. I've seen

several, even before my first coffee, in the prison - oops, Palm Beach

Hotel - garden. Way back beyond the swimming pool, lawns, fragrant

frangipane trees, and brightly hued crotons there was a paved area

leading up to some abandoned rooms that looked as though they had

originally been used as a poolside bar. Buddhists frown on the use of

narcotics of all kinds, including alcohol, and possibly for this reason the

facilities at the rear had been closed down. A more cynical person

might have averred that the guests in that area had long ago died of

thirst while waiting to be served, for our waiters were trainees selected

from poor villages where there was obviously no call to alter the

leisurely pace at which life had proceeded for millennia.

Of course, I had thoroughly searched this run-down area for insects,

cocoons, egg batches, spiders, scorpions, lizards, girlie calendars and

anything else of interest. Between the paving stones tiny blue butterflies

{Zizeria karsandrd) flitted about diminutive vetch-like plants growing

in the dry soil of the cracks and displaying small purple, pea-like

blossoms. These butterflies lived in a tiny world of their own, a

microcosm separated off from the turmoil of the human hostelry that

surrounded them. They had greyish-brown undersides and were the

most innocuous little creatures you could ever hope to come across.

Over to one side of the defunct poolside bar, under what had once

been patio trees, there was a dense growth of flowering shrubs like

lantana that were attractive to butterflies. Here, for several days, lived

our "Old Man Eggfly". Perhaps, in better times, he had been a bar-fly,

but now he spent his days pottering about among the flowers, digging

his dentures in somebody else's ale. Due to age, he had huge chunks

missing from his wings, which had originally been pristine black. In the

centre of each wing, still visible, there was a white "egg" the rim of

which flashed electric blue when it caught the sun.

Eggflies (Hypolimnas) are common in Sri Lanka, as elsewhere in this

region. Danaid eggflies (H. misippus) like our "old man" tend to be

smaller than Great eggflies {H. bolina), which have only a deep blue

sheen where the white "eggs" should be. Eemale Danaid eggflies, as

their vernacular name suggests, mimic brown and black danaids, of

which there are several kinds flapping about in the region. When
aggrieved, Danaids tend to suffer from a body odour problem that

would cause the common pig to back into his sty rubbing his snout.

Not surprisingly, birds hate them. This is an interesting case of stench,

sexual dimorphism, and mimiciy and in the past I have watched my
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Sarawakian friend Stephen Kueh capture many a Hypolimnas misippus,

down in Borneo, prior to sending it live by airmail to Liverpool

University, where studies have been going on for years into the

genetics of the species. One is tempted to suggest, rather facetiously,

that they have the things for breakfast.

Danaids in this part of the world are called "tigers". They come in

two general colour forms: the brown and black, white-blotched type

that might be loosely (and unscientifically) called the "monarch tv^e".

and the brown and bluish-grey type which through some stretch of the

imagination might have looked like a tiger to some soused ex-patriot

Brit already into his fourth scotch on the plains of India.

Tigers are real flappers and are so easy to catch that in the confines

of our Alcatraz we had to limit ourselves to the catch and release

principle, despite vociferous protestations from daughter Samira.

Having packed only a couple of kite nets during the frantic turn-around

week beDA^een the Caribbean and the Far East, I was faced with the

dilemma of either hanging the worst of them on the wall, or trying to

find a use for an implement that had become more holey than

righteous. Whenever I needed the net with fewer rents in it. this was

almost always in Samira's hands.

Whatever I may have said about our fellow adoptive parents in the

hotel in regard to their fascination for the fickleness of the infant bowel,

they were by and large a nice lot. Eventually a middle-aged lady from

Belgium, who was slim and as fit as a fiddle, confided that her uncle

had also been barmy. She actually described him as a "butterfly

collector" but I have developed a rare skill for reading betw een the

lines. Something of the old coot's enthusiasm must ha\'e rubbed off on

her, for before long she was dashing about with the kite net in tme
Margaret Fontaine style, making life easier by thrashing all the leaves

off the shrubs for us so that it soon became possible to spot insects as

far away as the boundaiy fence, if not downtov^ n. She did catch a few-

specimens, however, before the dormobile got her; it pulled into the

yard one morning and kimbercd her with a bo\' child who was to be

christened Tom.

Several wedding receptions took place at the Palm Beach Hotel while

we were there. My wife Raija firmly pre\"ented me rendering any

services to the brides, reminding nie that I had an infant to look after

and, besides, the court case was looming large on the horizon. I was

also sent up the road to order a suit. ne\er ha\ ing the need for one

before. In defiance to c(Mi\ention and in deference to my beliefs. I
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ordered a white contraption of jacket and trousers made of Sri Lankan

cotton topped with an Indian collar. This spectacle proved to be so

good that, on the day of the court case, our solicitor having inspected it

nodded his approval, which I suppose is the best you can expect from

a barrister, despite having forked out more than ten quid for a suit.

Among other prominent guests was an old lady from France, who
spent her days in a deckchair in the shade reading and doted on by

what I presumed was her son, a morose fellow looking like a tax loss.

It was obvious that the old lady was not there for adoption purposes as

she was well beyond the pale. How she had drifted up into this little

backwater in Mt Lavinia I do not know. From where she sat, day in day

out, in the shade, the hotel swimming pool was clearly visible and the

lady used to sit and watch the frolics of the wedding reception guests -

mainly Sri Lankans - who would dive into the water, swim, play a lively

ball game, or float there, eyes closed in bliss, which compared to a

drive into town I suppose was.

With my tropical court case suit on the door hook and the swimming
pool placid after yet another onslaught from wedding reception guests,

the hotel's "pool wallah" put in an appearance and emptied half a ton

of chemicals into the water, causing a stampede below the the surface.

There were no African hippos in this neck of the woods but, to

paraphrase the letter from the French widow, the Palm Beach Hotel

though "not so good in bed bug" was "excellent in water bug". These

creatures - Corixids - presumably due to a loony or luckless ancestor

had taken up residence in the Palm Beach Hotel swimming pool,

whence they would migrate every evening en masse to the corner

nearest the bright neon lights like a hysterical crowd of teenagers at a

Michael Jackson concert. There was as much hope of getting me into

that pool as of persuading a president that honesty is the best policy.

Mon Dieu! Zose peculiaire purp d'adopt, zey are now blighting ze pool

de plash. Zat girl avec zat coot-de-nord I ave seen very much aroun. She

is asking for ze ot water from ze otel stafffor ze infant in ze most

peculaire fashun. Zat man ee is into ze biere bottle too much, it as

adueled is brainz. I must ave un word wiv ze mater dottel demain matin.

Mon Dieu! Vot animaux dangereuse ave zey dis instant released . . .?

We were bagging the beggars with a folding pocket net stuck on a

stick as fast as they swam past, before the chemicals turned them into

stalactites. At a rough count, we quickly had fifteen, enough to be able

to identify the species. Many years before I had written an M.Sc. thesis

for the University of Helsinki on the water bugs occurring in some peat
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bog ditches in southern Finland. Otherwise, nothing would have

persuaded me to dip my fingers into that sudden vat of liquid chlorine.

Fortunately, Samira was still small enough to use the children's pool,

which was rarely "disinfected" and the thought of teaching our new
infant Nilmini to swim, as many Scandinavians now do, in an adults'

swimming pool of this kind caused me to shudder. She'd be better off

pickled in spirit on a lab bench.

Brilliant idea! I glanced at my watch. It was past midday. I made a

sign to a waiter dozing - sorry% hovering - in the gloom of the open-

sided restaurant that I urgently required refreshment. After a couple of

monsoon seasons and a serious drought, he brought me some. Ever-

active Samira caught a female Crimson rose, but it escaped through one

of the new yeti holes in our spare kite net. I sat down with a cold Sri

Lanka beer, the glass frosted and already dribbling moisture, and
wondered what the old lady with the large conk in the deck chair had

thought about our poolside antics. Probably nothing. Most likely she'd

be snoozing the morning away.

The Minister of Educational Sewices Mrs Sunethra Ranasinghe said

ethnic conflicts have arisen due to the greater recognition given to the

Sinhala language. It is therefore now intended to teach the Tamil

language in all schools too. The minister was speaking at a ceremony

held at the Udabadalawa Sudharshana Masha Vidyalaya in

Kurunegala . . . (Mawatagane group correspondent).

Every place on Earth seems to have its pests. Indeed it requires little

knowledge of biology and evolution to conclude that wherever man
has gone, some sneaky bird or other, some wild weed, sex-maniac

rodent, or grasshopper with mouthparts capable of stripping the beige

off a billiard table (as locusts have been known to do) has happily

taken a trip to as well. Crows are a good example. One might imagine

that a House crow is so called because it sits around on houses, or

nests thereon, instead of in trees. In fact, the old Sri Lankan house crow

must be so named because it will practically come into your house to

steal the food off the table. Certainly, nothing on our balcony table v^ as

ever safe, even for an instLint, if it c\ en remotely resembled nutriment.

The Palm Beach hotel crow s, w ith their great black beaks, used to sit

among the foliage of the garden trees, honking away to each other and

watching for a chance to flap dcn^•n. grab a morsel and take off again

before you c(^uld turn refund. They \Aere so quick that the thett olten

passed unnoticed until someone complained that their salad looked a

bit like the parish hall after a boo/e-uj'). or a white blob was disccnered
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slowly soaking into the table cloth. Samira was enlisted as chief crow

basher, but, like most four-year-olds, she was easily distracted and the

large black birds were constantly vigilant. I sometimes wonder sourly

how much I ate at the Palm Beach Hotel which had been picked over

and rejected by a finicky crow with a dirty beak.

In a world populated by sneaky creatures, house-dwelling spiders

deserve a distinction. Although not a lot bigger than the average

European house spider, the one that decided to invade our ablutions

after bedtime one evening had a rubbery body like a forgotten Shrove

Tuesday pancake in mid-March that was ideal for insinuating into tiny

cracks. Coming out of hiding, the body shot up on long thin legs,

giving the creature the reach of a gantry crane when it entered the

bathroom. After a couple of Asian beers, the number of legs on an

arthropod makes little impression on my eyesight, so I got rid of my
beer glass and waded into the fracas.

My spirits rose when I realised the creature could not fly. They
plummeted when I discovered it could jump. The taxi men who
habitually played cards in a derelict building directly opposite our

bathroom window, which overlooked the street, had gone home, so I

had no qualms about prancing around naked like a latter-day Druid,

tastefully backlit by the wan bulb on the ceiling. And armed with just a

tin.

Dull brown, the spider gazed balefully at me as I approached it.

Then it went through the usual arachnid repertoire for a spot in a TV
show. It didn't move, but simply reappeared in a new place by
spontaneous creation. First it did the wall of death bit - you know, the

old "here today and gone tomorrow" Big Spid routine. Then it

discovered the curtain. Having can-canned across this a few times,

always just out of reach of my outstretched tin, it sat motionless for a

while. I stopped and counted sixteen hairy legs through pure

exhaustion and the courtesy of room service. The spider eventually

transferred itself to the window from which, by a combination of luck

and skill, I captured it in my tin. A bit of an anti-climax, you say. Well,

you try spidering in the tropics in your birthday suit and see what kind

of new dance you come up with.

Some people really hate "leggy" creatures, but I cannot stand slimy

ones like worms (slugs and snails excluded), so when on a visit to the

same bathroom one dark night I espied the most horrible long, black,

thin, glistening worm-like creature inching itself purposefully along the

gutter that took the shower water down into the street, I decided to do
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something about our skimpily cleaned ablutions. The next day they

stank to high heaven of Dettol. but we had no recurrence of "nasties"

after that. Our staff mopper who seemed capable of flashing a mop
over a tiled floor without actually touching it. ne\-er disturbed the dust

again. I think the fumes got him.

May I in this connection dra^^ your attention to hot countr\' public

conveniences? It would grie\'e me tremendously if members ^'ere to

think I spend my time lurking in such places, but - in ^-iew of my
experiences in Borneo. Thailand, the West Indies and so on - I would
urge all entomologists to dive into even' public convenience they pass

(stopping the bus for this purpose is usually greeted with enthusiasm,

especially if you are liberal ^'ith the drinks), for I have spotted some of

my best light-attracted specimens in places designed for relief from the

pangs of nature. Naturally, one needs to be a bit circumspect nowadays
- as well as a competent linguist. Do. for Pete's sake, learn how to

distinguish the Gents from the Ladies, where^e^ you are. Having a wife

or lady friend along is a great ad\-antage. but then you will need at least

two pillboxes, one for each "insect trap"'. Meanwhile. I envisage writing

a "Call of Nature Guide to the Tropics for Entomologists". Any backers?

Fortunately, most of the hotel and its garden's occupants were much
better behaved than the local house crows and house spiders. They
included the butterflies I ha\'e had to list in the tables due to the space

that vs'ould be required to do them all justice. Then there w^ere the giant

Xylocopa. or carpenter bees that possessed electric blue bodies kept

airborne by rapidly buzzing, short wings. These bees had huge heads

dominated by bulbous eyes and. to any naturalist who has visited the

tropics, they were as familiar as many of the butterflies I have
mentioned. Compared to the honey bee and common wasp their buzz

is. of course. \'ery low pitched and likely to put the wind up anybody

in shorts or a bikini. Doubtless a candidate for compound eye specs,

one Xylocopa bee had to be rescued from the swimming pool by

Samira. The others just v^-ent around scaring people out of their shorts

and bikinis.

One morning a small day-Hying hawknuxh was disco\'ered resting

outside our \\ attage porch lamp. Fireflies occasionally arrived in

front of our balcony, flecking the gloom with green light. Of course,

they are not flies but beetles apph ing for a prospecti\-e spouse - in the

tropics anything goes, as you v^ ell know. For instance , the Apefly is a

butterfly from Ce\ion (but >'ou probably guessed that). Caught off

guard. \-ou prc^babh- fliink the Monkey puzzle is a tree. Got you there!

li s a small blue Cc\ Umicsc butterflv that isn't blue. It looks like a
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European Small copper with a fancy underside like a pizza . . . (er,

could we get back to the hotel garden, please, Pless?).

Notwithstanding the bad-mannered house crows, the birds in the

gardens were intriguing. Most delightful of all were a pair of tailor-birds

w^ho, prior to our arrival, had delicately sew^n together tw^o leaves on a

Hibiscus bush next to what I have described as a "poolside bar" area

and had built a grassy nest in them. The aduks were tiny little creatures

with pert tails and clad in what can only be described as Lincoln green,

although they didn't pinch anything. On 24th January the young left the

nest, one ending up on a ledge in the swimming pool, from which we
rescued it (I was thinking of putting in a bill to the hotel for

"environmental protection" at one time).

Amazing what a vat of chemicals can attract, isn't it? A white-breasted

kingfisher began "fishing" in our swimming pool one morning. The
name did him an injustice, for most of his plumage consisted of bright

blue feathers on his back, wings and tail, with some lovely chocolate

brown shading on his head and neck. His beak was long and bright

orange. A magpie robin, a sprightly black and white bird I have

described from Borneo, used to sit at the top of our flagpole calling

lustily. I always thought bulbuls were a brand of sweets you got at the

shop round the corner, and was thus surprised to find that they are

birds. If you've ever seen a cardinal, you have a good idea of a red-

vented bulbul's general shape. This species is mottled brown, with a

white rim to its breast and a reddish patch in an unmentionable region.

We saw a couple of them in the hotel grounds.

An agama lizard regarded us from a bush on the first day with the

most distrustful expression. It disappeared after that. A flattish lizard I

brought in from one of our rare excursions outside the walls had veiy

short legs, like a cross between a lizard and a slow worm. It was flat

because it hadn't quite fitted into the groove in the tread on
somebody's new radials.

Notfar away, a villagefrom which the local police hadflown in peril

of their lives was attacked by Tamil separatists, who slaughtered 26
helpless women, old folk and children, hacking them to death with

jungle knives ...

Suddenly it was the day of the dreaded court case. As the "big event"

of the trip (if you exclude capturing an Atrophaneura hector), the

adoption of Nilmini - now doing well on mother's milk substitute and

the pong from my slowly drying specimens - had entailed a lot of visits

to establishments in Colombo where my Ram Shackle driver would
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patiently wait as I sorted out yet anottier bundle of red tape. He had
waited while I queued at the passport office with spiders crawling up
my back, a solemn soldier armed with a machine gun standing close

behind me being the cause of the itch; and then as I was thrust forw^ard

by our "adoption lady" through a scrum of locals all clamouring for

official papers, to grab Nilmini's black-covered Sri Lanka passport from

a harassed official. He had watched me go into the British Embassy,

patted good-naturedly on the back by another soldier while his

machine gun muzzle wobbled disconcertedly across my unprotected

backside.

My Ram Shackle stalwart had taken me to the Finnish Embassy to

arrange a visa. And he had stood patiently as I persuaded bureaucratic

Aeroflot airlines in the middle of a Gulf War and a Soviet war with

Afganistan and a war between the Tamils and the Sinhalese and a war
against everything except human suffering, that I desperately needed a

ticket for a baby as far as Moscow. He had smiled with me as I had

walked triumphantly out, clutching the flimsy piece of paper that to an

infant was a bridge spanning the worlds of the Haves and the Have-

nots.

My Ram Shackle operator had been playing cards in the derelict

house, though, when the "adoption lady" had whisked us downtown in

the Dormobile to what the Sri Lankan adoption authorities

disconcertedly refer to as "probation", making one feel that one has

scrumped apples once too often and been nicked. This simply im oh ed

signing a few forms in regard to our income and property and declaring

that we would open a bank account in the child's name once we got

home. Disconcertedly, neither was our Ram Shackler anywhere to be

seen as we climbed into the Dormobile on the hot morning of 25th

January, subdued, tense, stiff in our unblemished costumes, and

distinctly lacking in the frivolity that had characterised most of our stay.

Few words were spoken as we proceeded towards the court. A v^ rong

word, an unappreciated jest, and we would ha\ e lost the oppcMtunity lo

watch Nilmini growing up forever.

After a long delay we, as prospecti\'e parents w ith one child, stood in

the dock. A waspish judge lounged in a wooden chair, the proceedings

being translated into Sinhalese by an inierprcter and written down by a

kwely scribe in a sari in that language, ostensibly for the benefit of His

Lordship. This worthy took no apparent interest in the proceedings,

appearing to be deeply fascinated by the high white walls of the

cramped minor court rxmh. despite their deanh of insect life. Without

warning, he unsheathed his lance in the manner of his entomological
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counterpart, fixing me a gimlet eye. Soup stains on my Sri suit?

Impossible! I'd never worn it until now. But it was not that.

Why? he wanted to know in impeccable English, had I two passports?

Not one, but two. Having failed, despite an almost overwhelming urge

to the contrary to reply, "Well, sir, I collect booklice", I was asked

whether I would swear to bring up the baby as I would my own
daughter. I looked him straight in the eye. Certainly, Old Beak, a boot

up the posterior and a clip round the ear'ole when she's naughty. Does
wonders, I shouldn't wonder. It would be mendacious to suggest that I

did more than murmur an affirmative reply. Moments later Nilmini was
"ours". The four year wait was over. Put in another way, our eighteen

year sentence had begun. Cheer up, old soak, it used to be twenty-one

- and you might even spot a new creepy before they extradite you!

Then the melancholy joy of having adopted a homeless child swept

over me as we walked back down the broad alleyways of the lofty

colonialist style court and its attendant buildings. Sad as watching a

migrating swarm of butterflies go by and reaching up, suddenly, to take

just one in the net, leaving the others to go hungry, bent on nowhere. I

despaired ofever achieving much in a single lifetime . . .

After that, there wasn't much reason for staying in Butterfly Prison.

Perhaps, as the Americans say, I'd gone "stir crazy", but I really didn't

want to leave the Palm Beach Hotel, much less Sri Lanka. Had I

foreseen the problems associated with going home, I might have stayed

for more practical reasons than just having fallen in love with the

country. On the 31st January the Ram Shackle we had arrived in panted

into the hotel yard. Just after lunchtime they dropped us, luggage, wife,

Samira, Nilmini, rotting bugs and all - with some alacrity at the airport.

After the adoption agency had vanished into the blue without leaving

so much as a telephone number, and having made exhaustive enquiries

at the airport, we became acutely aware that the Aeroflot pilot had

refused to fly back without a good night's sleep, the relief crew having

apparently failed to turn up.

We trooped back outside, where another Ram Shackle took us to a

hotel not far from the airport. It was slight consolation that if the

flipping jet took off next morning without us, we could throw stones at

it from the hotel roof.

Years and years ago, when papered sets of butterflies from Taiwan

first became available, there were two fluts that always seemed to

remain until last to be set. One, I remember, was Una rantaizana, a

Lycaenid that - in retrospect - was not unlike the quaint little blues
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frequenting the grounds of the Palm Beach Hotel: and the other one

was a miserable looking "bro^ n" named Melauitis leda. Fm not e\-en

going to look up who Leda was in Greek mnhology but I want to

apologise to the sad insect that bears her name for lea\'ing its smeUy
corpse in the late "505 until the mould began to creep across my
relaxing tin in a vast greenish-grey sv.ard . . . (Okay. Pless. get back on
track.)

For - wandering around our last hotel with a subdued Samira ( Little

Sis having alTi^-ed v^ith a ^-engeance) just as the sun set again o^'er the

coast of Sri, I spotted indoors under a lamp a dark, medium-sized leaf-

like butterfly that is best envisaged as a tragedy in the Welsh mountains,

in the form of a dollop of sheep dung you haA e accidentally stepped

on and are intent, thin as it is. in scraping off the sole of your boot

before it begins to reek. In Sri Lanka. Melauitis leda is known as the

Common evening brown and, on our last evening, tliis was just the jot

as a reminder that eveiy butterfly, splendid or dull, has its place in

Creation, just as the dung encmsted on your foot^'ear does. I bet you

didn't QYQn know the species would come to light. We slept on Sri

Lanka soil, oblivious to the ^^ars going on about us.

Moscow airport Vv'as in chaos. AiTi\'ing sixteen hours late. w"e were

givQn meal vouchers that didn't apply and promises that were not kept.

Eventually, close to midnight, some buses took us downtown to a

students" hosteliy, where v^ e spent the night. Waiting for an hour on the

unheated ground floor of the the airport, followed by a long walk from

the bus to the hostel at minus l6'C froze Nilmini's delicate Asian

cheeks, so that the skin puckered and was sensitive for seA-eral v^ eeks.

Should you follow in our footsteps, take note of the fact that Januan' in

Russia differs somewhat from that in Sri Lanka.

Behind us, as the Sri Lanka sun went down in Butterfly Prison, the

little blue butterflies flitted and frolicked among the tiny vetches

growing in the cracks between the paving stones, oblivious to the

suffering and folly of mankind.
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Table 1.

General descriptions of the

Species

Atrophaneiira aristolochiae

A. hector

Catopsilia crocale

C. pomona

Danaus aglea

D. genutia

D. Umniace

D. similis

D. eucharis

Euchrysops pandava

Euploea spp.

Eiiploea core

E. klugii

E. blanda

Eurema hecabe

Grapbium sarpedon

Hypolimnas bolina

H. misippus

Leptidea nina

Melanitis leda

Narathiira amarites

Papilio demoleus

P. polytes

Phalanta phalantha

Spialia galba

Telchinia violae

Ypthima ceylonica

Zizeria karsandra

butterflies occurring in the

Common name
Common rose

Crimson rose

Common emigrant

Lemon emigrant

Glossy tiger

Common tiger

Blue tiger

Blue glassy tiger

Common jezebel

The Plains cupid

Common indian crow

Brown king crow

Three spot grass yellow

Common grass yellow

Common bluebottle

Great eggfly

Danaid eggfly

The Psyche

Evening brown

Large oak blue

Lime butterfly

Common mormon

Common leopard

Indian skipper

Tawny coster

White four-ring

Dark grass blue

Palm Beach Hotel grounds, 11-29 January 1991.

Description

Black, tailed swallowtail with both white and red

on the hindwings (especially on underside) and a

pale suffusion on the forewings.

Lovely black, tailed swallowtail with crimson

blotches on the hindwings and a red body.

A jet-setter insect with a nasty habit of passing

rapidly out of sight. Underside deeper yellow than

the next species.

A bit like a Brimstone powered by rockets

(= fast flier). Underside pale lemon yellow.

Brown and bluish-grey.

Monarch-like, with rufous brown and white

markings on black wings.

Brown and bluish-grey.

Brown and bluish-grey.

Black-veined white, with bright yellow, red and

black hindwing underside.

Like the long-tailed blue.

Dark flappers that add much-needed life to sombre

undergrov^th and balconies.

Darker than the Brown king crow. Lovely blue

sheen when it catches the light.

One of the more sombre crows; dark brown with

tasteful white decorations like a chocolate birthday

cake embellished by a miser

Delicious, having custard yellow wings with black

tips. Flutters about in the vegetation.

Like E. blanda, yellow, but with "dog's face" in

black edge on forewing; thinner black edge on

hindwing.

Brown, with lovely green windows down its wings.

A lunatic in flight and a quivering psychopath

when drinking at dung, urine, etc. Hates nets.

Large, dark brown, with blue sheen but no egg-like

markings. Female lacks sheen.

Male with white "eggs" and blue sheen on dark

wings. Female mimics the Plain tiger {i.e. has

monarch-like coloration).

Virtually the wood white with a prominent "black

eye" on the forewing.

A dollop of manure with the impression of a boot

sole on its underside.

A huge, spectacular "blue" with tailed hindwings.

Males gather at moist patches.

Yellow, tail-less swallowtail.

Dark brown with white hindwing blotches.

Like a jazzed-down fritillar>^

A "grizzled skipper".

Like a jazzed-up fritillary.

A typical small Ypthima; dungy-brown with white

mottling and forewing "eyes".

Tiny "blue" with pale undersides. Generally occurs

in grassy areas.
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Diary
^ Dates

To make the diary effective contributions are needed from members. Any relevant items should be

sent to the Bulletin Editor. No charge is made for entries. Please allow three months advance notice.

l6th London Natural History Society (LNHS) Field Meeting
Broxbourne wood for tiger beetles and other insects. Led by Daniel

Hackett and Trevor James, Herts beetle recorder. Meet grid ref. TL324

071 at ll.OOhrs. Nearest station Bayford.

Contact leader on 0181-292 6134 for possible lift.

17th British Tarantula Society 13th Annual Exhibition
Wood Green High School, Wood Green Road, Wednesbury\ West
Midlands. Doors open 10.30hrs until 17.00hrs.

I: Ray Hale 01902 354833.

2nd LNHS Field Meeting
Crane Park nature reserve for "green" frogs, and water voles (if we are

lucky) as well as other wetland creatures. Led by Daniel Hackett and
Alex Robb, warden. Meet Lincoln Ave entrance grid ref. TQ140 728.

Nearest station Whitton B.R.

I: Daniel Hackett 0181-292 6134.

4th LNHS Field Meeting
Rye Meads for moths. Led by Rob Dyke. Meet Rye House B.R. stn

21.30hrs (until midnight).

I: Daniel Hackett 0181-292 6134.

18th LNHS Field Meeting
Black Path, Slough for restored heathland and possibh- White admiral

butterfly. Led by Daniel Hackett and Susan Pollexfcn. warden. Meet

centenaiy Lodge car park near lake TQOOS 832 at ll.OOhrs.

Contact leader on 0181-292 6134 for possible lift.

26th LNHS Field Meeting
Hampstead Heath for dragontlies. Led b\- Ruth l)a\-. LNHS dragonfly

recorder. Meet GokkTs Given Sm \(~)rthern Line at ll.OOhrs.

I: Daniel Hackett 0181 292 6134.

I'ubli.shcd ioili April h)^)S h\ ihc .Vniaiciir KnUMiioK\uisis' Socictx'

(Reuisicivd Chariu- No. K'a^O). troni PO Box 8^~4. London S\\~ SZG.

MAY

JULY



THE4thELG,SPRm

EmMOLOGICALFAIR

SUNDAY 10th MAY 1998

ONCE AGAIN AT
PATTISHALL VILLAGE HALL (between Pattishall and Astcote),

Nr.TOWCESTER, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
MAIN LIVESTOCK DEALERS ATTENDING • BUTTERFLY/MOTH LIVESTOCK

• SPECIMENS • INSECTS • SPIDERS • EQUIPMENT • PLANTS • BOOKS •

• EXCELLENT RANGE OF LEPIDOPTERAL LIVESTOCK AVAILABLE •

Ml North

• DOORS OPEN 12.00 - 4.00pm •

Refreshments available

ADULTS £1.50 CHILDREN 75p

E.L.G. CARDHOLDERS 75p

Tel: 01327 830853 (Mike Bayley)

Tel: 01909 550272 (Paul Batty)

PATTISHALL
VENUE

TOWCESTER I South
1 ^

wuaiife ana nurist
Holiaays in Palawan,

Philippines

I have some beach properties in

Palawan surrounded by virgin

rainforest ideal for the naturalists

and leisure seekers. Palawan is

the only Philippine island still with

most of its natural forest intact

and has many endemic species.

Beautiful natural scenery,

deserted islands, wonderful coral,

aboriginal tribes and a wealth of

wildlife make it an ideal holiday

place. All kinds of tours of any
length are available with good
food and good accom-modation.

Guides are provided along with

full opportunities to use MV lights.

BEE
RESEARCH

ASSOCIATION
18 NORTH ROAD

CARDIFF
CFl 3DY

For Scientific and Technical

information on Bees (Apoidea)

especially Honeybees (ApisSP).

Please write to the above addressfor

details ofpublications and membership.

A specimen copy of "Bee World" is

obtainable for 50p.

Details from Dave Gooding (4230),

40 IVIidway, St. Albans, Herts. AL3 4BQ.

Tel/Fax: 01727 861062



E.W. CLASSEY LTD
ENTOMOLOGICAL BOOKS BY MAIL SINCE 1949

* Antiquarian, second-hand and New books

* Special offers and forthcoming book news

* Booksearch service. Please send your "wants" list

* Regular free catalogues and specialist lists

* Books bought

* Valuations

Oxford House,

Marlborough Street,

Faringdon,

Oxon SN7 7DR UK
Tel. 01 367 244700 Fax. 01 367 244800

Our Faringdon shop has a large stock of Entomological & Natural History books and phnts

Since 1976 . . serving lepidopterists worldwide

TRANSWORLD
BUTTERFLY CO.

ILLUSTRATED BUTTERFLY CATALOGUE

Hundreds of butterflies from South America.

Africa, Australia and the Far East. Many of our

specimens are ex-pupae or ranched. Specialists

in Papilionidae, Morphidae and Brassolidae.

Our catalogue includes many hard-to-find species

like female Morpho rhetenor female Morpho
adonis, female Morpho anaxibia, female Morpho
vitrea, female Morpho insuralis. female Morpho
godarti, Morpho titei, female Papilio scamander
Popilio antimachus, female Papilio plagiatus and
female PapiiiO hesperusi

Request our free Catalogue today!

TRANSWORLD BUHERFLY COMPANY

APARTADO 6951 - SAN JOSE

COSTA RICA

TEL: 506-228-4768 FAX: 506-228-1573

NATURAL HISTORY TOURS
TO THE TIEN SHAN

We are pleased to invite you to participate in out

tours to the Tien Shan Mountains in Kyrghyzstan.

Our summer 1998 programme includes:

• Visits to the most interesting parts of the Tien-Shan,

including Issyk-Kul, one of the largest mountain lakes

in the world.

• Accommodation in a high mountain hotel with

restaurant and cable car

• All essential services, e.g. doctor, cook, guide,

transport (helicopter if desired) etc.

• Permit for collecting animals and plants.

Regular flights are available from Frankfurt, Germany.

ENTOMOLOGISTS, ORNITHOLOGISTS AND BOTANISTS
ARE ALL WELCOME AS WELL AS GENERAL WILDLIFE

ENTHUSIASTS.

The tours are organised by the

"Union of Hunters of Kyrghyzstan".

Please enquire for a free prospectus to the manager:

Yuri Berezhnoi

Union of Hunters of Kyrghyzstan

PO 29, VORONEZH
394029 RUSSIA

Fax: (7)0732 48-28-34

Satellite fax; (7)502 200-2112

(Mark "for Y Berezhnoi, tel. 48-28-34")

E-mail: Guest@comch.ru, "forY Berezhnoi"



DO YOU WANT TO

CUDDLE A COCKROACH.

STROKE A STICK INSECT

OR HUG A HARUESTMANP

The AES Bug Club is for young people or the "young at

heart" who find insects and other creepy crawlies interesting

and even fascinating.

As the junior section of the AES we are devoted to

promoting invertebrates to the younger generation who,

after all, will be the entomologists of tomorrow! You can

help us in a number of ways, for example: by joining the

Bug Club yourself, getting someone else to join the Bug

Club, promoting the Bug Club and AES to your local

school/Scout or Guide Group etc, running a Bug Club event

or writing an article for our exciting newsletter. If you can do

anything to help then please write to us:

AES Bug Club, PO Box 8774, London, SW7 5ZG.

Membership details can be found in the front of this Bulletin.



AMATEUR ENTOMOLOGISTS' SOCIETY

AGM AND MEMBERS' DAY 1998

at the Natural History Museum, London

Saturday 25th April 1998

HOW TO GET THERE

B}- Tube:

The Circle. District and
Piccadilly Lines ser\'e South

Kensington Station

which is a four minute walk

from the Museum.

The meeting will commence
at 11am in the Palaeontology'

Demonstration Room, at the

far end of Gallery 30. Maps
of the Museum will be

a\ ailable upon entry.

ENTRY TO MUSEUM
The Museum opens at 10am. Entry is free for MEMBERS on the production of

either the AES Bulletin (Feb 1998) or the AES Bug Club Membership Card. To
gain eniT)' to the meeting, visitors should enter the Life Galleries Entrance on
Cromwell Road, and report to reception where you v^ ill be booked in.

11.30am Welcome
Winning by a nose . . . the wonderful world of weevils - Maxwell Barclay

Midday AGM

12.30pm Lunch

2.00pm Mini-beasts - Speaker to be confirmed

3.00pm Tea

3.15pm Video Microscope Demonstration — Darren .Mann

4.15pm Close - followed by Bug Hunt in NHM Wildlife Garden and tour of the \HM
Department of Entomolog\\

Other activities are plannedforJunior Members.

For more information,

please w rile to the AES. PO Box 8"^4. London. S\\ ~ SZG.



A VALUABLE REPRINT FROM THE
AMATEUR ENTOMOLOGISTS' SOCIETY

PRACTICAL HINTS FOR THE FIELD LEPIDOPTERIST by

J.W.Tutt

Written in three parts at the turn of the century, this book has been reprinted

because it still represents the most comprehensive field guide covering both

macro and microlepidoptera. Parts I to III all give a month by month guide to

which species and stages to look for and how to find them. Part III also

contains an extensive biological account of the early stages and how to keep,

rear and describe them. 422 pages. Hardback. (Reprinted 1994). A separate

supplement has been prepared which cross-references old to current scientific

names and the English names of the species covered. Total price only £21.00.

OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE FROM THE A.E.S. INCLUDE

Habitat Conservation for Insects - A Neglected Green Issue

(Hardback 262 pages, 15 figures + 32 pages colour plates) . . . £12.00

A Lepidopterists Handbook (136 pages, 32 figs, 13 plates) .... £7.50

A Guide to Moth Traps and their Use (60 pages, 8 plates, 21 figs.) . £5.00

Breeding the British Butterflies (60 pages, 6 figures, 5 plates) . . . £3.95

Breeding the British and European Hawkmoths (56pages, 9 plates) . £3.95

Practical Hints for Collecting and Studying Micros (40pp, 1 1 figs.) . £3.45

An Amateurs Guide to the Study of the Gentalia of Lepidoptera (16pp) £2.40

A Silkmoth Rearers Handbook (Hardback, 225pp + 32 colour

plates showing 74 photographs of larvae and adult moths) . . . £13.95

Killing, Setting and Storing Butterflies and Moths (19 pages) . . . £2.90

The Study of Stoneflies, Mayflies and Caddis Flies (44 pp, 10 figs.) . £3.45

Collecting and Studying Dragonflies (24 pages, 12 figs, 2 plates) . £2.40

The Hymenopterists Handbook (226 pages, illustrated) £8.50

Revised Flight Tables for the Hymenoptera (24 pages) £2.00

Rearing Parasitic Hymenoptera (52 pages, 4 colour plates). .... £4.50

A Coleopterists Handbook (Hardback, 300 pages, illustrated) . . .£15.95

Host plants of British Beetles (24 pages) £2.00

A Dipterists Handbook (260 pages, illustrated) . £9.95

Rearing and Studying Stick and Leaf-Insects (73 pp. 43 figs. 17 plates) £5.00

Rearing and Studying the Praying Mantids (22 pages, 9 plates) . . . £2.90

Rearing Crickets in the Classroom (12 pages, 2 plates) £1.85

All the above publications sent post free to U.K. addresses. Outside U.K.

please add 10% to order value for postage by surface mail. For postage by

air-niail outside Europe please add 30% to order value.

Please make all cheques/postal orders payable to AES Publications' and send to:

AES Publications, The Hawthorns, Frating Road, Great Bromley,

COLCHESTER C07 7JN. Telephone 01206 251600
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Founded in 1935

Where to ivrife

For all Society business, please write to:

AES
P.O. Box 8774

London SW7 5ZG

Officers of the Society

President.

Secretary.

Acting Treasurer.

Registrar.

Bulletin Editor.

General Editor.

Acting Advertising Secretary.

Exhibitions & Meetings Secretary.

Youth Secretary.

ICN Editor.
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Habitat Conservation Officer.

Richard Jones

Wayne Jarvis (e-mail: wayj@nhm.ac.uk)

Reg Fry

Nick Holford

Wayne Jarvis

Mike Bonsall

Rob Dyke

Maxwell Barclay

Kieren Pitts

David Lonsdale

Caroline Willmot

Martin Harvey

Subscriptions: First subscription (including entrance fee) £1 4.50, or £9 under 1 8.

Renewals £12.50 or £7 under 18. Overseas members £15

Family membership £1 7.50 (Includes Bulletin and Bug Club).

Overseas Family membership £22

Subcription due by the 1 st January each year.

Advertising Rate: The following charges apply to adverts in the body of the Bulletin.

Full page £60, Half page £40, Quarter page £25. Insert charges

available on request to Advertising Secretary', address as abo\e.
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information, are accepted as bona fide. Neither the Editor, the ( )iiu eis and c oum il of the Societ\', nor its Trustees, can

l)e held responsible for any loss, embarrassment or injury that might be susiauuxl In reliance thereon.



Worldwide Butterflies
Sherborne, Dorset, DT9 4QN. Tei 01935 4746O8 Fax429937

COLOUR CATALOGUE 1998
A wide range of living lepidoptera, full of colour

illustrations. Practical breeding and field

equipment, carefully selected books. Specimens:

British, European and exotic. Silkworms and silk

eductational packs. Ready late May.

vl^asm)b List

The current list includes

mantids, Leaf insects, and

a wider than normal range

of specialist stick insects.

SPECIMEN LISTS
British, European, Exotic butterflies and moths.

New lists and catalogues are in preparation.

Please let us know of your general and specific

interests so we can keep you informed in future



E.W. CLASSEY LTD
ENTOMOLOGICAL BOOKS BY MAIL SINCE 1949

* Antiquarian, second-hand and New books

* Special offers and forthcoming book news

* Booksearch service. Please send your "wants" list

* Regular free catalogues and specialist lists

* Books bought

* Valuations

Est. 1949

Oxford House,

Marlborough Street,

Faringdon,

Oxon SN7 7DR UK
Tel. 01 367 244700 Fax. 01 367 244800

Our Faringdon shop has a large stock of Entomological & Natural History books and prints

Since 1976 . . serving iepidopterists worldwide

TRANSWORLD
BUTTERFLY CO.

ILLUSTRATED BUTTERFLY CATALOGUE

Hundreds of butterflies from South America,

Africa. Australia and thie Far East Many of our

specimens are ex-pupae or ranciied. Specialists

in Papilionidae, Morphidae and Brassolidae.

Our catalogue includes many hard-to-find species

like female Morpho rhetenor. female i^orpho

adonis, female Morpho anaxilDia, female Morpho
vrtrea, female Morpho insuralis. female Morpho
godarfi, Morpho titei, female Papilio scamander
Papilio antimachus. female Papilio plagiatus and
female Papilio t)esperus!

Request our free Catalogue today!

TRANSWORLD BUHERFLY COMPANY

APARTADO 6951 - SAN JOSE

COSTA RICA

TEL: 506-228-4768 FAX: 506-228-1573

BUTTERFIY

CONSERVATION

Butterfly Conservation

invite you to their fifth

Butterfly

Festival
at Juniper Hall Field Centre,

Mickleham. Nr. Dorking, Surrey

18/19 July 1998

11.00am -5.30pm

Entry: Adults £2 Children (under 14) 50p



THE NATURAL
HISTORV^y|!j,qEUM

29 JUN 1998

PRESENTED
ENTOMOLOGY LIBRARY

SUPPORTER

1 Tower Hill,

Brentwood,

Essex CM 14 4TA.

Tel: (01277) 224610

Fax: (01277) 262815

E-mail: CravitzPtg(S)compuserve.com

4
ARE YOU MISSING OUT?

THE
ENTOMOLOGIST'S

RECORD
and Journal of Variation

/ ^ ^

Publishes notes, observations, articles and reviews,

mainly on the Lepidoptera and Coleoptera of the British Isles and Europe.

Founded in 1890 by J. W. Tutt, and still going strong, we publish six issues a year -

alternating with the AES Bulletin. This means there is now a first class entomological

journal available every month of the year!

Our subscription price is £28 per year. If you would like to see a specimen copy, please send

your name and address, and a couple of second class stamps to cover postage to:

The Editor, 14 West Road, Bishops Stortford, Hertfordshire CM23 2QP.

Write now! You never know what you could be missing.

The Entomologist's Record is an independent, non profit making journal.

To ensure high standards of production we use Cravitz Printing Company.



Do you want to cuddle a Cockroach, stroke a Stick Insect or hug a Harvestman?

The AES Bug Club is for young people or the "young at heart" who find insects

and other creepy crawlies interesting and even fascinating.

As the junior section of the AES we are devoted to promoting invertebrates to

the younger generation who, afterall, will be the entomologists of tomorrow!

You can help us in a number of ways, for example: by joining the Bug Club

yourself, getting someone else to join the Bug Club, promoting the Bug Club

and AES to your iocal school/Scout or Guide Group etc, running a Bug Club

event or writing an article for our exciting newsletter. If you can do anything to

help then please write to us: AES Bug Club, PO Box 8774, London, SW7 5ZG.

Membership details can be found in the front of this Bulletin.

BOllelinS''
There are three species of scorpiont'ly

in Britain, of which this one, Panorpa

communis, is the most widespread in

England and Wales, although it is rare

in Scotland. The name scorpionfly

comes from the shape of the male

abdomen, the tip of which is curled

over in scorpion fashion, although it

does not have a sting. Scorpionflies

are scavengers, feeding on a variet\'

of organic matter including dead

insects, bird droppings and over-ripe

fruit. They often found among dense

vegetation such as bramble patches,

where the habit of diving into the

vegetation w hen disturbed can make

them dinicult to catch.

Photo: Nick Holford.
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Editorial
The Society's Annual Exhibition is looming again, this year's event

occurring on Saturday 3rd October, at Kempton Park Racecourse. The
recently redeveloped venue has now lost the building site appearance

of last year, and we are expecting an even better event this year.

Trading space is still available, further details being available from

Maxwell Barclay at the usual address. We would also like to remind

members that we encourage them to bring along an exhibit to show
at the event, and that Junior members of the Society have the

opportunity to win the Ansorge Award for the best Junior exhibit.

We also had a few exhibits at the Annual General Meeting and
Members' Day, held in late April at the Natural History Museum in

London. The event was a huge success and we had around 70 people

attending (more than double the usual figure). Visitors were treated to

talks by Maxwell Barclay and Phil Bragg and a video micrograph

demonstration by Darren Mann along with a tour of the Museum's
Department of Entomology and a Bug Hunt in the Wildlife Garden.

We would like to thank the Natural History Museum for their help

during the day and look forward to using the venue again in the

future.

It was hoped that the Society would have its web site up and
running by the time the Bulletin went to press, but unfortunately this

has not been possible. However, keep your eye on the Bug Club

website at http://www.exeter.ac.uk/bugclub for further news and
developments.

We have been able to include a colour section in this edition of the

Bulletin for the first time this year. We had planned to include this in

the April issue, but were not able to do so for a variety of reasons.

However, we are still hoping to include three sections of colour in this

year's Volume.

I hope that you have a good summer!

Wayne
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Edinburgh Insects

by Eric Pickard (3928)

105 Kirkh ill Road. Aberdeen ABll SET.

During a visit I made to Edinburgh on 20th June 1997, my friend Tom
Delaney and I went for a walk in the woods near his home at

Lasswade. It had rained for most of the tw^o previous days and the

vegetation was sodden, but today in mid-morning a wan sun broke

through.

In a tract of nettles growing at the path side it was noticed that a

number of the leaves had been rolled up. On examination it was found

that some of them contained vvTiggly green lar\'ae nearly an inch long.

Some of these were collected as they were apparently full-grown; they

pupated inside their leaves. In a very short time the adult moths
appeared and were found to be Mother of Pearl (Pleiiroptya ruralis).

A brood of Small tortoiseshell iAglais iirticae) caterpillars were
noticed which had only been hatched a day or so. In spite of the recent

heavy rain they had managed to survive.

When a female Orange tip {Anthocharis cardamines) was later seen

in Tom's garden w^e decided to look for ova or larvae of that insect on
lady's smock i^Cardamine pratensis) in a meadow close at hand where

the butterflies had been seen a few weeks pre\'iously. The blooms of

the lady's smock had seeded and the plants were \"eiy difficult to locate

until we found a group of them with one or two late flowers in a

marshy corner of the meadow. Unfortunately none of the distincti^•e

orange eggs were found in this occasion.

During a sunny spell a worn specimen of Small copper {LycaeJia

phlaeas) w^as seen.

English Nature/AES Slide Packs
Due to a high demand, the Conser\"ation

Slide Packs featured in the April

Bulletin ha\e sold out. We are

howe\'er, hoping to re-print the

48 slide pack and wiW ad\'ertise

the a\aihibility in the Society's

publications.
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Realisation of childhood dream —
or the fecund Vapourer moth

byJeanette Hatto (9541)

Silver Birches, Rowhills, Heath End, Farnham, Surrey GU9 9AU.

Instantly upon reading of the Vapourer moth as a child, I was
captivated - captivated by illustrations of a brightly-coloured, furry

caterpillar waving its peculiar head-plumes; captivated by the attractive

chestnutty male with those unexpected white spots and captivated by
the thought of a wingless female. My youthful intelligence had never

previously encountered the fact that a moth (something, often

attractive, which flies) could actually be wingless. My ambition was to

find a female Vapourer moth. Little did I realise that even if I did meet

such a creature, I probably would not even recognise it from other

similar species.

As the years went by the Vapourer moth tended to elude me. The
larvae which I found were parasitised or failed to progress for some
reason or other.

Then came 18th June 1996. My husband found a Vapourer caterpillar

on an iron fence post in the front garden. As was to be expected, it

chomped happily and heartily on blackberry leaves. Unexpectedly,

however, it was observed on occasions picking up its own excreta and

throwing it away with a firm, positive action! (In order to avoid leaving

signs of its presence, I wondered?) By 26th June it was spinning a web
on the side of the container. The next day it enclosed itself in a silken

web incorporating its body hairs. On 28th June it became a pupa.

The next particularly exciting date was 7th July 1996. My pupa
hatched and lo and behold, a female Vapourer (Plate 98A). The next

day (cold as it was) a male was flying around the cage, now out of

doors, and mating followed. Eggs were laid on the cocoon (Plate 98B).

The following day more eggs were laid. On 15th July my brave little

female Vapourer moth died.

Would there be a sequel I wondered? Yes, indeed, for on the 24th

July some of the eggs hatched. The larvae grew very slowly, but by the

12th August they were all doing so well that I reduced their number to

four larvae, releasing the others, and foolishly choosing the most

advanced larvae to keep (which all turned out to be females!). They

had inherited their mother's habit of throwing their excreta out of the

way.
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By the 19th August the four larvae were each about one inch long.

By 2nd September all four were spinning up adjacently upside down
on the lid of the container. By the 6th September there were four dark-

brown pupae.

The first female hatched on 17th September. By the next day eggs

were observed liberally crammed over three cocoons. On 19th

September the second female hatched. On 20th September eggs were
laid, the third female hatched and a male was spotted nearby. On 21st

September it was discovered that the fourth female had been unable to

escape successfully, her exit tunnel being blocked, due to the

proximity of the cocoons and the numerous eggs. Several males were
spotted.

My enthusiastic readers will have realised what need hardly be said -

I had at last realised my childhood dream and more, after many, many
years. I had not only seen a female Vapourer (actually, by now, five of

them altogether) but I had also observed the full life-cycle and had in

addition seen several males.

In April 1997 the remainder of the original batch of eggs started to

hatch, as have the second batch. I am awaiting developments, if any,

with some interest.

Roesel's bush cricket in Biean Woods
by Philip Wilkins (760 7)

10 Northfield Avenue, Ringstead, Northamptonshire NN14 4DX.

E-mail: phil. wilkins@dial.pipex.com

I was out birdwatching in the Blean Woods RSPB Reserve, near

Canterbury, Kent in August 1996. Whilst crossing a patch of heatliland. I

could hear the distinctive call of bush crickets coming from man\"

clumps of grasses in the area. I eventually managed to get close enough
to one of the calling males. This proved to be a long-winged form of

Roesel's bush cricket, Metriopterci roeselii. As I was under the

impression that this was a predominantly coastal species in this countn'.

I contacted the warden of the reserve for details of its status at Blean.

The warden was unaware of its presence, despite his o^ n interest in

Orthoptera. This may represent new colonisation, or simply under-

recording. The bush crickets were so noisy on my \ isit. that I would be

surprised if they had passed unnoticed before!
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Internationale Insektentage

— Insektenborse Prague 7th and 8th March 1998
byJ. Cooter (3290)

19 Mount Crescent, Hereford HRl INQ.

In recent years, personal experience has lead me to the conclusion that

for an entomologist interested in insects, rather than just British insects,

Britain is a frustrating place in which to live. Through scattered personal

contacts and by identifying material for museums and other institutions

home and abroad, one is able to acquire a limited amount of fresh

material. The alternative is to travel seeking out desired species in the

field. This is not only expensive, but success is never guaranteed. There

is, increasingly, the risk, if collecting abroad without the necessary

permits, of having one's entire catch and equipment confiscated,

passport stamped persona non grata and being deported. It does

happen. I know people that have been subjected to such treatment.

Having visited the Bourse Internationale D'Entomologie De Geneve in

April 1997, I was amazed at the variety and quality of insect material

being offered for sale. Commercial traders were in a very small minority

and, apart from vendors of equipment, doing very little trade. The real

interest was to be found with the numerous amateurs that were offering

small numbers, sometimes only one example, of species they have

personally collected. Most such people are specialists seeking to dispose

of surplus material and might have a store box of one family of beetles

(for example - Carabidae, Buprestidae, Curculionidae), or material from

one habitat (for example - dead wood, caves) or from one region

(Russian Far East, Balkans etc). I was very tempted to purchase a small

collection of about twenty species (each represented by a male and

female) of cave-dwelling Trechiinae carabid beetles from Italy and the

Balkans. If I had not been whisked off for a spot of collecting in the

nearby Jura, I would no doubt have succumbed to the temptation. I

learned that this event was not as good as previous years and nothing

compared to the Bourse held in Prague each spring and autumn.

Having already had to abandon plans to visit Prague during March

1997, I was determined to go there in 1998. This I did, organising my
visit to coincide with the International Insektentage-Insektenborse. I

was not disappointed; having arranged to meet two Czech friends

before the weekend I was briefed on the venue, time to arrive and so

on. Entry was KC 70 (£1 = KC 54 at the time of my visit), opening

hours 10.00-17.00 Saturday and 08.00-13.00 Sunday. (Metro station =

Name°stri Miru on the A (green) line).
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There were three or four commercial traders with boxes full of

papered South American Dynastidae, cases of Mo?pho butterflies and
the like. As in Geneva, these traders were largely ignored, the mass of

visitors seeking out specimens of interest being sold by the 80 or so

amateur specialists. Many of these people, working in east European.

Russian or CIS institutions, can only finance their entomological

research by selling surplus material. The bulk of the material on offer

was Coleoptera, with Lepidoptera a close second, other Orders were
either absent or represented by a small handful of specimens. I paid no
attention to the Lepidoptera, apart from noticing here and there cases of

Parnassius, CoHas and Zygaenidae from Central Asia, Russian Far East

and other remote regions, all perfectly set, all with full data, being sold

by people with obvious specialist knowledge m those groups.

The Coleoptera, the Order that attracted me to Prague, v^ ere truly

wonderful. Material from most countries and the great bulk of the many
families were represented. Material ranged from parat}'pes of species

recently described by their captor/vendor through to known species

from barely accessible regions to job lots of undetermined beetles

either in family packets or mixed but from the same habitat; doubtless

some of these interesting little packages contained species new to

science. Everything had full data.

As a guide to prices, I purchased three species of Xebria from
Kirghizstan - N. fergaijica, kirgizica and uataliae (paratype) and a

spe^cimen of the Agyrtid Lyrosoma brevipeuiie (Sakhalin Island) for

KC 200. There were more expensive beetles, notably some of the more
scarce Carabus and Coptolabnts commanding theii" usual high prices,

paratypes of central Asian Aphodiiis for KC500. but the job-lot packets

of small-fry^ ranged from KC 5-KClOO depending upon the number of

specimens (anything from one to fifts^ plus per packet). I stress again,

the bulk of the material of this type is being sold by people acti^ely

researching, they are tiying to raise sufficient funds to enable them to

travel in order to carr>^ out field work or to buy essential books and
j

equipment. In my \ iew this is not only totally compatible with
j

consen^ation, but is a process \\ hich actually promotes entomological

study. For anyone seeking to acquire top qualirs' material from some of

the remotest regions of the world, identified or not. then I whole-

heartedly recommend a \ isit to Prague.

The organisers - Ento-tera. \iadisla\ Maly cS: Co.. PO. Box 2~. 128 00

Prague 2, had their usual range of good quality equipment for sale.

Why is it that the die-stamped mounting cards ha\e only in the past i

year or so become available in Britain, despite approaching uni\-ersal
]
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use in museums and by amateur entomologists? The range of sizes Maly

& Co. offer is far greater than Sciences Nat or Winkler with elongate

cards for Staphylinidae and more quadrate sizes for Coccinellidae for

example. I stocked up on these and the glass cups mounted on pins for

holding liquid fumigant insecticide. Again, these useful items are not

available in Britain; I have approached several glass makers specialising

in scientific equipment and have been assured it is very difficult to get

glass to adhere to the pin, yet the Czechs, French, Austrians and others

manage it quite well. This being so, I was told they could be made for

£4 each! Maly & Co. sell two sizes, KC20 and KC25. I needed several of

these cups in order to have one in every cabinet drawer and store box;

30 for approximately £11. I now never have to use carcigenous

naphthalene or (worse) paradichlorobenzene. (Into each cup I pour a

small quantity of essential oil of citronella and camphor, harmless to

use, the smell is pleasant and I have not been bothered with Anthrenus

in any part of my collection since using this system.)

As with any entomological gathering, one of the attractions is

meeting old friends and making new ones. At an International

Insektentage-Insektenborse this is an essential feature. I met up with

four friends from Prague, one from Wroclaw, Poland, two from
Moscow, one from Paris and made a potentially useful contact with a

Coleopterist from Kiev. Meeting with friends, exchanges of duplicates

and returned identifications add that special something. A range of

sandwiches, cheap by British standards, beer at KC25 per half litre, a

sumptuously decorated venue with wonderful painted ceilings, gilt

mouldings, marble staircase, cloak room and left luggage facilities

across the road from a metro/tram station make the day trouble free.

I can only assume that with Prague being so centrally placed and so

easily accessible, it is the natural venue for this type of truly

international fair. Us Brits are stuck on our island at the edge of Europe,

hardly likely to attract an international two day Insektenborse. I guess

we have to carry on with traditional trade fairs/exhibitions featuring

"varieties of butterfly I caught this year", "moths from my home town",

hairy spiders, silk-moths and their larvae, "rare beetles from my
favourite woodland", over-priced second-hand books and dealers that

do not sell mounting cards or glass fumigant cups.

Before leaving England I arranged two days study in the

Entomological Department of the National Museum at Kunratice, a

south-eastern suburb of Prague. Getting there was trouble free, I

purchased a three day travel pass for KC180 which allows unlimited use
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of bus. tram and metro. The Prague public transport system is excellent

and timetables of the three sendees fully integrated. Trams and buses

stop at each metro station. There are three metro lines A (green), B
(yellow) and C (red). I took the A line to Kacerov then bus 114 to

Kunratice. All bus stops bear the name of the stop, the name of the

next stop is announced onboard just after leaving a stop. I purchased

my travel pass at the information office in Muzeum metro station -

English spoken by the staff. I asked how to get to Kunratice and the

assistant displayed my route on a monitor telling me where to change

and \\'hich bus to get. The possibility of getting lost in unfamiliar

suiTOundings can be a worr\\ but not in Prague armed with a street

map and travel pass.

Before I left, friends in\'ited me to the weekly meeting of

coleopterists in a Prague pub (food available, beer KC20 per half a

litre). There are roughly 40 coleopterists in Prague, the bulk of whom
are serious taxonomists specialising in one major, or a range of small,

families. On my \isit about 20-30 people were present, all had boxes of

identifications to return to friends and new batches to hand out. Ver\^

little "exchanging" took place, unlike the norm in Britain where so

often people exchange material on a ''one-for-one and then only if it's

something I have not got'' basis, the Czechs simply give unwanted
material to a specialist to whom it will be of interest. This being the

system, you can therefore expect at any time to be presented with

some material of interest to you. What a sensible system! One friend at

my table thus received a series of four Trichodes from Irkutsk and

another some myrmecophilus Coccinelidae from South Africa. I look

foi-ward to a return visit.

TRAVEL DETAILS:

Flight by scheduled Czech Airline flight from Heathrov." =

£T49 return.

Accommodation: tv^'o bedroom apartment in central

Prague, booked through M. LcMig Agency. 36 First A\-enue.

Billericay, Essex = k-lil per week based on tv.o people

sharing.

There is a regular coach sen ice from London to Prague

costing abcnit .£90 return. .
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Marumba quercus, the Oak hawk-moth
by G. Flutsch

Classification

Family: Sphingidae

Genus: Marumba
Species: quercus

English name: Oak hawk-moth

Biology

Geographical distribution

Marumba quercus is a species which occurs along the Mediterranean

basin and warm districts of Central Europe. To be more specific, in

France it occurs in the south, and northwards to Tarn-et-Garonne. It

may sometimes be found further north.

Foodplants

In southern France, the larva feeds mainly on evergreen oak {Quercus

ilex), but it can be found on other species of oaks. In captivity,

pedunculate oak (Quercus pedunculata) and English oak (Quercus
robur)* can very well be used.

General description

Marumba quercus is one of the large hawk-moths of the Palaearctic

region, with a wingspan of up to 12cms. This species is also one of the

most beautiful and least known.

The proboscis is rudimentary; antennae white, dentated, abdomen
light brown, fairly short, cylindro-conical; the male body is slimmer than

that of the female. Legs powerful, roseate. Two large spurs on hind tibia.

When at rest the wings are held flat, with the forewings almost

entirely covering the hindwings. Forewing with a broad lighter median
band and a black spot at the anal angle; outer margin dentated. The
colour varies from light-brown to light-ochreous. Hindwing with a

diffused rosy-orange blotch; outer margin dentated.

This species flies by night and comes to light.

A female can lay about one hundred eggs. They are laid singly or in

small groups (one to four eggs). The egg is round, smooth, fairly large,

'"Quercuspedunculata synonymous with Q. ro/?z/r (Translator's note).
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with a diameter of about 3mm, and light-green in colour. The egg

becomes paler as the embryo develops, and tends to become very pale-

green. The larva can be seen through the eggshell shortly before

hatching.

Larvae

On hatching, the larvae measure about 1cm. They are light-green, with

a reddish anal horn out of all proportion to the rest of the body, and a

rounded head.

The young larva wanders about a little and settles down on the

upper surface of a leaf parallel to the midrib. It remains quite still and

does not feed for 48 hours until the first moult takes place. The head is

now triangular. The white stripes on the sides only appear after the

second moult.

The larvae moulted four times under our breeding conditions.

In the fifth instar, the larva is glabrous, light-green in colour and

measures lOcms. The skin is rough, with white points. There are seven

oblique white stripes on the sides; the first of these is on the third

segment and the last extends into the horn, w^hich is w^hitish.

There is a very indistinct longitudinal white line on the first three

segments. The head is triangular, green in colour with a pink line along

the edge; it is provided with powerful mandibles. The true legs are

pink; the prolegs and anal claspers are green, with whitish tips.

Pupation

When about to pupate, the larva of Ma?rimba quercus changes colour

and turns greyish-green. It burrows into the soil and makes a cell

consisting of compacted particles of eaith, where the lar\^a changes to a

prepupa and then to a pupa. This stage lasts

between four and six days. y^^?^

The pupa is a dark reddish-brown, the surface / ^\L/^
feels slightly rough and the outline of the

/ T ;

antennae and legs is veiy prominently marked.
t^^^^^^T)

The time required to complete the various J
stages from egg to pupa \ aries from 48 to "^0 V J
days, with a daily temperature betv^ een 10 C \ J
and 25 C.

Fig. 1. Pupa o[ Mamnihci (jiicrcus {n:nuvA\ si/cV
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BreedingMarumba quercus

It is very difficult to rear the larvae of Marumba quercus; a great deal of

care and attention is required.

Egg-laying

The fertilised female is placed in a closed fairly large-sized container

(50 cubic decimetres). The female takes several days (five to seven) to

lay all her eggs. Egg-laying only takes place at night.

• As a precautionary measure it is advisable to wait for two days

before gathering the eggs, to allow them to harden.

• The eggs are then placed in a small lightweight porous paper
envelope; the surrounding atmosphere should be moist. This

envelope is kept in an open container, with the bottom lined with a

wet absorbent tissue, such as Kleenex or kitchen paper. The larvae

hatch after ten to fifteen days, with a temperature of 23°C.

Rearing the larvae

Temperature. The ambient temperature where the larvae are being

reared is perfectly suitable. This is a fairly high temperature, above 20° C.

Lighting. Lighting must be moderate; avoid exposure to the sun.

Lighting must correspond to normal daylight hours.

Cages. Cages must be large enough but not too large, as the larvae are

reared in isolation and the foodplant must be prevented from drying

out too quickly. A cage of six to ten cubic decimetres will serve

admirably. Aeration must be moderate; cages fitted with wire-netting

should not be used. To provide aeration, porous paper was used as a

covering for the top of the cage; this cover was secured by a rubber

band. The foodplant in the cage must be stood in water to keep it

fresh.

Breeding technique

• As soon as the larvae hatch, they must be kept isolated, together

with the foodplant. They must be kept in isolation throughout their

lives.

• They must not be unduly handled, especially before the second

moult; the period between hatching and the second moult appears to

be crucial, with high losses.

• The cages must be cleaned at regular intervals to remove the frass.
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Foodplant

Until the larvae have reached their second moult, and shortly

afterwards, they should be reared on young shoots of the species of

oak mentioned above. When the larvae are older, harder foliage can be

provided.

When choosing foodplants, make sure that the foliage has always

attained full growth: stand the branch in a container with some water,

which is renewed at five-day intervals.

Some kitchen paper can also be placed inside the cage, folded four

or eight times, and soaked in spring water (tap water should not be

used, as this contains potassium-chloride); this is to allow the larva to

quench its thirst (we have never seen a lan/a drinking, however, this

was done as a precautionary measure).

Pupation

It is easy to see when a larva is about to pupate, as it changes colour

and turns greyish. It must then be placed in a container with lOcms (4

inches) of diy earth (but not vegetable-mould) covered with a few diy

leaves and twigs. The larva wanders about in the container and makes
underground tunnels. This is why it must be kept in isolation, as the

larvae would disturb each other if there were several in the same
container; when making a tunnel, a larva can disturb another which

will shortly change to a pupa.

The larva makes a cell consisting of compacted particles of earth,

where it changes to a prepupa and then to a pupa.

After at least a week the pupa can be gathered and, if possible, the

earthen cell, as it is veiy fragile.

To overwinter the pupae, the usual precautions with regard to

hawkmoth pupae should be taken.

Translated froni "fma^^o". 21 . (h'fohrr /''.s'-^, pp. l—t. cvui

reproduced with permission Jroni /be ciiilbor mid OFIE.
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BreedingMarumba quercus, the Oak hawk-moth
(Lepidoptera: Sphingidae)

by Benoit Meiy

2 rue de la Paroisse. 78000 Versailles. France.

Previously Mr G. Flutsch describes how he bred Marumba quercus. For

my part, I bred this species during the summer of 1989 and would like

to clear up a few points regarding the requirements of this species.

Eggs

I kept the eggs in a cardboard box. I never sprayed them with water. I

just placed a branch of oak in the box to ensure there was a slight

degree of humidity. However, on the whole they were kept dry.

Larvae

The larvae hatched satisfactorily. First instar larvae do not feed. They
settle down on the rib of a leaf, spin a silken support and prepare to

moult. The first moult takes place two to three days after hatching.

The larvae were reared

through all their stages on
Quercus pubescens (downy
oak).

When in their second and
third instars, the larvae were
reared in inverted 1.5 litre

plastic bottles with the bottom

removed, and replaced by
netting with a 1mm mesh; this

prevented any condensation

inside the bottles.

Ten larvae were reared in

each bottle.

Fig. 1. Rearing container used for

second and third instar lai'vae.
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Lighting: the bottles were placed behind a window provided with

curtains with a very fine mesh, providing maximum protection from

high temperatures, as a result of sunlight.

Temperature, minimum 25°C by night.

maximum 30°C by day.

Humidity: this was provided by the foliage; I never sprayed with water.

Foodplant: during the initial stages I was away during the week.

Unfortunately there was a week w^hen the weather was exceptionally

hot, and the foodplant dried out in the bottles. I lost two-thirds of my
larvae, as they were without any fresh food for one or two days.

The only larvae which survived were those which were moulting

(second and third instars). There were six in all. Oddly enough, the tw^o

larvae most severely affected by the lack of food lost their horns during

the following instars.

Later on, I reared the larvae in a large wooden cage (40x40x60cms)

with net sides, so as to ensure ample ventilation and allow light to

enter. This cage was placed behind a window, exposed to direct

sunlight throughout the afternoon. To prevent overheating (above 35 °C)

the window was left half-open during the day, to provide ample
ventilation inside the cage. The foodplant was replaced every other

day. I noticed that the larvae grew more slowly as soon as they started

feeding on oak which had been cut more than two days before.

The larvae will only move to a fresh leaf when they have eaten the

old one. Unless the foliage is withered and dry, the larvae always

remain on the same branch, towards the tip; they are \^eiy lethargic.

This presents tw^o problems for the breeder:

• The lar\^ae must be transferred onto fresh food; if this is not done,

they would remain on the old branch, where they would die.

• If tvv^o lawae were to meet on the same leaf, each of them would

prevent the other from feeding; neither v^'ould give way to the other.

For this reason the breeder must avoid placing se\'eral lan'ae on the

same branch. This is why I believe breeders al^'ays state that lan ae

should be bred in isolation!

During the latter stages, the lar\'ae were reared under conditions

similar to those which they would ha\ e encountered in the in

southern France:

• Temperature ranging betw een 25 C by night and 35 C by day.

• Veiy low hygrometr)' (the laivae were ne\ er sprayed v^ ith water).
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• The cage was ventilated throughout the day (the larvae seemed to

eat more easily when the cage was ventilated).

• The cage was placed in direct sunlight for half the day.

Pupation

The larvae pupated in the earth at a depth of about 5cms.

Hibernation

The pupae are very susceptible to attack by mildew as soon as they are

removed from their pupal cell and placed on a damp support.

Transparent cover

Air liole

Cardboard box
containing pupae

Plastic container

Perforated floor

Supply of water

Fig. 2. Container used for storing pupae of Marnmba quercus dm'mg the winter.

There must be no direct contact whatsoever between the pupa and
the moisture itself; this is absolutely essential.

For my part I have made a cage where the pupae can spend the

winter, and this has given me complete satisfaction. This is a mini-

greenhouse used for plant propagation. The bottom of this propagator

is filled with water. The pupae are stored in cardboard boxes, and these

in turn are placed on the plastic plate covering the water supply.

Breeding: Discussion

Breeding seems to have been fairly successful; although food was
lacking during the second instar, my pupae were larger than those

obtained by Monsieur Jean, who sleeved his larvae on evergreen oak

{Quercus ilex).
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To sum up. I would like to refer to Monsieur Flutsch's article:

• In the first place, breeding is not so difficult as it would appear.

Constant care is the only requirement.

• I see no grounds why the eggs should not be kept dr\- (but not

placed in bright sunshine!).

• The lan-ae can stand prolonged exposure to sunlight. pro\ided leaf

shade temperature does not exceed 35 "C. The cage simply needs

airing and \'entilation to prevent o^^erheating. If a badly-\'entilated

cage is placed in the sun. the consequences can be fatal as far as the

lar\^ae are concerned; the effect -u'ould be the same as if the lan'ae

were inside an oven.

• It is not absolutely necessan' to rear the Ian ae in isolation. They just

need enough room to make sure they do not meet each other.

• Finally, the lan^al foodplant must be fresh: this is by far the most

important factor.

Above all, be patient! Breeding takes more than six weeks under the

above conditions.

Traiislatedfrom "Imago ". 38. Jaiuiary 1990. pp. 13-16. and reproduced with permission

from the author and OPIE.

Earwig hibernating habits

by Philip Wl/kins ( -60')

10 Xorlbfield Areiuie. Riiigstecui. Xurthainptonsbire XX14 4DX.

E-mail: pbil.wilkius@dial.pipe.\.com

In early April 1998. I was helping to thin the scrub around our local

nature reseiwe. Kinewell Lake. Ringstead. Northamptonshire. Most of

the bushes needing clearing ^Aere Elder. While lopping off some of

the branches, one snapped and appeared to be hollow. Out of this

branch fell about 30 earwigs, Forficiila aiiiiciilaha. mainly female. I

had not seen an\- acti\e earwigs in the area before this date, so I

assumed ihai ihey were hibernating. This seemed a large colony to

me. I am also not sure how they got inside the branch. There were no

entrance holes that I could find. The onh" conclusion I could come to

was that they had climbed to the tip of the branch. o\er a metre

higher up.
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Another look at labels

by Paul Mabbott (10111)

49 Endowood Road. London S7 2LY.

I would like to endorse Harry Eales' advocation of precise labelling of

entomological specimens (1998). However, I would also urge caution

about two topics of his excellent article.

It is more than likely that those who have computers will use them to

produce labels but it is not certain that the results will survive in a

legible form for a long period. Some printer inks fade with time; this

time is likely to be shortened in an atmosphere of entomological

preservatives. In my own experience, the ink from dot-matrix ribbons

has faded considerably over ten years. I suspect that the product from

ink-jet and laser printers may be even more unstable. This is not a

problem encountered with India Ink and I see no way of avoiding it:

check all your labels eveiy few years and retain the labels on your

computers!

Secondly, I would urge entomologists to ignore the comment that

"Vice County numbers . . . are rather archaic". For sure, if a six- or,

preferably, eight-figure grid reference is provided then all other site

location information becomes redundant. Few people do this in

practice; therefore if we wish to ensure a clear location we should

include Vice-Count>^ details.

Why? The alternative offered is "County of origin". Unfortunately,

many of us don't live in counties and those who do may find it a

different place from decade to decade. The obvious example is Rutland

where specimens for over twenty years would have been attributed to

Leicestershire.

As one who has performed most of his recording in London, I would
point out that there is no County reference for my material. Had I

collected twenty years ago most of my specimens would have been
from within the Greater London Council area but twenty years before

that only some would have fallen within the area of the London County

Council; some decades before that and the specimens would have been

within the counties of Middlesex, Surrey and so forth. In effect, these

latter are Watson's Vice-Counties: far more useful to use these than

nebulous concepts such as "London" or "Yorkshire".

Watsonian vice-counties are archaic but they are static and thus

ensure continuity of location long after the recorders and the local

government administrative units have passed away. The vice-counties
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are occasionally confusing or even nonsensical at their corners but are

well documented; see. for instance. Burton (1994) regarding the

"London" vice-counties.

May I add a further plea: that all the site location details extoUed in

Eales" articles be included in w ritten reports? Looking through past

copies of the BiiUetiu. it would sometimes be xevf difficult to locate the

site discussed in some articles.

References

Buiton, R.M. (1994). Watsonian vice-counr\' boundaries in the London Area, the London
Naturalistic. 199-214.

Eales. H.T. (1998). A look at data labels. Bull amat. But. Soc. 57: 43-t~.

The Good News
It took three days

before I opened your letter

earned around in my back pocket

becoming ragged around the edges

I'd heard three demonstrators

had been shot

protesting about rape:

of land, soil and the forest

where had the oil money gone?

you had asked - too loudly I thought

not into roads and hospitals

the soldiers were not happy either

the pages said the usual

lo^•ing things

the "Locos" had won 4-2
in the final

the morphos were good this

\ear

old Jacinto had died in his sleep

Maria had a baby

Do)i McXaniara (553~)
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Documenta Faunistica Helvetiae 16:

Wj^^Book
Review

Atlas de Distribution des Orthopteres de Suisse.

Sauterelles, Grillons, Criquets (OrthopteraJ,

Mante Religieuse (Mantodea

)

by Philippe Thorens and Adolf Nadig. 1997. Published by Centre Suisse

de Cartographie de la Faune, Pro Natura. ISBN 2-88414-010-7.

Obtainable from: Insecta Helvatica (Seg.), c/o CSXF Tereaux 14, CH-
2000 Neuchatel. Price 30SFr (£.11.75). Soft cover.

For the increasing numbers of us interested in European Orthopteroids,

this very modestly priced soft-cover book provides an invaluable

complement to the handful of other continental atlases of grasshoppers

etc so far published, including the recent Onhoptera of the Netherlands,

reviewed by Paul Harding in the Bulletin 56: 225-226.

The Swiss atlas is in French and German, with map data in French

only. The map section is however so clearly presented that the atlas

may be used easily even if you are unable to read either language.

However, if you can, the information contained is, for an orthopterist,

of great importance, and clearly the result of very thorough research.

The main feature is the very clear set of maps. These cover the

distributions of 108 mostly resident orthopteran species, plus the

Praying mantis {Mantis regiliosa), which is quite widespread in the

south and the west of the country.

The maps are based on the 5 x 5km-. They are marked in solid dots

for post-1969 and open circles for pre-1970 records. All but the most

urbanised or mountainous terrain have been marked. From a rough

estimate I make it that about 85% of the country has been covered.

Cockroaches and earwigs are, however, not included.

The maps display three additional features of very great value: they

show the main rivers and lakes; the time of appearance, and, most

importantly for Switzerland, occurrence against metric altitude. These

last two items are neatly linked to a scale of abundance. The maps thus
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give a clear picture of population density as well as distribution and
time of appearance for each species.

There are aspects of particular interest here to those of us whose
concepts of orthopterans has been shaped by our own more limited

range of species (about a third of that of Switzerland).

Most species found in Britain are widespread in Switzerland,

including the, in Britain, very localised Grey bush-cricket (Platycleis

albopimctata), Woodland grasshopper (Omocestus rufipes) and Rufous

grasshopper iGomphocerippus rufus). The reverse is however clearly

the case with Mottled grasshopper (Myrmeleotettix maculatus). As
elsewhere in southern or central Europe it is here virtually restricted to

a few isolated populations, most at higher altitude. In fact, several other

British species also occur at or above 2000 metres in Switzerland -

notably the Wart-biter (Decticus verrucivorus), where it is a major

predator of fellow orthopterans ipers. obs.); the Stripe-winged

grasshopper (Stenabotherus lineatus); the Common green grasshopper

(Omocestus viridulus) and the Meadow grasshopper {Chorthippus

parallelus).

Although their damp habitats are vulnerable to drainage in

Switzerland, as elsewhere, it is gratifying to see that there are still many
sites for the Large marsh grasshopper {Stethophyma grossuni) and the

seriously declining Mole-cricket (Gryllotalpa gryllotalpd) . The Field

cricket (Gryllus campestris) is also encouragingly widespread.

The distributions of the five species of ground-hoppers (Tetrigidae) is

interesting, and includes all three British species. The most widespread

are Slender ground-hoppers (Tetrix subulatd) and T. bipunctata

.

Cepero's (7^ ceperoi) is very localised (as in Britain) and the Common
( T. undulatd) restricted to the northern part of the countiy

.

Several typically Mediterranean orthopterans are recorded from

thermal pockets, the most spectacular being Sago pedo, in the Rlione

Valley and in a totally isolated area in the Rhine Valley, near Chiir. and

Eupholidoptera cbabrieri in the Lugano district in the extreme south.

One pleasant feature of orthopterans lacking from the British mainland

fauna are grasshoppers with brightly coloured hind v.1ngs, conspicuous

in flight. In Switzerland eight such species are recorded, although yellow-

winged Oedalus deconis is only recorded in one post- 1969 site, and the

fascinating pink-winged Bryodemci tuberciilata. once known from

fourteen sites in the Engadine, has not been refound in the post-1969

period. It is veiy vulnerable to any disturbance of its fragile gra^•el-bed

habitats, and is, in fact, now almost extinct in western Europe.



PLATE 98A. A Female Vapourer moth
(Hatto, J.

- Realisation of a childhood dream . . .)

PLATE 98B. Eggs of the Vapourer moth laid on the adult's cocoon.

(Hatto, J.
- Realisation of a childhood dream . . .)
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PLATE 98D. ..; .;>::.:::.<. female ur.:. -

(,R.J. Kemp P.R. Hall. Nev.- piayboy to Bnuin
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PLATE 98E. Adult female Sibylla pretiosa.

(D. & B. Oliveira - Notes on the mantid Sibylla pretiosa?)

ilmilmiliiiiliiiiliiiiliiiiluiiiiiiiliiiiliiiiliiiiliitilMiihiuli

PLATE 98F. Oothaecae of Sibylla pretiosa.

(D. & B. Oliveira - Notes on the mantid Sibylla pretiosa?)
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PLATE 98G. l^irsl instar nympli of Sibylla pretiosci.

(D. & B. Oliveira - Notes on the mantid Sibylla pretiosa.)

PLATE 98H. Fourth instar nymph of Sibylla pretiosci.

( D. cS: B. Oli\-eini - Notes on tlie iiiantici Sibylla /vviiosa.)
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On a more cheerful note, the Swiss mountain pastures still retain a

rich assortment of alpine or sub-alpine orthopterans. Most noticeable

amongst them, for loud and distinctive stridulation, are the bush-

crickets Tettigonia cantans, Pholidoptera aptera and the remarkably

bulky Polysarchus denticauda. Three upland grasshoppers are certain

to attract attention: Psophus (P silent) stridulus, the males readily taking

to clicking flight on their deep red wings, and very noisy Chonhippus
scalaris and large and colourful Arcyptera fusca, which looks like a

fattened-up Large marsh grasshopper.

This atlas covers a key area of western Europe very adequately and

is thoroughly to be recommended. Not surprisingly, at its price, it

lacks coloured illustrations, but a representative species from each of

the seven main orthopteran families are superlatively drawn by A.

Coray.

Chris Haes (5849)

Glasgow Entomology

by Frank McCann (6291

)

3 Langbar Path, Easterhoiise, Glasgow G33 4HY.

On a walk around the Queenslie area of Glasgow, during the autumn
of 1997, I found a leaf of ribwort plantain which had been spun
together. On further investigation I discovered a caterpillar with a light

coloured head and pale yellow longitudinal stripes along its sides with

a series of black dots. I have still to identify this species and hope that

my book Caterpillars of Britain and Europe will assist me in doing so.

On my visits to this site I have also found larvae of the Ruby tiger moth
and the Clouded bordered brindle moth.

In late August I visited Rutherglen and found a small Grey dagger

caterpillar on a plum tree on the roadside. Further along the road, I

found a larger specimen on an elm tree. This is the first time that I have

found this species on elm in Glasgow. Earlier during the day I found a

Geometer larva on the underside of a blackcurrant leaf. It was long,

thin and green and I later identified it as the larva of the Common
marbled carpet moth.

During the year I had also noticed a species of small moth flying in

large numbers in my garden. I have identified the moth as Tinea

trinotella which is found in the vicinity of bird's nests, its caterpillars

feeding on the food remains in the nests.
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New playboy to Britain — first record of the South

Mrican Lycaenid butterfly Virachola antalus

by R.J. Kemp ' (3152) and P.R. Hall ' (7416)

' "Pipistrelles", Chapel Foad, Fo?'d, Aylesbmy. Buckinghamshire HPl 7 8XG.

- "Melanthia ". Chiltern Road. Ballinger Common. Great Missenden. Buckinghamshire HP16 9LH.

Peaches airfreighted to the UK from Mpumalanga (formerly Trans^'aal)

in South Africa during November 1996 arrived at a handling depot in

Colnbrook, Buckinghamshire. Inspection of the produce revealed

frequent large entr>' holes originating at the cah^ end of the fruit and

ending internally around the stone. Around a dozen lar^'ae were
recovered from these fruits and from this number one pupated and

finally hatched in January 1997 and was identified as a female of the

Lycaenid Virachola (formerly Deiidorix) antalus (Hopffer. 1885) -

Plates 98C and 98D.

V. antalus is common in bush countiy throughout most of Africa

except the southern tip. Its lan^al foodplants are \'aried and include

bean pods and fruits of Leguminosae, Myrtaceae. Olacaceae.
Umbelliferae and Rosaceae. In the case of the latter it can be a minor

pest in orchards feeding on fruits of the peach and nectarine {Pninus

persica). In South Africa its vernacular name is Brown playboy,

presumably referring to the unusual darker brown colour of the male

and its fast and elusive habit. As far as the authors are aware tliis is the

first record for this species in Britain.

Clark. G.C. and Dixon, C.G.C. (1971). Life Histories of the South African Lycaenid

Butterflies, p. 122.

Pinhey. G. and Loe. I. (19~~). A Guide to the Butterflies ofCentral and Southern Afica. p. 65.

Migdoll, I. (1988), Field Guide to the Butterflies ofSouthern Africa, p. 181.
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IJpjjBook

iT Review

f The Lepidoptera ofEurope:
A distributional checklist.

Edited by Ole Karsholt and Josef Razawski. 380 pages, hb. Also

provided on compact disc and included in the purchase price. Apollo

Books, 1996. ISBN 87-88757-01-3. 490DKK exclusive of postage.

Available from Apollo Books, Kirkeby Sand 19, DK-5771 Stenstrup,

Denmark.

After nearly a century, to have a new checklist of European
Lepidoptera is most welcome, the only book previously to list the

whole of the European Lepidoptera being the Staudinger-Rebel

catalogue (1901).

Many national checklists have appeared in the meantime, Kloet and

Hincks Checklist of British Insects part II being one of many. Inevitably

after such a length of time there are plenty of changes in classification

to get used to, such as Epione paralellaria (D.&S.) reverting to E.

vespertaria, a name more familiar to me from the days of "South". More
problematic is the changing of both the generic and specific names, as

is seen in Semiothisa alternaria (Hiibner) which has been changed to

Macaria alternata (D.&S.).

The systematic list of more than 8300 species is in the form of tables.

Each species is numbered and followed by the letter codes of each

country from which it has been recorded. All changes of nomenclature

are also indicated by a symbol before the species number, these

numbers being listed separately and synonyms given.

The CD-ROM also provided with this publication contains all the data

given in the book. In paradox format, the database is an extremely

useful addition to this Checklist, enabling fast searches.

With Europe being visited by an increasing number of Lepidopterists

a standard checklist is a must. This monumental work fulfills

expectations. With a limited edition of 800 copies, purchase is

recommended sooner rather than later.

Rob Dyke
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Notes on the mantid Sibylla pretiosa Stal

by David Oliveira and Ben Oliveira (8726)

62 Coombe Lane West. Kmgston-npon-Thames. Siorey KT2 7BY.

This attractive mantid, together with the other species in the genus, is a

native of tropical Africa. The insect has a number of distinctive features

(see later Figs.), which means that confusion with other genera is

unlikely.

Taxonomy

The genus Sibylla, with S. pretiosa as its type species, w^as first defined

by Stal (1856). In 1919, Giglio-Tos grouped the genera Arria, Sibylla

and Presibylla into a newly defined subfamily, Sibyllinae. of the family

Mantidae. In his revision, Beier (1934) also treated Sibyllinae as a

subfamily, of equal rank and w^ith some similarities to Empusinae, but

removed the genus Arria. which in his view belonged in the

subfamily Mantinae. Finally, in the classification currently used by
most authors, Beier treated the whole group as an order, Mantodea.

with eight families, including Empusidae and Mantidae, with

Sibyllinae as a subfamily of Mantidae. Beier's classification does not

necessarily reflect evolutionary relationships, and he himself

commented with respect to the Sibyllinae that "as v^ith other highly

specialised forms, it is difficult to establish a connection with other

groups."

The subfamily has very recently been re\'ised by Roger Roy. He is

of the opinion that the Sibyllinae (together with certain other

subfamilies within the Mantidae) may well merit elevation to the rank

of family, but in view of the general taxonomic uncertainties within

the Mantodea this is unwarranted at present. The following key to the

Sibyllinae is translated (with grateful acknowledgement) from Roys
work:

1. Middle and posterior femora w ithout k^bes; pronotal tubercles \"er\- bkint:

protuberance on \ ertex with riidimentan- lateral lobes.

genus Leptosibylla Roy 1996

single species Leptosibylla grarilis Roy 1996

- Middle and posterior femora with well dexeloped lobes: pronotal

tubercles prominent and angular: protuberance on \'ertex with well

defined lateral lobes. 2
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2. Abdomen with large, flattened lateral and medioventral prolongations;

cerci with dark spots on several segments; apical lobes of protuberance

on vertex much longer than wide. 3

(genus Presihylla Bolivar 1908)

- Abdomen with small lateral prolongations, often barely distinct; cerci

light, with the penultimate and antepenultimate segments dark; apical

lobes of protuberance on vertex about as long as wide. 4

(genus Sibylla Stal 1856)

3. Abdominal prolongations ribbon-like, thin and very prolonged; subapical

lobes of middle and posterior femora very prolonged; terminal lobes of

protuberance on vertex divergent, w^hile the lateral lobes are only a little

widened at their base.

Presibylla e/eg<3;25 Bolivar 1908

- Abdominal prolongations foliaceous, barely longer than wide; terminal

lobes of protuberance on vertex not divergent, while the lateral lobes are

very wide at their base.

Presibylla speciosa Roy 1996

4. Elytra with fairly numerous principal veins in the discoidal area, all of

roughly similar appearance, not particularly prominent or spaced out, and

of the same colour as the rest of the elytra, which is always green or

greenish with a small number of relatively extensive brown patches;

usually 12 internal spines on anterior tibia. 5

(subgenus Sibylla s. str.)

- Elytra with relatively few principal veins in the discoidal area, the distal

ones relatively spaced out and prominent, sharply distinct from the rest of

the elytra, which may be green, greenish beige or light brown with

numerous very small brown patches; usually 13 internal spines on
anterior tibia. 10

(subgenus Sibyllopsis Roy 1996)

5. Prolongation on vertex relatively large, with the terminal and lateral lobes

well developed and a little elongated; costal area of elytra wide or very

wide; prominent dorsal expansion of anterior femur; relatively large size

(in general greater than 40mm for males and 50mm for females).

Sibylla (Sibylla) dives Gig\io-Tos 1915

- Prolongation on vertex of small or medium size, with the terminal and

lateral lobes nevertheless distinct; costal area of elytra of medium or fairly

large width; dorsal expansion of anterior femur more or less marked;

relatively small size (in general less than 40mm for males, 50mm for

females).
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6. Prolongation on vertex very short, reaching 2mm in the female;

pronoaim only a little elongated (12-13mm male. 15-l6mm female); marks

on elytra in general well defined. 7

- Prolongation on vertex of medium size; pronoaim relatively long (13-17mm
male. l6-20mm female); marks on elytra in general not well defined. 8

7. Lobes on middle and posterior femora veiy small; dorsal expansion of

anterior less well defined.

Sibylla (Sibylla) maculosa Roy 1996

- Lobes on middle and posterior femora fairly large; dorsal expansion of

anterior femur well defined.

8. Lobes on middle and posterior femora large and scalloped; genicula spine

particularly large and dark; el>l:ra without or almost without marks.

Sibylla (Sibylla) limbata Giglio-Tos 1915

- Lobes on middle and posterior femora of medium size; genicula spine not

particularly long; ehtra more or less marked. 9

9. Costal area of elytra fairly narrow; femoral expansion less well defined.

Sibylla (Sibylla) dolosa Roy 1975

- Costal area of el)l:ra fairly broad; femoral expansion well defined.

Sibylla (Sibylla) pretiosa Stdl 1856

10. Elytra densely spotted, giving a dappled appearance, the background

colour always beige; lobes on middle and posterior femora ver\^ small.

- Elytra with few spots, concentrated in the apical area; background colour

beige, brownish, greenish or green; lobes on middle and posterior femora

large or fairly large. 12

11. Spots on elytra well defined and distinct from background beige:

relatively large size, exceeding 50mm in male. 55mm in female.

Sibylla (Sibyllopsis) punctata Roy 1996

- Spots on elytra pale, only slightly distinct from background beige;

relatively small size, not exceeding 50mm in male. 55mm in female.

Sibylla (Sibyllopsis) griffinii Gig\io-Tos 1915

12. Dorsal expansion of anterior femur well defined; terminal lobes of

protuberance on vertex a little enlarged; lobes on middle and posterior

femora large and more or less rounded; costal area of elytra \-ery

enlarged; el)^ra green or greenish.

Sibylla (Sibyllopsis) vauderplaetseui Roy 1963

- Dorsal expansion of anterior femur less vvell defined; terminal lobes of

piouilx ranee on vertex not particularly enlarged; lobes on middle and

posterior femora of intermediate or fairly large size, more or less angular;

costal area of elytra moderately or fairly markedly enlarged. 13
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13. General colour of elytra green; lobes on middle and posterior femora of

medium size; costal area of elytra only moderately enlarged; protuberance

on vertex fairly squat.

Sibylla iSibyllopsis) operosa Roy 1996
- General colour of elytra light brown; lobes on middle and posterior

femora fairly large; costal area of elytra markedly enlarged; protuberance

on vertex rather elongated.

Sibylla (Sibyllopsis) pannulata Karsch 1894

Culture

The following observations are based on rearing S. pretiosa through two
successive generations. The insects were reared in glass containers at

room temperature. The length of the instars of the first generation is

reported here; this was over summer, with day-time temperatures in the

mid to upper 20's°C. On particularly hot days, and for the earlier instars,

a light spray was given, but otherwise no additional humidity was
provided.

Pairing was accomplished without difficulty with adults (Plate 98E &
Fig. 1) two to four weeks after their final moult. The background colour

of the elytra was brown immediately after moulting, but changed to

Fig. 1. Adult Sibylla pretiosa.
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pale green over the next fe^' days. It is not known whether this is

found in other species, but may be relevant as the background colour

of the elytra is used as a factor in some of the key couplets given

above. There was no attempt at cannibalism during mating by the

females: one male was successful at fertilising two females. Laying

started 12-20 days after pairing, with females (in the first generation)

each laying about nine oothecae (Plate 98F) over a period of two and a

half months. Incubation was about six weeks, with each ootheca

producing 15-25 nymphs. The first instar nymphs (Fig. 2) were a

distinctly different colour as compared to the second (Plate 98G) and

subsequent instars (Plate 98H). The duration of the \'arious instars is

summarised in Figure 3. No variation in the number of instars. for either

sex, w^as noted in the individuals studied. The total length of a

generation, from laying to laying, was approximately 11 months.

iiHlMlj;Mill 1 1 ii ( f 5cm
1

Fig. 2. First instar nymph of Sibylla pretiosa.

Drosophila were used as food for the first few instars. followed b\-

small crickets and flies. Although adult males tended to avoid prey

larger than a bluebottle, adult females were quite w illing to take adult

female house crickcis, CannibaHsm may be less of a problem as

compared to more aggrcs.si\ c species, but it certainly occurred at all

stages if food -^A as scarce.

Second generation females produced three to four oothecae each,

and of the tv^'o retained neither hatched.
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Sibylla pretiosa: length of instars

50 n

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Instar number
Fig. 3. Length of instars of Sibylla pj'etiosa. Bars represent mean, error bars standard error

of mean.
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Notes on rearing the Scarlet tiger moth
Callimorpha dominula (L.)

by Don McNamara (555 7)

6 Fiilham Close. Hillingdon-Uxbiidge. Middlesex UBIO OSU.

I have bred this dehghtful insect, on an off. for many years, but

continuously so since 1994. I hope the following notes will be of use.

This moth has been the subject of extensive and continuous study

since at least 1928 - the studies being mainly concerned with the

frequency of three forms in a discreet colony: dominula, medionigra

and himacula - and possible considerations affecting their appearance.

The main focus of study is the colony at Cothill reser\^e in Oxfordshire.

I obtained some lar\^ae in 1994 by a circuitous route, but whose
origin was indeed Cothill. Briefly, Cothill offspring, containing the three

forms were transported to a suitable site near West Kirby in 1961 by
P.M. Sheppard, in order to compare obseiwations made at Cothill. The

resultant colony was "lost" for some time and disco\'ered by Sir Cyril

Clarke in 1989. A friend of mine, Alan Cronin. obtained a few
individuals from this colony and bred some on, passing a few to me.

Luckily all three forms are still extant in my stock.

Generally the Scarlet tiger is ver)^ easy to breed - v^ith the critical

time being the overwintering period of the lan^ae. during which most

losses occur. Indeed, this is the crucial period for most of the Arctiids,

as Reg Fry pointed out in 57 (4l6):25-28, (February 1998) of the

Bulletin.

I house the larvae in rectangular cages. The usual size of each group

is about fifty to start with. I have fi\'e cages indoors, in an unheated

room. The cages are wood framed, net co\"ered with a ph'wood base,

inertial doors at the top and front - with the front door having glass

instead of netting, for obsen'ation. The size is approximately 12 inches

(30.5 cms) cubed. There are tw o outside in the back garden, raised up
on a table by a corner fence, which is a bit of a sun-trap and with

minimum wind disturbance. The outside cages are of the same type but

larger - being of a rectangular shape - three feet high (9l4cms). two

feet deep (60.9 cms) - and with the same width as depth. They face the

sun for about half the day and are in shadow for the rest.

The "not all eggs in one basket" polic\' limits the effects of possible

infection - which can \\ ipe out whole groups - one of my indoor

groups has perished during last October (1997) - as the result of my
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introducing a small batch of Cream-spot tiger larvae, Arctia villica,

which also succumbed. (I should have known better!) I also separate

batches if they are of particular interest and are the result of contrived

parings: such as dominula x medionigra, medionigra x bimacula, etc.

As mentioned earlier, the winter period is the most hazardous for

larvae. In the wild, observers' estimates vary from 35% to 80% losses. I

would say that my loss rate is on average 40% - very frustrating. Most of

the larvae that do perish do so between November and the end of

January. Once they come and feed, even for an hour or so, they seem to

be more successful. The high mortality rate in my stock, despite being

safe from the usual predators, might also be caused by inbreeding. An
indication of this is reflected by the lowered fertility rate of the ova from

those lines that I have "pushed" - for my own purposes.

Generally it is a good idea to raise livestock in as "natural" as

possible conditions, hence the outside breeding area, which is acted

upon by the normal elements of the British weather. Understandably

the garden-reared insects have the normal seasonal phases - whilst

those indoors mature up to four weeks earlier. I have not tried to get

two broods per year, though I might have a crack at continuous

breeding in a heated cage this year.

In the wild the larvae are found in damp places, associated with

Symphytum officionale, comfrey, often near rivers or streams - but even

in more open areas where there is a considerable dewfall, which seems

to suit them. The months of April and May are a good time to search

for them because they seek out the sun and are easily spotted on the

uppersides of their larval foodplants.

I spray the foliage in my cages once a day during warm weather

(allowing it to dry out before the next spray), and I am sure that these

caterpillars drink because when they come upon droplets of water they

lower their heads till touching them - in fact, several of them may
gather round the droplets.

Unlike when rearing the Garden tiger moth Arctia caja, which needs

to be kept dry, I put a small margarine tub full of water into the indoor

cages into which a pad of cotton wool is immersed and cover this with

a clean handkerchief, held by an elastic band, which keeps the top wet

but allows the larvae to walk across without being caught up in the

cotton wool fibres. This allows some moisture to permeate the

atmosphere whilst providing a drinking trough. I don't do this for the

outside cages because they get rained on. I have net-covered holes in

the bottom for draining off.
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The main foodplant in the wild, for the larvae in the UK is comfrey,

Symphytum officionale, but 43 different foodplants have been recorded.

I generally feed mine on blackberry, Rubus fruticosas, and common
nettle, Urtica dioica. I have sleeved them out on sallow, Salix cinerea,

on which they seem to do well. Blackberry is available all year round

and in many areas you can get nettle in the winter too, especially in the

sheltered patches of woods. All plant material introduceci into cages

should be thoroughly inspected for spiders and other potential

predators.

The caged plants are bottled - with the tops well-plugged against

suicidal caterpillars and are replaced periodically with fresh foodplants.

I have found that if you use nettle the plants will stay in good condition

for longer if part of the root is included. Always carefully check curled

leaves before throwing them away, a favourite hiding-place for larvae.

Also it is useful to have crumpled tissue or toilet paper for them to

inhabit; this has the advantage of being sterile and does not usually

contain potential predators.

I am not sure if there is a real diapause in this species, because

during warm periods either outdoors or indoors larvae will become
active - therefore my golden rule is always to have fresh food

available. When putting sprays of nettle or bramble into cages it is

useful to cut long lengths, particularly of bramble, so that you can wrap

it around the inside, ensuring that the top and bottom of the cage has

some leaf material available - particularly the side of the cage which is

nearest to the light source. This will ensure that larvae will find the

foodplant.

When the larvae have fed-up and reached maturit)^ they will wander
about the place, show little interest in food, and spend long periods

being quite still. Prior to pupating they darken and shri\'el slightly. Do
not panic. Preparation is all. My method is to have an emerging cage

(or cages) ready (same dimensions as the indoor cages), and prepare a

small tray with some corrugated cardboard at the base. Lan ae v^ ill spin

loose webs and then bunch - usually in an upper corner of the cage -

frequently across the entrance. Individuals may pupate am^'here so

check all material to be removed. Pupation occurs in the ^ ild from the

end of May. It lasts for approximately ten to fifteen days.

I have no evidence of cannibalism in this species - but v. hen rearing

the Garden tiger, Arctia caja, I have seen soft pupae eaten by the lan ae

if there is a scarcity of foliage. So make sure that there is plenty' of the

lai-val foodplant - just in case. The Garden tiger s lan al eating habits are
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well-known - virtually eveiything, including potato peelings, privet and,

when I was considerably younger and at school, I fed a brood on
orange peel to see if it would improve the colour. Happy days!

At first the pupae are whitish yellow and will darken as they harden.

When they have hardened (a couple of days usually) I remove them
and place them in the grooves of the cormgated cardboard. I place a

stout sheet of paper above them, but not touching, ensuring that there

is space at the edges for the newly-hatched moths to clamber out and

make their way to the vertical sides of the cage to straighten their

wings. This sheet is sprayed - to keep the atmosphere damp, perhaps

more than once a day if the weather is hot.

When you remove pupae from their protective webs there is a higher

chance of dehydration. (The point of removing them is that in the

artificial environment of the cage the bunching may cripple the pupae
and also hamper the emergence of the adults.) The balance between

dehydration and being too damp thereby causing mould is one of

delicate calculation - but allowing things to dry, only for a short time,

inhibits mould. Moths hatch out in late June and July in the wild and

the best period to see them is the second or third week in July. Of
course warm or cold years will either advance or retard these times.

In the emerging cage a selection of nectar-bearing flowers should be

available, the most successful are: Candytuft (the annual cultivar);

Buddleia, Buddleia davidii\ any scabious species; Red valerian,

Centranthus ruber, Knapweed, Centaurea nigra. When flowers are cut

and placed in water they cease to renew their nectar, so spray them

daily with either water or water with a 10% sugar content. The moths

are great drinkers and will take moisture from the damp netting walls

as well. Although they will pair and lay eggs without feeding the results

are always better when the moths are well-fed. And it is always good to

watch them drinking. The emerging cages are on hand for me to select

the forms required - the resultant larvae will then be placed into

different rearing cages according to the "plan".

While the larvae are keen on direct sunlight, the adults can become
overheated, with a loss of fertility and no doubt some discomfort. I put

sheets of cardboard over the sides to provide partial shade. They pair in

sunlight - but also in the evening or at night - so sunlight is not

essential for this activity. Space is no problem.

The females drop their eggs in the vicinity of their foodplant,

comfrey, in the wild. I am not sure how they locate them but I have

found larvae on an isolated clump of comfrey in the middle of a field.
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In the cages they will drop them anywhere, a leaf of comfrey amongst

the flowers may act as a stimulant. The inevitable aphids appear, drop

their honeydew onto the sides of the bottles and the eggs stick to it.

Also check out the flowers themselves. Normally the eggs are loose on
the floor of the cage.

The ova are removed to small transparent containers - using a

magnifying glass, a good pointed art paintbrush, some nioisture and

much patience. Moisten the tip of the paintbrush, pick up the eggs etc.

The ones that are stuck to the sides of the bottles are easily removed
like this. Keep the egg-boxes away from direct sunlight. In the normal

course of events ova will drop down to ground level, which will

probably be quite dark and damp. Spraying lightly the lid of the egg

container will be useful. Larvae should hatch in ten days or so.

Do not put any leaf material into the egg containers but remove the

larvae on hatching to a larger plastic container with small amounts of

bramble, comfrey or nettle. By monitoring like this you gain control,

losses are kept down, they do not starve or get lost. When of a

manageable size, I put the larvae into the rearing cages.

If one arranges things carefully, minimising the actual amount of

labour, the fact that you have to wait a year for "results", is not so bad.

The thrill of seeing a splendid "form" appearing is well-known to

enthusiasts - worth the wait.
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Thai-ing one on
by Leigh Plester (2968)

BioFilm Ltd. Yla-Muuratjawi, FIN-41800 Koipilahti. Finland.

About a week before Christmas 1995 I stood on a thousandth step,

gazing up, wondering what kind of despot I had been in a past life to

deserve such torture. It was hot and the humidity would have rotted

and thus parted the hair in a hygrometer with a twang that could have

been heard over most of southern Thailand, for that was where I was,

squinting up a mountainside like a myopic snake back from a binge.

Brushing my left shoulder there was a tangle of paradoxically dry-

looking vegetation with "spid-webs" in it; to my right, beyond a riot of

bushes, there was a suicidal drop equivalent to most of the thousand

steps, plus an impeded view over to the next mountain. By bending

backwards at around forty-five degrees, I could admire yet another

series of concrete steps rearing up in front of me, before they

disappeared round the inevitable bend. It was only possible to stand

thus inclined because I had six kilos of Betacam video wrapped around

my Adam's apple which I was liberally dripping sweat on to. A new
camera would only have cost twelve thousand quid, so why worry,

given the circumstances?

Two-hundred and seventy-two steps to go, unless the Buddhist

monks at the Tiger Cave Monastery way down below had lied to me,

which I doubted. If ever there was a time to spit on a materialistic

world, it was now.

Judiciously, my friend Nick had given up after the first hundred

metres - and we are talking here of heights rather than lengths. Far

from sneering at his decision, I had verbally patted him on the back, for

he had barely missed heat stroke on the Lintang trail in Bako National

Park in Sarawak (northern Borneo) in similar circumstances some years

before. I trust that AES members will copy his example, should the

occasion arise - never, ever overdo it in the tropics.

Below me, our guide Poo was (hopefully) bringing up my tripod,

while my Finnish friend Markku was methodically beating one modest

rise after another. Both were as out of sight as a lottery win. Spitting on
the world as a whole might have been fun, but I was out of

ammunition.

Footsteps sounded. A couple of pert young Australians came
hopping down the flight of steps in front of me, averring it was "well

worth the climb". I didn't realise they had mountain goats "down
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under" but one lives and learns. Half an hour later blue sky suddenly

unfurled before me. I had reached the top!

Heaving myself up the last few metres to the summit, I was feeling

pretty pleased with myself for having set a target, climbed, rested

judiciously, and finally reached my objective. The triumph w^as not to

last. Southern Thailand is pretty touristy but the last thing you expect to

see in an elevated ecotourist attraction is a flipping sunshade! There it

was, however, with a man sitting under it wearing a rosy smile. A large

sign in Thai said "sky juice" or "water" or something. Having hastily

purchased, and drunk, a litre of the commodity, cool from a large

styrox box, I was on the point of asking the vendor how he flew up
here when Markku arrived, follow^ed a few minutes later by our intrepid

tourist agent and guide. Poo, in rigor mortis still clutching my tripod.

"He brings the water bottles up here every morning in the dark in those

two styrox boxes", translated Poo. I said nothing.

There was a Buddha statue on top of the mountain, which I had
wanted to see, and an averred Buddha's footprint which, as I had
suspected, was a natural depression in the limestone that had expanded

over the centuries, suggesting that Gotama Buddha must have been

around twenty feet tall. My interest also extended to the view to be had

from the top - because, even at this stage of our filming trip to the

Phuket area, I was contemplating boring the pants off AES BiilletiJi

readers with an account of my latest escapade in lovely lands.

Biogeographically, Thailand belongs to the Indo-Australian region,

meaning that it lies in the same part of the world as Sri Lanka and

northern Borneo, being located, in fact, roughly between those idyllic

locations. There are tens of thousands of insect species. Many members
are doubtless irritated by my continual references to butterflies at the

expense of honourable mentions of other insects, a criticism I feel

wholly justified. This is solely due, however, to butterflies being mainly

in evidence on my travels. I would love to be able to describe - li\'e -

some of the scintillating tropical beetles with elytra as perfectly formed

as suits of armour hammered lovingly on a forge, legs like pieces out of

a hawthorn hedge, and huge. Bonny Scotland antlers for antennae, but

these are so rarely seen. I love the great yellow and black v^ asps that all

too uncommonly buzz past, ad\erts for gleaming automobiles of the

1930s. Crickets a-chirrup I adore and no-one stays longer than I do

staring at a long-horned grasshopper so sneakily green that, though

poised over the midrib on a tropical leaf, it leaves no shadow. Huge
plant bugs ha\-e sarcophagi for bodies and caned \-eranda posts for
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legs. For a deodorant they have a perfume that has never been
advertised on TV; it's worth about 2p a ton. Six-centimetre long water

bugs set on thick khaki bodies are actually offered for sale in Thai

markets - nicely toasted, naturally - caught just in time, one might

think, as their nippers were poised ready to drive man and beast out of

murky waters. Dragonflies all the colours of the rainbow dart and flit.

Cockroaches skitter about your hotel closet. Flies buzz in the kitchen

shadows.

Yet, in daylight, one is ceaselessly aware of the Rhopalocera. Grass

yellows flutter in the grass and giant Orange-tips soar past like Father

Christmas. Crows flap. Mormons swoop, Pansies dazzle the eye, bright

and lively as Commas or Small tortoiseshells. Sailors slowly open their

wings against a backdrop of ferns. Barons and Cutters flash between

the shrubs, whites go past at breakneck speed, fat-headed Skippers

skip, and tiny Blues twinkle.

We had left a Birdwing way down the valley where the Buddhist

monks prayed and the devout bought fragments of gold leaf that they

affixed to large round granite balls near the temple. Gold - gold and

deepest black; insect wings spread as wide as your hand. Paradoxically

perhaps, our Common helen iTroides helend) was a male; he had
quivered for a precious moment, his long sucking proboscis stuck deep

in a scarlet Hibiscus flower close to where joss sticks burned and the

muted chant of novices rose and fell against a great cliff at the beginning

of the climb to the shrine on top of Thailand's entire universe.

From the summit, the land appeared flat and divided into unkempt
areas of secondary rainforest or indeterminate scrub, coconut palm, oil

palm, and rubber plantations, sprinkled with villages and the general

sprawl of rapidly-growing Phuket and its offspring, Patong, which was
where we were based, right next to the sea. Patong was the first tourist

resort I have ever been obliged to reside in during several years of

photographic and film making "safaris" in out-of-the-way places and I

owe it my sincere thanks, for it has put me off popular tourist resorts

forever.

Thai Airways International had jetted us down from Helsinki a week
previously, on 10th December, TAT (the Tourism Authority of Thailand)

having decided they would organise, and pay for, our ten-day filming

tour of the ecotourism spots of the Phuket region. I cannot recollect

ever having had to work such long days as a freelance programme
maker and soon the entire minuscule crew - Nick, Markku and myself

- began to mutter darkly how much we would have preferred filming
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another, more nefarious, kind of tourism for which Thailand has

become famous in recent decades. At least we would have been able to

sleep in the daytime. Only a nincompoop would have preferred

videoing the loony things that greenies do.

The rigorous programme had started the moment we set foot in the

Patong Beach Resort. Five-star hotel, lovely! Forget it. old son. Five-star

aviation fuel, more like. It was to be our launching pad. Clutching his

"brief" from TAT, Nick turned to us as we sipped our "Welcoming

Drink" (soft) on the Sunday afternoon of our arrival. ''We're out at 4pm
to film the brilliant sunset over Karon Beach." We blinked. Will Karon

be in a bikini, I w^ondered facetiously. There should have been a

rebellion, but there we were at 4pm, white as the driven snow, staring

at a sunset behind a palm tree that was a custard tart compared to the

tropical sunsets we had seen in the past. Every so often I pulled the

trigger (I've never liked video contraptions, having learned to film-make

on a real camera - a l6mm Bolex), peering at a scene that appeared

grey through the Sony Betacam viewTinder like a 1950s postcard-sized

TV set. So much for progress.

We did a bit of filming at a colourful shrine nearby, and as the pallid

sun shrank with shame into the sea, we packed up our stuff and began

to walk back with Poo to the minibus. South-east Asians are lazy

people in one respect - they hate carrying litter, so they naturally

discard it as soon as possible. In an attempt to contain mbbish and

curb the risk of disease, the Thai authorities had stuck a couple of

waste bins under a grove of trees. Melon rinds and other exotic litter

festooned the receptacles. Stygian tropical darkness threatened.

Abruptly a couple of Amathusias flitted across to the litter bins as

Dracula might have done to a blood transfusion.

Amathusia butterflies come in several sorts and \ arieties, ha\ing said

which I have to admit that they're like wine to the connoisseur - all

very much of a muchness and of interest solely to people who can sta>-

awake during lectures. Basically, the Amathusia topside can be seen in

any field where cows have converted grass, while the underside closely

resembles a bag of assorted toffees. Howe\"er. these flying cowpats

attract the entomologist because they are crepuscular, meaning, of

course, that they are active at dusk, as distinct from ci\ ilised butterflies.

The Amathusias have been relegated to their ou n butterfly famih-.

the Amathusiidae, known in the South-east Asia \ ernacular as the "Palm

kings", or to the famous AES explorer Leech Plester as the "Royal

coN\pats ". Their caterpillars feed on bushes and things. I give these
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vague foodplant facts because I once found a caterpillar on a

nondescript shrub in Borneo, the caterpillar being silky rather than

hairy - a bit like a Lappet moth larva during an EC hardship, you might

say. Flying in Sarawak, Amathusia gunneri (Faded palm king) lays its

eggs on cocoa trees, where its larva can be found resting along the

midrib of a leaf. The same goes for the caterpillar of A. phidippus {VdXm

king) in west Malaysia. Unfortunately, there's precious little time to

consult a library full of text books when one comes across a Palm king

in the field, so I cannot say what the Thai species was that I tried to

"pinch" above Karon Beach.

Stealthily, ghost-like, the two specimens flap-flitted into the gloom,

perched, vapourised, re-materialised and made repeated elfin circles in

the air before coming in to land on the fruit skins, off which the

darkness threatened to scoop them into its all-pervading meking pot

and conjure them away. I stole forward. My target was trembling with

all the passion of a destitute sheik proposing to a rich heiress, his

arched proboscis stuck firmly in the flesh of a discarded fruit skin, a

prime candidate for the Plester touch. I nipped - and . . .

Have you ever tried pushing an entomological pin through a butterfly's

leg? How would it look among all those gorgeous wings of yours?

Interesting data, though: "Leg of Amathusia caught at dusk off Karon

Beach . .
.". I left the limb in the rubbish bin, hoping the butterfly might

come back for it, but it didn't seem, shall we say, over-amathusiastic.

Good grief - did I ever need a cold Singha beer!

The basic routine we had let ourselves in for at Phuket (disappointedly,

perhaps, it's pronounced "Poo-ket") was as follows. All three of us had a

separate double room wherever we went, which later included places like

the Andaman Sea, Phra Nang, Kliao Sok and the exotic Phi-Phi Islands (or

Pii-Pii Islands). When in residence at the Patong Beach Resort we each

slept in a double room you could get lost in, to which we'd stagger back

after a two-day trip to outlying districts. At our base camp, as the explorer

might say, we'd don a clean set of clothes (a tee-shirt and light tropical

trousers), prior to threading our way through the gawping tourist throng in

Patong to the local eatery. The noise from the street bars we passed was

deafening; you'd have been better off ordering a drink for consumption

ensconced in the slipstream from a jumbo jet.

Nick, Markku and I are experienced "sniffers", which in my bizarre

language means we can quickly "sniff" out the best eating places. This,

again, means the ones that provide the best local fare at a realistic rate, and

never mind the swarming termites, the cockroaches, or the sneaky rat
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ducking his head as you close the inside catch on a hole-in-the-ground

toilet. While exiting from the squatter, you may pause to admire a leaky tap

liberating Niagara Falls through a broken washer, thereby partially

dispelling the pong of over-ripe fish from the kitchen. One day, you'll be

gone, so absorb it all while you can, is my motto. And I do. And, - my wife

says - I jibber in my sleep.

Having dined well under the usual Eastern corrugated iron roof with its

plethora of food stalls, fag-burned plastic-topped tables and wonky tubular

chairs, we'd either stagger straight back to the Patong Resort, or - if TAT
had left us with any energy after another two days filming in the field -

we'd plonk ourselves down at a street bar of ill repute. Patong also boasted

entire houses of iller repute, but it was easier to flee from a bevy of

potential Thai "hostesses" - delightful as they were - from off a bar stool

out in the open. By heck, but there were some close shaves, though.

You probably think I'm nuts, but I have always had an eye for the lamps.

Of course, I prefer the bright kind that we get in the West, rather than the

dim wattage variety that so often greets one in the East, not to mention the

cannot-be-seen-by-moths red light. Many, many years ago I remember
Brian Worthington-Stuart mentioning this latter fact; he must have belonged

to a generation of chaste entomologists to have tested this theoiy, or

possibly he lived in a respectable region without red light districts. A man
of the w^orld, I'll readily peer beyond a striptease show, if the background

lights are bright and it is the hawk-moth season. Once the dazzling lights

come on, my neck turns to rubber and out come my forceps. Much to the

chagrin of the performers, I don't doubt.

Let me give you an example. At Phra Nang, from which we \-isited the

Phi-Phi Islands, we all decided to "tie one on" and have a good binge with

spicy food, and of course, a soft drink or tv^^o (pull the other one), in a

massive bamboo-topped restaurant with an earthen floor. Although a

Buddhist, our travel agent/guide Poo had a beer problem. By this. I don't

mean that he felt it cost too much, as is ever)^ tippler's grouse, but that he

was a compulsive beer can tab opener. Incidentally, his father ha\'ing been

a fisherman, from birth Poo was nicknamed Poo. meaning "prawn",

proving that the Thais have a strong sense of humour. We let Poo order

and after a pleasant inten al our meal came, a lot of it coolly enclosed in

glass. I love people who can speak the lingo.

Well, by around 10pm the table was groaning under the weight of plates,

prawn shells, fish skeletons, vegetable skins, emptied coconuts, dead rice,

curry sauce dregs, beer bottles, and other sundiy debris, and to my eyes

the company had cloned by three or four individuals per person. A pretty
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restaurant cat began miaouing for scraps. While the others fed the

newcomer, my rubber neck began to wobble about. Give it its due, the cat

was as fast on the uptake as I was - for, astonishingly, from under some
wooden flower boxes stuck on the beaten earth under the posts adjacent to

our large table, an Oleander hawk-moth was suddenly purposefully

climbing.

Obviously freshly emerged, its soft wings hanging limply, the insect was

rapidly making its way towards the dim light above the flower boxes.

Although intent on different things, the cat and I both noticed the moth at

the same time. The animal reacted, as cats do, by rearing up to bat at this

interesting toy. I reacted as entomologists do, by forestalling its intention,

giving the splendid insect a head's start on the feline, whose interest

declined as I stretched out a hand holding a richly chillied prawn shell that

would likely turn the cat's guts into a song: Great Balls ofFire, for example.

The Oleander hawk stopped close to the bamboo roofing, pumping up its

wings, displaying lovely olive-green, brown and richly marbled colours

with a white edging. This species is one of the loveliest hawk-moths, I feel,

owing to the intricate traceries on its wings - quite the kind of beastie that

a romance artist, never having seen one, would spontaneously invent for

his masterpiece tapestry of the Great Universe.

(to be continued)

To make the diary effective contributions are needed from members. Any relevant items should be

sent to the Bulletin Editor. No charge is made for entries. Please allow three months advance notice.

JULY

1st The Impact ofDefoliating Insects on Tree Growth
Royal Entomological Society of London Meeting, Queen's Gate 17:00h.

Talk given by N. Straw of the Entomology Branch of Eorestry Research.

I: RES 0171 584 8361

2nd LNHS Field Meeting
Crane Park nature reserve for "green" frogs, and water voles (if we are

lucky) as well as other wetland creatures. Led by Daniel Hackett and

Alex Robb, warden. Meet Lincoln Ave entrance grid ref. TQ140 728.

Nearest station Whitton B.R.

I: Daniel Hackett 0181-292 6134.
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4th LNHS Field Meeting
Rye Meads for moths. Led by Rob Dyke. Meet Rye House B.R. stn

21.30hrs (until midnight).

I: Daniel Hackett 0181-292 6134.

18th LNHS Field Meeting
Black Path, Slough for restored heathland and possibly White admiral

butterfly. Led by Daniel Hackett and Susan Pollexfen,' warden. Meet

centenary Lodge car park near lake TQ005 832 at ll.OOhrs.

Contact leader on 0181-292 6134 for possible lift.

18th Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society Meeting.

Day/Night Meeting at Mineral railway track near Prestatyn.

I: Mike Hull 01286 650550.

SEPTEMBER

9-11 Entomology '98

Held at Exeter University.

I: Robin Wootton, Biological Sciences Department, Heatherly

Laboratories, Prince of Wales Road, Exeter, Devon, EX4 4PS. Tel:

01392 263753 or e-mail r.j.wootton@exeter.ac.uk

12th Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society Meeting.

Day Meeting at Freshfield Dune Heath, Formby.

I: Steve Cross 0151 4784291.

OCTOBER

1st Evolution ofSocial Behaviour in Aphids.

Royal Entomological Society of London Meeting, Queen's Gate 17:00h.

Talk given by W. Foster, University of Cambridge.

I: RES 0171 584 836I

4th AES Annual Exhibition

Kempton Park Racecourse. 11am - 5pm. All AES members are welcome

to bring along an exhibit for display during the day.

Information on stand booking to Maxwell Barclay, advertising in

show guide and all other queries to Wayne Jarvis at usual PO Box
address or e-mail wayj@nhm.ac.uk

20th Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society Indoor Meeting.

Review of 1998. Liverpool Museum, 19.00hrs.

November

4th Ecology Special Interest Group - Ecology ofLepidoptera
Royal Entomological Societ\' of London. Queen s Gate lO.OOh.

I: s.warrington@herts.ac.uk



BRAND NEW STAINLESS STEEL TWEEZERS
ALSO LOCKING SCISSOR-TYPE LOOP END FORCEPS
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StHnddrd Rubber Tips LOOP END FORCEPS

8" £3.00 £3.40 £4.75

10" £3.75 £4.15 £5.58

12" £6.00 £6.40 £8.35

15" £9.20 £9.70 £12.38

18" £11.25 £11.75 £16.03

24" £18.00 £18.50 £20.98

If there is a time when I have none of the above stock items you request

I will offer you the next size up at the same price where possible,

or the next size down at 30% discount.

ALSO AVAILABLE

NEW 30" ALUMINIUM LITTER PICKERS/HELPING HANDS £9.95 EACH
(Ideal for feeding larger Pythons and Boas)

NEW STAINLESS STEEL LOCKING HAEMOST SCISSORS

STRAIGHT OR CURVED. ALL AT £2.80 EACH
(Ideal for feeding hatchlings, e.g. Kings, Milks, Corns, etc.)

NEW 6.5" STRAIGHT DISGORGERS. IDEAL FOR GRIPPING
FISHING HOOKS, NEEDLES, CATGUT. ALSO AT £2.80 EACH

NEW 6.5" STAINLESS STEEL SCISSORS. ALL AT £2.00 EACH
STRAIGHT POINTED/ROUND ENDS.

DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE:
10% -£50 12.5% -£100 15% -£200

17.5% -£300 20% -£400 22.5% -£500

25% - £600 27.5% - £900 30% - £1200

NO VAT P& PAT COST

TERMS: STRICTLY PAYMENT WITH ORDER
STERLING ONLY

Telephone: 01208 79854
lO.OOam - 4.00pm Monday - Friday only



THE AMATEUR ENTOMOLOGISTS' SOCIETY

ANNUAL EXHIBITION, 1998
Saturday, 3rd October

11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

KEMPTON PARK RACECOURSE,
STAINES ROAD, SUNBURY, MIDDX.

ACCESSIBILITY: The Racecourse is easy to reach by road and rail, and

there is adequate free car parking. The M25 is very near and is linked

to Kempton Park by the M3, which is less than a mile away. Sunbury
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Editorial
This is the final Bulletin before the 1998 Exhibition, which this year

takes place at Kempton Park on Saturday 3rd October. Entrance to the

exhibition is £-2 for adults and 50p for children, and the gates open at

11am. We have been unable to give free admission this year to

members due to the increase in the hire of the hall. The hire of the

facility has been increased this year by 30% plus we have had to

conform with various health and safety requirements increasing our

costs still further. This puts us in the unfortunate position of having to

consider alternatives for next year's event - suggestions, preferably in

the London area, are more than welcome. Another problem caused by
the modernisation of Kempton is that it is hired out more frequently,

and as a result, this year, we are in need of volunteers to help set up
the hall on Saturday morning. I am not personally relishing my trip

from Hertfordshire on the morning of the exhibition, but if anyone feels

like coming along to meet at around 6.30am, we would be very pleased

to hear from them.

We remind members that they are welcome to bring along an exhibit

for display - please book some space first though, to help us to

estimate the space required! I also remind any Junior members that

there is an award which is given to the best Junior exhibit. Full details

of the exhibition can be found at the rear of this issue.

We are pleased to have now launched our very own website, where
information about the Society can be found, including those traders

which have confirmed their bookmg for the exhibition. Sonnet Internet,

to whom we are very grateful, has very kindly donated the webspace.

The site is still very much in its early stages and we are intending to

develop the site over the coming months, so if you have any
suggestions, I would be very pleased to hear from you. Our Web
address is: http://www.theaes.org and we can now also be contacted

by e-mail at aes@the aes.org.

I hope to see you at the Exhibition (details of which are also on our

website!).

Wayne Jarvis
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Mimicry in Ladybirds
by Michael E.N. Majerus (4027) and Tamsin M.O. Majerus

Department of Genetics, Downing Street, Cambridge CB2 3EH.

Introduction

Mimicry is defined as the resemblance of one organism, or part of an

organism, to another, for protective, or more rarely, aggressive

purposes. In some instances mimics are themselves harmless or

relatively unprotected and gain protection by resembling an organism

(the model) that has strong defences such as being toxic, tasting or

smelling obnoxious, or possessing a sting, poisonous spines, or a

powerful bite. This type of mimicry is termed Batesian mimicry after

H.W. Bates who first described it in 1862. Batesian mimicry may be

contrasted with the second main class of defensive mimicry, Miillerian

mimicry, in which a number of well protected species come to

resemble each other to reduce the harm caused to each species made
by inexperienced predators while learning of their unpalatability

(Mtiller 1879).

Many spectacular examples of both Batesian and Miillerian mimicry

are provided by insects. Just from the British Lepidoptera one might

think of the Hornet- and Lunar clearwing moths (Sesia apiformis

(Clerck) and S. bembeciformis (Huebner)) and the Narrow-bordered

and Broad-bordered bee hawkmoths {Hemarisfuciformis (Linn.) and H.

tityus (Linn.)) as classical examples of Batesian mimics, and the Burnet

moths (Zygaenidae) as Miillerian mimics. Further afield, females of

many palatable Swallowtail butterflies (e.g. Papilio dardanns Brown, P.

memnon, P. polyxenes) mimic a variety of noxious or toxic species. The

larvae of some harmless South American hawkmoths (Sphingidae)

resemble small snakes, and a huge variety of edible (to birds and other

vertebrates) insects (beetles, crickets, grasshoppers, flies, roaches, bugs

etc.) mimic highly protected Hymenoptera (bees, wasps and ants). Of

course many bees and wasps have similar patterns and are themseh'es

Miillerian mimics of one another in addition to being the models of

Batesian mimics.

Mimicry has long fascinated biologists from an evolutionary

standpoint. Indeed, Darwin (1859) used examples of the close

resemblance of edible butterflies to poisonous ones as one of his finest

examples of the role of natural selection, the resemblance conferring a

survival advantage on the mimic. Batesian mimics have one unique

feature in terms of the understanding of evolutionary mechanisms. The
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end-point of an evolutionary process may be predicted. The process of

evolution by natural selection is unpredictable to the extent that natural

selection has no foresight. It is the fittest now that survive not those that

may be most fit in the future. We cannot tell, in most instances, which

variations will arise by mutation or genetic reassortment, so we cannot

predict the future course of evolution (although many evolutionary

biologists try to do so) and we usually cannot have an image of the

end-point of evolution. However, in examples of Batesian mimicry we
do have at least an approximation to such an image. That image is the

model species, for selection will favour closer and closer resemblance

of a mimic to its model, until to potential predators the two cannot be

distinguished.

Batesian and Mullerian mimicry are usually described in a way that

suggests that the distinction between them is precise and clear-cut.

This is not necessarily the case, and it is often difficult to be sure

whether two warningly coloured species that resemble one another,

but are not related, are a pair of Mullerian mimics, or comprise a

Batesian mimic and its model. Furthermore, edibility is a subjective

trait, depending on a predator's immune systems, taste and scent

sensors, age, experience and state of hunger, all of which are variable.

This means that an organism that is distasteful to one predator may be

perfectly acceptable to another. For example, the 7-spot ladybird

iCoccinella 7-punctata Linn.) has been shown to be distasteful to

most birds, and toxic to some such as the great tit {Parus major)

(Marples et al. 1989). Yet in 1976, ladybirds comprised a large portion

of the diet of a family of house martins (Delichon urbicd), assessed by
examination of droppings below the nest which consisted mainly of

the remains of ladybirds. The majority of ladybirds were 7-spots,

although 2-spots {Adalia bipunctata (Linn.)), 10-spots (A. 10-punctata

(Linn.)) and l4-spots (Propylea 14-punctata (Linn.)) were also present

(Muggleton, 1978). The young in the nest fledged successfully. That

ladybirds made up such a high proportion of the diet of this family is

exceptional, and a consequence of the fact that 1976 was one of the

"great ladybird years" (Majerus and Majerus, 1996). However, it shows
that 7-spots are not toxic to all birds. In this case, as house martins

catch flying prey on the wing and probably have little chance to

identify and select prey, it is easy to understand that it would be
selectively advantageous to evolve immunity to the toxins in

ladybirds. Otherwise to birds that habitually catch insect food on the

wing (e.g. swifts, swallows, martins) feeding would be highly

precarious.
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This variation in palatability means that we should not regard

possible prey species simply as edible or inedible, but think of them in

terms of what Turner (1984) has termed a palatability spectrum, from

species that are very well protected and eaten by only a few specialist

predators, to highly palatable prey, that are appetising to most
predators of appropriate size.

Much has been written on the role of mimicry in the evolution of

colour patterns in ladybirds. However, the position is far from clear.

This is obvious if one considers the case of the polymorphic ladybirds

of the genus Adalia, for different authors have argued that both

Miillerian and Batesian mimicry have been involved in the evolution

and maintenance of the colour pattern polymorphisms in these

species. In this paper we consider the arguments that mimicry has

been an important phenomenon in the evolution of the colours and

patterns of the coccinellids, using the British species of coccinellids as

illustrative material. In doing so we consider three main questions.

First, why do ladybirds not all look the same? Second, in which species

has Miillerian mimicry played a significant part in the evolution of

colour patterns? And third, has mimicry played a crucial role in the

evolution and maintenance of colour pattern polymorphism in the

genus Adalia?

Why do ladybirds not all have the same colour patterns?

The 42 species of coccinellid generally considered to be British vary

tremendously in coloration. While some are the archet}^pal red beetles

with black spots, others are black with red or orange or yellow spots,

yellow or buff with black spots, maroon or orange with white spots,

chestnut with yellow stripes, and some are black or brown all over,

with no bright patterning at all. This diversity needs some explanation,

because one could argue from an evolutionary point of view, that all

coccinellids should look the same.

Evidence suggests that the vast majority of. if not all. coccinellids

have some degree of chemical protection. This is based upon the fact

that all coccinellids (at least all of those that we have tested - 36 of the

42 British species) have the ability to reflex bleed. That is to say they

are capable of secreting droplets of haemolymph through pores in the

joints between the femur and tibia of their legs. This ability is thought

to be associated with unpalatability, the fluid exuding having (to

humans) a pungent acrid smell and taste. Given then that all British
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coccinellids have some degree of protection, the theory of Miillerian

mimicry might be used as an argument that all coccinellids should look

alike.

The evolutionary pathway to Miillerian mimicry is simple. Imagine

that there are two differently coloured unpalatable species which occur

together, but one species is many times more abundant than the other.

Suppose then that a predator has to take five prey items to learn that a

particularly coloured prey is unpalatable. The rarer of the two differently

coloured prey species will then suffer proportionally more than the

common one. Now suppose a mutation occurs that causes the rarer prey

species to resemble the commoner species. Individuals carrying this

mutation will gain a selective advantage as they will now be one of the

many rather than one of the few. Because of this selective advantage,

the frequency of the new mutation will increase in the rarer species until

all individuals look like the commoner species. Thereafter, other species

of unpalatable prey may converge onto this colour pattern. The selective

power of a particular warning colour pattern is in part a function of the

number of inedible prey individuals with it. So, as more and more
species are drawn into a Mullerian complex, the power of the complex
to draw in other species increases. In theory, there is no limit to the

number of species that could be drawn into a Mullerian complex.

If all coccinellids are distasteful to some predators, then the theory of

Mullerian mimicry taken to its expected conclusion should mean that all

species look similar. So, the fact that they do not needs to be addressed.

The explanation of the diversity in the colours and patterns of

coccinellids is that their colour patterns are not simply a product of

their need to avoid being eaten. Other evolutionary factors will have

played a part. Coccinellids have to survive in different types of habitat

and in different environmental conditions. They have to avoid attack

from a range of predators and parasites that do not hunt by sight. They
have to find and identify mates. And, at any point in evolutionary

history, each species is unique, with its own genetic make-up, its own
morphology, physiology and behaviour, features which will affect the

future course of its evolution. The evolution of the colour patterns of

each species must thus be considered in the context of the varying

ecological circumstances of that species through evolutionary time.

Which British coccinellids are Mullerian mimics?

It has been argued that the British species of coccinellid may be split

into four groups in respect of their colour patterns (Majerus, 1994). The
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recent evolution of colour patterns in one of these groups, the smaller

coccinellids, does not involve mimicry at all. These species, which
include all the British representatives of the genera Rhizobiiis,

Coccidula, Stethorus, Scymnus, Nephus and Platynaspis, are all dull in

colour (dull red, brown or black) and they are not strikingly patterned.

Majerus (1994) argues that because of their small size (3mm or less in

length), it is unlikely that these species will be eaten commonly by
birds. If this is so, then the colour patterns of these species, as we see

them, may have little evolutionary relevance.

In each of the other three groups of species, Miillerian mimicry may
have played a role. One of these groups, comprising members of the

sub-family Chilocorini, is split off because it is argued that their basic

colours are, in large part, a product of their evolutionary history. The
three British species of this sub-family, the Heather ladybird (Chilocorus

2-pustulatus (Linn.)), the Kidney-spot ladybird (C. renipustulatus

(Scriba)) (Plate 981) and the Pine ladybird (Exocbomus 4-piistulatus

(Linn.)) are all black with bright red markings. That most members of

this sub-family are predominantly black argues that their original

ancestor may also have been mainly black. Were this the case, the

species that diverged from this ancestor would already comprise a

Miillerian mimicry complex providing that they were all unpalatable. It

is important to note that the Miillerian mimicry in this case is not a

consequence of the evolutionary pathway to Miillerian mimicr^^ outlined

above. It is merely an artefact of close phylogenetic affinity\ However,

because the species would undoubtedly act as Miillerian mimics for one

another, any variation in the basic colour pattern of red markings on a

black background, would have to confer a substantial selective

advantage to have a realistic chance of spreading because it would
have to over-ride the selective advantage of being part of a Miillerian

mimicry complex.

There are other mainly black British coccinellids. Hyperaspis

pseudopiistidata is a small shiny black ladybird v^ith one pair of orange

spots on the pronotum and another at the posterior end of the ehira.

This species could well be a Miillerian mimic of the Chilocorini.

particularly as it is often found in the same habitat as the Heather

ladybird. The other small predominantly black species seem less likely

to be involved in this complex in any significant v^ ay because of their

lack of strongly contrasting patterning.

Some ladybirds which are most commonly mainly red, orange, buft

or brown, have melanic forms. These include the Hieroglyphic ladybird

{CoccineJla hierogJypbicci Linn.), the Larch ladybird {Apbidecta
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obliterata (Linn.)) and the spectacularly polymorphic 2-spot and 10-

spot ladybirds. In the cases of the Hieroglyphic and Larch ladybirds,

the possibility exists that melanic forms gain a Mullerian mimetic

advantage from their resemblance to the Chilocorini. Both reflex bleed

(Majerus, 1994), both frequently occur in the same habitats as Pine,

and more rarely, Lleather ladybirds (Majerus, 1991), and there is

sufficient similarity bet^^een these species to suppose that birds that

had encountered one of them might be reminded of the fact when
encountering others. However, this does not explain why these two

species are polymorphic. Were there a mimetic advantage in being

black, why are the majority of both of these species still brown in most

populations? There is no obvious reason why once a black mutation

has begun to spread it should not go to fixation, because the fitness

advantage of resembling the Chilocorini will not diminish as the black

gene becomes more common. In fact, the reverse is likely to be the

case, for, as noted above, the more inedible individuals involved in a

Mullerian complex, the stronger the selective pressure on others to

evolve the same colour. The maintenance of the polymorphism in

these species cannot therefore be a consequence of Mullerian mimicry.

While it is perfectly feasible that melanic mutations began to spread as

a consequence of a similarity to the Chilocorini, the fact that the

spread has not gone to fixation and that a polymorphism has thus

resulted must be due to some other, as yet unidentified, selective

factor.

The existence of melanic forms of the l6-spot ladybird is rather more
trivial. The melanic form of this species (f. poweri) is extremely rare

(certainly less than one in 10,000) and may merely be the result of rare

but recurrent mutation.

The explanation of melanic polymorphism in the genus Adalia is far

from trivial and will be considered in the final section of this paper.

The third group of ladybirds in Majerus' 1994 classification of types of

colour pattern comprise the so-called "generalists". That is to say, those

species which do not have a close association with one or a small

number of host plants. For these species, there would not be a strong

selective pressure for the evolution of colour patterns adapted to

specific host plants. A general protective colour pattern that will serve

well in a wide variety of situations is necessary, and it is these species

that display the most striking patterns of two strongly contrasting

colours. This group includes the bright red and black species - 7-spot,

Scarce 7-spot {Coccinella magnifica Linn.), 5-spot (C 5-punctata Linn.),

11-spot (C 11-punctata Linn.), 13-spot iHippodamia 13-punctata
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(Linn.)), Adonis" ladybird (Adonia variegata (Linn.) - the

predominantly red or orange forms of the 2-spot and 10-spots, and
probably the 24-spot ladybird {Subcoccinella 24-punctata (Linn.)).

These species undoubtedly comprise a Miillerian mimicr}^ complex
based primarily on the 7-spot which usually appears to be the most
common species. Other species in this group are the yellow and black

species; the 14-spot {Propyiea 14-punctata (Linn.)) and the 22-spot

iPsyllobora 22-punctata (Linn.)), and the maroon/brown and white,

Cream-spot ladybird iCalvia 14-giittata (Linn.)). It is possible that the

yellow^ and black species have evolved this colour scheme to come
under the protection of and become part of the massive Miillerian

complex based upon wasps and hornets. No logical hypothesis of

why the Cream-spot ladybird is maroon and white has yet occurred to

us.

The final group of species is that vvliich are restricted for much of

their adult lives to one or a small number of similar host plants. The
colour patterns of these species seem to be the result of selection acting

on populations on a limited range of plants, such that highly specialised

colour patterns have resulted. The specialised adaptive colour patterns

of these species which include several conifer specialists - Cream-

streaked ladybird (Harmonia 4-punctata Pontippidan), Eyed ladybird

{Anatis ocellata (Linn.)), Striped ladybird iMysia oblongoguttata (Linn.)),

18-spot ladybird iMyrrha 18-guttata (Linn.)), - the Water ladybird

{Anisosticta 19-punctata (Linn.)), the Orange ladybird {Halyzia 16-

guttata (Linn.)) and possibly the l6-spot ladybird, have been described

elsewhere (Majerus, 1994). In the context of mimicry, it is the changing

colour of two of these species, the Water and the Cream-streaked

ladybirds, that is of interest.

Adult Water ladybirds, within a few hours of emerging from their

pupae in late summer, are a pale buff colour, patterned v^ ith 19 black

spots. They retain this colour through the autumn and winter. Almost

all Water ladybirds o\-eiwinter bet^'een the dead lea\'es and stems of

reeds, particularly Typha spp. and Phragmites spp. Here the buff and

black patterning confers a high degree of cr^psis on the beetles, the

buff being the colour of the dead reeds, and the black spots resembling

the black fungal smuts thai grc)\^• liberalh" on these decaying leaves

(Plate 98J). During this period, camouflage is the only important

adaptive feature of the colour pattern of this ladybird. However, in

spring, the ladybirds must mo\ e onto young reeds to find aphids and to

reproduce. Now their buff and black li\ eiy is no longer effecti\^e as

camouflage, but nor does it really ad\ ertise the chemical defences of
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the species. A new defensive coloration is needed, and tlie Water

ladybird acquires it by changing colour within a few days of becoming

active and leaving its overwintering site. Within two or three days the

buff areas of the elytra become flushed with pink, and after no more
than a fortnight the ladybirds have become red with 19 black spots.

Once they have passed through this transition, there is no doubt that

they become part of the Miillerian complex of the 7-spot and many
other red and black ladybirds. Water ladybirds thus manage to be both

cryptically coloured and warningly coloured Miillerian mimics at

different times in their adult lives.

Perhaps even more remarkable is the coloration of the Cream-
streaked ladybird, for this not only changes during the adults' lives, but

also manages to combine cryptic coloration with warning coloration in

a single colour pattern. Recently emerged adults of this species have a

dull yellow or orange ground colour, often with a faint flush of pink,

and are marked with either four, or more commonly about l6 black

spots. As the ladybirds age, the ground colour becomes increasingly

redder. The red colour is not laid down evenly but in a somewhat
streaky pattern, longitudinal lines of red being divided by paler cream,

yellow or pink areas. By the late spring or early summer of the

following year, most have predominantly red and black coloration,

although the streaky appearance rarely disappears completely. This

ladybird has a strong habitat preference for needled conifers, Scots pine

being its most common host plant in Britain. Throughout their lives,

adults when resting habitually take up a position on the buds of the

pines. Here their streaky colour pattern gives them a remarkable degree

of camouflage against the scaly buds (Plate 98K). However, when these

beetles are active, they feed, find mates and lay eggs on the pine

needles, and against a backdrop of green, they are highly visible and

undoubtedly warningly coloured. The slow change in coloration

through the beetles' lives is probably a reflection of changes in the

colour of pine buds, and a change in the relative value of their crypsis,

compared to their warning coloration, through their lives, which will

depend upon the amount of time they require to be active. In the late

summer and autumn, activity is only necessary to allow feeding so that

fat reserves can be built up for the winter. However, in the spring and

early summer the ladybirds have not only to feed, but must reproduce.

It is no coincidence that in the season when greatest activity is

required, and the need to retain a close resemblance to pine buds at

least, the ladybirds are more strikingly coloured than at any other time.

Now with the development of a rich red ground colour to accompany
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their black spots, they not only gain an obvious warning colour pattern,

but also become part of the red and black Miillerian complex of

ladybirds and other similarly coloured inedible invertebrates.

Mimicry in the genus Adalia

The two British species of Adalia, the 2-spot (Plate 98L) and 10-spot

ladybirds are both extremely polymorphic: the former mainly in respect

of its pattern, the latter in respect of both its pattern and colour (Palmer

1911, 1917; Hawkes 1920; Lus 1928, 1932; Creed 1966; Brakefield &
Lees 1987; Majerus & Kearns 1989; Majerus 1989, 1994). It was long

supposed that these species were distasteful (e.g. Pocock 1991; Frazer

& Rothschild I960; Rothschild 1961; Pasteels et al. 1973; Muggleton

1978; Brakefield 1985), and that at least the predominantly red forms

with black spots were part of a Miillerian complex. However, the

occurrence of chequered-patterned 10-spots (f. duodecempustulata)

and melanics of both species, present serious evolutionary^ problems,

for Miillerian mimicry should promote monomorphism, not

polymorphism.

Two mimetic hypotheses, one involving Miillerian, the other Batesian

mimicry, have been proposed to resolve this conundrum. Brakefield

(1985) has proposed that while the non-melanic forms of the 2-spot.

and the lightly dotted forms of the 10-spot are part of the black on red

complex based on the 7-spot, the melanic forms of both species are

part of the red on black complex based on the Chilocorini. We first

need to ask, whether in the past Miillerian mimicry could have been

involved in the initial evolution of melanic forms in assumed non-

melanic ancestral populations of these species, and second, whether

Miillerian mimicry may now play a significant role in the maintenance

of melanic polymorphism in either of these species.

The former of these two questions is the more difficult to answer. We
will consider the case of the 2-spot first. The main body of evidence in

support of the Miillerian mimicry^ idea deri\-es from experiments in

which various ladybirds ha\'e been fed to birds. For example, Marples

(1990) showed that birds with experience of 7-spots are less likely to

eat non-melanic 2-spots than the brown beetle, Alpbitobiiis diaperiuiis

(Panzer), which Vv'as used as a control. Furthermore, both melanics and

non-melanics are distasteful to some birds (Marples 1990) and humans

(Majerus pers. obs.). Thus the conditions of inedibility, and sufficient

similarity to other inedible species appear to be met. Howe\er. if the

hypothesis were true, it is difficult to understand why many populations
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of 2-spot ladybird, in regions where black ground-coloured species of

the Chilocorini are common, do not contain melanics. Certainly over

considerable areas of Europe and Asia, the species lacks melanics ipers.

comm.), despite other red on black coccinellids being common.
However, negative evidence is not convincing. Recent analysis of a

population of 2-spot ladybirds from New Zealand suggests that

melanism may evolve in the absence of common red-on-black species

(Majerus, T. et al. in prep.). Two-spot ladybirds were originally

introduced into New in the early days of British colonialism

(Miller 1971). In Dunedin, melanics comprise about 5% of the

population. Some of these melanics are indistinguishable from the

dominant melanic f. quadrimaculata, while others are of the form

melanic annulata. Genetic analyses have shown all these melanics to

be genotypically similar in respect of the main colour pattern super-

gene, and recessive to the typical non-melanic (Majerus, T. et al. in

prep.). It seems likely that the 2-spots which originally colonised New
Zealand came from Britain or some other part of western Europe. In

these regions melanic annulata occurs as a rare recessive. Its frequency

is less than 0.1% in all populations surveyed. Yet genotypically it is the

same as the melanics from Dunedin. The only scenario that seems to fit

the observations on the Dunedin 2-spots is that the original founders of

the current New Zealand populations comprised principally non-

melanics, some of which may have been carriers of the melanic

annulata allele, or at least alleles of the genes in the super-gene that

could produce melanic annulata as a result of recombination.

Subsequently, selection has favoured melanism causing an increase in

the melanic annulata form, this being the only melanic phenotype
available in the absence of a new mutation. If melanic polymorphism

has evolved in New Zealand in the last two centuries or so, it appears

that the melanics have increased in frequency in the absence of any

significant selection pressure emanating from a Miillerian resemblance

to red on black coccinellids, for these simply do not occur in New
Zealand at significant densities.

The initial evolution of full melanism (f. bimaculata) as part of the

polymorphism in the 10-spot is more difficult to comment upon
because of the lack of data on this species. It might, however, be
pertinent to question why the chequered-patterned form occurs at

significant frequencies (8-47%) in all populations we have surveyed in

western Europe (Majerus and Kearns 1989; Majerus 1989, 1995). If the

full melanic and non-melanic forms evolved as a result of the existence

of two different Miillerian complexes, why did the chequered form
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evolve. One possibility is that a third Miillerian complex of essentially

grid-patterned species exists, and that the chequered 10-spots are a part

of this complex. Such a ring might include species such as the l4-spot

and Coccinula 14-pustuIata (Linn.), in addition to forms of the 2-spot

such as f. duodecenipiistulata. and "strong spotty". However, it then

becomes difficult to explain why the chequered form of the 10-spot has

attained high frequency in western Europe while the grid-patterned

forms of the 2-spot have not.

Turning to the role of Miillerian mimicrs* in the maintenance of

melanic polymorphism in these species, it is certainly concei^-able that

non-melanics and melanics gain some ad\ antage from resembling red

on black and black on red coccinellids respectively. Howe\'er. that this

is a major selective factor in the maintenance of the polymorphisms in

either species in Britain, or probably elsewhere is difficult to concede.

In the case of the 2-spot. the frequency of melanics. compared to non-

melanics varies greatly, both temporally and spatially (Creed 1966.

1971; Muggleron 19~8: Brakefield 1984: Majerus and Kearns 1989;

Majerus 1994; Majerus and Zakharo\' in prep.). If resemblance to the

Chilocorini were a significant selecti^"e factor acting on melanic forms,

one Vv'ould expect some correlation betv^-een the frequency of melanic

2-spots and either the abundance of the Chilocorini. or the relative

abundance of red on black compared to black on red ladybirds. Yet no
such correlation has been recorded. Rather, in Britain, the reverse

appears to be the case. High 2-spot melanic frequencies occur in areas

with low sunshine levels (Creed 1971: Bishop et al. 19^8; Muggleton

1978; Lees 1981; Brakefield 1984: Mikkola and .\lbrecht 1988: Majenas

1994). In Britain these are regions to the north and west, with sunshine

levels in industrial regions also being reduced by amiospheric pollution.

Highest melanic frequencies in the 2-spot are recorded from the

industrial lowlands of Scotland and the north of England. Yet here none

of the Chilocorini are commonly found with 2-spot ladybirds. The

Heather ladybird is rare in the north of England and absent from

Scotland, the Pine ladybird is rare in both Scotland and northern

England, and ihe Kidney-spot ladybird, v^hile kically common in some
parts of nonhern England, is rare in Scotland. All three species occur ai

their highest densities in Britain in the southern counties and East

Anglia, i.e. in parts of Britain v^ here the frequency of melanic 2-spots is

low (Majerus et al. 1990, in press). Furthermore, each of these three

species is somewhat habitat or host phmt specific: the Kidney-spot on

deciduous trees (ash. sallows, birch): the Pine ladybird in needled

conifers and ash: and the Heather hidybird on heathers and
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occasionally deciduous trees. These are not the preferred habitats of the

2-spot, and we have never recorded high densities of any of these

species with significant numbers of 2-spots (Majerus 1995).

In the case of the 10-spot, the same arguments apply, although here

it is the stability of the polymorphism (all populations surveyed, from

the south coast of England to the north of Scotland, contain all three

main forms, with non-melanics commonest, chequereds intermediate in

frequency and melanics rarest) (Majerus 1994), that argues against

Miillerian mimicry having a significant role in maintaining the

polymorphism. Such stability should not be expected given the

variation in the distributions and densities of the Chilocorini, and the

putative mimics of the chequered form.

If Miillerian mimicry is not important in the evolution and
maintenance of melanic polymorphism in the Adalia species in Britain,

what of Batesian mimicry?

Batesian mimicry may result in the evolution and maintenance of

polymorphism. This is because the selective advantage that accrues to

a Batesian mimic is negatively frequency dependent. This is easy to

visualise. When a Batesian mimic is rare compared to its model, it is

likely that any inexperienced predators will come upon and learn the

nasty characteristics of the model before they come upon a mimic.

Therefore, by the time these predators encounter a mimic, they will

have learnt to avoid prey with its colour scheme. The mimic therefore

gains an advantage and increases in frequency. However, as it

becomes more common, relative to its model, the chance of

encountering it before its model will increase. In this eventuality, the

mimic is likely to be eaten by the predator because it is not truly

unpalatable. The advantage to the mimic then depends on its

abundance relative to its model. If the mimic is rare it gains an
advantage, but if it is too common, predators will learn to associate its

colour pattern with edibility before they encounter the model, so the

mimic will decline in abundance. This type of frequency dependence
will result in a balance in which the mimic species can only become
more common if a second model species is available. Then a mutation

that makes its bearer resemble the new rather than the old model will

be selected, because the new mimic form is rare compared to its

model. A polymorphism will then result, with both forms (or more
than two forms if there are more than two suitable models) reaching

equilibrium frequencies that are dependent on the abundance and
aversiveness of their models.
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Several authors have questioned whether the melanic polymorphism

in the 2-spot and 10-spot ladybirds could be the result of this t>^pe of

Batesian mimicr>% with the typical forms of the species using black-on-

red species (i.e. the 7-spot complex) as models, and the melanics using

the red-on-black Chilocorini (Brakefield 1985; Marples et al. 1989;

Marples 1990). This hypothesis is based upon the finding that 2-spot

ladybirds are not as toxic to some birds as are 7-spots. The proposal is

thus that the inadequately protected 2-spot and 10-spot ladybirds gain

an advantage by resembling nastier species such as the 7-spot and Pine

ladybirds.

The arguments, discussed previously, in respect of correlations

between the abundance of the Chilocorini species and 2-spot melanic

frequency are pertinent here too, and argue against the Batesian

mimicry hypothesis. The statement that 2-spots are more palatable to

birds than are 7-spots needs consideration. The evidence for this

statement is based on work using live and dead beetles fed to captive

quail, or dead beetles fed to blue tit chicks, or dead beetles put out for

wild birds (Muggleton 1978; Brakefield 1984; Marples et al. 1989;

Marples 1990). Two points need to be made. First, it is questionable

whether captive birds will behave in the same way as wild birds.

Second, the use of dead beetles is understandable because of the

difficulty of using living beetles that can fly. However, particularly with

beetles that reflex bleed, whether the reactions of birds to dead beetles

are likely to be the same as their reactions would be to live beetles is

open to question. With these points in mind, the \'arious data sets on

the palatability of 2-spots may be considered.

Muggleton (1978) glued dead frozen 2-spots to tree trunks and

leaves in "life-like" positions, and left them for 24 hours. In \arious

tests between 4% and 28% of the ladybirds disappeared. However,

Muggleton did not demonstrate that the ladybirds were remo\ ed by

birds and not other predators, such as predatory or scavenging

beetles. Brakefield (1984) conducted similar experiments in which
dead 2-spots were glued to rose leaves. In the two runs, 0% and 13%
of the beetles disappeared, but, again, the predators involved were

not identified. Marples and her co-v^-orkers conducted a long series of

tests during the late 1980s and early 1990s. From their published

results, it may be concluded that ""-spots are toxic to some birds (blue

tit nestlings) that 2-spots are not toxic to. Further, both captive quail

and some wild birds learnt to a\'oid ""-spots more quickly than 2-

spots. The edibilii\ of melanic and i^on-ntelanic 2-spots ^^'as shown to

be similar.
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Should these findings lead us to the deduction that the morphs of

the 2-spot are Batesian mimics of different species of ladybird? Our
view is that they should not. First, the experiments conducted are

open to various criticisms because dead ladybirds which cannot reflex

bleed may be a crucial component of the 2-spot's defence. The main
defensive component of 2-spot reflex blood is adaline (Tursch et al.

1973). This may act as an effective signal of distastefulness to birds

that try to eat 2-spots, if the beetles are alive to release reflex blood. It

may be pertinent to note here a recorded observation of carrion crows

eating just dead ladybirds, live ladybirds on the beach being ignored

(Majerus & Majerus 1997). Second, just because one species is not as

toxic as another does not mean that it is unprotected, and should be

considered a Batesian mimic. The evidence that exists suggests that

the 2-spot, although not toxic to blue tit chicks, is distasteful to many
birds under many conditions (see Muggleton 1978; Majerus 1994 for

reviews). If mimicry were involved, then surely the 2-spot and the 10-

spot (which also contains adaline) must be considered to be
Miillerian.

Finally, we question why mimicry of any sort should be regularly

invoked to explain the polymorphisms in Adalia ladybirds and some
other species, when there is very little evidence to endorse its

involvement. The polymorphisms in these two species are extremely

complex. The genetic control of the forms varies geographically

(Palmer 1991, 1917; Lus 1928, 1932; Majerus and Kearns 1989; Majerus

1994; Majerus, T. et al. in prep.). A great many selective factors have

been implicated in the evolution and maintenance of the

polymorphisms (Timofeeff-Ressovsky 1940; Creed 1966, 1971; Bengston

and Hagen 1975, 1977; Scali and Creed 1975; Muggleton 1978, 1979;

O'Donald and Muggleton 1979; Zakharov and Sergievski 1980;

O'Donald et al. 1984; Brakefield 1984; Brakefield and Lees 1987;

Mikkola and Albrecht 1988; Majerus and Kearns 1989; O'Donald and

Majerus 1992; Zakharov 1992; Majerus and Zakharov in prep.; Majerus,

T. et al. in prep.), with those which appear important varying both from

population to population and through time (see, Majerus 1994 for

review). It is highly probable that further selective influences will be

discovered in the future. For example it has recently been discovered

that some populations of 2-spot carry male killing bacteria (Hurst et al.

1992; Zakharov et al. 1996), and a sexually transmitted disease, in the

form of an ectoparasitic podapolipid mite (Hurst et al. 1995). Whether
these factors effect melanic and non-melanics differently has yet to be

investigated. The point we wish to make is that we do not believe that
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all the information to explain these complex polymorphisms is yet to

hand. One of the few factors to be im'estigated in detail is mimicry^ yet

these im'estigations ha\-e failed to demonstrate involvement. Perhaps it

is time to take a truly pluralistic approach in considering these

polymorphisms, and gi\'e up attempts to find a single unifying factor to

explain them.

Editor's Note:

Due to the extensive nature of the list of references and the limited

space in the BiiUeti}} we have been unable to reproduce them here.

Howwer. the list is a\'ailable b)' writing the the Bulletin Editor. AES, PO
Box 8"'4, London SW""" 5ZG.

Woodlouse mystery
by Claire Bland (10632)

Flat -t. 96 Xeictouii Road. Xeu bury. Berkshire RG24 ~BT.

Last winter I came upon a woodlouse (in an old out-building in the

garden), the like of which I had never seen before. It was mottled

orange and grey, and I ha\'e not been able to identify^ it. Very recently, I

saw a similar one in another \ewbur\' garden. I kept the first one I

found in a jar. and during the time I ha\'e had it. it has tv^lce moulted

the front half of its exoskeleton. complete with antenna-casing, but not

the rear half.

Where can I ftnd out more about woodlouse identification? I am sure

the simple description abo\'e vvill be enough to tell well-informed readers

what my "louse is. Apart from my books on spiders and caterpillars, my
only source for identifying invertebrates is the Collins Guide to the Insects

ofBritai)! aiui Western Europe, by Michael Cliiner}*. I find this book very^

useful, but It has limits, naturally, and non-insect artliropods are not its

main subject. My "louse did not feature in a library book on im'ertebrates

Vv'hich I borrov^'ed. so I remain as ignc^rant as before.

1998 AES ANNUAL EXHIBITION

Kempton Park Racecourse

Saturday 3rd October 1998 Doors Open from 11am

Bookings for the event are currently being taken.

Please contact Maxwell Barclay. Exhibitions and Meetings Secretary.

AES, PO Box 8774, London. SW7 5ZG for further details
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Solitary bees in my garden: an update to 1997 —

and some wasps

by NeilA . Robinson (10002)

3 Abbey Drive, Natland, Kendal. Cumbria LA9 7QN.

My article in Bulletin 56, February 1997, covered the period 1993 to

1995. In 1996 I saw the same thirteen species which I had described

before, including the uncommon Andrena helvola which appeared on
my Pyracantha as usual in June, but 1997 was a peculiar season. Cold

weather in May and June, after unexpectedly warm days in April,

retarded the "mid-season" bees, though vegetation was quite advanced,

so that many bees were out of synchronisation with their favourite

flowers and A. helvola never appeared at all.

However, during the early warm spell I did find a new species of

mining bee: a female Andrena nigroaenea, visiting Doronicum. This

bee is about the size of a Honey bee and looks very like A. scotica,

which, as I mentioned in my previous article, has such a habit of flying

in through transom windows, but the hair on the thorax of A.

nigroaenea is a bright foxy brown whereas that of A. scotica is darker

dull-brown. In September I was pleased to see females of Halictus

rubicundus visiting golden rod Solidago canadensis. This is my
favourite mining bee, one of the first which I watched in my
schooldays. It has reddish-brown hair on the thorax, golden hair on its

hind legs and a shiny black abdomen with white hair bands across it. In

fact it looks very like the golden-legged mining bee Andrena
chrysosceles, a regular visitor to the garden, but is distinguished (if one
can look close enough!) by a ridge or rima on the tip of its abdomen, a

feature it shares with the closely related genus Lasioglossum . Unlike

most solitary bees which produce only one generation in the year, H.

rubicundus has two, with a simple social structure whereby females of

the first generation do all the egg laying and those of the second
generation excavate and provision cells for them. Hence females can be

seen throughout the summer. Lasioglossum caleatum also has two
generations with a kind of social structure and this too was seen in the

garden as late as September.

The other bees which I mentioned in my previous article all

appeared this year. I have established that the Tawny mining bee
Andrena fulva has its nest holes around the edge of the lawn, but have

not been able to find out where the leaf-cutting bees Megachile
centuncularis are nesting. They fly off in the direction of a garden
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centre nursery, but I have not succeeded in tracking them down
there, though I did find a male Carder bee Anthidium manicatum.
not common so far north, patrohing over a patch of lambs-ears

Stachys laijatus. The females use hairs from this plant to line their

cells, but no female appeared so I was not able to witness this

process. However, I did find that my garden is being visited by
another leaf-cutting bee Megachile willughbiella (Plate 98M). This is

about the same size as the Honey bees with w^hich it mingles on a

creeping Campanula, which I think is C. poscharsskyana. collecting

nectar and pollen. When the leaf-cutter first arrives on the Campanula
the pollen brush under its abdomen can be seen to be red with a

black tip, but it quickly becomes covered with wtoe pollen. This bee

is often seen in gardens and I am puzzled as to w^hy I have not seen it

in previous years - I can only think that I must have failed to spot it

among the innumerable Honey bees and Bumble bees w-hich swarm
over the Campanula, attracted by the copious pollen and nectar.

Photographs which I took showed that the Megachile was not

collecting the pollen directly from the anthers but was sw^eeping it

with its hind legs off the central column surrounding the

underdeveloped stigmas to which the pollen seemed to be adhering. I

also found a little Mason bee Hoplitis claviventris visiting Inula

flowers: a shiny black bee with fine white bands across its abdomen
and a white pollen brush underneath. This brings the list of solitar\^

bees seen in my garden to sixteen species.

Solitary wasps are much less in evidence than bees. I think this is

partly because they really are less numerous, but also because bees are

easier to observe as they usually return to the same flowers, whereas

female wasps when hunting are simply passing through the garden and

if one does not catch them first time one may not see them again,

though sometimes males do rest on leaves or visit flowers. Howe\'er. I

have found Ancistrocerus parietinus and A. pahetum. two common
species of "eumenid" w^asps. which are closely related to the social

wasps and like them fold their vvings into pleats when at rest. Often

called Mason wasps, they use mud to make their cells in holes in walls

or wood. They provision them with caterpillars which they have samg
and paralysed, lay an egg, seal up the cell and leave the hma to

develop without any further attention. I ha\e also found Ectemnius

cavifrons and E. cephalotes. t\\ o common "sphecid" w asps which are

bright black and yellov^'. as big as social wasps, but fold their wings flat

over the abdcMucn \\ hich is Hatter than in social vs asps. They provision

their cells w'wh large Hies which they catch and sting. The social wasps
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I have seen are all common species: the Common wasp Vespula

vulgaris, Red wasp V. rufa, German wasp V. germanica, and
Norwegian wasp Dolichovespula noruegica. Particularly in autumn the

workers fly around the golden rod, making rather clumsy attempts to

pounce on large flies and sting them. Every now and then they succeed

and carry off the fly to a branch where they bite open the back of the

thorax and extract the meaty flight muscles to take back and feed to

their larvae in the nest. They also attack our apples, enlarging holes

where our friends the birds have pecked them.

Next year I intend to plant some lambs-ears in the garden to see if I

can attract the Carder bee Anthidium manicatum, and watch its

activities.

Some late records of British macro-moths
by Roger Hayward (2 769)

16 Gilmore Close. Slough SL3 7BD.

On 26th October 1996 I found a fresh but small specimen of the Old

lady moth (Mormo maura Linn.) in my garden shed.

After a very cold spell, the last week of November 1997 was quite

mild, although rather wet. Among the usual late autumn species which

visited my garden trap in 26th November was a worn specimen of the

Dark arches (Apamea monoglypha Hufn.). It is tempting to suggest that

this is evidence of a second brood, and it would be interesting to hear

from anyone else with experience of this.

Incidentally, the A. monoglypha was found sitting on a window
frame, and indeed only one moth was actually in the Robinson trap on
the morning of 27th November. Most autumnal moths seem to choose

to sit on an adjacent wall, or to simply sit on the grass. Throughout the

season a large number of moths choose the wall rather than the trap

itself, usually the better species. Birds are a problem at all regular

trapping sites, and it always pays to examine the trap area before

retiring for the night. Several checks per night are advisable at the

height of the season - and it pays to have some pill boxes to hand. I

always have a brief look around immediately before retiring Tor the

night.
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Provisional distribution of ground beetles

in the London Area

by Paul Mabbott (10111)

49 Endoux)od Rood, Sheffield SJJLY.

email: PRMabbott@aoI.com

On behalf of the London Natural Histon' Societ^^ I ^ ould welcome all

records of Coleoptera: Carabidae (including Cicindela and Bmchiuus)
from the London .\rea. Tliis area is defined by a circle with a radius of 20

miles centred on St Pauls Cathedral: I can pro\ide a list of included grid

references but v^-ill be happy to sort records from the fringe of the area.

I would appreciate as precise a grid reference as possible and a

description of the habitat of all records but will accept all records with

an identifiable site description. The usual data (date of capture,

identifier, etc.) should accompany the record. I shall be pleased to

recei\'e multiple records for the same species o\"er se\'eral years as a

possible indication of spread or decline of the species. To the same
end. rough indications of population numbers might be helpful.

I can accept records in w riting or as computer files (ASCn or Xbase.

possibh" others) either on disc or by e-mail Cfax by arrangement).

The provisional distribution will be mapped and published bv the

LNHS. The location of rare or endangered species may be obscured on
publication.

Catocala nupta (L.) feeding on rotten fruit

byJob)] T}?ompsou (10107)

Sbotton Cottage, Codings La Jie. Harmer Hill, Shrewsbury, Sbn^jsbire SY4 3HB.

In the boundary- hedge of my countn' garden there is a ten-metre high

tree of a form of v^ ild plum iPniuus ciomestica) which, last year, bore a

huge crop of small reddish plums, many of ^ hich rotted on the tree. At

about l6.00hrs on 22nd September 199^ I noticed a large moth
fluttering around the crown of the tree and went to investigate. It

turned out to be a Red underl ing {Catocala nupta L.L I watched it for

se\'eral minutes, during which it landed se^•eral times to feed on the

o\er-ripe fruit. It was a wami sunny afternoon and there was a light

south-west vs ind. It is well known that the species is attracted to sugar

but I ha\"e not seen this beha\ iour before and cannot fmd any reference

to it in the literature.
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PLATE 98J. An overwintering Water ladybird on a reed leaf covered with fungal smuts.

(Majerus & Majerus, Mimicry in ladybirds)
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PLATE 9HK. A Cream-streaked ladybird at rest on Scots pine bud.

(Majerus & Majerus, Mimicry in ladybirds)

(Majerus & Majerus, Mimicrx in

ladybirds)
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PLATE 98M. A female leaf-cutting bee, Megcichile wiUughbiella collecting pollen from a

garden campanula. (Robinson, N., Solitary bees in my garden . . .)

PLATE 98N. Shiny black Netelia uimdae ova attached to the integument of a mature Puss

moth caterpillar in the second/third thoracic and third thoracic/first abdominal

inter-segmental grooves, 10th August 1995.

(Ellis, H., Observations on the ova and larvae of Netelia vinulae . . .)
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PL\TE 980.

Close-up of anterior of

Puss moth caterpillar

showing hatched and

hatching green Xetelia

iiniikie\3i\^e. Earliest

larv ae to emerge now
enlarged.

I6th August 1995.

Dorso-lateral vie-w.

caterpillars head to right

(Ellis. H.. Obser^'ations

on the OV3. and lar%-ae of

Xetelia tinidae . . .)

I'lM E 98P. Cluster of nearly mature Xetelia ntiulae\2n\ae feeding extemall\- on the

moribund Puss moth caterpillar. Parasitoid lan ae now greyish and v\ ith a black mid-dorsal

line and segmental paneming. 19tli August 1995.

(Ellis, H.. Obser\"aiions on the ova and larx ae of Xetelia vinulae . . .)
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Observations on the ova and larvae of
Netelia vinulae (TV. cephalotes Holmgren)
(Ichneumonidae: Tryphoninae), a gregarious
ectoparasitoid of the Puss moth caterpillar,

Cerura vinula L.

by HewettA. Ellis (9940)

16 Southlands, Tynemouth, North Shields NE30 2QS.

Introduction

Hymenopteran parasitoids may attack the ova, caterpillars or pupae of

Lepidoptera. They may be solitary or gregarious, and feed inside the

host's body (endoparasitic) or at the surface (ectoparasitic). An earlier

article (Ellis, 1996) described the life-history of the braconid MicropHtis

ocellatae, a gregarious endoparasitoid of the Poplar hawk-moth
caterpillar. In contrast, the present paper is concerned with the

ichneumonid Netelia vinulae, which is a gregarious ectoparasitoid of

the Puss moth caterpillar.

Parasitised Puss moth caterpillars

Over the years I have observed numerous Puss moth caterpillars, but it

was not until 9th August 1995 that my attention was first drawn to the

remarkable ova of this parasitoid, when I found seven Puss moth
caterpillars feeding on willow near Hadston Scaurs, Druridge Bay,

Northumberland (NU 278008). Most of these were immature, but one,

in its final instar, had 18 shiny jet-black ova firmly fixed to the

integument just behind the head. These were located dorsally and
laterally in three rows with six ova in the intersegmental groove
between the second and third abdominal segments and three between

the first and second abdominal segments. Clearly the ova had been
strategically placed out of reach of the caterpillar's mandibles (Plate

98N). None of the smaller immature caterpillars examined appeared to

be parasitised. I revisited the location about a month later on 6th

September and found six final instar Puss moth caterpillars, two of

which had parasitoid ova attached to the thoracic region.

At the time, that only final instar caterpillars were affected seemed
highly significant, since there were no further ecdyses possible to give

the opportunity for the caterpillar to rid itself of the parasitoid ova

along with the exuviae. But, as will be described later, sometimes

immature caterpillars are attacked by the parasitoids and at least some
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ova. because of their special form of anachmenr. which are not

remo^ ed by any subsequent ecdyses.

Fate of Puss motli caterpillar

I collected the ininal arfecied caterpillar on 9th August 1995 and this

continued to feed on willow leas es. Each o\-am was firmly attached by
a black thread-like structure which penetrated the integument and then

re-emerged to terminate on the outside in an irregular enlargement.

Thus a firm anchorage was effected as though each o\Tjm had been
sutured in place.

The parasitoid lan^ae commenced hatching on 12th August 1995.

Hatching occurred at the site of a split at the free pole of the OMjm
and took several days when only the head and part of the segmented

body of the lan^a proiected (Plate 980). By the time the last lan^ae

were emerging the earliest to hatch (from the groove bet^'een the

second and third thoracic segments) were much enlarged and visibly

green through the integument indicating they had been feeding on the

caterpillar's haemolymph as an ectoparasitoid. The heads of the

parasitoid lan ae remained Hghter in colour. After hatching the lar\'ae

remained clustered together on the thorax of the caterpillar -

reminiscent of piglets with their heads all "stuck in the feeding

trough".

By the l~th August the caterpillar had become an unusual
brownish-red colour and had been making an unsuccessful attempt to

form a cocoon. The parasitoid lan'ae continued to feed externally and

increase in size, becoming greyish (Plate 98P). By the 20th August the

attempts to form a cocoon ceased and the moribund caterpillar lay on

its side at the bottom of the cage, with the collection of larv ae still

feeding at the surface. Commencing 20th August the parasitoid lar\ ae

began to lea\ e the caterpillar. On 2~th August the caterpillar wa<

more or less dead, but stiU trvitched if touched. The parasitoid larv ae

now appeared enlarged and swollen and measured 10mm to 12mm in

length. By 13th September the caterpillar was empt^- and flat. The
parasitoid lan ae continued to wander around the cage ignoring r^ igs.

leaves and a layer of peat provided for possible pupation sites. They

became desiccated, more creamy coloured and most died. Clearly the

conditions provided were unsuitable. On the assumption that

pupation in the wild occurred within the Puss moth cocoon, the fe^

remaining lar\ ae were placed in a small container, but these also died

without pupating.
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About this time I met Dr Ian Gauld at the British Association

Meeting, that year held in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and from what I

was able to describe to him he suggested that the parasitoid was
probably Netelia vinulae. Reference to Shaw & Askew (1976),

revealed that A^. cephalottes (= A^. vinulae), a member of the sub-

family Tryphoninae, is a well-recognised parasitoid of Cerura vinula

and that the ova of Tryphoninae "are partially embedded in the

integument of final instar larvae" and that "the eggs are usually

placed on the thoracic segments or in some other position from
which the host cannot easily dislodge them". It seems that the

parasitoid A^. vinulae is unique amongst the Netelia in being
gregarious and that Tryphoninae are unique amongst ichneumonids

in modification of their ova to provide an anchorage stalk (Gauld &
Bolton, 1988). I have examined numerous Puss moth caterpillars

throughout Northumberland, but have no further records of this

parasitoid at other locations.

Dr Mark Shaw confirmed the identity of the parasitoid from
photographs I sent to him in March 1996 and explained that although

the female parasitoid generally only oviposits onto final instar host

caterpillars, this was not invariable. Penultimate instar caterpillars

could rarely be affected, when the method of anchorage of the

parasitoid ova was sufficiently strong as to prevent their loss with the

exuviae. However Dr Shaw related to the possible subsequent
survival time of the caterpillar so that was sufficient for it to be able

to form a cocoon before succumbing to the attentions of the

parasitoid larvae. My caterpillar specimen died before it constructed a

cocoon and the parasitoid larvae subsequently wandered off and
died. Given ideal circumstances the timing of events would permit

the formation of a cocoon by the caterpillar within the confines and

protection of which the parasitoid larvae construct their own
cocoons. Left in the open the parasitoid larvae soon desiccate and
fail to form their cocoons, as I observed in the present case. My
attempt to initiate cocoon formation by confining the few parasitoid

larvae in a small container was unsuccessful - presumably I tried too

late or the container did not simulate the required conditions.

Presumably it is essential that there is a cocoon with a moribund
caterpillar to provide the correct textural or chemical stimuli to

initiate cocoon formation by the parasitoid larvae. This particular

Puss moth caterpillar was heavily parasitised with 18 ova attached

and possibly was overwhelmed by the large number of parasitoid

larvae feeding on it before it could construct its cocoon.

I
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Parasitisation of immature caterpillars

The following year I re\'isited ihe locality on l~th August 1996 and

found tlii'ce parasitised Puss moth caterpillars at the original site plus a

further six at a nearby clump of willows. The nine caterpillars carried a

total of 46 ova. Eight of the caterpillars had only four or five ova

attached to the thoracic region. On the ninth caterpillar, wliich was
mature, there were 11 ova attached to the thoracic region and to the

intersegmental groov e between the first and second abdominal
segments. Interestingly five of the nine caterpillars were immature and

awaiting the penultimate or final ecdysis. I observed one immature

cateipillar \\iih four attached ovu undergo ecd\'sis o\'er the period l~th

to 18th August and all of the ov-j. remained attached.

Dr Mark Shaw requii-ed some living adulr A. viniilae to undertake

experiments to determine the possible effects of \-enom on the host

caterpillar and all of the collected parasitised caterpillars were sent to

liim on I'^ih August for that purpose. I was thus unable to study the

life-c\-cle further. Howe\-er Dr Sha^" later informed me that the resultant

adult parasitoids commenced emerging the follo\\'ing year in mid-June
199" and that he was able to earn- out a number of experiments, the

results of which V.-1II be reported elsev-'here. Suffice to note that as

described here the anchored o^"a were able to sun1\"e the caterpillar's

ecdyses.

Nomenclature

Netelia cepbalotes seems an appropriate name for this parasitoid.

cepbalotes refeixing to the large head of the species v^ hich is related to

the considerable musculaaire required for the adult to chew its way out

of the \ en' tough cocoon of the Puss moth. However, it seems that

Xetelici riJiu/neis the cuiTent coixect appellation.

Effect of parasitoid on the Puss motli population

This is difficult to assess. The number of parasitised caterpillars found at

one time does not give an accurate indication of the degree of

parasitisation. My experience suggests that A', viuulae is an infrequent

and localised species here in the north-east. Nevertheless, where it

occurs it must ha\ e some effect on the densirs* of the local Puss moth

population. Since the parasitoid is hc:)St specific, then for the long-temi

sun i\ al of both species there must be some o\"erall balance betw een

parasitoid and host numbers.
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Summary

A^. vinulae is a gregarious ectoparasitoid which is host specific for Puss

moth caterpillars with synchronised univoltine life-cycles. The parasitoid

is remarkable for its egg-laying dual strategy. Firstly, ova are deposited

on the anterior (mainly thoracic) segments of the caterpillar out of

reach of the caterpillar's mandibles, and secondly, each ovum is

provided with a suture-like extension which firmly anchors it in

position, thus preventing it being cast off with the exuviae during

ecdysis. Observations indicate that the host caterpillar has to be able to

survive long enough for the feeding parasitoid larvae to reach maturity,

and to be able to form its cocoon, within the protection of which the

parasitoid larvae can form their own cocoons and pupate. The feeding

demands of an excessive number of parasitoid larvae may overwhelm
the caterpillar before it is able to form the necessary cocoon.
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Overwintering the Tigers

by Roger Ainley (11038)

"Burford". Briardale Road. Willaston. South Wirral. Cheshire L64 1TB.

I was interested in the article by Reg Fry (Bulletin 57: 25). The first

(and only) time I overwintered Arctia caja in any numbers was in I96I-

62. A female captured at light in Oxford laid 91 ova. Sixty hatched and

were fed on dock (Rumex) at room temperature (about 15'C). In the

first week of October they stopped feeding; a few had died, and I was
left with 53 larv^ae. There were put in a dry, fairly airtight box 12"x6"x
IV2" made of aluminium alloy, along with about twenty "Twists" of dry

newspaper each about one inch long. The box was put in a cold

outhouse, and I rather forgot them until the following spring.

On opening the box in March 1962 I was delighted to find them all

alive. They all pupated in due course, but six failed to emerge. Among
the final imagines were nine extreme aberrations, which I still possess.

These observ^ations accord with those of Reg Fr\^ His lowest losses

resulted from keeping larvae in a cool shed, with no foodplant. The
moral seems to be "keep 'em cool, keep em dr\^ and don't feed 'em."

Overwintering of the Scarlet tiger

(Callimorpha dominula L.)

by Mike Dean (5563)

Coach House. Ixworth. Bu>y St. Edmunds IPJl 2HL.

I was very interested in the article by Reg Fr\^ in the Febmar)' 1998

edition of the Bulletin. The Scarlet tiger moth is not. as far as I know, to

be found an^^^here near v^'here I li\'e in Suffolk. My interest in the

moth was aroused many years ago by an account by E.B. Ford in one

of his books on the genetic experiments conducted by Kettlev^ ell when
he was at Oxford, but it was not until 1984 when I attended one of the

AES Exhibitions, that I actually came across a dozen lar\'ae for sale,

which I duly purchased with some curiosity. That first year I remember
placing the caterpillars towards late summer in small plastic boxes lined

v^'ith tissue paper and a small leaf of comfrey, and then abandoning

them in a cool shed for the \\ inter. Much to m\ surprise they all

sunived, and I was able to breed easily from the stock, ^ hich resulted

in several score of fertile eggs, and then lan ae. The problem during the

summer of 198S was a holiday at a critical time in late July when the

lixestock was veiy, \'en- small, but as I had no-one \\ ho could take on
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the foster role, I resorted to tipping everything into the back garden in

a vain hope of survival. One could probably imagine my interest and

excitement when, next spring, I began to notice a number of yellow

and black caterpillars appearing on almost every conceivable plant in

the border - the escapee Russian comfrey (by far the favourite),

bedding plants, even Buddleia and Cotoneaster, while a few had even

tried Ivy! I collected a few to raise to adulthood, and repeated the

"tipping out" process to bolster the garden population. The
supplemented colony survives to this day, and seems none the worse

for all the inbreeding, although the emergence time for the adults may
well be a bit earlier than wild populations. I think it unlikely that the

population would continue unaided as our garden site is atypical of the

classic Scarlet tiger's natural habitat, but it has been noticeable that the

larvae will eat almost anything, and they hibernate when quite small in

curled up leaf-litter. They are also very mobile and regularly appear on
hanging baskets and planters in the early summer, even on occasion

invading our conservatory plants. The adults mate with great ease. I

suppose the moral of this piece is, if you want to hibernate Scarlet tiger

moths, then just leave them outside in the full blast of the winter, for

flood or freeze, they seem to survive without too much trouble at all.

The portable car hoover as a collecting tool

by Keith C. Lewis (3680)

108 Park View Road, Welling, Kent DA16 ISJ.

A recent television programme on nature made me aware of a novel

tool for collecting Coleoptera. The item shown was a portable electric

battery car hoover (Fig. 1). The hoover purchased should be the

rechargeable type, not the type that can be plugged into a car cigarette

lighter point. The hoover is first charged

from a domestic supply for about hS

hours, and is then ready for use.

I have found that the

duration of the charge

lasts reasonably well

for a day's collecting. I hang my hoover from
Fig- 1- Portable car hoover.

my belt and it is also useful in taking a particular specimen from the

beating tray when you have only one hand free. The hoover can be

obtained from all car accessory shops and is priced at about twenty

pounds.
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A further look at data labels

byJonathan Cooter (3920J

19 Mount CrescejU. Hereford HRl INQ.

It was a real pleasure to read the article by Harr\^ Eales (57: AAAl^

stating the importance of data labels. This basic feature, which makes a

school-boy style box of "creepy crawlies" into a proper entomological

collection, really cannot be stressed enough. I have previously written

urging people to behave responsibly and put data with specimens (Cooter.

1991: 50). Rather than re-word that passage. I think it will stand

reproducing in full here:

Labels

Labels are the most important device for keeping information

relating to the specimens; diaries and journals y^iy often get lost

(often after the death of the collector), accidentally destroyed or

fall to some other disaster. A collection -without data is virtually

useless; a collection with data in a journal is. once passed to a

different owner, a very frustrating and tedious entity-, a Museum

Curator will not have the time to add such data individually to

several thousand beetles (or any other insects). However, if done,

piecemeal as the collection is built up. the task is simple. There is

no excuse for not putting data with specimens. If you remember

nothing else, please, please do remember this. Having spent a

lifetime working in Museums curating insect and other collections.

I have learned this fact from sad experience. Colleagues too report

seeing well set out collections with good series of uncommon
species - but no data. \qt\ often it transpires that after the death

of the collector the collection is either purchased or donated to a

Museum. In the inter\'ening time, personal effects are disposed of

and books sold off as job-lots. Thus the diary or journal has

already gone. To the ku- person an insect collection is a collection

of insects - to an entomologist it is a collection of insects witli

data - the difference is immense.

That particular article carries on with information about which
information to include, the medium and type of paper to use. It should

be remembered that the only real time-pro\en media are Indian and

printers' inks and pencil. It is nov^- \ ery easy to rapidly produce

superbly formatted computer-generated labels readable down to

(possibly no smaller than) 4-point. However, these inks and pigments
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are not time-proven, nor is the effect of entomological chemicals

(naphthalene, paradichlorobenzene, "Vapona") on them known; this is

true also for photocopied labels.

I now find myself in a quandary. Should I suggest entomologists "go

easy" on the computer-generating of labels, in case, after 100 years or

so, the dyes/pigments fade? Apart from ignoring the advice (if indeed it

proved after 100 years to be accurate and true) I think this would do
nothing to encourage people to "hand-generate" labels; a tedious

business to be sure. I must admit that I use computer-generated labels

as the norm and this being so, would be a hypocrite to suggest readers

do otherwise. For New Species, I have a computer-generated stock of

Holotype and Paratype labels but of course there is a blank space for

the yet unknown species name. This I always write in by hand with

black drawing ink. The advantages of this are two-fold:

1. I am satisfied that the ink is as permanent as anything I can use.

2. The nam.e of the species I have described is in my own handwriting,

a sort of "signature" if you like. The label can be copied by others,

but not my hand-written additions.

Accurate recording of the information on the data labels is, as Harry

Eales states, very important. Places do get confused, especially if

someone unfamiliar with a county is compiling a distribution map. For

example I have been asked on many occasions to put grid references to

lists of Herefordshire data label locations. Some of these are too poorly

defined to be recognisable today. A good example being "Stoke Wood",

a favoured collecting ground of Dr John Wood, the pioneer authority

on Diptera: Phoridae. It must be in the vicinity of the small village of

Stoke Edith, but the wood is not marked on any Ordnance Survey map;

it goes un-grid referenced. The other side of this coin are those places

which are duplicated. In Herefordshire, for example, there are two
widely separated places bearing the names "Devereaux" and another

widely separated pair of "Steen's Bridge". Each is an unusual name and

a perusal of a map might result in locating the name but not the correct

locality, "being unusual, it must be unique, therefore I have found the

locality on the map". Even today I know of people who write "Eype"

(Dorset) on labels they attach to insects collected at "Eype's Mouth" - a

locality of completely different character and well over a mile away
from the former. There is no excuse for purposely giving incorrect data.

Unfortunately I have to contradict Harry Eales on one important

point. This concerns his statement (page 46, op. cit^ that "Vice County

numbers . . . are rather archaic, and which really became obsolete in

i
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Figs. 1-4

Although there were probably no serious eutoniologists during the 11th to

I6th centuries, at least i?i HeivfonislUrc. these maps, with that extended

timescale, do emphasise the fact that (A)unty boundaries chafige with the

passage of time. In 1974 Herefordshire ceased to exist but was ' reborn
"

in April 1998. The Watson ian \'ice-cou)ity ofi the other hand was
created with defiiwd bou/ularies which hare remained fixed over the

years. Hereford City is marked in Fig. I. thereafter it is the large black-

central area.
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Fig. 1. Herefordshire based upon Doomsday Survey data. The county probably

maintained this shape horn late Saxon time until about 1200. Ai-chfield was not actually

part of Herefordshire at this time.

Fig. 2. Herefordshire from te early 13th Century until 1536. The Welsh Marches were a

geographical and political division, the Marcher Lords had powers which, elsewhere in

England, were reserved for the King. They were allowed to build castles without Royal

Licence, wage war, plunder, establish forests and could claim Treasure Troves for themselves

Fig. 3. Herefordshire 1536 to the 1890s. The Act of Union of 1536 absorbed the Marcher

Lordships and Wales into the Kingdom of England; the Marcher Lordship of Goodrich was
absorbed earlier. The Lordships shown on the map became part of Herefordshire.

Fig. 4. Herefordshire from the 1890s until 1974. The Local Government Reforms of

the 1890s resulted in drastic boundary changes and detached parts now incorporated into

their parent Counties. Herefordshire ceased to exist after 31st March 1974.

1974, with rearrangement of many county boundaries." He has

unwittingly fallen into his own trap; county boundaries are in a

constant state of flux - witness the resurrection of Rutland, the splitting

up of the County of Hereford and Worcester, the Welsh "super counties"

and so on. It is the Watsonian Vice-county boundary that is fixed

permanently, not the Local Authority administrative boundary.The
Watsonian Vice-county boundaries are set out in Dandy, 1969, those for

Ireland in Praeger, 1896.

As a concluding thought, consider this real-life event. It happened in

the Entomology Department of a major regional museum during a visit

in the 1970s. The Keeper of Entomology had just received a bequest of

Lepidoptera built up over the years; it was rich in specimens captured

in that region. After the death of the collection owner, the cabinet,

being a "nice piece of craftsmanship" became "a nice side-board to

display family photos, ornaments and a bowl of fruit." The bulk of the

collection had been totally destroyed by Anthrenus leaving drawer after

drawer of pins bearing labels. The fact is that this collection in that

terrible state was still very valuable - the label bearing pins were
arranged taxonomically, each standing over the name of the species

that had fallen prey to pest attack. Thus all the data built up over a life-

time was still accessible, it was abstracted and recorded. The records for

each species were eventually incorporated into the National Recording

Scheme. It should be obvious by now - if there were no data with the

specimens, the collection would not even have made it to the Museum,
a life-time's work wasted.
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Data labels, some further comments
by Brian O.C. Gardiner (225)

2 Highfield Avenue. Cambridge CB4 2AL.

I have read with interest Harry Eaies' article in the April Bulletin and

my first comment is that there must be a typographical error in the

article for if I use Prestige 20-point on my computer then the letters

come out 1cm high! Certainly easy to read and when incorporating all

Mr Eales' suggested information one gets about four labels into the

average size cabinet drawer, completely dwarfing even the largest

hawkmoth. For really small labels one should use 6-point (I prefer

Times New Roman) together with subscript or superscript which
effectively reduces this to a 3-point typeface. Another method, of

course, is to use a larger point type and then reproduce the labels on a

reducing photocopier. It is also my experience that modern copying

methods and computer printer inks supplied for laser or Inkjet printers

are not fast and easily smudge (grease from your specimens, for

instance). Dot-matrix printers using a ribbon appear to be much more
permanent. The older commercially printed labels from metal type

were almost always in 4V2-point "Diamond" type which I believe was
the smallest then available and metal type printing inks are permanent

and happily withstand strong chloride bleach which can be used to

clean up old labels to help make them legible. How small, however,

should the label really be? Even 472-point type may need a magnifying

glass, so in theory, labels should be as large as possible to make for

ease of reading without disturbing the specimen. One advantage of the

long Continental pin is that several labels can be put on it with the

specimen sufficiently above the first label to enable it to be read

without removal.

While labels can be inconspicuous under the smaller ones and one

wonders if in the past labels were made as small as possible in order

not to upset the appearance of the collection so that it appeared "neai

and tidy" with only the insects on show. Another reason, of course, for

perhaps doing without them altogether.

As to localities one has to remember that "localities" in the past were

likely to be identified as belonging to the nearest railway station,

village, or even the hostelry where the collector \\as staying and I

wonder how many of them even consulted an Ordnance Sun'ex' ntap

which of course in the Victorian era did not have grid references. There

was also confusion by association. For example, Whittlesea Mere was in

Huntingdonshire but the \illage of Whittlesea is in Cambridgeshire ana
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White Wood, Gamlingay is in Bedfordshire while Gamlingay village

and Gamlingay Wood are in Cambridgeshire. Gamlingay is in fact

several miles nearer to Bedford than it is to Cambridge, so to label an

insect being caught at "Gamlingay in the Cambridge area" is really

rather misleading; especially if the capture was in White Wood,
Bedfordshire!

Did these early collectors really know where they were so that

even had they so wished, could they have attached accurate labels?

Some early (1851, for instance) published records state "Captures of

Lepidoptera at Hornsey, Wicken and Burwell fens ..." and while we
can be sure which fen we are on today, in 1850 it would have been
very hard indeed without surveying equipment to tell exactly where
we were when a particular insect was taken and anyone walking

from Burwell to Wicken collecting as they went had no choice but to

mention the three fens when recording their captures. This is the

main reason why early "Wicken fen" records cannot be laid with

certainty to the present boundaries of the fen. Try positioning

yourself with the 1836 Ordnance Survey map of the Wicken area and

see how you get on!

Vagueness in the past was also certainly sometimes deliberate. If you

find a good rarity then keep it to yourself, do not divulge the exact

locality, even give a false one, so that you can continue to harvest it

and use it for exchange or profitable sale. Victorian magazines often

had several pages of closely printed "exchange" notices. It is also likely

that if you exchanged specimens with a collector living in Scarborough,

then, even if they were not already so labelled, assuming you were a

"labeller" then you should assume and label them as from Scarborough.

It has also been shown that many rarities of the nineteenth century

(Large copper, Bath white. Queen of Spain fritillary. Varied coronet, for

instance) although bearing "British" locality data were in fact imports

from Europe. While the pages of The Entomologist and The
Entomologists' Record exposed such fraud at the time, the gullible

continued to be taken in since they were obsessed by a "must have it"

mentality. The best account of such goings on is to be found in P.B.M.

Allan's book Moths and Memories. Even today localities are kept secret;

only a few now know where to find the Large blue butterfly!

While I agree with Mr Eales' suggestions for accurate data, all aspects

that he suggests are not always possible. Eair enough if I run a static

light-trap but when I walk the seven miles of the Devils Ditch,

recording as I go, I cross several grid references.
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The Stag beetle Lucanus cervus Lucanidae in

Welling, Kent (TQ4675)

by Keith C. Lewis (3680)

108 Park View Road. Welling. Kent DA16 ISJ.

During the Great Storm of 1987 I lost Vwo forty feet high common lime

trees (Tilia x vulgaris) from my garden. The trees were blown over to

an angle of about 20 degrees and the trunks eventually cut off about

two feet above ground. The task of digging out the stumps in a ver\^

confined space was impossible, and as earth was available from a pond
being dug out next door I decided to build up the level of the ground

almost to cover the stumps and construct a rockery. Although I have

periodically monitored the level of decay in the exposed stumps, I

found that the timber in both was still quite hard on the exposed ends,

and could find no tell-tale signs of the xylophagous beetles. I was
therefore surprised when I found the following:

1st June - one male

3rd June - one male

10th June - one female

11th June- two males and one female

13th June- three females

Welling, Kent, and in particular, Danson Park, had always been a

good place (1950s- 1960s) to find Stag beetles usually flying at dusk in

numbers. Unfortunately many of the old Oaks that were decayed were

cut down, and the Great Storm brought down the last. The last stump

that I know to contain the beetle larvae (see Fig. 1) was cut dov^ n a

short time before I photographed it on 23rd April IQQ". The beetle and

its habitat (with effect from

April 1998) are now protected

under Schedule 5, Section

9(5) of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981.

Although there is not much
time left, a nationwide Stag

beetle survey is in progress

and forms are a\'ailable h\

telephoning 0171-498 4533.

All records to be sent to the

address on the form b\- 30th

September.
Fig. 1. iuni|
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Thai-ing one on
by Leigh Plester (2968)

BioFilm Ltd, Yla-Mnuratjann. FIN-41800 Korpilahti. Finland.

Continuedfrom page 123

Sober, as always after breakfast, and heading for a money exchange office

early one morning in deserted Patong, I came across another freshly

emerged Oleander hawk bang in the middle of the pavement close to a

lamp. Moments later it was settling down in a concrete trough filled with

flowers, safely (one trusted) out of harm's way. Yes - I'm a nutter for the

bright lights, but then, so are big fat moths.

It was rather regrettable that TAT chucked us on board a sea-going vessel

on the Andaman Sea within a couple of days of our arrival. Around four

hours later, already feeling the effects of the sun on our pallid skins, we
tied up alongside the anchored Scuba Cat, one of the "live aboard" vessels

which caters to scuba divers in Thailand's marine national park. For ages

we thought it was pronounced "liver board", like some bizarre French dish,

because our tour operator and his minions rarely gave us any background

information, simply informing us, in blithe south-east Asian fashion, that we
were "off to so-and-so tomorrow". Had we been able to organise our own
tour, we would have arranged to visit the marine national park later on

during the trip, when a chance to rest from camera-work, take stock, and

catch up on note making would have been most appreciated. It seemed

funny to sit at the ship's rail with nothing to do except stare at the nearest

of the nine Semilan islands. The beer stocks on board were meagre, as

nobody was permitted to drink and dive. Markku made great inroads into

the sparse stocks by inviting us to celebrate his 56th birthday on 12th

December.

Making the best of an early enforced idleness, I obtained permission

from Eric, the Californian dive master, to be put ashore on the nearest

island for a couple of hours at around noon. Dumping me on the beach

with my camera and tripod, our rubber raft sped back to the Scuba Cat,

leaving me as shipwrecked as Robinson Crusoe. It's a wonderful feeling

being alone on a tropical island. The broad sandy beach was lined with

Barringtonia and other shrubs. Beyond reared the rainforest, Robinson's

"jungle". Hidden from the sea, the shoreline under the shrubs was
shockingly full of plastic Thai drinking water bottles, Singha beer cans,

polystyrene, and other nondecomposible litter in quantities that had to be

seen to be delivered. Talk about Hollywood film set after a supreme booze-

up. The only good thing was that this rubbish was not polluting the sea
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and its fragile corals because it was no longer in the water. Of course, the

sea was the dust bin into which it had originally been thrown, mainly due

to ignorance.

My rainforest resembled upland rainforest in that none of the trees was
very tall although many of them had buttress roots helping them to stay

upright. A huge creeper, half as thick as a man's thigh snaked across the

dead leaves on the forest floor for a dozen metres before suddenly soaring

aloft. There were thorny palms and the usual straggly saplings v^'iih insect

bites in their leaves. With most of the larger branches and canopy high up
above, it w^as easy to walk around on the crisp dr\' lea\'es. rather like being

in a European beech forest, in fact.

In my case the cipher AES could well be taken to mean "Amateur

Entomological Sneak", for whenever I mention something in an article it

turns out to be something else and you can imagine me laughing my pants

off because I've duped a lot of ver^^ wise people once again. I v^'anted to

mention this before telling you that just about the only animals apparent in

the rainforest I was delightedly exploring were tigers.

Some Danaid "tigers" remind me of Chinese paintings. A patch of blue-

grey parchment, a few^ deft dark brush strokes here and there, and you

have it. The Chinese masters often add a message to their masterpieces. For

all I know there may be rude words flying about on butterfly wings

throughout the Far East. Several unique compositions were dithering about

in shafts of sunlight in my forest, alighting on tiny shrub flowers which

dipped and bowed under their weight. But the great thing about Danaid

tigers is that they don't eat you. Neither do you, if you\'e any taste buds at

all, consume them. I've never actually taken a bite out of one but mmour
has it that they taste like the stinks lab at school. A lot of the Danaid

species of south-east Asia are mimicked by Swallov^tails and such which

are apparently quite tasty" to insecti^'orous birds and mammals. So you see.

it's not only me that's sneaky.

I'm nothing if not a gentleman. howe\ er. so I must confess that while

quietly setting up my tripod and the hea\"y Betacam camera in Robinson's

forest, I suddenly heard the most fearful noise about fift)" metres away. It

sounded like a creature the size of an Orang-utan playing football with a

human head on a bed of dried peanut shells. Fortunately, whatever the

animal was, the sounds of its acti^•ity quickly receded into the distance.

Those radio programmes \\ here the listener is placed in a similar situation

to my own often ask the \ ictim v^ hat he or she would like to take vs ith

him/her to a tropical island. The correct answer is a washing machine

That's to put your shorts in after you'\"e been half frightened to death, like

me.
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Back on Phuket island, separated from the mainland by a long bridge,

two days later we were taken on a one-day safari which took in rubber

tapping, a visit to a Muslim village (Thailand is principally Theravada

Buddhist), a gawp at a pig-tailed monkey twisting coconuts off coconut

palms, and quick nip into Tonsai Falls national park which (wonder of

wonders!) encloses some waterfalls. At nine in the morning we all tottered

up to an LWB Land-Rover with a canvas top, which pleased me no end, as

the only vehicle I own is a 17-year old Land-Rover LWB van fitted with the

normal enclosed hard top and it was nice to feel the wind whistling

through one's beard for a change. It was also nice to bounce next to our

guide, who was called Oi. Because she was what she was, we nicknamed

her "Easy on the Oi".

It was an interesting excursion and I can heartily recommend this sort of

one-day safari to those who, having sampled the wicked delights of the

fleshpots of Patong, are in need of some fresh air before the wife's lawyers

move in. In the Muslim village, whose name "Kamala" sent us into

paroxysms of mirth simply because, although the word means "lotus" in the

Thai language, it translates as "terrible" in Finnish, the Danaids were once

again much in evidence. This time, there was a whole crowd of the fulvous

brown, black and white Danaus genutia, known in the south-east Asian

vernacular as the Common tiger, all busily probing for nectar in the blooms

of a nondescript garden plant. The latter was around two metres tall, with

chicory-shaped leaves sparsely decorating thick green stems. Its flowers

resembled those on some species of orchids, being brownish, tiny and on

the squashed slipper design.

The gaudy pan-tropical Hibiscus attracts some superb butterflies, but my
Kamala plant was way down the scale in terms of beauty, bringing to mind

that enigmatic fellow who to members of his own sex appears to possess

the sexuality of a cold greasy egg on a plate of sloppy porridge but who
nevertheless draws the ladies like a magnet. There were at least half a

dozen Common tigers frolicking around the plant at any one instant. I

bagged the whole lot with me Betacam.

Tonsai Falls is one of the numerous small national parks of Thailand that

have sprung up around fragments of original rainforest (of which there is

now precious little in the country, north or south) equipped with waterfalls.

Let rrie now make a general statement about tropical countries from the

Caribbean to the Far East: if there's a waterfall, they'll put a national park

,
around it. I leave you to speculate why.

Easy on the Oi took us into Tonsai like a line of armadillos obediently

following their mother. What made this rainforest different was that there

i
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were no danaids around (did I hear a cheer?). Instead there were some
Swallowtails, namely the Great mormon (Papilio memnon) and the

Common rose (Atrophaneura aristolochiae). Great mormons are bat-like

Swallowtails which, while looking as though they had been expelled

from hell, turn out on closer examination to have the most attractive

patterns on their wings. They do, I must confess, take a bit of catching,

and heat stroke may take you to Nirvana before you are able to net one.

Collecting is, of course, forbidden in national parks the world over, but

once you get outside into the thick of it you are welcome to test your

reflexes.

Male Great mormons have lovely blue streaks ornamenting their

wings, looking for all the world as though somicone had tipped a pot of

paint on to their bodies prior to the wayward insect having soared aloft,

sending the wet paint in rivulets down coal-black wings. If you have a

male Great mormon in your collection, contemplate it for a while: you

may learn something of the intricate beauty of nature.

Female P. memnon are extremely variable creatures. Scientifically

speaking, they are polymorphic. The same broad sweep of wing is

evident, with the wings filled out a trifle. Like her spouse, the female

may sport tails, or not. The two females I have from northern Borneo are

vastly different, one having splashes of white near the forewing tips

(achieved on the same imaginary basis as I described for the male), plus

two brick-red spots close to the thorax; and the other having ver\' light

forewings, with pink-edged white blotches on the hindwings. Despite

numerous first-class books having been published within the last decade

or so, it is still difficult to identify even common tropical Swallowtail

species. Part of the problem is that, with rising costs on all fronts, the

book stall price of these wonderful tomes is often beyond the reach of

mere mortals. My Borneo females may even belong to a different

species.

There is another group of Far Eastern Swallowtails that used to be

known as "the aristolochiae type". This included the large Atrophaneura

polyxenus, which has wings like a windmill. Aristolochiae-type species

have dark-brown or black wings decorated with delightful pink or scarlet

scallops and windows. The Common rose {Atrophaneura aristolochiae),

itself is a medium-sized species which flies, as do se\ eral of its relatives,

much like an electronic flying toy, its wings seem almost to "buzz" as it

passes through the air in a dead straight line towards a flov^er or

prospective foodplant. They look most spectacular in the rainforest, where

they keep vanishing amcong the shrubs, to reappear again still on the same
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trajectory. Disturbed, they can put on a burst of speed that hardly ever fails

to take them out of range of your kite net. If memory serves me correctly, I

have only ever caught one. Part of the problem is that the places they love

to buzz about in are often festooned with thorns and sharp twigs; not the

ideal situation in which to thresh about with the normal entomological

implement.

At Tonsai Falls we were miles from the sea. The way up through the

numerous waterfalls, none of which would have invited much comment
alone but which in combination were quite spectacular, was a steep

climb through rainforest, via beaten tracks criss-crossed by weather-

beaten tree roots. Pausing to catch my sweat near a waterfall for an

instant, I watched fascinated as a bright-red crab scuttled past my feet,

cocked a stalk-eyed snook at me, and shot into a convenient hole. Good
grief, old soak, some quaffers see pink elephants . . ! Luckily Nick,

Markku and the delectable Easy on the Oi had all witnessed the

apparition too.

My advice to entomologists in the tropics is "Never go it alone" - unless

you want to end up in the looney bin along with Old Leech Plester - for

the pedantic Europeans will laugh at your "tall stories". Have they never

heard of the Tonsai Falls Snook Cocking Scuttling Land Crab? Call it

http://www.crapolith/@TFSCSLC and they'll all start surfing the Internet.

Bunch of freaks.

Tonsai Falls' attractions were based less on sound than on sight, though.

The first time we went (Markku and I visited the park again on Boxing

Day), the general rainforest din was produced by cicadas with a voice like

an amplified mechanical buzz-saw rather than the high-pitched whine of a

species emerging around Christmas. These variable sounds are important to

film makers (or should be), because they are often used as background

sound to rainforest shots. The kind of shot I am talking about is one I took

of an eight-centimetre long looper moth larva sitting erect on twig from

which it had partially demolished the most succulent leaves. You may think

I've had a drop, but I really did measure the beast. This horror of a

genetically-engineered future world was basically green in colour, with a

rich yellow face and claspers. Its fat head would have done justice to a

politician and the slimmer green body was covered with black dots.

Standing aloft on its bright yellow claspers, the caterpillar could have been

in a cage somewhere in the UK, but whether the netting would have

, survived its meanderings is a moot point.

I

I'm going to end this part of my article by telling you a funny story on

j

the side-lines of entomology, so to speak. While in southern Thailand I

I
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invented a drink I dubbed the "Mekong Pineapple", consisting of Mekong
Whisky laced with pineapple juice. A large ice cube ensures the

concoction tastes like innocently cool fruit juice, until you suddenly realise

you have quaffed half a dozen and all the world is bonkers except you.

Much the worse for a brace of these self-invented cocktails. I was sitting

one evening in an open-air Patong restaurant ^ith a lady ( one Supattra) in

her mid-thirties who had been persuaded to become part of what is

known as a pyramid organisation and who had been selling giant tubes of

toothpaste to anyone with a pocket. Supattra I had immediately renamed

"Thai-eyes" because she really did have the most wonderful slanting

Siamese eyes. She was also one of the most pleasant people I ha^"e ever

met.

Having magnanimously bought from the ob\ iously struggling vendor a

toothpaste tube of a size leading one to suspect one will not live long

enough to savour the last minty squitch around one's dentures, I had

magnanimously invited her to dinner in a street restaurant at around ~pm
(the chastity hour, even in Patong, and thus ven' "acceptable").

As I made inroads into my fifth Mekong Pineapple and a hotly-cliillied

fish, Thai-eyes was trying to wrap her head around the pattern of what I

was leaving for posterity. "I have three children." I repeated, "all with

different mothers". My guest sat immobile. Thai-style, digesting these

confusing facts, her Thai eyes slanting enchantingly upwards like the wings

on a dark Papilio.

Patong, of course, is a tourist resort that has attracted a large number of

nubile young ladies from far afield in the Kingdom of Thailand. Darkness

lay spread already about us. The 15-Watt lamps came on. There being no

moths in the street, my gaze naturally followed each exquisite specimen of

ephemeral human feminine beauts^ as it trod softly through the wan glow

from our table light - the passage of the lo\'ely hawk-moth you ne\'er see

again. After a while Thai-eyes touched me, softest-tissue-touch on bare arm.

"I've been watching your eyes flitting after them, never still. You're a but-

ter-fly!" I laughed long and uproariously, appearing to cause her great

concern.

Spontaneously, and without a hint of romance, she turned my face to

hers, the way you turn your winter chry salis toward the light, concerned for

its fate. "It's alright." I said breezily. vsa\"\\ard as the caterpillar. "I collect

them."

(to be continued)
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Reports of the Society 1997

Report of Council 1997

Membership of the Society as at 31st December 1997 was I860. This

was a rise of 360 on the previous year, due mainly to the amalgamation

with the Bug Club, which became the Society's Junior wing as of 1st

January 1997. Membership comprised 1290 Ordinary members, 92

Family, 6l Life, 38 Associate, 33 Junior, 18 Complimentary, 14 Exchange

and 314 Bug Club.

Council met on four occasions during the year at Baden-Powell

House, South Kensington. Financial concerns were the main topic of
' conversation with the increasing costs of printing and posting of the

Society's publications and the stable membership total causing most

1

worry. With this in mind and a projected loss forecast for the year,

|i Council were forced to omit the colour sections from the Bulletin in an

l' attempt to reduce the deficit. It is likely that the number of colour

I

sections will continue to appear at a reduced rate until such time that

j funds allow us to revert to publishing colour in all issues once again.

Council were also forced to increase subscription charges for 1998.

The Annual General Meeting and Members' Day in April was held at

the rooms of the Royal Entomological Society. Attendance was
disappointing, but those who did attend were treated to an enjoyable

day which culminated with a Bug Hunt in the Wildlife Garden of the

neighbouring Natural History Museum. The Annual Exhibition took

place as usual in October at the re-developed Kempton Park
Racecourse. The venue, despite its external appearance as a building

(site, was received very well - the main hall being much cleaner,

brighter and much more accessible. The cost of hiring the venue
however is also set to increase substantially over the next few years,

and we hope that they will not price themselves out of our reach. A
deal is currently being undertaken to attempt to secure the venue as a

long term host for the event. The AES Bug Club also attended many
shows and events across the country during the year, promoting the

Society.
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On the publishing front, the Society produced six issues of the

Bulletin during the year along with three issues of Invertebrate

Conservation News. A new publication was also launched with the

formation of the AES Bug Club, the AES Bug Club News. This was
produced six times during the year. Other publications during the year

were the revised and updated Guide to Moth Traps and their Use and
the Conservation Slide Pack which was produced in a joint venture

with English Nature.

Finally, it is with regret that we report the death of the following nine

members of the Society notified to us during 1997. Mr R.C. Dyson, Mrs

M. Beer, Lt Col W.C. Carter, Mr R.E Haynes, Mr J.A. Pearson, Dr P.

Roche, Prof C.C. Smith, Sqn Ldr A.E. Smith and Mr M.G. Ventom.

Wayne Jarvis

Secretary

Report of the Treasurer 1997

Last year was one of considerable challenge for the Society with the

amalgamation and launch of the Society's new Junior wing ~ the AES
Bug Club. The aim of the Bug Club is to meet the Society's objective to

encourage an interest in entomology in the younger generation and

hopefully to increase the Society's membership in the longer term. The
significant improvements to the quality of the Bulletin were also

maintained in 1997 and it is disappointing that despite our best efforts,

about 10% of members failed to renew their membership last year. The
immediate financial consequences of all these factors were a substantial

loss to the General Funds of £12,371 in the year ending 31 December
1997 - with income at £28,697 and expenditure at £-41,068. Clearly a

deficit of this magnitude cannot be continued for too long and your

Council have had to take steps to reduce the deficit in the current year.

The average cost of producing and posting the Bulletin and Bug Club

Magazines last year was almost £17 per member. It is with regret

therefore that we had to increase the Ordinaiy subscription rate to

£12.50 - still well below the average cost per member and one of the

cheapest subscription rates for any voluntaiy organisation. It is also

with regret that the Society will have to cut back on some of the

improvements made in the past two years - but despite our best efforts

to encourage more members to renew, we have not succeeded. The

response to our plea for help from members has largely fallen on deaf

ears and I would renew our request made last year for members to do

all they can to recruit new members - young and old.
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On the publications front, sales increased in value from £7,174 to

£9,771 and overall the Publications Fund made a profit of £4,639

including investment income of £2,015. Several new and exciting

publications are in the pipeline and the Society is always interested in

ideas for new publications which members would like to see published.

Please remember the Society is not a commercial organisation - it is a

Charity which belongs to its members. It will only flourish if members
take an interest in supporting it by helping to run the Society, by
contributing to its publications and by encouraging potential members
to join.

Reg Fry, Treasurer

The accounts of the Society for 1997 can be found on the Wants &
Exchange List, No. 219. October 1998

Report of the Conservation Committee 1997

National and International representation

The Society was represented at all meetings of the Joint Committee for

the Conservation of British Invertebrates (JCCBI) and also at two
national conferences, in London and Peterborough. The London
conference, in June, was based on the Biodiversity Action Plans and

provided opportunities for discussion involving the Environment
Minister, Michael Meacher, and a wide range of organisations. Mr
Meacher responded very positively to the AES representative who
asked a question about the "Cinderella" status of invertebrate

conservation. He offered to consider specific proposals in writing, and a

letter was subsequently drafted.

One of the main issues that is being put to Mr Meacher is the need
for some form of assistance for a new Society or charitable trust, which

could take a more active day-to-day role than the JCCBI. A JCCBI
feasibility committee, on which we are represented, continued to

explore potential sources of funding, but without success. The need for

a new structure was however, endorsed at the second of the

conferences, which was the second invertebrate conservation

conference held at Peterborough. The JCCBI has prepared reports on
both of these conferences.

On the international front, the JCCBI agreed to comment on a

proposed revision of the criteria for placing species on Red Data Lists,

some of which seem geared excessively towards vertebrates. Part of the

problem is the lack of information on most invertebrates, something

which many conservationists seem not to appreciate. In the UK, this
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problem is being partly addressed by attempts to set up a National

Biodiversitv' Network, for which we ha\ e stated our support. Following

an unsuccessful bid for millennium funding, a new application was
lodged in October under the National Heritage fund.

.\nother international issue discussed by the JCCBI was the selection

of Special .\i-eas of Consen ation wliich. in the UK. equate with the top

tier of SSSIs. The AES \\'as indi^idually consulted on the proposed UK
site listings, and made a submission to the relevant government
department. Most of the points that v^ e raised are outlined in recent

issues of lureitebrate Cojisenritioji Xews. Other national consultations

to which ^ e responded included the drafts of Biodi\'ersit}- Action Plans

for "Beech and Yevs" Woodland " and "Lowland Wood-pastures and
Parkland".

Local Actii Ities cuicl Representation

The netw ork of AES Area Consen ation Representati^es (Area Reps)

expanded to sixteen, ^bluntee^s for counties or other areas not yet

co\"ered can find out what is irn'oh ed from the Habitat Conser\-ation

Officer. The Area Reps are all keen in\"ertebrate consen"ationists. and
betv.-een them undertake a ^ide range of consen'ation acti^ities. from

sun eys of sites to ad^'ice on management plans, from organising local

talks and meetings to earning out practical habitat management on
resen es. Work on particular sites has been repotted in ICX.

Some UK counties ha\ e in^ertebrate groups, which pro\"ide an

excellent forum for local \\ ork. Our Berkshire representati\ e was
instmmental in setting up a new group for that counts" during the year.

Area Reps are also encouraged to run field meetings in conjunction

with local organisations, and one such was organised by our

Worcestershire Rep at De\"irs Spittle Nature Reser\-e in August.

Publications and Displays

In addition to publishing ICX thrice-yearly, we kept under re\ iew the

production of a second edition of Habitat Conseiratioti for Insects. We
were also asked to look into the possibilits* of publishing new \ ersions

of the leaflets on indi\ idual taxa and habitats that were produced by

the (then) Nature Conser\ ancy Council.

The educational slide pack that the Society produced jointly with

English Nature has been well received and there was a steady flow of

sales during the year. As usual we had a display at the Society "s Annual

Exhibition and also mounted displays at other national and local e\ ents.
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AES Trading Policy

The 1997 Annual Exhibition provided the first opportunity to test the

new policy, which appeared to be met with wide approval. We would
welcome comments concerning the implementation and monitoring of

the system, under which buyers should expect to receive information

on the origin of specimens offered for sale. In the case of species

covered by licence requirements, proof of the licence has to be
provided.

Conclusions

Both governmental and voluntary conservation bodies show a growing

awareness that the habitat requirements of invertebrates in general must

be properly considered. It is, however, important that funding should

be secured in order to make better use of the ideas and knowledge that

exist amongst the amateur community.

David Lonsdale

ICN Editor/JCCBI Representative

Martin Harvey

Habitat Conservation Officer

Report of the Bug Club Committee 1997

1997 was a very busy year for the Bug Club, it was the sixth year that

the club has existed but it was its first as the AES Bug Club. Since

joining with the AES, the club has undergone a number of changes for

the better. Amalgamations of this kind rarely go without a hitch and it is

thanks to the hard work of AES Council (in particular Wayne Jarvis,

Nick Holford and Reg Fry) and the AES Bug Club Committee that many
of the problems encountered were relatively minor.

One of the areas in which many improvements were made was that

of the newsletter. This is the mainstay of the Bug Club and for the first

time was published bi-monthly and printed professionally. Special

thanks must go to Matthew Cravitz and Andrew Smith at Cravitz

Printing for their patience and advice. Thanks also go to everyone who
contributed articles, and especially Gordon Ramel, Simon Bell, Zoe
Masters, Dave Clarke, Reg Fry, Phil Bragg and Tony Steele.

One of the most important activities of the Bug Club is the

organisation of Field Events. These events allow young entomologists to

learn about invertebrates and seek advice from experts should they

require it. A number of individuals and organisations have run or
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assisted in tlie running of these events. Martin Har\'ey. Paul Taylor.

Dave Carter and Martin Lawrence (NHM), Sandi Bain and Dave Clarke

(London Zoo) and the University of Exeter are a few of those who have

been especially helpful during the year. A huge thank you must also go
to Marianne Battersby and Phil Bragg for organising and running the

AES Bug Club camp. In addition to the field events and camps a

number of Bug Club Committee members gave talks to schools,

WATCH groups and other clubs during the year.

The AES Bug Club was present at a number of entomological and

herpetological show^s during the year and the Web-site went under a

major overhaul during its second year. The site is visited by almost 100

people ever)^day!! The site also won several awards during the year, the

most prestigious being the New Scientist Hotspot of the Week Award.

A number of new links w^ere also established during the year. The
Natural Liistory Museum, Zoological Society- of London, Get Shirt\' and

Dorling Kindersley all helping the club during the year.

To round up, a big thank you to all those who have helped to ensure

that the AES Bug Club is a success during the year - without them, the

club can not run. We are always looking for people to write an article

for our publications. Bulletin or Bug Club Magazine, running a field

event or drav^ing a fa\'ourite insect. Please do as much as you can to

promote the Societ)^ v.'here\^er you go and persuade as many people to

join as you can.

Kieren Pitts

AES Bug Club Committee

Chairman
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Aquatic Invertebrates — their future in our hands
by Craig Macadam (11277)

35 Prospect Street, Falkirk, Stirlingshire FKl 4BA.

Invertebrates are a vital link in the aquatic food chain. By converting

the algae and other plants found on the stream bed into animal matter

they provide food for the fish and birds. Without the invertebrates, fish

would starve, and other animals such as the otter, kingfisher and heron

would have their food supply seriously restricted.

There are many reasons for any apparent decline in invertebrate

species and numbers, but perhaps the most visible factor is the lack of

physical habitat. If you were to look at a map drawn in the 1800s and

compare it with present day maps you would see several fundamental

changes. Undoubtedly, urban areas have increased substantially, but

what is more important, the number of streams, rivers and still-waters

has taken a drastic dive.

Urbanisation

Urbanisation brings with it many potentially damaging factors for the

invertebrate population. Surface water drains through gullies and gravel

drains, bringing with it oil, tar, road salts and weedkillers used on
roadside verges. It can also wash in sik and other debris that changes

the characteristics of streams and smothers the stream bed. Couple with

this any accidental spillage of fuel or chemicals and these so called

"safe" surface waters can turn into a very real hazard for the

watercourse. But what of the other effects of urbanisation? The advance

of the modern house builder has lead to every available piece of land

being used to build shoe box homes. Unfortunately, as the best sites

are used up, the builders see the flat, wide expanses of the river flood

plains as the very place to build luxury, riverside apartments. Little heed

is taken of the fears from flooding. However, with all these houses now
occupying these areas, the water is no longer welcome, so flood

defence walls sprout and grow along with widening and straightening

of the channel to make sure that the water flows quickly away from the

luxury riverside apartments. All this has its problems though. For flood

defence, the walls do a great job keeping the water away from the

immediate vicinity of the housing, but this water will rush headlong

into the next unprotected piece of land downstream. Alternatively, it

could hold up the flow sufficiently to cause flooding in low lying farm

land outside the urban area. How does this effect the invertebrates,
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I hear you say? Flood pre\'ention is all fine and well when the river is in

spate, but look at these defences on a dr\^ summer's day. The widened,

straightened channel has a slither of water running betw^een bare, white

stones. The water temperature will most probably be a couple of

degrees higher than normal due to the lack of water depth and we will

later see how important this is to the invertebrates.

Abstraction

Water, as ever, is in high demand. It is a well-known fact that humans
can go without food for weeks, but without water, you will die within a

matter of days. Apart from our thirst for water, the food we eat takes its

toll on our water resources. Vegetables and friiits, the raw material of

many foods, require many litres of water to sustain their growth. Once
harvested the processing and manufacturing processes again use

enormous quantities of water.

Abstraction therefore, plays an important role in the loss of physical

habitat. This is particularly evident in the areas downstream of

abstraction points such as di\'ersion weirs and where water is pumped
out for spray irrigation. A further cause for concern exists where not all

of the abstracted water is returned to the watercourse after use. or

where most or all of it is discharged some distance downstream from

the abstraction point, this leaving an area of partially or totally dr)'

stream bed.

Although some invertebrates could live for some time in damp
conditions, the barren landscape that is left after over-abstraction

sounds the death knell for most organisms.

Too little water, due to natural drought or over-abstraction for

agriculture, forestry', fish farming, hydro-electricity or other industries

can make existing problems worse. Smaller volumes of water, especially

if shallower, tend to heat up more quickly and may reach critical le\'els

for invertebrate sur\ i\'al or result in them suffering stress which may
lead ultimately to their death. Total abstraction of water from a section

of stream, even for a short period, vv'ill ine\'itabiy lead to damage to the

aquatic flora and fauna.

Bankside grazing

Bankside grazing can cause erosion that also results in shallower water.

However, this is due to an increase in width, usually caused by

excessive trampling by livestock. Silt and other bank material washed
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into streams can clog gravel fill up pools and reduce invertebrate

numbers. Silt can also be washed in from surface water drains and
culverts that drain urban areas. If you get the chance, kick your feet in

an upland stream to disturb the bottom. Take a sample of this disturbed

water in a jam jar and compare with a sample taken in the same
manner from a lowland stream with similar flow characteristics. What's

the difference? - Silt. Siltation can drastically change the aspect of the

watercourse or water body. Where once invertebrates such as stoneflies

and mayflies, which, in general, prefer gravel bottoms, were
commonplace, they will be replaced with caddis, Asellus and
chironomid midges.

Bankside grazing crops the grass that provides stability to the

underlying soil. A good strong turf layer on banks keeps the soil and
water apart and thus reduces the amount of erosion. By keeping
livestock away from the water margins, long grass, weeds and other

fauna are allowed to grow. In times of flood, long grass will be
flattened and will provide further protection to the upper layers of soil.

In a similar vein, deciduous trees and shrubs assist bank stability and
provide seasonal shelter and shade. However, heavy shading by trees

can weaken and even destroy the vital turf layer.

Nutrient enrichment

Bankside grazing is not the only impact that livestock have on
invertebrates. As cattle and sheep drink from the water's edge, their

faeces will be left in, or near the water. Their waste is rich in nutrients

and you will often find thick mats of filamentous algae downstream of

their watering holes. Excess algae, or excesses or any aquatic plant life

can place an enormous strain on the environment in a river or Stillwater.

The accumulation of nutrients and the gradual silting of waterbodies

is a natural phenomenon that can be accelerated by the actions of man.

This process, called eutrophication, results in the overloading of a

waterbody with nutrients, a predominance of algae in the water and a

general decrease in the diversity of invertebrates present. But livestock

is not the source of nutrients. Domestic sewage, whether from septic

tanks or sewage works, agricultural fertilisers, or water feed from fish

farms all contain nitrogen and phosphorus compounds - the two main
plant growth nutrients.

Dissolved oxygen

The amount of dissolved oxygen in water is a very important factor that

is dependent on many parameters. Water temperature is by far the
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greatest determinant. If the temperature of the water is high, less oxygen

can be dissolved. Water turbulence also plays a big part in the solubility

of oxygen. The rougher the water, the more oxygen can be readily

dissolved. It is not surprising therefore, that a highland stream running off

a snow capped mountain will have a higher dissolved oxygen
concentration than a lowland river flowing slowly through an urban area.

So the difficulties of oxygen transfer are considerable, but what of

oxygen removal? Nearly everything living in or entering a waterbody

will exert an oxygen demand on the water. Algae and plants respire

using a process call photosynthesis. During the day, plants use carbon

dioxide and produce oxygen. However, during the night, oxygen is no
longer produced, but in fact it is used up as the plants respire. On hot,

summer nights, the plant life of rivers and stillwaters could use up the

already low levels of oxygen. This could result in massive fish and
invertebrate kills. There is no time that this is more prevalent than

when an algal bloom is occurring. This massive increase in algal growth

can suddenly remove all the oxygen from the water and also lower the

pH of the water to create hostile, acidic conditions. In addition to the

oxygen demand of plants and algae, any organic matter in the water

will exert a demand on the oxygen as it decomposes. Dead leaves,

sewage, rotting vegetation and oils are only a few of the possible

materials that exert oxygen demands.

Acidification

Acidification can arise through several routes. There has been plenrs' of

publicity on the effects of so called greenhouse gasses. Carbon dioxide,

released into the atmosphere from factories and industrial premises

mixes with moisture in the air and falls to earth as Carbonic Acid - Acid

Rain. To exaggerate the effects of this rain, it may mn over acidic rocks

such as granite, to form the headwaters of our rivers and streams.

Coniferous forestry plantations can also cause acidification as rain falls

over their acidic bark and needles. Many im ertebrates can acclimatise

to slow changes in the acidity of their environment, but extreme

changes in the acidity of a watercourse can completely remo\ e the

invertebrate population. For example, work in America on the tolerance

of invertebrates to differing chemical conditions has shown that

mayflies, stoneflies and all but one species of caddis fly will be absent

at a pH of less than 4-5.

Acidification is also the legacy of abandoned mines. As the water

table rises and floods the abandoned v^ orkings the water picks up iron
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and sulphur from the exposed rock faces. The sulphur and water

combine to form sulphuric acid and this strips even more iron from the

surrounding rocks. When this rising water reaches the surface it breaks

out and the iron rapidly oxidises to form a rusty-coloured precipitate

that can smother the bed of the watercourse for many miles. The acidity

of the water will make sure that any organisms that do survive the

initial smothering will soon succumb.

So, there are several ways that man can influence the invertebrate

populations. Abstraction, bankside grazing, bank erosion leading to

siltation, oxygen demands from pollutants, nutrient enrichment caused by
fertilisers or waste, acidification from acid rain and forest plantations, but

by far the most potentially hazardous is the effect of chemical pollutants.

Chemicals

Aquatic toxicology is a huge topic. Any chemical that enters a

watercourse will have an effect, however minor, on the animals and

plants that grow in the water. Herbicides and pesticides are the most

common chemicals that find their way into fresh-waters. These
substances can enter watercourses in a number of ways; either by direct

entry from spraying too close to drainage ditches, feeder streams or

rivers; by drifting on the wind after aerial spraying; by water running

off recently treated areas; by accidental spillage; by careless disposal of

waste substances; or stream-side washing of spraying equipment. In

addition some chemicals can seep through the soil and enter the

groundwater which in turn forms the basis of the flow in rivers and

streams.

The new breed of pesticides which have replaced the troubled

organophosphate sheep dips are proving even more controversial.

Synthetic pyrethroid pesticides are believed to be up to 100 times more
toxic to aquatic ecosystems than their predecessors. They are not a new
invention, with the first ones appearing in the 1970s but their increased

use is of concern to many people. It is believed that up to half of all the

sheep farmers have switched to their use following health fears over

the use of organophosphates. Pyrethroids work by attacking the

nervous system of the invertebrate and like most pesticides they are

fairly short-lived in the environment. However they can leave a legacy

that lasts for years. Their impact is invisible to the casual observer and
even rigorous water quality tests can draw a blank. The only way to

detect the pollution due to these pesticides is by monitoring the

invertebrates themselves. By then however, it is too late.
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There are many other types of substances that can find their way into

fresh-water. The toxicity however, depends on the type of substance.

With invertebrates, the speciahy designed insecticides could be
assumed to be highly toxic, but chemicals do not have to be specially

designed to affect invertebrates to cause them damage.

The toxicity of a substance is usually measured as the concentration

that will kill half of the test subjects, where the test subjects are an

indicator organism.

For example, the toxicity of Chlorine to fish is well known, but how
does it effect invertebrates? It is reported thus:

Chlorine (bleach) 0.85 mg/l 48 hour LC50 Daphnia magna

There are five important pieces of information here:

Chlorine (bleach) The substance name and common name in brackets

0.85mg\l The toxic concentration value and units.

48 hour The time interval that the stated concentration

would have to be present to kill half of the

invertebrates involved in the test..

LC50 This stands for the Lethal Concentration v^ here 50^0

of the test population were killed. In some cases

this may be quoted as EC50 (effect), standing for

Effective Concentration where 50% of the test

population showed signs of the named effect.

Common effects include: changes in behaviour:

inhibited grov.th and immobilisation.

Daphnia magna The name of the indicator organisms. Test

populations of water fleas, collectively known by

some as Daphnia are commonly used, although any

test organism could be utilised.

So what does this really mean? Well if a concentration of 0.85mg 1 of

Chlorine was present for 48 hours in a ^'aterbody. then half of the

population of the water flea, Daphnia magna, would die.

The effective concentration levels are useful also. Immobilisation

could be described as "unconsciousness". When im^ertebrates encounter

pollution and are intoxicated or affected by low oxygen le\-els. they fall

into a form of unconsciousness. They drift v^ ith the current until either

clean water is encountered and the toxic effects v^ ear off or they die.
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Table 1. Some substances that may find their way into fresh-waters and their toxicity.

Substance Concentration Time Effect Organism (Indicator Species)

Sodium Chloride

(common salt)

402600pg/'l 48 hour EC50 (immobilisation) Daphnia magna (water flea)

Glyphosate

(weedkiller)

962 mg 1 96 hour EC50 (immobilisation) Daphiiia magna (water flea)

Paraquat

(weedkiller)

3.7 mg/1

11.0 mg/l

48 hour

96 hour

LC50

LC50

Daphnia p/z/ev (water flea)

Gammams lacustris (shrimp)

Permethrin

(sheepdip)

0.6 jjg/l 48 hour LC50 Daphnia magna (water flea)

Diazinon

(sheepdip)

0.2 pg/1

0.8 pg/1

96 hour

48 hour

LC50

LC50

Gammamsfasciatus (shrimp)

Daphnia pulex (water flea)

Cypermethrin

(crop pesticide)

1.1 pg 1

0.02 pg/1

2.0 pg/1

0.009 pg/1

1 hour

24 hour

24 hour

96 hour

LC30

EC50 (reduced motility)

EC50 (reduced motility)

LCSO

Baetisparvus (mayfly)

Asellus aquaticus (hog louse)

Daphnia magna (water flea)

Gammaruspulex (shrimp

)

Dichlobenil

(weedkiller)

10.0 mg/1

3.7 mg/1

11.0 mg/1
"7 n mrr/l
/ .U IIl^l

10.3 mg/1

13.0 mg/1

48 hour

48 hour

96 hour

96 hour

96 hour

96 hour

LC50

LC50

LC50

LC50

LC50

Daphnia magna (water flea)

Daphnia pulex (water flea)

Gammarus lacustris (shrimp)

Pteronarcys califomica (stoncfly)

Mayfly larvae

Caddis fly larvae

Copper sulphate

(various)

1.0 mg/1

8.3 mg/1

0.32 mg/1

24 hour

96 hour

48 hour

LClOO*

LC50

LC50

Daphnia magna (water flea)

Stonefly

Mayfly

* The LClOO indicates the time for all of the individuals of the indicator species to die at the given

concentration of the chemical.

Invertebrates at risk

Habrophlebia fusca, an upwing fly, is found in silted up carriers and
ditches, while the stonefly, Taeniopteryx nebulosa is found in sluggish

watercourses with emergent vegetation. Although this type of habitat is

common, they are not aesthetically pleasing or practical. Many local

authorities and land owners are intent on dredging this type of

watercourse to provide a fast, clear flow of water. Whether this

clearance is to facilitate the fast removal of water in flood conditions or

whether it is to provide an amenable resource for the general public, it

is certain to destroy the home of both Habrophlebia and Taeniopteryx.
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The demise of the village pond, primarily due to the need for more
space by house builders, but also through neglect, will have had a

serious impact on the many species of caddis fly which frequent small

ponds.

Rhithrogena germanica, perhaps one of the first flies to be imitated

by anglers, is restricted to localised stretches of larger rivers in Scotland,

Wales and the north of England. It is quite conceivable that a spate of

pollution incidents, over abstraction or other physical damage to larger

rivers could wipe out local populations of this famous fishing fly.

There are many other invertebrates that are less at risk than the

examples above. Nevertheless the aquatic invertebrate diversity in many
areas may be in decline. Perhaps the only way to stop their decline is

to tackle some of the issues outlined above. As entomologists, we
should act on any changes in our river catchments, whether by
reporting pollution incidents, questioning the practicalities of riverside

development or campaigning to save the local pond. The future of

aquatic invertebrates is in your hands.

Early Yellow underwing

byJan Koryszko (6089)

3 Dudley Place, Meir, Stoke oti Trent. Staffordshire ST3 7AY.

On the evening of 22nd February 1998, while watching T\^ at home. I

noticed a moth flying around outside my lighted lounge window. On
investigation I could see it was a Large yellow underwing {Noctua

pronuba Linn.). The previous evening, 21st Februaiy, I noticed a large

moth flying around a street lamp outside my house, which may ha\e

been the same moth. I sugared my garden for a fev.- evenings after this

sighting, in case any others appeared - but with no luck. I suspect the

record breaking warm temperatures of February 1998 may have been

the reason for its early appearance.
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The value of Sweetgum (JLiquidambar styraciflua)

as a larval foodplant for Saturniidae

by Valerie A. Passoa (10537)

602Jasonway Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43214, USA.

Sweetgum is a member of the witch-hazel family (Hamamelidaceae). Of
the four or five species known, only Liquidambar styraciflua L. is

found in North and Central America (Elias 1989). This large forest tree

ranges northward into southern Ohio and southern Indiana, westward

into eastern Oklahoma and eastern Texas and south to the mountains

of Mexico and Central America (Braun 1939). It is also a commonly
planted ornamental on the western coast of the United States (Collins,

pers. comm.).

Sweetgum is characterised by a star-shaped, finely-toothed leaf

usually composed of five to seven lobes. Leaves are strongly aromatic

due to the presence of essential oils (Wylie & Brophy 1989). Corky

ridges on the twigs are another characteristic feature of this tree. The
brown and spiny fruit is round, approximately 3-4cm in diameter.

Sweetgum is an important foodplant for some Saturniids in captivity

and under natural conditions. The author has observed Callosamia

promethea (Drury), atheroma regalis (F.) and Eacles imperialis (Drury)

eating sweetgum in the field in Texas. Actias luna (L.), C. promethea

and C. regalis are reported on Sweetgum in Ohio as well. These field

observations were independently confirmed by Tuskes et al. (1996) for

A. luna, C. regalis 2ind E. imperialis.

Conlan (pers. comm.) reports that the larvae of many genera accept

sweetgum under laboratory conditions. Examples include: Argema,
Automeris, Caligula, Copaxa, Eupackardia, Hyalophora, Periphoba,

Rothschildia and Saturnia. Conlan (pers. comm.) further proposes that

Dirphia, Hylesia and Pseudautomeris may accept sweetgum in

captivity as well. Larvae of the genera Antheraea (Soukup pers.

comm.) and Graellsia (Nassig 1991) have also consumed sweetgum in

captivity.

Some authors do not distinguish between field and laboratory records

in their publications. This is especially true of the compilations by Stone

(1991) and Tietz (1972). Nonetheless, inclusion of their data supports

the hypothesis that sweetgum is readily accepted by a vast array of

Saturniid taxa. They list the following taxa: Actias (Stone 1991, Tietz

1972), Antherina (Stone 1991), Argema (Stone 1991), Callosamia Stone

1991, Tietz 1972), Citheronia (Stone 1991, Tietz 1972), Eacles (Stone
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1991, Tietz 1972), Hyalophora (Stone 1991), Lemaireia (Stone 1991),

Opodiphthera (Stone 1991), Polythysana (Stone 1991) and Samia Stone

1991, Tietz 1972).

The above examples illustrate the generic diversity of Saturniids that

will accept sweetgum. It should be noted that some genera contain

highly monophagous species that would not survive on this foodplant.

In addition, other species demonstrate regional foodplant preferences

and may not accept sweetgum throughout their range. To evaluate the

Saturniid-sweetgum interaction on the species level, consult the

references cited above.

In spite of the extensive literature on Saturniids utilising sweetgum,

most rearers are not aware of the many advantages this plant has to

offer their livestock. Sweetgum produces leaves that are four to seven

inches wide and almost as long. This large leaf provides ample food for

mature larvae. The glabrous leaves allow neonate larvae to reach the

surface of the leaf where mandibles can initiate feeding. Lack of hair

increases larval mobility (Young 1997) and allows access to suitable

resting sites.

Cut sweetgum is long-lasting in water, unlike black walnut (Juglans

nigra) for instance, which desiccates rapidly in water. For this reason,

A. luna larvae require sleeving on all their foodplants except sweetgum
(Tuskes et al. 1996). Sweetgum leaves will retain their viability for up to

a week at room temperature. When refrigerated, leaf-life may be

extended several more weeks. This feature is a tremendous boon to the

rearer. Wilting sweetgum foliage provides a visual cue to the rearer that

fresh leaves are required. This process is not evident in two common
Saturniid foodplants, namely oak {Quercus spp.) and cherr\' {Pruiius

spp.), neither of which display visual signs of wilting. Instead, the

foliage slowly dries out, rendering them unfit for larval consumption.

Throughout its range, it is not difficult to collect sweetgum lea\ es in

good condition. In the southern and western parts of the United States,

foliage is available approximately eight months of the year. Although

various diseases including leaf spot, several species of scale, and iron

chlorosis are reported, sweetgum is a favoured lawn, park, or street tree

due to its brilliant yellow-purple-red tones in the autumn (Dirr 1990).

The value of a lepidopteran foodplant to a breeder depends on

practical considerations (how fast does the plant wilt? etc), the

availability of proper resting sites for the caterpillar (morphological

defences), and the host's nutritional content (water and secondaiy plant

chemistiy). Sweetgum has a w ater content of 60% and a nitrogen dry
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weight of 1.39%. This is intermediate between extremes of 51-68%

water content and 1-3.6% nitrogen dry weight in ten common north-

eastern United States trees (Scriber & Feeny 1979). Laboratory studies

with two families of moths (Lymantriidae and Saturniidae) suggest that

sweetgum is nutritionally comparable to most other trees. Except for

last instar larvae near pupation, Gypsy moth {Lymantna dispar) larvae

prefer sweetgum to loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) (Strom & Hain 1996).

Gypsy moth larvae reared solely on sweetgum had higher pupal

weights, higher fecundity, and shorter developmental times compared
to those larvae reared on oaks (Quercus spp.), pines (Pinus spp.), red

maple (Acer rubmm), or synthetic diet (Barbosa et al. 1983).

In Saturniidae, Nassig and Peigler (1984) reported that Actias maenas
Doubleday preferred sweetgum and sumac to other plants. Early and

late instar sweetgum-reared C. regalis and A. luna reared on sweetgum
and black walnut had approximately equal relative growth rates and
developmental times, even though nitrogen was accumulated faster in

black walnut (Scriber and Feeney 1979).

According to Peigler (1986), sweetgum belongs to a group of trees

characterised by copious resin production, which has been
independently colonised by Saturniids and Enteliine noctuids. The
phytochemical basis for acceptance of sweetgum in captivity by a wide

array of Saturniids has not been investigated. Nevertheless, sweetgum is

an especially desirable addition to Saturniid rearing programmes, and

has often been neglected.
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Wj^^Book

The colour identification guide to

Review

caterpillars ofthe British Isles

by Jim Porter. 276 pages, 49 colour plates, 246x197mm. Hardback ISBN
0 670 87509 0 Viking 1997. £40.00.

At long last, following a number of years attending our annual
Exhibition and pursuing the author's "Caterpillars wants-list", this long-

awaited volume has been published and lepidopterists will not be
disappointed. The author, Jim Porter, can be proud of his work. The
publisher's press release states it is the first definitive guide to the

caterpillars occurring in Great Britain in more than one hundred years

(for some reason they have ignored the Wayside & Woodland series

published in the 1940s).

The book has been issued as a companion to Skinner's colour

identification guide to the Moths of the British Isles (also published by
Viking) and is laid out in the same format. The text contains a brief

description of each species and gives a guide to the size of the larvae

when fully fed, including any distinguishing features. Foodplants are

listed with the preferred choice first, followed by other recorded

foodplants. Comments on distribution, habits, status, time of year and
number of broods per year are also given.

The colour plates which illustrate over 850 species of butterfly and

larger moth caterpillars - the vast majority have been photographed

from British examples - are excellent, although it would have been
helpful to include adult examples of the four species not figured in

Skinner's book. Only nine resident species are absent from the plates,

along with 33 immigrants, which are listed on page xi of the book.

This book will become an essential tool of reference for all levels of

experience in Lepidoptera, including junior members and, although at

first sight £40 seems expensive, it is money well spent.

Colin Penney fres
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African butterfly in Sussex
by PeterMay (10514)

6 Aibgiirth Avenue, Aldwick. Bognor Regis, West Sussex P021 3DA.

I have recently read with interest an article in TheJournal of the Royal

Horticultural Society asking gardeners to keep an eye on their

Pelargonium flowers for the lar\^ae of the Geranium bronze butterfly

{Cacyreus marshalii), following reports that it had been recorded as

breeding in gardens in East Sussex. It apparently produces up to six

broods a year and appears to be considered a pest. It would be. in my
opinion, a great shame if the horticultural world decided to iry to

eliminate a new^ species of butterfly to this country merely because it

feeds on what is a fairly common garden flower.

Orange tip

May Day, May Day, the blossoms that fly

A Green-veined white soon flutters by
Peacock soars in warmth of spring

And who knows what the day will bring?

A Small white sips the honesty nectar

And a Tortoiseshell dives down to inspect her

A Brimstone yellow wings l\m.\ country lanes

Where a Large white swoops on cabbage terrain.

Holly blue the shade of silver skies

The mid-air buzzing of the hoverflies

And deep within the dappled green

Speckled wood defends a sunlight beam.

Garlic mustard scents a fragrant trip

The fantasy peel of the Orange tip

A female clad in moss-green white

Will roost on cardamiJie tonight.

Dusk has fallen in shalkm" gloom
And to the light flies a common Plume
Another day nearer summer's promise

A lacewing faint with netted onyK.

Gareth Robinson C^669)
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The Spitting spider, Scytodes thoracica
by Claire Bland (10632)

Flat 4. 96 Newtown Road, Newbury, Berkshire RG14 7BT.

When I first drafted this article I was very upset about an accidental

death. The victim was a special spider, and my connection with it went
back to the previous summer.

On the 12th June 1997 I was up at night later than usual, and went
into my kitchen for a snack some time after 11.30pm. My eye was
caught by a small spider moving slowly and purposefully over the

counter. From its distinctive manner of moving, and slightly sinister

shape, I immediately realised it was something I had never seen before,

and I got out my reference books. It was very easy to identify^ as a

Spitting spider (Scytodes thoracica), and I was thrilled by my find. I felt

as if something rather rare had turned up.

I put it into a bug-pot and went outside to look for food for it

(disturbing a rove beetle which was dragging a woodlouse across the

front doorstep). Over the next month I had little success in feeding it. It

was hard to find much to give it. It ignored the woodlouse and ant, but

eventually I caught a mosquito or midge for it. Unfortunately, I missed

seeing the spider spit its threads over the insect, and the next time I

inspected it, it was having a meal. On a later occasion I supplied

another mosquito, and again I missed the moment of spitting. However,

this time the spider did not seem to do much more than simply killing

its prey with a spit and a bite. I fek at a loss as to whether the spider

was really more interested in finding a mate than in feeding, or whether

I ought to look after it differently.

Then the time came, in July, for me to go on holiday. Since I was
slightly worried about the spider's well-being already, I decided I had
better release it to look after itself. So, with some regret, I released it.

In November, I made a rare foray into the back corner of the

cupboard under the kitchen sink to retrieve a perspex baking dish.

Lying in the dish was a spider's exuvia, belonging to Scytodes thoracica.

I was so pleased to find this evidence of my spider. There was a little

spider silk associated with it, but I fek reasonably sure that it was a

carapace shed in the normal course of growth, and not evidence of

another spider's meal.

Ever since I first came across it, I have considered it a special and

unusual spider. Maybe its nocturnal life makes it seem rarer than it is? I

wonder if it might have relatives also living here, as its very existence is
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e\"idence of some kind of population in this vicinit\'. Does any reader

ha\'e any comments on this rarit}'. or otherwise, of this species? (I have

recently had an out-of-date book from the library- which states "At one
time Scytodes was thought to be ver\- rare but now. although restricted

to the south-east, it is being seen rather more often".)

Would anyone like to suggest how best I could have housed and fed

It while I had it in capti\'it\-r' I still ha\'e both the exuviae, both looking

a little untidy, but perhaps worth keeping. I would be interested to read

any information that readers feel prompted to send the Bulletin about

this species of spider.

Reference

Cooke. J.A L. & Mchols. D. Q9~9 ). The Oxford Book of Invertebrates. Oxford Universin,-

Press.

nearer to Dun Laoghaire on the same walkway I noticed a Brimstone,

this rime on closer examination it turned out to be a female. Later the

same day one of the same species \ isited my garden which is a half

mile distance from the earlier sighting.

I hope that this is an encouraging sign of this butterfly establishing

itself in an urban area. In the past ten years I only recall one dubious

sighting of this species in the area.

It continues to be common in many locations in Ireland and last year

I noted it in Co. Clare, near Lough Bridget and in Co. Westmeath. near

Kinegad.

I would be interested in any obser^'ations on tlie current status and

distribution of this species.

I was attracted by what I thought was a

hm^^m \'er\- yellow Large white {Pieris brassicae)

while walking parallel to the railway

embankment near Salthiil Railway Station on

10th May 1998. On closer examination I was
delighted to see that it was in fact a male

Brimstone {Gonepteryx rhamni). x\ fortnight later

Brimstone in Monkstown,
Co. Dublin

W by AlcDi McGiirdy (9564F)

36 Belgrave Square. Monkstoufi. Co. Dublin. Ireland.
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Some Butterflies and Aberrations

of Albarracin, Spain
by Graham Stevens (1041 7)

Urb. Pla. de les Clotxes 11, Apt. de Correos 20, 46450 Benifayo, Valencia, Spain.

In 1997, the region of Valencia and Albarracin suffered many weather

extremes, with the hottest, coldest, wettest, and driest months on
record. This seemed to reflect itself in species that are not normally

abundant and those that are. There was an explosion of Pieris brassicae

(Large white), Pieris mannii (Southern small white), Pontia daplidice

(Bath white), Maniola jurtina (Meadow brown), Lasiommata megera

(Wall brown) and Colias croceus (Clouded yellow). The Bath white was
seen from early February through to early May. The normally abundant

Iphiclides podalirius feisthamelii (Scarce swallowtail) lived up to its

name and I doubt if I saw one specimen in the whole year. Papilio

machaon (Swallowtail), Cynthia cardui (Painted lady), Aglais urticae

(Small tortoiseshell) and Polyommatus icarus (Common blue) were all

very scarce. I think that most of the Small tortoiseshells were in

England, as I saw large numbers when I was there in August.

In late July I found some extreme aberrations in the area of

Albarracin. Celastrina argiolus ab. grisescens (Holly blue), displaying

the light grey form of the male. A. urticae (Small tortoiseshell) the

extreme small form and Inachis io ab. belisaria (Peacock), with all the

blue eye markings missing. This is an area that I visit at the same time

each year and have never come across any aberrations before in this

locality.

In late December the area of my home, Benifayo, Valencia,

Swallowtail larvae could still be seen feeding on roadside fennel plants,

and Spurge hawk-moth larvae feeding on the spurge plant.

In early June of this year I visited the region of Mora in the Sierra

Guder, which is situated approximately 40 miles due east of Albarracin.

This was my first visit to this area, and the scenery and contrasts were

spectacular. With low-lying green fields and high mountainous areas, it

is a collector's paradise. Leptidea sinapis (Wood white), Anthocharis

cardamines (Orange tip) and A. belia (Morocco orange-tip) were
drifting down through the valleys and mixing with Erebia meolans
(Piedmont ringlet) and Colias australis (Bergers clouded yellow).

Further up into the mountains Celastrina argiolus (Holly blue), Cupido

minimus (Small blue) and Lysandra bellargus (Adonis blue) were in

evidence.
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There were a large number of clay-flying moths, including Euclidia

glypbica. Dysgojua algira. Syiithyniia fixa. Cyclophora piipillaha.

Semiotbis clatbrata cbretieiii '^nd S. ccirboicuia.

As my time w^as limited I was not able to explore fully this area but

intend returning again in early July 1998.

A visit to Llanymynech Rocks, Shropshire
byja}i Koryszko (6089)

3 Dudley Place. Meir Stoke on Trent. Staffordshire STJ ~AY.

On 19th August 199". Charles Byatt. Derek Heath and I decided to visit

Llanymynech Rocks in Shropshire. To begin with, the weather was
unsettled with some rain, so we spent the morning in Welshpool

visiting old book shops - I picked up a fe\\' book bargains, the text

book of Britisb Butterflies nficl Motbs by LAV. Newman and H.A. Leeds

(1913 edition). Wings in. tbe nieacloir by ]o Brewer (196"^ edition) and

the classic book. Butterfly Faniwrhy L. Hugh Newman (First edition). I

obtained all three books for £-8.00. not a bad morning's work!

During the afternoon, the sky brightened up. so v^'e went on to

Llanymynech Rocks. We made our w"ay up the rocks and v^'ere greeted

by warm sunshine. The first species we encountered, which was quite

common in the area, was the Common blue (yPolyommatiis icariis)

darting after each other. Then we noticed a worn looking butterfly

flying amongst them, which at first we thought was a Common blue

aberration but on closer obser\-ation it mrned out to be a male Brow-n

argus {Aficia agestis D.&S.). On consulting A Xatiiral Histo/y of the

Butterflies and Moths of Shropshire by Adrian M. Riley. I found that the

Brov^ n argus is a vcr\- local and uncommon species in the count)' - it

has been recorded at Lkniymynech Rocks in the past. 1930. 1939

(Hignett) and a recent record a \'er\' short distance away at Pant. 1985

(Goode). On Plate 1 of the book there is a colour photo of

Lhu^ymynech Rocks which states the Brown argus is found here. I

w (Hikl be most interested to know the status of this species in this area.

I w as also \'er\- pleased to find the Wall brown ^Lasiotnmata megera

Linn.) which is also quite common here.
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Additional records of the Plain tiger

Danaus chrysippus
by Aldo Catania (7680)

"Zerniq ". Plot 135, Triq-il-Mediterran. Pembroke. St. Julians. STJ07. Malta.

Since my first record of the Plain tiger in 1987, I have been interested in

recording this species. Its status on the island is still considered "a very

rare migratory species". When the weather is favourable, especially with

south winds blowing from the north of Africa, we are visited by a host

of migratory butterflies. Some years may bring thousands of Painted

lady. Other butterflies which can be common are the Clouded yellow,

Large white, Small white, Bath white and Long-tailed blue. These
species are on the wing in spring and autumn and re-inforce the local

population of butterflies.

The Plain tiger's visits are relatively more frequent in autumn. This

pattern of migration is very similar to that in Greece, where migrations

fall during June, September and October. Specimens are recorded either

in flight or feeding on some particular flowers. The favourite nectar

plants are the sticky fleabane, Dittrichia viscosa and Lantana camara
which is grown for ornamental purposes. Sightings close to the coast

are more frequent. However, many questions about its habits and
migration remain unanswered to date.

Two named foodplants for the Plain tiger are Asclepias curassavica

and A. fruticosus. In the Bulletin of February, 1991, Cynanchium
acutum family Asclepiadaceace was named as an alternative foodplant

for this butterfly. In the book Encyclopedia ofButterflies and Moths, the

authors state that the butterfly has been observed on Calotropsis,

Rosacae and Scophalariaceae.

An interesting question which comes to my mind is whether any

lepidopterist has raised larvae on plants other than A. curassavica and

A. fruticosus.

It has also been stated that in temperate zones, there are only one
or two broods of this butterfly each year. This leads to another

question on how the Plain tiger spends the winter months. Any
information about this butterfly would be of help and much
appreciated.

I would like to thank Mr Paul Sammut for his comments on this

paper as well as all those who have passed on to me sightings and

records.
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Date Locality Time

1992

1993

1994

l6.ix.94 Ta'1-Gholja, Fawwara 15.00

17.X.94 Luqa 14.45

19.x.94 St. Julians

2O.X.94 Pembroke 13.00

2I.X.94 Pembroke 09.00

2I.X.94 Dragonara, St. Julians 12.30

22.X.94 Pembroke 13.00

2^ X 94 Pembroke 13.00

23.X.94 Mtahleb

23.X.94 St. Maria Estate, Mellieha 16.00

25.X.94 Pembroke 14.00

26.X.94 Zebbieh 13.00

26.X.94 Mtahleb

26.X.94 Tal-Handaq, Qormi _

27.X.94 Mtahleb _

199S

i3.xi.95 Zebbug 12.15

1996 - -

1997

i7.ix.97 Umgli Ciins

I8.ix.97 Dingli Cliffs

2O.ix.97 Tal-Balal, Limits of Naxxar 09.45

28.ix.97 Marfa 11.00

4.X.97 Xemxija 11.00

-u- 0"7 Marfa 1 1 C\C\

I2.X.97 Ghar Lapsi 11.00

14.X.97 Rdum De Piro, Dingli Cliffs

19.X.97 Ta'Qali 11.00

25.X.97 Ta'Qali

26.X.97 Armier 10.00

26.X97 Ghar Lapsi 11.00

27.X.97 Rdum De Piro, Dingli Cliffs

3O.X.97 Msida 12.00

31.X.97 Msida 11.00

l.xi.97 Msida

2.xi.97 Ghar Lapsi 11.00

No. Recorder

1 Mario Scicluna

1 $ Aldo Catania

1 Frans Sammut

3 9 4c?* Aldo Catania

19 IcJ* Aldo Catania

19 IcJ* Aldo Catania

1 6 Aldo Catania/Philip Tanti

1 Sandro Cortis

2 Frans Sammut

1 Ernest Bajada

19 IcJ* Aldo Catania

\$* Paul Sammut/'Aldo Catania

1 Frans Sammut

1 Alexei Sammut

1 Frans Sammut

1 $ Aldo Catania

1 Charles Lia

1 Charles Lia

1 Aldo Catania

2 Martin Ebejer

1 Martin Ebejer

1 Martin Ebejer

1 Martin Ebejer

1 9 * Sandro Cortis/ Raymond Farrugia

1 Anthony Seguna

1 Anthony Seguna

69 IS* Anthony Seguna

10 Paul Poitelli Martin Ebejer

1 9 * Sandro Cortis Raymond Farrugia

5 Charles Catania

39 8(J* Aldo Catania

r Paul Sammut

2 Paul PortellLMaitin Ebejer
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Date Locality Time No. Recorder

7.xi.97 Rdum De Piro Dingli Cliffs 1 Sandro Cortis

8.xi.97 Msida 12.30 IS Aldo Catania/Moira Fenech

9.xi.97 Armicr 11.00 29*2(5 Aldo Catania/Moira Fenech

9 xi 97 Sclmun J Martin Fhpifr/Pai il PortfHi

10.xi.97 Rdum De Piro, Dingli Cliffs 1 Sandro Cortis

ll.xi.97 1 c;
-I J Cic\\\ci 7cimmit

12.xi.97 Lija 12.00 19* Aldo Catania/Moira Fenech

14.xi.97 Pembroke 12.30 Id* Aldo Catania

I4.xi.97 Lapsi 10.30 1 Aldo Catania

l6.xi.97 Wardij 1 Martin Ebejer

xi.l997 Gozo 2 Frank Mizzi

* indicates that the specimen was taken.
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Tiger moth caterpillar observation
byJan Koryszko (6089)

3 Dudley Place, Meir, Stoke on Trent, Staffordshire STJ 7AY.

Over the years during the late summer I have often found caterpillars of

Buff ermine (Spilosoma luteum) wandering along the gutters and across

the roads looking for pupation sites. I have also seen this in the Garden
tiger (Arctia cajd); small larvae, looking for hibernation quarters for the

winter. They seem to be around in much smaller numbers these days. I

have noticed a number of larvae having been run over by cars, lorries

and so on. However, a lot of these larvae on the road get thrown or

blown by the force of the vehicle. The larvae end up in the gutter

rolled up in a ball (maybe the hairs on the caterpillar trap some wind
between them and this results in them ending up in the gutter). After

this experience they carry on with their journey none the worse for

wear. No doubt the caterpillar hairs protect them from predators and so

on, but they also seem to serve them when crossing the road.
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yJ^^Book

Reviews

Butterflies ofMauritius

Although this little book has been out since 1989, it will doubtless have

escaped the attention of any entomologist not fortunate enough to be

setting out for Mauritius, the famous "Dodo Isle" in the Indian Ocean.

Moreover, despite being advertised in 1997 on one of the regular AES
book supplier's lists, the book turned out to be "out of print '. Being a

nosey soul, I located a large stock, however, on a rear shelf in Le Cygne
bookshop at 307 Royal Road, Rose-Hill, Mauritius in December 199"^.

More of a booklet than a weighty tome. Butterflies ofMauritius has

a soft blue cover, is printed on paper of adequate quality, and has

seven surprisingly high standard colour plates. The booklet's format is

a bit too ambitious to fit into the pocket but you can alw^ays roll it up
without causing too much damage. It has 40 pages in all leading one

to suspect that there are very few butterfly species in Mauritius, a

deduction for which there are no prizes that I know of. Ha\"e a paper

handkerchief handy when you pick up the slender \'olume, for its

author, J.R. Williams, weeps in his brief introduction over the fact that,

whereas other islands have more butterfly species than one could

reasonably handle in a life-time, Mauritius is like a Sah'ation Army
hand-out when running out of bread (my paraphrasing).

Just 37 species have been recorded on the island, ten of which are

either extinct, rare, or non-resident. The remaining 2^ comprise both

common and rather restricted species, although with Mauritius

stretching to a length of only about 60km and a lot of that occupied

by sugar cane, it would not be too difficult to take a look at most of

them, if in season. Mauritian species as a whole Williams di\'ides into

"those that are of widespread distribution in Africa and elsewhere

(22), those that are confined to islands of the Western Indian Ocean,

including Madagascar (8), and those peculiar to Mauritius or to the

Mascarenes (7)".
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He goes on to give a short account of butterflies and their collection

on the island over the last two cenairies, mentioning that by 1833, the

year of publication of Boisduval's Faune entomologique de Madagascar,

Bourbon et Maurice, 20 of the island's species had already been put on
record. Boisduval was one of the all-time entomological Greats.

There follow^s a "Biology of butterflies" that includes the distinctly

tropical comment of "they fly by day (but a few are crepuscular)". In

"Distribution and abundance" Williams makes the oblique appeal of

"there is still much to learn about their habits, distribution and
abundance". In my language, this means keeping accurate notes of

everything seen, no matter how commonplace it may appear. Knowledge

of larval foodplants is still apparently YQvy rudimentaiy.

Mauritian butterflies do not have common names but those found

elsew^here do have an English name, wiiich Williams uses with

enthusiasm. The Monarch may be old hat, but the Common leopard, for

example, makes one pause for thought on an island practically beaten to

death by immigrant species, including mankind. Mastering the name of

the Long-tailed blue will be no sweat but as one flips through the pages

one becomes aware of the fact that a lot of the fly obviously are not

"found elsewhere". Larval foodplants are quoted in abundance,
sometimes only with reference to Africa, but Williams with few
exceptions knows butterflies from cradle to grave.

A useful Bibliography appears on page 25, with the last item a real

aperitif, viz. (1984) Nolet, A. Desegaulx de. "Lepidopteres (Rhopaloceres,

Arctiidae, Sphingidae) de I'Ocean Indien (Comores, Mascareignes,

Seychelles), published by Agence de Cooperation Culturelle et

Technique, Paris. This is also geographically more wide-ranging than

Williams' definitive work and a good thing to get one's sticky hands on.

Among the excellent plates, Mauritius' very own Papilio manlius is

figured. From experience, I can say that this lovely black and blue

swallowtail can be seen quite regularly. At the opposite end of the scale

we have an illustration, on Plate VII - ringingly entitled "Historic and rare

butterflies" - of a Libythea cinyras. This is a unique type specimen caught

at Moka in 1866. Scientifically cool, Williams records in the requisite part

of his "Distribution and abundance" that the larval foodplant is unknown.

A sole representative of a defunct local species, the type specimen, now
housed in the British Museum (Natural History), in its tattiness is a

reminder of the British bashing the French over supremacy of the island,

or vice versa. Rarity is often the better part of beauty. At least in a

museum. And who can look their best at 130?
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Butterflies in Mauritius all-in-all contains a wealth of mouth-wetting

sun-downer information, despite its anorexic Barbie doll appearance. Its

local price of 60 Rupees (approx. £2) hardly merits a second glance at

one's small change. What a bug hunting bargain! I have a spare copy
which I would willing to lend to any member going to Mauritius, if the

borrower will undertake to return it.

Leigh Plester (2968)

tThe Butterflies ofEssex

^ by David Corke, with a Status Report on all Essex
Lepidoptera by Brian Goodey. A5, pp207 plus 20 pages

containing 50 coloured illustrations. ISBN 0 953 0362 0 0

jLopinga Books, 1997 (Tye Green House, Wimbish, Essex

CBIO 2XE). Price £18.95 plus postage £2.50.

This is a really superb book, presented in a very attractive coloured

cover by Gordon Beningfield. Both textually and typographically it is a

joy to possess and read. My one niggle with it is the position of the

colour section at the back of the book with the last plate attached to

the rear free endpaper. My experience with such bound books over the

years is that it can so easily with use lead to despoliation of the last

page or two. Having said that, the colour section is superb; both in the

selection of the photographs (all bar one taken in Essex by a number of

photographers) and in the very high quality of the printing. Nearly all

the fifty colour illustrations are shown to an enlarged size and to my
mind this is far more pleasing than in several other books where they

have been to a reduced size. The distribution maps are very clear as

they all occupy half a page and the tables and graphs are also of an

optimum size to read with ease. This book is a distillation of the

records accumulated by some 500 recorders over the past couple of

decades, combined with conservation efforts and of course the

assiduous extraction and appraisement of old records by the author

who has brought it all together.

The first 50 pages consist of a general discussion on the problems

and the ups and downs of the Essex habitat. Prominent Essex

Lepidopterists are given an account of and this is followed by a

discussion on butterfly monitoring and the importance of gardens for

butterflies. Butterfly behaviour, the causes of their decline, pollution,

habitat destruction, which of course includes the loss of suitable habitat

when coppicing and pollarding fell into disuse. Attempts and proposals
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for re-establishment and an action plan for the conservation of Essex

butterflies in danger of extinction are put forward. Useful and clear

tables accompany this section of the book. We are then taken through

all the known Essex butterflies, the subheadings varying from species to

species depending on its rarity or otherwise. Amongst the items

discussed are: status; history, habitats and larval foodplant;

conservation, butterfly gardening; biology; introductions. In my view

the way this has been done is a new and fresh approach to the

problems now facing, not just butterflies, but wildlife in general. There

follows a list of all the moths that have been recorded in Essex (72% of

the British total) and this gives abbreviated details of their status and

full reference to the comprehensive details in the two books by Emmet
et al on the large and small moths of Essex. The book concludes with

references and an index. The inclusion of a 40 page section on moths

in a butterfly book may seem odd, but it makes sense in that all

Lepidoptera may now be located in the one source and of course many
day-flying moths are observed when out looking for butterflies.

This is a book that could usefully be studied by any entomologist as

it gives a lot of useful general information and ideas in an easily read

text. The coloured illustrations and attractive cover should mean that

it should also be appreciated by anybody who can enjoy just looking

at butterflies, either in their garden or when out for a country walk.

Hainan Island lies in the extreme south of China, between 18°

and 20° north of the equator and is about the size of Taiwan. It has sub-

tropical vegetation with much more woodland than one would expect

in southern China. It used to be very rural but recently has been
promoted as a seaside holiday area for the newly rich of Guandong
province.

We are used to excellent quality entomological productions from

Japan, but it is perhaps surprising to find one of such quality emanating

from China. 6l9 species of 2l6 genera are described male and female,

illustrated in colour, recto and verso for all species. Five new species

are described and five new sub-species. The photographic illustrations

are taken from Chinese collections accumulated during the years 1982-

92, the book was published in 1997.

Brian Gardiner (225)

Butterflies in Hainan Island
foi by Gu Mao Bin and Chen Pei Shen.
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Hainan Island has probably the greatest variety of species in southern

China and this volume would be a valuable reference book for anyone

with an interest in the butterflies of China.

The text is in Chinese but all are identified also by their scientific

names as well as the Chinese names in Cantonese.

The price in Guangzhou was 360 yuan, about <£25, and only 3000

copies were published.

J.A.D. Smith

1^%^, Columbine'sforaysfor Lepidoptera

w^^^ in Staffordshire

^j^S by R.H. Heath, pp 100, illustrated, small 8vo, paperback. Churnet
^ Valley Books, Leek, Staffordshire. Price £6.95.

This charming little book is by the well-known Lepidoptera recorder for

Staffordshire and takes the form of recording from his diary as he, or

perhaps we should say Columbine, or the pair of them, forayed in

search of insects and other things throughout the year and we are taken

through the seasons month by month.

This is definitely not pure record of captures, or even just species

seen, for it includes much to do with the trials and tribulations of

farming, visits to the cinema, various meetings and of course visits to

the "local". Just the sort of things I well remember doing in my younger

days and just dipping into a page at random brings back memories of

similar exploits. Various first-name characters are brought into the

narrative and there seems little doubt but that "Cass Columbine" and

the author (The Harlequin) are extremely fond of horses.

The text is entirely in italic script, not justified to the right margin and

it is interspersed with black and white drawings of various fauna and

flora, the Lepidoptera preponderating. My criticism of these is that

many of them are too heavily printed; compare, for instance, the

delicate charm of the bird on page 97 with the very dark Kmperor moth

over the page or the moth and the mouse on page 41.

As an example of the entertaining text, here is one of the entries for

July.

"We hiked through Norton Bridge to Chebsey. Trespassed into the

game coverts. Found a worn Riband wa\'e {S. avei'satci) in ride, also a

green pug (C. rcctcuign/d/a) in pristine ccMidition. Chimney sweepers
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(O. atratd) were in the meadow adjacent. Keepers came on so we left

without being seen.

"Biked down to Walton's Cottage at Shallowford. Columbine said

'Betcha we have taken more trouts than old Isaac could ever dream of.'

"At night we went to flicks in Hanley; no good, so we left early and
finished up funfighting on the roughs."

Ah me, what happy and similar memories that entry brings back to

this reviewer.

This is a book that can be enjoyed by all, not just entomologists, who
like a light-hearted, often amusing, sometimes ambiguous, read. To be

dipped into on occasions just before lights-out, rather than treated as a

continuous narrative read. To the author, CC of course, and others who
have been companions on trips and experiences over the years it will

bring back happy memories and reminds me, with regret now, that I

did not myself keep up such a narrative diary to enjoy in my old age.

Brian Gardiner (225)

Larval food plants

by PeterMay (10514)

6 Aibgurth Avenue, Aldwick, Bognor Regis, West Sussex P021 3DA.

For anyone wishing to breed insects (particularly Lepidoptera) and who
has difficulty obtaining food plants, the following companies are worth

trying:

The Really Wild Plant Company, Lochnaw, Stranraer DG9 ORW.

Natural Surroundings, Bayfield Estate, Holt, Norfolk NR25 7JN.

Yellow Flag Wild Flowers, 8 Plock Court, Longford,

Gloucestershire GL2 9DW.

British Wild Plants, Stockerton Nursery, Kirkcudbright, Galloway,

Scotland DG6 4XS.

Visit the new AES Website

http://www.theaes.0r2;
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Thai-ing one on
by Leigh Plester (2968)

BioFihnUd. Yla-Muuratjdjvi. FIN-41800 Korpilahtu Finland.

Continuedfrom page 164

Tourism is the fastest growing business in the world. Ecotourism is

known by around thirty different synonyms, but basically it means the

kind of tourism that is based on nature and wild places, as distinct from

sunshine, sandy beaches, package tours, rowdy parties, discos, and all

other horrors - including those diabolical peace-wreckers, the jet ski

and the portable radio - associated with the get-rich-quick tourism

interests that ha\^e sprouted, as the Finns say, 'like mushrooms in the

rain" all over our planet.

The 10-day programme the Tourism Authority of Thailand (TAT) had
laid on for Nick, Markku and myself covered a wide range of places

and ecotourism attractions apart from the ones I mentioned last time: a

cave full of Japanese whirlwind Do-Thailand-in-ah-Weekie tourists with

a few swiftlets twittering way up in the roof (I've never relished the

idea of eating bird's-nest soup made from a pongy bird's spittle at an

inflated price with ectoparasites thrown in free), a national park (the

lovely Khao Sok), an elephant safari (a camera crew race against

animals hampered by even larger paunches), a visit to a limestone

pavement based on 500 million-year-old shells (although common in

Europe, such exposed fossil-bearing beds are rare in the tropics), and

one day spent on a lovely island (Racha Yai) scheduled to take some of

the strain off the Phi-Phi Islands and thus destined to become ven'

"touristy" early in the next millennium. Go soon.

Thailand also held a general election, which we weren't invited to.

banning alcoholic drinks for 24 hours on Christmas Eve (only a

Buddhist country could achieve this without the general riot the ban

was designed to avoid!). There was also the matter of Nick going home
on 23 December and of our finding new accommodation a couple of

days before Christmas which had to be actually paid for. In the e\-ent.

Markku and I both found spartan, but highly satisfactory, single rooms

in two small hotels, designed to look larger buildings in the toe-nails,

down the same street where we had wallowed in luxur}^ in the Patong

Beach Resort at public expense. We also unearthed a Muslim taxi dri\ er

at a tiny stand outside my hotel cafe who pro\'ed worth his weight in

gold. I have extolled the \'irtues of Far Eastern taxi drivers before: get

one before they become extinct! Nobody else can achieve so much for

you in so short a time at so lou' a price.
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What about the insects? Well, I'm working up to them before the

adverts appear at the end of the Bulletin. First, let's hear what Julie

Anderson had to tell us about gibbons (in the primate, rather than the

Stanley, sense). Julie Anderson was a young Scottish biologist who
looked simply delightful on camera against a jungle backdrop, a

slanting sun catching the highlights of her auburn hair, making her

look like a million . . . Gibbons hooted derisory in the background as

Nick asked pertinent questions and I squinted through a sweaty
eyebrow into our video contraption bathed in full tropical sunlight.

Served me right for learning to use the flipping thing; wisely, Nick

never has.

Southern Thailand's Gibbon Rehabilitation Centre is manned (an

awful expression in the circumstances) by young, white volunteers on
the threshold of their careers. It is funded by voluntary contributions

from visitors, foundations, and local hotels (the Sheraton Hotel, for

instance, had donated a large cage). The idea is to rehabilitate lar

gibbons {Hylobates lar) by equipping them with the experience

necessary to survive in the wild. Most of the Centre's tame inmates had

been rescued from homes and bars around the world, where they had

become addicted to the company of the Great Apes - human beings -

plus coca-cola, caffeine, and even nicotine and alcohol. Of course, that

dividing line between a rehabilitation scheme and a tourism attraction is

very thin. In today's world nothing survives without capital, the "fat

cats" having seen to that, so one has to appreciate the logic of a charity

presenting itself to the world in a way that attracts ecotourist buffs who
are more than willing to pay a little towards the establishment's

upkeep.

There were some delightful gibbons of all ages in the cages, from

black and white grandpas to fulvous brown infants, surrounded by
bamboo and other tropical shrubs and trees. One disgruntled old rogue

(he must have been incarcerated in the Inland Revenue) snaked out an

arm as Markku walked past, skillfully snatching off my assistant's white

hat. "I'll eat my hat" is an outdated expression in these parts, having

been replaced by "I'll eat yowr hat". Give him his due, the gibbon did

his best to consume my colleague's head gear, even giving it a good
stomp into a mound of faeces as a final gesture. Following a brisk

machine wash and several rinses (of the garment) at the hotel, Markku
was able to wear his "gibboned" hat, despite the sun penetrating

through the numerous holes the gibbon's canines had ripped into it.

Fortunately, my friend has a good head of hair instead of the tufted egg

that characterises yours truly. I dislike spotty sunburn.
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Round about hat-eating time, this flashy blue-banded, fat-bodied

Nymphalis type suddenly comes dashing through the trees. Tropical flut

collectors will undoubtedly be familiar with the genus Euthalia. If you
collect in Africa, then the names Charaxes will conjure up the shape of

this particular breed of butterfly. Our "flasher" is velvet)^ black, with

rather falcate wing tips. There is a lovely broad pale-blue margin to his

hindwings which is carried over to the forewings, where it peters out at

the wing tip. At one stage, the experts have decided that the butterfly

should be included in the genus Tanaecia. In defence of sexual

dimorphism, females are pale greyish-brown in colour. There are

several species of Tanaecia in south-east Asia, including T. tapis, the

woodland species I'm looking at . . . I've lost it . . . er, no. there it goes!

Horsfield's baron is the butterfly's common name, doncher know.

Round about hat-eating time, this flashy blue-banded, fat-bodied

Nymphalis type suddenly comes dashing ... no, this is not a printing

mistake. Wait a mo'. I spent December 1996 (one year later) in northern

Thailand with Nick and my family, and there, avidly feeding on some
discarded melon skins, I found a bevy of archdukes. I won't make a

joke about stately home taxation and all that.

The archduke is the local name for Lexias pa?'dalis. This Nymphalid

also exhibits sexual dimorphism (stifle that yav^n, there's a revelation to

come). Coloured dark brown, the female is quite different to her

spouse who - sneakily - is once again a velvety black fellow with a

pale blue band crossing his hindwing margins. Ah, but his band turns

into a greenish-blue margin on the forewing, I hear you say. folding

your hands over your stomach. Furthermore, if I remember correctly,

there is a sprinkling of yellow dots on the forewing upperside. you

continue. Quite so, old fruit, but I'll give you 5p for ever\' large black

and blue Thai butterfly you can identif)' unequivocally (that means
"without doubt") in flight. Might be worth the effort at that. Gi\'e you

less to fold your hands over. Okay, so now \"ou'\"e crossed me off your

Christmas card list.

We are left wondering v^ hether my "flasher" was a Horsfield's baron

or an Archduke, a moot point. It is ob\'ious that where there are

hundreds of species, as in the Thailand region, the butterfly spotter will

find identification of individuals in flight at times extremely frustrating. I

have already apologised for my apparent lack of interest in moths -

due, as I said, to circumstances - but I reckon that once you get

involved in trying to identif)^ those, a crate or tv^ o of Singha beer is the

only way to avoid spending the rest of your life in a hot loony bin

without air conditioning.
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The yellows are a pain in the posterior in this respect, most of them
looking as alike as a dozen peas in a pod. Even when imbibing from a

flower, they still all appear, to my eyes, exactly the same.
Indistinguishable brown butterflies zipping past are enough to make
you pack up your kite net and go home in deepest gloom. Dark
swallowtails are a path to chucking yourself in the river. Blues of all

sizes and descriptions are likely to elicit the first tell-tale shrieks of

lunacy, and trying to figure out whether it was a Clipper {Pai'thenops

Sylvia) or Common bluebottle (Graphium sarpedon) that just squirted

meconium on you in passing is the prelude to being clapped on the

back and into a straight-jacket by featureless blokes in white coats.

Distinguishing a bluebottle in the UK is a less risky affair, but there the

climate is likely to drive you nuts in any case. With just the tiniest of

titters I can inform you that some butterflies have been created to keep

dim clucks like me happy. Hebomoia glaucippe - the Giant orange tip -

is white with a bright orange apical patch to its forewings. Its underside

resembles an extremely decayed leaf viewed against fleecy cloud. How
do you distinguish this huge species? Well, er . . .

- Jim, can I borrow
your mobile?

Near the Gibbon Rehabilitation Centre there was a river with the

inevitable waterfalls, over-arching bamboo and a couple of Thai stalls

consisting of tables, some rusty tubular chairs, a glass display case

exhibiting unlabelled Diptera together with identifiable packets of food

or drink, and large polystyrene boxes housing soft drinks, beer cans

and bottles lying in a delightful jumble on heaps of slowly melting

crushed ice. Unusually for the cameraman, he was in "the thin" of it,

wandering around on the loose with a newly opened bottle of

bedweed Singha, late of polystyrene box, while Nick and Markku sat

way up above on a hill discussing gibbons as a prelude to entering the

rehabilitation centre to view some long-lost brethren. Normally the

cameraman is stuck well into his job while the others start tying one on,

but this was one of those exceptional mornings.

Naturally the beer bottle was just a subterfuge! (Note: Biofilm Ltd

added this, lest members should think its employees fix their expense

accounts.) Within ten minutes I had spotted a Baron - a large, dark

brown fritillary-like butterfly with neat rows of yellow dots decorating

its wings. There had been in the vicinity no less than five Catopsilias

(known as Emigrants), a few Striped tigers (Danaids) of the Monarch
variety, a lovely "blue", and some Elymnias hypermnestra, w^hich

interested me tremendously. I had first encountered some E.

hypermnestra under palm trees in Sri Lanka in April 1983. They are
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shade-lo\ing burrerflies that ha\'e been dubbed Common palmflies by
people. I would suspect, with an eye more on commerce than on
Vsildlife. Rather graceful butterflies. Common palmflies are constructed

on an all-too-common dark brown design that is relieved by some
lovely blue slashes on the forev»-ing and dense reddish brown speckling

on the hindwing. The underside has the intricate forest floor patterns

liable to pro\'oke prolonged meditation on the patterns of the universe.

There is a single, arresting \\iiite spot close to the costal margin of the

hindwing underside,

Lisects ill Malaysia)! Agriculture says "naughtA" naughu'" in regard to

E. J?ypermnestra. i.e. that this insect is a pest of palms. However,
although lan'ae ha\'e been reported as feeding on the leaves of coconut

and oil palms ( sounding as though a caterpillar hatching from an egg

has any choice, apart from a ten-kilometre hike to the nearest potential

non-commercial sustenance), these are largely found on the fronds of

ornamental palms. The lan^a looks to me like one of the whites, with a

funny Chinese mask for a head and a long forked tail that I trust wiU

not tvsitch when you examine it under a hand lens. The pupa is a

fabulous bright-green and yellow- affair, angular, exotic, the dream of a

breeder s lifetime attached to a palm frond.

Fronds should take me into Khao Sok national park, but since this is

an aiiicle rather than a T\' film, we can skip the "bridges". Rather, wc
are now blearily climbing into a minibus outside the Patong Beach

Resort early on the morning of 15 December (wide angle shot avoiding

bags under eyes of crew), heading for an encounter with elephants

known as the Elephant Safari, followed by a tv.-o-day sunt in Khao Sok

national park, where rainforest continues to riot Cdon't blame me:

tourist guides state things like "a riot of rainforest"). Accompanied by a

group of tight-lipped Scandinavians (not Finns), we covered quite a

distance in four hours and eventually dro\-e o^er a hill looking down
into a \ alley with secondan* forest, mountains and a distant blue sb."

hovering o^"er Surat Thani pro\ ince.

Of all the places in Thailand I'd like to go back to this is it! Xick.

usually so urbane and a lo^er of the bright spots, looks

contemplatingly thoughtful when Khao Sok is mentioned. Markku. a

brilliant naturalist with an IQ far ahead of my own, looks up - under

goggles, sideways glance - from his ceramics or the careful polishing

of a semi-precious stone in the yellowing light of a glowing autumn

Finnish day-go-down, and enquires earnestly when are we gomg
back.
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Turning into thie Khao Sole park facilities area in mid-afternoon on 15

December, we disembarked. Our luggage was expertly unloaded from

the minibus as we filed into the open-sides restaurant that is propped
up on stilts. Being surrounded by a clutch of Scandinavians, with their

exaggerated ideas of what constitutes equality (leading to rank

feminism which, to my mind, is of no use to anybody), I thought Fd
have a joke at their expense, so that presently one of the more lightly

built female members of the Khao Sok staff was seen in full view

dragging my heavy suitcase down one of the walkw^ays. White spouses

looked on in horror but, as the girl drew abreast of me, I turned to the

watching crowd, saying in a loud voice, "Make a note of this. You
might learn from it!" at which the girl practically dropped the case on
the wooden slats as she dissolved in a paroxysm of Asian mirth. Call

me an evil weevil, if you will (and the glove often fits), but aside from

the encouragement of slavery and the displaying of a total lack of

regard for the rights of women and children, I feel it is every culture's

right to sort itself out without cryptic colonialism from northern Europe.

Evil weevils notwithstanding, it really does take a long time for the

hard-faced Europeans to thaw out in the East, probably, I think,

because deep down inside they fear the tropics and all its imaginary

dangers. Too many "down in the jungle" tales in their childhood, I

shouldn't wonder. It beats me how anyone could get the jitters over just

a few bamboo rat sized holes like the ones that awaited us in the

plaited bamboo panels lining our bungalow walls, let alone over the

gaps in the toilet facilities providing ingress for juicy mosquitoes in the

dead of night. Alright, so rat holes can easily admit a cobra in a filthy

temper, but we didn't see a single serpent in our bungalow. Honest we
didn't!

Some of the bungalows had been built high up in the trees, but one

of ours was on a level with the elevated walkway. The latter's sides

were protected by wooden railings designed to withstand an impact of

ten kilos maximum, so one leaned on them gingerly while looking out

on to the river sluggishly shifting water molecules down a broad
channel beneath some giant trees. The ubiquitous Grass yellow^s flitted

about looking for flowers or landing on wet mud. A dark crow butterfly

(Buploed) would sweep into the restaurant, catch a glimpse of several

sourpusses, and flap out again.

With the white ladies still giving me filthy looks and a quick beer in

out tums to ward off evil, most of the group trooped down to the river

beach below us and wedged themselves into two-man (or husband and
wife) kayaks skillfully constructed from plastic-coated floatable
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segments attached lengthways. Minutes later, these gaudy craft were
disappearing from sight round a bend, leaving me to get out our

Betacam camera and tripod and head for the muddy patches along the

river beach. In a place as lovely as Khao Sok. I couldn't see the sense

in paddling a canoe down Frass Creek, even if the vessel v^ ere not of

the barbed wire variety^

The lovely shots you see of butterflies rising in clouds from damp
mud are difficult to get on a normal river; you really need to be deep in

a rainforest to accomplish them, subsequent to drinking half the river in

order to produce a good sprinkling of pungent urine. Butterflies seek:

salts present in excretions or in wet mud: obviously the water is

important to them too. Our ri\'er bank had one or tv^'o choice places on
which a few^ emigrants (Catopsilia) were settling, periodically displaced

by an annoying Common bluebottle (Graphium smpedou). Bluebottles

- lovely swallowtails with translucent green "skylights" in their v^'ings -

judder uncontrollably when imbibing moisture. Despite normally being

fast, when in the throes of ecstasy they are fairly easy to get close to

with a camera, if you crawl surreptitiously along the ground, propelling

the instrument before you. There is a problem v^ith sharp stones and,

as I have found in the past, with blunt dog excrement, as you sneak

forwards. Elbows are particularly sensitive in this respect: cuts in such

circumstances require treating immediately, if infection is to be avoided.

Incidentally, I haven't tried using for photographic purposes the

protective pads favoured by rollerblade enthusiasts, but intend doing so

next time round: they would be ideal for taking pix at ground level!

After an early dinner of rice and a mixture of meat and vegetables

heavily spiced with chilli, washed down with se\'eral cool beers,

Markku and I decided to take a walk up the lane towards the national

park itself. There was a black and yellow grasshopper of a rs'pe highly

comparable to (if not identical) to one called Valanga iiigiicornis.

illustrated in my book on Malaysian insects of agricultural impoffance.

If you care to glance at an atlas, you \\ ill see that Thailand lies just

north of West Malaysia and is thus, at least in the south, likely to

harbour the same sort of insects. Valanga grasshoppers reach a length

of o\ er se\'en centimetres, exhibit a \"cn' kx^ust-like appearance (that

flts, at any rate), and munch on a v^ ide x ariety of garden and culti\'ated

plants like rubber, tobacco, mango and oil palm. With such a mixed

pabulum, ihey ought to zoom around like a ccMitingent of Formula 1

chain-smoking racing cars.

A small tropical cottage sported some lo\'ely flow ers on a shaib in its

garckMi \\ hich on ck:»ser sniff turned out to gi\'e off a pungent garlic-like
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odour. It was very quiet in the still of the evening an hour or so before

the sun went down and we strolled on in quiet companionship, before

a rustling over leaves in a dense grove of saplings arrested our
attention. Looking closely, we could just make out a thin brown snake

with a tiny head standing motionless on the dried leaves - I say

"standing" because half of the snake's body was well off the ground
and would have done justice to one of those Ancient Egyptian helmets

with an asp stuck out in front that might conceivably have given a

visiting potentate a black eye if the wearer had carelessly bowed to

him. My mind took a trip down "memory lane" to Sarawak in 1988,

when I'd seen a painted bronze back snake snatch up a frog and make
away with it across a marsh, the front half of its body reared up in the

same high fashion, like the prow of a Viking ship. Markku's and my
pencil-thin Khao-Sok snake was coppery-brown with bright blue

spotting. A tell-tale bulge down in the ground section spoke of the

snake having partaken of a hearty meal very recently. If any member is

an expert on south-east Asian snakes, I can loan a colour slide to

enable identification to be firmly established.

Reluctantly, as the sun went down and the crickets softly tuned up
their instruments, we turned back towards the lit-up restaurant, where
Markku later entertained everyone with party tricks, such as playing a

tune with echoes made by clapping his hands in front of his open
mouth. Not everybody has musical tonsils. Nothing surprises one in

south-east Asia, however. A 36-year-old Alsakan stomped in,

complaining that he was moving out of his bungalow down the road,

where a grandmother had been trying to "sell" her granddaughter to

him; he later modified the expression to "marry off", but the thought

had still petrified this confirmed bachelor. Bamboo rats skittered up the

restaurant rafters at an angle of 45 degrees under the high-up attap

thatch, I would have warned northern guests about staring up at them
open-mouthed but in the event no pellets rained down. A few insects,

small and wingy, hit the wan bulbs, bouncing into one's beer and
turning it into campari. Frogs burped and croaked down in the river

bed. Ignoring the vertebrate rhythm, crickets fiddled lustily.

By now the party was in full swing. Most of our young, nubile guides

had retired to a room beyond the kitchen, whence peels of laughter

doubtless underscored what they really thought of us. Abandoned local

males had gathered around our nucleus, to fall off their seats as Markku
went into his repartee. The tromp of feet on a springy floor designed to

give you premature boozer's shakes heralded the approach of a couple

of local frog-snatchers, one of whom was clutching a lamp, the other a
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jumping jute sack. No thanks to the Singha beer in the evening heat. I

could still squint with one eye down a viewfinder. The sack man
obligingly opened up his sack and I and my Canon found ourselves

alone with a bundle of frothy froggies who looked as fed up as my
li\*er. They blinked back. Well, you can perhaps guess the rest. I dug
out my 15-watt halogens, run off a 6-volt motorcycle batter}', from our

dark mosquito-filled bungalow, and hit the river bed.

Funny how ri\'ers multiply, isn't it? Fortunately, my new companions

turned me in the right direction, paradoxically in the opposite one from

the river. Grabbing me before I could fall in. they stopped at a pool I

had failed to notice set well back on the beach a bit beyond the "hotel"

\\'alkw^ay. I switched on one of the halogens and there was a deafening

noise as amphibians launched themselves into the water. This is an

exaggeration, of course, but there really was quite a kerfuffle among
the startled frogs as their habitat was abruptly bathed in daylight ten

hours before sun-up. My new friends wasted a great deal of effort in

poking about with their hand net tPving to fill their sack. In the end we
had to admit defeat.

Thais are extremely polite people - in fact, to show anger in

Thailand is considered outrageous. One smiles and repeats what one

has said, over and over again. They smiled and repeated "Well, er" a

fe^- times before coming to the point. It transpired that the dim cycle

lamp is perhaps the best way of locating frogs, as after detection the

prey sits in the dim glow immobile, ready to be netted: the halogen

lamp may be useful to the professional wishing to film an entire

rainforest, the hunters politely implied, but the illumination it gives off

could conceivably cause a stampede.

"So, how many frogs did you get?" enquired Markku, without

preamble, fumbling at the lock in our bungalow door. "Hundreds". I

replied, "vv^e evaporated the pond and fried the buggers to death." As

we la)' on our beds comatose from heat and each other s fumes in the

dark, he wanted to know v^hether anything might conceivably come
through the rat holes in the walls, a question more academic than

engendered by fear. As a Finn, Markku lives close to nature. The staff

heightened the excitement by switching the power off at around

midnight, lea\ ing us all in st\ gian blackness. Markku snored so much I

couldn't ha\e heard a bamboo rat with a rumbling tum let alone a

slithering bed snake.

(to be cojitimied...)
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The co\ er of the Bulletin sho\ss a

Knopper gall caused b\ the Oak
a nipid wasp, .-^ndricus quercuscaJids. This

species is belie\ ed to ha\ e armed in

Britain from the continent \ia the Channel

Islands, first appearing in De\on in 1962,

and has spread rapidK. The female or the

bisexual generation lavs fertilised on

the acorn cups of the peduncualte oak,

Quercus roixjr. and it is the de\eloping

lar\ ae which cause the cup to deform.

InitialK the cup produces a mass of sticky

tissue \\ hich then hardens forming the gall.

The de\ elopment of the acorn is

compromised and it often does not

germinate. The lan ae form the unisexual

generation \%hich emerge in eartv spring.

The adults of this generation lay theire^
on the catkins of the Turke\ oak. Quercus

cerris. \\h\dt\ develop and emerge as adults

in late N^a\ read\ to la\ their e^ on the

acorn cups.

Photo: Nick Holford.
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As the junior section of the AES we are devoted to promoting invertebrates to

the younger generation who., afterali, will be the entomologists of tomorrow!

You can help us in a number of ways, for example: by joining the Bug Club

yourself, getting someone else to join the Bug Club, promoting the Bug Club

and AES to your local school/Scout or Guide Group etc, running a Bug Club

event or writing an article for our exciting newsletter. If you can do anything to
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The co\ er of this issue of the Bulletin

features Scatophaga sp in cop. These

flies are members of the Scatophagidae

dungtlies). Scatophaga stercoraria is

the commonest species to be found in

the UK. The males are yellow -ginger in

colour and the females vellow -green.

The tlies flock to dung in fields w here

grazing cattle can be found. Fresh dung

deposits are approached from

dow nw ind, and on arrival, mating

occurs, w ith h\'0 or three males often

trs ing to mate w ith one female. Eggs

are laid in the dung, w here the lar\ae

feed before pupating in the soil

underneath. The adult flies feed on

nectar from tlowers. They will also

often sit on herbage close to dung piles

w here the\' w ill attack other flies,

sev ering their heads from their thorax

with well developed mouthparts at the

base of the probosci and sucking out

the juices.

Photo: Nick Holford.
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Editorial
Another year is almost over and as this draws to a close, we are busy

planning our two main events of 1999- The Annual General Meeting

and Members' Day will take place next year on Saturday 24th April,

at a venue to be confirmed, but after the huge success of last year,

we are again hoping to hold the event in the Natural History

Museum. The other event of course is the Annual Exhibition, which
will take place on Saturday 2nd October at Kempton Park
Racecourse. I would like to thank those members who have sent me
brochures and contacts of alternative venues over the past few
months, but as yet we have been unable to find a venue of suitable

size. We were extremely cramped for space at Kempton this year and

have therefore decided to hire the additional exhibition space

upstairs for 1999- We are soon to start taking bookings for the event

and if you or anyone you know is interested in taking space, please

contact us at the PO Box address.

The AGM in April will see our Habitat Conservation Officer, Martin

Harvey, retire from office as he has far too many work committments

for him to continue. Martin has built up the Area Reps scheme over

the past few years and has been extremely active in promoting insect

conservation on behalf of the AES. We would like to thank him for

his work and wish him well in the future. This does however mean
that we are seeking a new Habitat Conservation Officer. As with all

these posts, if you are interested in knowing what the job entails, we
would be very pleased to hear from you. We would also be pleased

to hear from any one who interested in becoming an area

representative.

Einally, I would like to thank all those who have helped in the

running of the Society over the past twelve months, and all members
who have submitted articles for the Bulletin and Bug Club Magazine.

On behalf of the Society, may I wish you a very Merry Christams and a

successful year ahead.

Wayne Jarvis
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Lychnis moth caterpillars on Red campion
by Frank McCann (6291

)

3 Langbar Path, Easterhouse, Glasgow G33 4HY.

During July 1998, I found two identical caterpillars which had crawled

into my living room, presumably from the front garden. On
examination I discovered that they were Lychnis moth caterpillars -

about half-grown. On searching the garden next day I found two more
on Red campion which grows in the flower border each year. The night

I found the first two caterpillars in my living room was very wet, and

prolonged rain had probably driven the caterpillars indoors. On feeding

the caterpillars I noticed that they crawled into the seed capsules of the

Red campion to feed on the unripe seeds there.

Invertebrates and Environmental Education
by Paul Cawsey (1120 7)

Elmwood, Village Road, Northop Hall, Mold, Flintshire.

Mention the words insect, creepy-crawly or invertebrates to most school

children and you will usually see one of two reactions - total disgust or

total enthusiasm.

Having worked in the field of environmental education for over six

years and had a lifetimes interest in entomology, I have been fortunate

in combining the two over the years. In all this time, most of the

people with whom I have had contact have been enthusiastic and want

to know what's in the box.

Using invertebrates in environmental education fits into a wide range

of National Curriculum areas, not just science. I have run sessions

looking at invertebrates in poetry and working in special needs, using

the legs to count with.

A large proportion of this work could be carried out just by using

books etc, however, by using livestock a child's interest becomes even

more developed and focused - they then start to ask questions.

More often than not, the interest shown is passed back to their family

and other friends, which may help to reduce the misconceptions passed

on by word of mouth (Tarantulas kill you?!!).

There is obviously scope for developing the use of invertebrates in

education, both formal and informal. The AES Bug Club is an ideal

forum for this development, along with other organisations and

individuals who are involved in this sphere of work.
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Hawk-moths (Sphingidae) and Emperor moths
(Saturnlidae) on safari in Kenya and Zimbabwe,
17th December 1997 - l6thJanuary 1998
by Paul Waring (4220)

1366 Lincoln Road, Werrington, Peterborough PE4 6LS.

Introduction

On 17th December 1997 my wife and I departed from the UK for a

month touring the National Parks and visiting old friends in Kenya and

Zimbabwe. Our main wildlife objective was to see as many as possible

of the species of larger mammal which still survive in these countries,

in the National Parks at least. We were successful in seeing lions,

leopards, cheetahs, spotted hyaenas, honey badgers or ratels, genets

and three species of mongoose amongst the predators and elephants,

black and white rhinos, hippos, giraffes, buffalo and many species of

gazelles and antelopes amongst the larger herbivores, including sable

antelopes Hippotragus niger^Lnd blesboks Damaliscus dorcas.

But have you ever wondered what moths occupy the habitats of

these exotic mammals? With the latter in mind, a collapsible actinic trap

(Plate 98Q) was slipped into the luggage and the opportunity was
taken to run it whenever there was an opportunity. What follows is a

summary of my observations on the moths encountered. The hawk-
moths, emperor moths and some other distinctive species were
photographed before the whole catch was released unharmed. This

was not a collecting trip and no specimens were retained.

Methods

My trap, which I jokingly call the "Waring tropical", is constructed of an

inverted black Marris House rearing net, a hardboard disc, a 9-inch 6W
actinic light tube and two small boxes which are the electrical

components to enable the trap to be operated either from mains

supplies or from the battery of any hire car. The design was put together

to minimise bulk and have a large holding capacity for the moths, to fit

into hand luggage on international flights and to operate without any

bother when exposed to tropical downpours. Originally constructed for

use in Belize on the expeditions of the British Entomological and
Natural History Society (Waring et al. 1996), I now carry one routinely

when flights abroad are involved. On this trip it proved possible to

operate it in every instance from 220-240V mains supplies, using British-

style plugs and sockets, at the accommodation where we were staying.
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Other methods by which moths were seen on this trip included

inspection of the lights at the Ark Hotel in the Aberdare Mountains in

Kenya, where the powerful floodlights used for nocturnal game viewing

attract literally thousands of moths per night. A bait trap was used with

success at one site in the arid north of Kenya but not elsewhere

because of the risk of damage by baboons by day and various

nocturnal mammals by night.

Results

Table 1. Records of the Hawk-moths and Emperor moths seen.

Sites & dates Bar Sia Sir Lok Ark Har Zam Sin

of trap-nights: 19 Dec 20, 21 Dec 23 Dec 25, 27 Dec 3 Jan 6, 7Jan 9, 10 Jan 12 Jan

Sphingidae

Agriiis convolvuli Abun

Acherontia atropos Freq

Microclanis erlangeri 4f

Rufoclanis numosae 1 1

Likoma apicalis 1

Nephele comma Freq

Temnora natalis

Basiothea medea Freq

Hyles livornica 1 1 Freq

Hippotion celerio Abun

Hippotion eson Se\-

Hippotion rosae 1

Saturniidae

I 'sta terpsichore 1

Site codes:

Bar = Lake Baringo Countr>^ Club, northern Kenya, 1°N 36'E

Sia = Siana Springs Lodge, Masai Mara, south-west Kenya, 1°S 36'E

Sir = Sirikwa House, Kitale, northern Kenya highlands. TN 35°E

Lok = Lokichokio, northern Kenya by Sudan border, 4°N 34°E

Ai'k = The Ark hotel, Aberdares, central Kenya, TS 37'E

Har = Harare suburbs, Zimbabwe, 17°30'S 3rE
Zam = Zambezi National Park, western Zimbabwe. 17"30'S 26'E

Sin = Sinamatella Camp, Hwange Game Reserv e, western Zimbabwe, 19 S 26'E

More details of all these sites and how to \'isit them can be found in the

various guides to Kenya and Zimbabwe, such as the Lonely Planet

series. The hawk-moths are all illustrated by DAbrera C1986).
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General observations

As can be seen from Table 1, hawk-moths were only numerous in the

Aberdare mountains at the time of our trip and only one Emperor moth
was seen on the whole safari. This was in spite of reasonable catches of

smaller moths at various sites which are described below, along with

the stage of the wet/dry season at each, which I know to be a major

influence on hawk-moth and emperor moth numbers, both from my
own experience in the Sudan (Waring 1994, 1995) and the work of

others. The fact that the trap was only operated during the first half of

the night at Siana Springs and Sirikwa House also has a bearing on the

results.

Site details

Lake Baringo Country Club, northern Kenya
The Country Club has been established in grounds on the bank of the

freshwater Lake Baringo, where we saw hippos, crocodiles and various

water-birds. The grounds have been laid to lawns (irrigated) with

shrubby borders and native shade trees, with paths to the chalets for

visitors. The surrounding habitat is dry bush where the local people set

up hives for wild bees and collect and sell honey. There had been
several showers of rain in the weeks prior to our arrival. I operated my
light trap against the back wall of our chalet. This was the only site

where I saw Hippotion rosae. None of the three hawk-moth species at

the trap had arrived when it was checked at 00.30hrs but by my next

visit at 01.30hrs both H. rosae 3.nd Hyles livornica had turned up. The
total catch comprised only two dozen moths, mainly small ophiderine

and catocaline noctuids and sterrhine geometers.

Siana Springs Lodge, Masai Mara
This is one of several safari lodges situated around the Masai Mara,

which consists of open grassland and savannah scrub and is famous for

a wide range of African mammals including large herds of wildebeest.

We saw a leopard with its kill, a pride of lions, elephants and buffalo as

well as many smaller herbivores. The Lodge consists of permanently

pitched luxury tents arranged sensitively amongst native shade trees

and cut grassland around a restaurant and other permanent buildings. A
reasonable selection of moths was recorded relative to the other sites

visited, totalling some forty moths, mainly small noctuids and
geometers, but no hawk-moths were seen. Mains electricity was only

available until Ol.OOhrs, after which trapping ceased, unlike at most of

the other sites, and this may explain the lack of hawk-moths, especially
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in view of the lateness of the hawk-moth arrivals at Baringo. However,

in other warm places where I have trapped, in the Sudan, Belize and

Hong Kong certain hawk-moth species have been amongst the early

arrivals in the night. The resident naturalist at Siana Springs, Gordon
Omondi, informed me that numbers of moths, particularly of the larger

species, had been much higher at the camp lights several weeks
previously, when the rains had first arrived, so it seems we had missed

the adults of a lot of the local species. There had been regular rain and
low cloud prior to our arrival.

Sirikwa House, Kitale

Sirikwa House is situated just north of Kitale in the Kenya highlands in

an English-type wooded garden in which the trees have become
mature. The trap was suspended from a tree on the edge of a glade by

the lawn and operated from dusk at about 18.30hrs until 23.00hrs when
the domestic generator was closed down. About twenty moths came to

the trap, mainly small noctuids, geometers, a hepialid and a

lasiocampid, but no hawks or emperors. The weather here is much
cooler than the lower areas we visited to the north and south, but was
mild on our visit.

Lokichokio, near the Sudan border
This is normally a very hot dry area, with dry stream beds which are

prone to flash flood if it rains in the area or in the rocky hills nearby.

The habitat was unusually green on our visit, following abnormal

amounts of rain, and the weather was unseasonally cool with some rain

during our stay, though it was still hot enough for us (around 30"C
rather than 40°C). We caught spectacularly large numbers of small

noctuids and geometers at the light rap ((Plate 98Q), estimated at 1200

on one night, but the four female hawk-moths of Microclanis erlangeri

and one Hyles livornica were the only large moths at the light trap. In

the morning the netting of the trap w^as plastered v^ith \'ast numbers of

different coloured eggs, in yellow and pink and blue, from all the

smaller moths. The bait trap, under trees only a few metres away from

the light trap, revealed that there was at least one other species of large

moth on the wing however, the noctuid moth Spbiiigomojpba chlorea.

This moth is sometimes called the banana hawk on account of its

superficial resemblance to a hawk-moth. It is widespread in many
habitats in Africa (Pinhey 1975) and I found it frequent on the edge of

the swamps in southern Sudan and in forest habitat at Bangangai on

the border of Sudan and Zaire (Waring 1992). It is evidently frequent at

Lokichokio because we had five indi^•iduals in the bait trap in one
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evening. The presence of Agrius convolvuli in the area was confirmed

from the remains of one found in the camp just before our arrival and

kept for me to examine.

The Ark hotel, Aberdare Mountains
The Ark hotel is built to resemble Noah's Ark and is built high up in the

forested Aberdare mountains overlooking a pool with salty mud which
is visited by large game by day and night. Woody vegetation has been
cleared for some metres around this pool and the hotel to provide good
visibility and the herds of buffalo and other animals have churned up
the mud all round the pool and some wallow in it.

None of the above trap nights had prepared me for the hordes of

mainly hawk-moths at the Ark hotel. We arrived mid-afternoon in the

bus up from the Aberdare Country Club to find moths at rest all over

the walls below the floodlights (Plate 98R). The great majority were
convolvulus hawks, but the silver-striped hawk and two species of

piusiines were also abundant. A pair of crowned hornbills, Tockus

alboterminatus, were catching and eating roosting moths from around

window-ledges and a troop of olive baboons, Papio anubis, were
feeding on moths which had descended to rest in the grass below, but

such were the numbers that most of the moths had been left

undisturbed all day.

After dark when the floodlights were on, each light was enveloped

by a cloud of swirling, dazzled moths and the outside seating and floors

of the observation platforms became littered with them (Plates 98S &
98T). At one point a spotted hyaena, Crocuta crocuta, came round the

perimeter of the building and spent half an hour eating moths which

landed on the ground.

In spite of the large numbers of moths, the total list of species was
only a couple of dozen, of which the sphingids are tabulated above.

The remainder comprised several species of small noctuids, several

arctiids and pyrales and very few geometrid moths. The composition

very much paralleled catches I used to obtain in open ground in the

Sudan and showed little contribution from the highland forest

surrounding the cleared area in which the hotel stands.

Harare suburbs
We saw no hawks or emperors here in spite of all night trap sessions

on two nights at opposite ends of the garden where we were staying.

Most of this garden and those around it had been laid to lawn, with a

few ornamental trees, a swimming pool and a small vegetable plot.
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There was heavy rain during our stay and had been for several

weeks. The catches were 15 and 11 macro-moths respectively on the

6th and 7th January and consisted of two yellow lymantriids on each

occasion with the remainder being assorted small brown noctuids.

Zambesi National Park
This interesting national park is established on low-lying ground by the

Zambesi River which is the border between Zambia and Zimbabwe.
There is still evidence of minefields, with fenced areas and danger

signs. The park contains some wonderful baobab trees, areas of scrub,

open grassland, pools and superb views of the river in which there are

hippos and crocodiles. It was a joy to see large herds of elephants and

buffalo and to see the sable antelope for the first time. We hired one of

the comfortable chalets by the river, at a very small cost, and ran an

actinic trap in the woodland ride running from the chalet to the river.

The resident troop of Chacma baboons Papio ursinus did not bother

the trap by night but it was cleared up at first light because they would
surely have tampered with it by day. There had been so much rain

recently that the rough tracks for vehicles had been closed as

unpassable for some days and were only opened up again the day after

our arrival.

The catches were small on both nights (17 moths on both nights, of

ten and eight species respectively) we ran the trap but it produced a

number of distinctive moths which were new to us including the only

two individuals of the hawk-moth Temnora natalis we saw on the

safari.

Sinamatella Camp, Hwange Game Reserve

Sinamatella Camp is the most amazing place. It consists of a number of

permanent chalets and a restaurant atop a huge rocky table mountain

looking out over hundreds of acres of African savannah. Elephants

feeding in the bush looked like ants from up here and with binoculars

all manner of wildlife could be spied upon as it went about its business

far below. We hired a four-wheel-drive vehicle and drove all day

through the reserve to reach this place. A leopard leapt across the road

in front of us shortly before we reached the camp. We had come here

on a quest to see the African honey badger or ratel, Mellivora capensis.

We had read in our Lonely Planet guide to Zimbabwe that honey
badgers were in the habit of visiting the restaurant for scraps of food.

Sure enough, just before dusk, as I lay in wait near the dustbins in the

yard behind the restaurant, a honey badger appeared, trotting down
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through the camp, climbed into one of the bins, later moved to the

other and then lifted out a chicken carcass and took it under a car

parked in the adjacent garage, where the animal consumed the chicken

in privacy. The badger was undeterred by my presence nor the flash of

my camera and I was able to photograph the whole episode, which

was one of my long-time ambitions fulfilled.

I set the moth trap up just outside our chalet in open ground and

hoped that the honey badger would not find and interfere with it

during the night. In the morning the trap was unharmed. The catch was
small, about 20 moths, but notable in containing the only saturniid of

our trip, Usta terpsichore, and the only individual we saw of the hawk-
moth Likoma apicalis.

Species notes:

The following notes are intended to put the species I saw into context.

Some are old friends of mine from my days in southern Sudan and

these are marked with an asterisk *, with comments where appropriate.

Sphingidae

Agnus convolvuliUnndiQus, 1758*

This species occurs throughout Africa, and the entire Old World,

including the Australian Region (D'Abrera, 1986). It occurs in practically

all African habitats (Carcasson, 1976) and Pinhey (1975) considered it

one of the two or three commonest hawk-moths in africa, together with

Hippotion celerio and perhaps Hippotion eson. The larva feeds on
Ipomea, convolvulus, sweet potato and Rumex according to Pinhey

(1975). I found it commonly in my light trapping sites in the southern

Sudan, particularly in the open swampland of the Sudd, where the

larvae feed on Ipomea, which is abundant there. It is clearly abundant

in the Aberdares also.

Acherontia atropos Linnaeus, 1758*

Resident throughout the Afrotropical Region, from which it spreads out

as a migrant and summer breeder, north to the Shetland Islands and
westwards to the Seychelles and Azores (D'Abrera, 1986). It is found in

most habitats in Africa. The larvae feed on many different plants

including the wild relatives of the potato and tomato such as the thorn-

apple Solarium. It has also been recorded on Salvia and Hoslundia and

even Lantana (Pinhey, 1975). In the swamp edges of the southern

Sudan I found it occasional in the light trap in the wet season, but not

at all as abundant as A. convolvuli and this was the case on our one
night in the Aberdares.
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Microclanis erlangeri Rothschild & Jordan, 1903

A somewhat localised species occurring in arid bushland from Tanzania

to eastern and northern Kenya, including the coast, Ethiopia and
Somalia (Carcasson, 1976). I never saw this species during my light-

trapping in southern Sudan but the habitats I worked were not as arid

as where I saw it just over the border at Lokichokio on this safari.

Riifocla}2is uumosaeWsillengTen I860

Ssp. numosae has been recorded from Zimbabwe, Botswana and the

Eastern Cape, spp. hesperus from Namibia while ssp. subjecta occurs

from Angola to southern Zaire to Sambia, Kenya and Tanzania
(D'Abrera, 1986). It is associated with dry bush and arid savannah

(Carcasson, 1976) and was another new species for me.

Likoma ^?p/c^7//5 Rothschild & Jordan, 1903

Recorded from Zimbabwe and Zambia to Malawi, Tanzania. Kenya,

including the coast, and Zaire and the larvae feed on Azanza
garckeana (Pinhey, 1975). It is associated with savannah and open
woodland habitats (Carcasson, 1976). The individual at Sinamatella

Camp was another first for me.

Nephele comma Hopffer, 1857*

Recorded from the entire Afrotropical Region including Madagascar,

occurring in most habitats (Carcasson, 1976; D'Abrera, 1986). The larvae

feed on Carissa and Diplorrhynchus (Pinhey, 1975). I recorded the

species in the wet season in southern Sudan but not in large numbers
and this was the same in the Aberdares.

Temnora natalis^SilkeT, 1856

Recorded from Natal, Transvaal, Mozambique, Zimbabwe, Zambia,

Malawi to Tanzania and Shaba (Zaire) and the larval foodplant is

Strychnos (Pinhey, 1975). It occurs in savannah and bush habitats

(Carcasson, 1976). Evidently a southern species, which I have not

encountered in Kenya or the Sudan.

Hyles livornica Esper, 1779*

Recorded throughout the Afrotropical Region, excluding the equatorial

forest belt of the Congo in west Africa. Also common in southern

Europe, north Africa to Asia Minor and through southern India and

China, in most habitats in Africa including sub-desert and high

mountains (Carcasson, 1976). The lar\-al foodplants include Galium,

Linaria, Antirrhinmn, Scabiosa and Aloe, amongst others (Pinhey,

1975). Seen in the Aberdares but also at Lake Baringo and Lokichokio
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to the north, I also found this species relatively frequent in southern

Sudan back in the 1980s.

Basiothea medea Fabricius, 1781*

Recorded throughout the Afrotropical Region, in open habitats, probably

only as a vagrant in the equatorial forest belt (Carcasson, 1976). The
larval foodplants include Richardsonia, Pentanisia and Spermacoce

(Pinhey, 1975). Only seen in the Aberdares on this safari but a species

which I used to see during the wet season in southern Sudan.

Hippotion celerio Linnaeus, 1758*

Recorded from moderate to high elevations throughout the Afrotropical,

Oriental and Australian Regions, Japan and southern Europe (D'Abrera,

1986). This species is a well-known pest on Grape-vines, but occurs on
many other plants in Africa including Acacia, Cissus and Impatiens

(Pinhey, 1975). The second most numerous hawk-moth on our visit to

the Aberdares but not seen elsewhere on this trip, I also found this a

common species in southern Sudan.

Hippotion eson Cramer 1779*

Recorded throughout the Afrotropical Region to Arabia (D'Abrera,

1986). The larval foodplants include Grape-vine, Ampelopsis, Cissus,

Balsam and Bougainvillea (Pinhey, 1975). Very common in most
habitats (Carcasson, 1976). Nowhere near as numerous as A. convolvuli

or H. celerio on our night in the Aberdares nor during my time in the

southern Sudan, where H. balsaminae was by far the most common
species of hawk-moth, occurring as an adult throughout the year.

Hippotian ro5<^e Butler, 1882

Recorded from Namibia to Mozambique and north to Kenya, Somalia,

the Yemen and Saudi Arabia (D'Abrera, 1986). The larvae have been

recorded on Cissus (Pinhey, 1975). It is associated with dry habitats

(Carcasson, 1976) and my record from the generally dry country around

Lake Baringo is consistent with this. I never saw this handsome pink-

tinged moth in my trap-sites in the southern Sudan.

Saturniidae

Usta terpsichore Massen & Weymer, 1885*

Widespread in South Africa. Recorded from Zimbabwe, Mozambique,

Zambia, Malawi, northwards to Kenya and Ethiopia (Pinhey 1975). I

first saw the species in the southern Sudan (Waring 1995). The
individual seen at Sinamatella Camp was in good condition. The
species was illustrated recently in the Bulletin (see Waring 1995, 1996).
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Conclusions
Hawk-moths (sphingids) were present in very large numbers at the

powerful lights of the Ark hotel in the Aberdare mountains of Kenya in

early January 1998, but the hordes were a narrow range of widespread

open ground species, of which two comprised the bulk, and the

multitude appeared to represent an accumulation of many nights'

catches. At sites trapped elsewhere in Kenya and Zimbabwe on single

nights from mid-December to mid-January using a single actinic light

trap, the average catch of individuals was t^'o hawk-moths (range 0-5)

but the identities varied from site to site and a total list of twelve

species was accumulated. Only one emperor moth (saturniid) was seen

throughout the entire period.

Discussion

In the southern Sudan I found that both the abundance and species

richness of hawk-moths was greatest soon after the onset of the single

rainy season (June-July) and lowest in the dry season, which w^as well

underway by December and January. In Kenya it should have been the

start of the dry season, when few hawk-moths might be expected, but

the "short rains" were unusually prolonged and still falling heavily during

our visit. In Zimbabwe the rains had arrived some weeks before our visit

and were unseasonally heavy during it, but if there was an associated

abundance of hawk-moths we must have been either too early or more
likely too late for it. The actinic trap is capable of catching much larger

numbers of hawk-moths and did so at the start of the rainy season in

Belize, May 1997 (Waring et a I., in press), so the low catches were not

simply a function of the trap design. The catches of other species of

moths varied from over 1200 per night at Lokichokio to only a dozen or

so at some of the other sites, indicating that there were considerable real

differences in seasonality' and or abundance betv.-een sites.
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Woodlouse mystery unrolled

by Gordon Ramel (10489)

c/o IGER, North Wyke, Devon EX20 2SB.

e-ma il. Gordon.Ramel@bbsrc.ac.uk

In response to the letter in Bulletin 57 entitled "Woodlouse Mystery" by
Claire Bland, the woodlouse escaping identification was probably one
of the many coloured forms of Porcellio scaber, one of the more
common woodlice in the UK. It is predominantly grey but individuals

occur in numerous shades of pale and red in most populations.

The book you need for identification is:

Hopkin, S. (1991). A key to the Woodlice ofBritain and Ireland, An
AidgapKey. Richmond Publishing, Slough. ISBN 1 85153 204 8.

Other useful literature on woodlice includes:

Cloudsley-Thompson, J.L. (1968). Spiders, Scorpions, Centipedes and
Mites. Pergamon Press, Oxford. (Includes a nice section on
Woodlice).

Harding, P.T. and Sutton, S.L. (1985). Woodlice in Britain and Ireland:

Distribution and Habit. Institute of Terrestrial Ecology.

Huntingdon.

Sutton, S.L. (1972). Woodlice. Ginn and Co., London. (Republished by
Pergamon Press, Oxford in 1980).
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A few casual observations from the Droitv\ ich,

Worcestershire area in 1998

by Geoff Trevis (-049J

14 Old Coach Road. Dronmcb Spa. Worcestershire WR9 SBB.

The following notes concerning im'enebrates in the Droitwich area are

based on casual obser\'ations and are certainly not scientifically

\'alidated. In particulan statistical analysis of variations betT\"een years is

not available. However, there can be little doubt that 1998 has been

unusual weatherv.ise and this has almost certainly been reflected in

changes in in\"ertebrate populations, at least if the half vs-hat one hears

when entomologists meet is to be belie\"edl

Looking at my notes about a number of the more obvious groups

se\'eral things stand out. .-Vmong butterflies the Speckled wood (Pararge

aegeria) and most "whites" seem to ha\'e had a successful year. Indeed.

I belie\-e I ha\-e seen more Large whites iPiens brassicae) than I have

o\"er the last few seasons, Howe\"er. a thrh'ing colony of Marbled whites

iMelanargia galatbea) on the reserve I manage, which had a

population in the hundreds last year, appears to ha\'e been wiped out. I

ha\'e had not a single record this yearl Holly blues {Celasthna argiolus)

and Gatekeepers iPyroina titboiuis^ ha\'e been around in reasonable

numbers though not as many as in 199". The real crash has occurred

for other pre\"iously common species. Peacock {Jjiacbis ;o). Small

tortoiseshell (Aglais urticae). Large and Small skippers iOcblodes

veuatiis. Tliymeliciis faiiis). Comma iPolygoiiia c-albiim). Red admiral

( \a)iessa atalautay Brimstone { Gouepteiyx rbamui^ and Common blue

(.Polyofujuatus icarus) ha\'e been recorded in \"er\' low numbers indeed,

in many cases v.ith less than ten records for the entire season. A colony

of Purple hairstreaks {Qiierciisia qiiercus) occupymg some mature oaks

on the reser\-e now" also appears to be extinct.

One rather notable feature, however, concerns the Marbled white.

Wliilst the colon}' on cuir resen'e seems to ha\"e disappeared or to be

drasticalh' reduced. I ha\"e had several people tell me that the species

has turned up in places where it has previously been unrecorded. I

myself ha\'e seen it on grassy road \"erges in the urban parts of

Redditch which I have been obser\"ing for the last r^"eh'e years and on

which I ha\-e ne\"er seen it before.

My garden moth trap has re\"ealed little of note. Most species

recorded in pre\ious years seem to be present, though in reduced

numbers. Large yellow underwings {Xoctua pronllba^ were
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conspicuously absent until late August when they suddenly started to

arrive in large numbers (migrants?). Late August also saw a sudden
increase in numbers of Willow beauty {Peribatodes rhomboidaria)

caught, though why this should be I do not know.

I have also been trying to familiarise myself more fully with the

aculeate hymenoptera and as far as I can tell I probably could not have

chosen a worse year to take on this group. Bumble bees have been
around in fairly restricted numbers except for B. pascuorum which has

outnumbered all the rest put together. However, over a couple of days

in August a Bumble bee, which I did not recognise, visited my garden.

From illustrations and descriptions I believe it to be B. subterraneus,

though I did not catch it for detailed examination.

Another puzzling observation involves the black garden ant, Lasius

niger. During a two week period in early August a colony close to the

house produced a constant stream of winged males. These appeared

everywhere, in suspended lamp shades, on window sills and in any

odd corner inside or out which was not regularly cleaned out. Females

appeared at intervals in much smaller numbers whilst the workers

showed little unusual activity. By contrast, colonies on the reserve were

noted to be showing normal emergence of the sexual generations on
single occasions during warm, humid weather. I have little idea of why
the colony in the more "urban" environment showed such markedly

different behaviour.

The field meeting organised by the Worcestershire Biological Records

Centre at Grafton Wood was held on 11th July. It was generally cool,

windy and wet - far from ideal recording conditions. However, having

made it known that I wanted to concentrate on ants I set out ever

hopeful of adding to the site records. Not one single ant was seen by
me or any other recorder present! Is this itself a record for a day visit to

an ancient woodland?

Coming back to my local reserve, Odonata, like so many other

groups, seem to have had a bad year. Numbers of all species regularly

seen seem to have been low. Nonetheless, on the plus side Calopteryx

Virgo and Aeshna mixta were recorded for the first time. As I write this,

numbers of Sympetrum striolatum are increasing though so far I have

seen no S. sanguineum.

The only other matter which has struck me in this "casual" way is the

high number of galls on Oak and other species. Knopper galls

iAndricus quercuscalcis), currant galls CNeuroterus quercusbaccamm),

common spangle galls (Neuroterus quercusbaccamm) and silk button
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spangle galls (A^. numismalis) have all been abundant on Oak whilst

Dog rose seems to be carrying the highest number of bedeguar galls

(Diplolepis rosae) I can recollect.

On the whole this has been a rather depressing season with concern

remaining about the future of colonies of some species. It would be
interesting to know whether this pattern has been repeated elsewhere

or whether things have been particularly bad here in deepest
Worcestershire. No doubt this information will come to hand in the

fullness of time.

As a footnote, can anybody tell me how to contact the Bees, Wasps
and Ants Recording Society? I have shot off several self-addressed

envelopes over a number of months but with no response so far. If any
member, or indeed officer, of the group is reading this I would be most
grateful to hear from you.

Printer's Note: Being the printers of the BWARS Newsletter we can

inform Mr Trevis that the Membership Secretary and Treasurer is

George Else, Northcroft, St. Peter's Road, Hayling Island, Portsmouth,

Hampshire POll ORX.- Cravitz Printing Company Limited.

A visit to Frees Heatli and Brown Moss, Shropshire
byJan Koryszko (6089)

3 Dudley Place, Meir, Stoke on Trent, Staffordshire ST3 7AY.

On 7th August 1997 Charles Byatt, Derek Heath and I visited Prees

Heath. We arrived at around 10.30am and the weather was warm and
sunny. We were greeted by a number of Common blue {Polyommatus
icarus) and Small copper (Lycaena phlaeas) butterflies. Gatekeepers

and Speckled-woods were also quite common. We also saw around six

Silver-studded blues iPlebejus argus). We started beating and I netted a

Treble-bar (Aplocera plagiata plagiata). I expected to find this species

here as its foodplant, St John's wort, is quite common. We also beat out

single examples of a Shuttle-shaped dart {Agrotis puta piita), the Heart

and dart {Agrotis exclamationis) and a Common wainscot {Mythimiia

pallens). We saw a small number of dragonflies, mainly the Southern

hawker {Aeshna cya?tea), Common hawker {Aeshna jiiucae) and a

single example of the Banded demoiselle (.Caloptery.x splenciens).

We noticed quite a few Small tortoiseshells {Aglais uniccw) and then

suddenly two Purple Hairstreaks {Quercusia quercus) appeared on oak

bushes. I had not seen this species on Prees Heath before.

We then moved on to Brown Moss.The Red-eyed damselfly
(Efythromma najas) is known to occur here, but we did not see it on
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the wing. The most notable species here was the Peacock ilnachis io).

Charles and I counted 55 butterflies - we wondered if there had been a

small migration of this species in the area. A few Commas (Polygonia c-

album) were also recorded and single examples of Small fan-foot

(Herminia grisealis), Brown china-mark {Elophila nymphaeatd) and the

Cyclamen tortrix (Clepsis spectrand). Before we left we also saw a

Painted lady {Cynthia cardui) - the first we have seen since the great

invasion of 1996. A week later, on I4th August we saw another; these

being the only two we had seen for the whole of 1997.

A visit to Whixall Moss, Shropshire
byJan Koryszko (6089)

3 Dudley Place, Meir, Stoke on Trent, Staffordshire STJ 7AY.

On 13th August 1997 in the company of Charles Byatt and Derek Heath

I visited Whixall Moss in Shropshire. The day started hot and humid,

with a little rain. When we arrived at the Moss around 11.15am, it was
still raining and as we walked onto the moss we could hear thunder in

the distance and were amazed to see an abundance of dragonflies.

Black darters (Sympetrum danae) were everywhere along with the

Common darter iS. striolatum), Southern hawker (Aeshna cyaned) and

the Blue-tailed damselfly (Ischnura elegans). After about half an hour

the storm finally broke with very heavy rain and thunder. This, however,

did not seem to bother the dragonflies which were buzzing past us.

The place seemed to come to life. A number of Chevron moths
iEulithis testata) were still on the wing and Shaded broad-bar

iScotopteryx chenopodiata) were dashing in front of us along with a

Wall brown (Lasiommata megerd), a Speckled wood (Pararge aegeria)

and a large fritillary which may have been a Dark-green fritillary

{Argynnis aglaja aglajd). No doubt all these insects were taking cover

from the heavy rain.

We recorded close on 30 species of Lepidoptera - not bad at all,

considering the conditions. The most notable record was a single Marsh

oblique-barred (Hypenodes humidalis).

Finally we dropped in at the site manager's office to tell Dr Joan
Daniels of our findings which she found most interesting. She told us

that the Migrant hawker dragonfly (Aeshna mixta) and the Emperor
dragonfly (Anax imperator) had also been recorded there that month
and that the Dark-green fritillary iA. aglaja aglaja) had been quite

common in the area.
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Aerial courtship or escape procedure?

by Stuart Pittman (9135)

40 Plumtree Road, Lower Stondon, Bedfordshire SGI6 6NE.

Many butterfly observers have witnessed courtship behaviour on the

ground. This often shows females taking defensive measures to

discourage an unwanted suitor perhaps because they have already been
mated.

I had always presumed that aerial courtship displays like those often

observed in Purple hairstreaks et al were the precursor to full mating

high up in the canopy.

However, the opposite could also be true as the female flies dozens

of feet in a manoeuvre called ascending flight. If the spurned male is

persistent the resulting aerial courtship can last several minutes.

Just as a tale of dram^atic conflict is often more intriguing than one of

monotonous harmony, these conspicuous rejections often attract the

butterfly watcher more than the fleeting courtships that lead to mating.

Staffordshire Clouded yellows, 1996

byJan Koryszko (6089)

3 Dudley Place, Meir, Stoke on Trent, Staffordshire ST3 JAY.

During 1996 I had a number of reports of Clouded yellows (Croceus

croceus) in Staffordshire although I did not see any myself. There was a

possible sighting in Shropshire close to Frees Heath in July 1996. The
Staffordshire records are as follows.

Brian Carthy observed two specimens at Saltwells Nature Reserve

Settling Pools (grid ref. SO 932878) on 4th August and another single

example on 1st September. Brian also reports them from Daphne Pool,

Saltwells (grid ref. SO 939888). Saltwells is in the vice-county of

Staffordshire, although it is now in what is called the West Midlands.

Three Clouded yellows were reported from near the Causeway at

Blithfield on 11th August (grid ref: SK06-24).

Alan Sherlock and Alf Cornwell recorded two specimens at Bateswood

Nature Reserve near Leycett on 18th August (grid ref: SJ79-47).

Neil Collingwood had two possible sightings in the counts^ but these

were from moving vehicles so he cannot be certain.

No doubt 1996 was a very good year for migrant insects. I vv ould like

to thank Mr Neil Collingwood for the Clouded yellow report he sent me.
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Butterflies — Importance of larval foodplant's life

cycle with particular reference to the Brown argus

Aricia agestis

by RogerJ. Kemp (3152)

"Pipistrelles", Kemp's Farm, Chapel Road, Ford, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire HP17 8XG.

There are obvious advantages for larval foodplants to be perennial

rather than annual. In the case of the former, suitable young leaf growth

would normally be available throughout the warmer "larval-developing"

months of the year. In the case of the latter, availability of young plant

growth would be related to the climate and rainfall at the particular time.

There are 59 regular breeding butterflies in Britain only one of which

uses an annual as its main larval foodplant. This is the Heath fritillary,

Mellicta athalia, using common cow-wheat, Melampyrum pratense

(Thomas & Lewington, 1991). This species may be considered a special

case as the larvae feed on a range of plants according to habitat (Emmet &
Heath, 1989). Its larvae require warm temperatures during development

(Warren, 1985) and in its woodland habitat there are only a few larval

foodplants available in woodland clearings during its mid-summer adult

flying period. Maybe only annuals are quick enough to colonise such

temporary open areas for M. athalia to become established. In heathland,

foxglove, Digitalis purpurea, (a biennial) is used as well as M. pratense

and in grassland, ribwort plantain, Plantago lanceolata, and germander

speedwell, Veronica chamaedrys (both perennials) are preferred (Emmet
& Heath, 1989). Only one of the other 58 species uses a biennial

exclusively (Swallowtail, Papilio machaon, on milk-parsley, Peucedanum
palustre) and only two use biennials as alternatives to perennials (Green-

veined white, Pieris napi, and Orange tip Anthocaris cardamines, use the

biennial garlic mustard, Alliaria petiolata, in addition to the perennial

lady's-smock, Cardamines pratensis, and other Cruciferae) (Thomas &
Lewington, 1991). It is suggested in this communication that it is more
than coincidence that 55 out of 59 UK butterfly species use perennials as

larval foodplants, whether herbaceous plants, trees, shrubs or climbers.

Indeed it is tempting to surmise that this applies to most more advanced

insects but this is beyond the scope of the present paper.

From time to time some butterfly species use alternative annual

foodplants and this can temporarily expand the species' distribution

away from its normal "perennial" habitat. The recent spread of the

Brown argus, Aricia agestis, is an example of this. The main foodplant is

well known as common rock-rose, Helianthemum nummularium
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(Thomas & Lewington, 1991). This perennial plant is distributed more or

less throughout the British Isles on short-grazed chalk or limestone

grassland particularly on disturbed terraced slopes (Streeter & Garrard.

1983). The distribution of A. agestis is more limited than H.

uummulariuin. occurring mainly on southern slopes of chalk downland
in southern England particularly Dorset, the Cotswolds, Wiltshire.

Sussex. Surrey, Kent and the Isle of Wight (Thomas & Lewington. 1991).

In the Chilterns it is locally abundant on most chalk slopes (Thomas &
Lewington, 1991: Asher. 1994) but has now in the last few years spread

widely in the \ ale of Aylesbur\' and can be seen even in woodland rides

(pers. obs.). These sites are many miles from rock-rose habitats. The
larval foodplant here is cut-leaved crane's-bill, Geranium dissectum

(Plate 98U). In all cases there appears to be a larv^al association with

ants, especially Myrmica sabuleti 2.nd Lasius alienusCL.).

In my o^'n v^ild garden grassland habitat in the \ale of Aylesbur\*

near Ford Village I found se\^eral eggs of A. agestis on 28th August 1996

all laid singly on the upper side of the first cot\iedon or first true leaf of

Gerajtium plants. It is reported that on H. uummularium, A. agestis

eggs are nearly always laid on the leaf underside, whereas the closely

related A. artaxerxes (Northern brown argus) eggs are laid on the leaf

upperside (Thomas & Lewington. 1991: Brooks & Knight. 1982). This

may be an adaptation to temperature in the colder north, the upper leaf

surface allowing more heat absorption from the sun than the under leaf

surface. The Vale of Aylesbur\^ is towards the northern edge of A.

agestis distribution and hence the presumably warmer upperside of

Geranium lea\'es are chosen.

Previously I have recorded the odd singleton adult A. agestis on this

Ford site over the previous 15 years, as migrants from the nearby

Chilterns, but 1996 was the first year they bred. Many of the Geranium
plants died back over winter 1996/97 but sufficient young larvae

survived to produce a reasonable first generation of young adults in

tens and twenties on the half-acre site between l~th May and 9th June

1997. These in turn produced a strong second generation flying from

21st July to 29th August 199".

The laivae ha\-e the usual adaptation in the first instar on the lea\"es

of Geranium as they do on Heliafithemum. The caterpillar is elongated

and flattened and feeds in a mine it creates within the Geranium leaf.

The upper layer of the leaf remains intact and sideways-on the lar\'a is

completely hidden and does not protrude as does the empt\^ eggshell

which is only partially eaten. Similar lar\'al mines of other insect species

which co-exist w ith .4. agestis on Geranium lea\"es contain frass.
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PLATE 98R. Moths at rest on the walls of the

Ark, Aberdares, Kenya, 3rd January 1998.

(Waring, P. - Hawkmoths and Emperor

moths on safari . . .)
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PLATE Some of the moths seen ai Tlie Ark. Aberdares. Kenya.

4ih lanuan.- 1998. (.W aring. P. - Hawkmoihs and Emperor moths on safari . . .)
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PLATE 98V. Second instar Brown argus feeding on the underside of a Geranium leaf.

(R.J. Kemp - Butterflies - Importance of larval foodplants.. .)
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IM.A l l': 9<SX. The Hoixlcivd hcaul\ .

(J. Hallo - Unseasonal Bordered beauly)
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whereas those of A. agestisa.rQ frass-free as only the anterior part of the

larva is enclosed. The second instar takes on a typical Lycaenid

appearance and feeds on the outside of the Geranium leaf underside

(Plate 98V).

To return to the perennial/annual theme, it was purely by chance the

late 1996 egg-laying took place. August 1996 had been without rain for

most of the month and it was fortuitous that first cotyledon Geranium
plants were available at the tail-end of the second generation. It is

unlikely females would have laid on nearby vegetation if foodplants

were totally absent as would have been the case a week or two earlier.

By "choosing" an annual larval foodplant the butterfly runs the risk of

regular local extinctions depending on climate and rainfall - a risk

which doesn't arise if more robust perennials are used. Further north

than Buckinghamshire the larval foodplant may be dove's-foot crane's-

bill, G. molle, or common stork's-bill, Erodium cicutarium (Emmet &
Heath, 1989). Like G. dissectum, these are winter-germinating annuals

which are unlikely to provide for permanent establishment.

It can be argued that we should therefore expect that in adverse

conditions such as drought A. agestis wiW retract to its perennial foodplant

habitats of chalk downland, and only spread to other annual foodplant

sites when rainfall conditions permit. It may be that it can only establish

itself permanently on these sites if a perennial foodplant is found - the

only Geraniaceae candidates in southern England are meadow crane's-

bill, G. pratense, or the doubtfully native hedgerow crane's-bill, G.

pyrenaicum, or the common biennial herb-robert, G. robertianum. These

have not been reported as foodplants so that we arguably conclude the

recent spread of A. agestis is unlikely to be permanent.

Indeed in October 1997 there were noticeably fewer young larvae on
my Ford site as, unlike 1996, young Geranium plants developed after

most of the second generation A. agestis had gone. At the time of

writing in June 1998 only two adult sightings have been observed,

whereas in the Chilterns adults have already been on the wing for a

couple of weeks.
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The parasitoid Glyptapanteles triangulator

(Braconidae: Microgastrinae) and the two
pseudohyperparasitoids, Lysibia nanus and Gelis

agilis (Ichnexmionidae: Cryptinae) associated with
the larva of the Grass emerald moth, Pseudoterpna
pruinata atropunctaria (Lepidoptera: Geometridae)

by Hewett A . Ellis (9940)

16 Southlands. Tynemoiith, North Shields NE30 2QS.

Introduction

In previous publications I have describea examples of primary
parasitoids attacking the ova (Ellis, 1992) and larvae (Ellis, 1996a, 1996b

& 1998) of Lepidoptera. The present paper is concerned with a further

aspect of parasitism known as secondary or hyperparasitism, in which
the primary parasitoid is itself attacked by a different parasitoid. If this

occurs whilst the primary parasitoid is still developing in or on its host

then there is true hyperparasitism. Should the attack occur after the

primary host has been destroyed, the term pseudohyperparasitism is

applied (Shaw & Askew, 1976). The present account relates to t^'o

species of pseudohyperparasitoids which were reared from the cocoons

of a primary parasitoid of the caterpillars of the Grass emerald moth.

The Grass emerald moth, Pseudotejpna pndnata atropunctaria occurs

throughout England, Wales and southern Scotland (Skinner. 1984). Here

in north-east England it is localised and commoner in Count}* Durham
than in Northumberland (Dunn & Parrack, 1986). The lan'ae feed on
gorse, broom and petty whin. The present observ^ations are based on
caterpillars which were found on or near gorse on 2nd August 1997 at

Druridge Bay near Hadston Scaurs in Northumberland (NU 278008).

Parasitised caterpillars

All four caterpillars had been parasitised. Barely alive, each was arched

and attached to the foodplant (or, in one case, to an adjacent stem of

knapweed) at its rear end by v^'hite silken thread which was continuous

with a cluster of pure white parasitoid cocoons firmly attached to the

plant stem. The small round exit holes made by the parasitoid lar\ ae

were clearly visible over the surfaces of the caterpillars, indicating the

cocoons were those of a gregarious endoparasitoid. The colour and

markings of the caterpillars, together with the characteristic bilobed

head capsule, indicated these were caterpillars of P. pruinata
atropiinctana Walker.
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The number of parasitoid cocoons was difficult to assess because of

the manner in which they were closely bound together, but varied from

about 11 to 17 per caterpillar.

The identity of the caterpillars was subsequently confirmed by Dr
Mark Shaw (Royal Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh), to whom I sent

one of the four specimens for determination of the parasitoid. Within a

few days this batch of cocoons produced six females and two males of

the parasitoid Glyptapanteles triangulator Wesmael (Braconidae:

Microgastrinae) together with several individuals of the

pseudohyperparasitoid Lysibia nanus (Ichneumonidae: Cryptinae). The
three remaining specimens were retained and from them I obtained

further parasitoids, namely G. triangulator 3.nd pseudohyperparasitoids

Z. nanus, together with an additional and wingless pseudo-
hyperparasitoid which was later determined as Gelis agilis

(Ichneumonidae: Cryptinae). The pseudohyperparasitoids emerged
from the parasitoid cocoons via an irregular rough-edged hole which

was in contrast to the clean "circular-cut and hinged lid" of the primary

parasitoid, which I have observed also in other Microgastrinae (Ellis,

1996b). One pseudohyperparasitoid only emerged from a primary

parasitoid cocoon, so L. nanus and G. agilis are both solitary

pseudohyperparasitoids. Details of the dates of emergence and
numbers of the parasitoid and the two species of pseudo-
hyperparasitoids are summarised in Table 1.

All these adult parasitoids and pseudohyperparasitoids were
subsequently sent to Dr Mark Shaw who, together with Martin

Schwartz, who specialises in the Cryptinae, determined the various

species. What follows is based on my own observations and readings of

the literature (Shaw & Askew, 1976; Gauld & Bolton, 1988; Shaw, 1990

& 1994), supplemented by information from Dr Shaw.

Host Insects emerging from cocoons (date)

Caterpillar Primary Parasitoid Pseudohyperparasitoids

nimiber G. triangulator L. nanus G. agilis

2.

1. 6M & 2F (5-12 Aug)

2M & 3F (10 Aug)

Several (5-12 Aug)

Nil

Nil

Nil

3. Nil 2M & 5F (14 Aug) 2F (15-18 Aug)

5F (15-16 Aug)4. 2M & 8F (8 Aug) Nil

Table 1. Identity, numbers and dates of emergence of adult parasitoids and
pseudohyperparasitoids from cocoons attached to four Grass emerald moth caterpillars.
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The primary parasitoid G. triangulator

G. triangulator is a regular gregarious larv^al endoparasitoid of the Grass

emerald moth and in Britain is probably restricted to that species, that

is, it is a monophagous parasitoid. It is of interest to consider the

relationship bet^^een the life-cycles of the moth and its parasitoid.

The Grass emerald moth is univoltine, the moth emerging in mid-June

and flying to August. The caterpillars ovePA^inter when very small. ^'Tien

found, in early August 1997, the present caterpillars were well-developed

and still alive. Therefore they must have been derived from ova laid the

previous year in June to July 1996, and normally w^ould ha\^e pupated

and emerged as adults in the summer of 1997. All the parasitoid cocoons

under observation emerged in August 1997 at a time v/hen the 1997

season caterpillars would still have been very small. Therefore, if indeed

restricted to a single host, it seems that the adult parasitoid G.

triangulator oviposits into the immature caterpillars in the summer and

its larvae overwinter within the caterpillar. In this manner a uni\'oltine

cycle for the parasitoid would synchronise with that of the host. There is

a theoretical alternate possibility, namely that the adult parasitoid

overwinters, the female postponing ovipositing until the moth caterpillars

have recommenced feeding the following spring. Dr Shav.- has informed

me that this does not occur in this species. It seems that there are subtle

mechanisms associated with the overv-dntering of a parasitoid lar\'a

within the hibernating host caterpillar, whereby the hormone system of

the host also influences the resting stage of the endoparasitoid.

The pseudohyperparasitoids L. nanus and G. agilis

Since these attacked the cocoons of the priman* parasitoid and not its

larvae living in the caterpillar then they are both classed as

pseudohyperparasitoids (Shaw & Askew, 1976). Both belong to the sub-

family of Ichneumonidae known as Cryptinae. Female Cryptinae

searching for suitable hosts spend much of their time walking rather

than flying and some are even wingless, especially in the genus Gelis.

as was noted in the present case of G. agilis. This makes identification

difficult since the absence of wings makes it impossible to decide

whether one is dealing with a braconid or an ichneumonid solely on

the basis of the wing venation patterns!

Both L. nanus and G. agilis are common pseudohyperparasitoids of

exposed cocoons. Bearing in mind (i) the caterpillars were still just

alive when found on 2nd August 1997 and were associated with G.

triangulator cocoons, (ii) the female pseudohyperparasitoids L. Jiainis
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and G. agilis oviposit in these cocoons and (iii) the aduh
pseudohyperparasitoids emerged about 12th to 18th August, then the

development of the pseudohyperparasitoids from ovum to adult must
occur over a relatively short period.

Shortness of life-cycles of parasitoid and pseudohyperparasitoids
as survival strategies

I was impressed with the observed short duration for the cocoon stage

of the primary parasitoid G. triangulator (P\2Lte 98W), which was about

a week to ten days, but this is in keeping with what is already known
about that species. Apparently the period spent in the cocoon can vary

from eight to twelve days and given warm conditions only five days

may be necessary! This rapid development is potentially of great benefit

to the parasitoid, for the shorter the duration of the cocoon stage then

the less risk there is of attack from female pseudohyperparasitoids. Also

the tough cocoons must provide some protection for the developing

parasitoid within. However, it will be evident that neither of these two
devices is foolproof.

The two pseudohyperparasitoids also develop rapidly within a matter

of days and this again must afford some protection for them by
reducing the time available for them to be attacked by further

parasitoids. It would appear that both species of pseudohyperparasitoid

attacked and developed on the primary parasitoid G. triangulator.

Overwintering strategies

The strategy adopted by the primary parasitoid G. triangulator has

been discussed already (overwintering as a larva within the hibernating

Grass emerald moth caterpillar), but how do the two
pseudohyperparasitoids survive from year to year?

Both L. nanus and G. agilis attack cocoons and unlike G.

triangulator are plurivoltine and as observed have a rapid cycle of

development. Given the univoltine life-cycle of G. triangulator, they are

unable to survive by depending solely upon G. triangulator as their

host. To overcome the problem each of the two pseudo-
hyperparasitoids uses a slightly different strategy.

G. agilis is catholic in its tastes (polyphagous) and in a succession of

cycles attacks a broad spectrum of braconid and ichneumonid cocoons,

which are available at different times throughout the season. Following

the emergence of adults from the last host cocoons late in the season,

the wingless females overwinter and restart the reproductive cycle the

following year.
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By contrast, L. nanus is more restricted in the range of cocoon
species attacked (oligophagous) and in the main pays its unwanted
attentions to the parasitoid cocoons of braconids of the sub-family

Microgastrinae. Unlike G. agilis it overwinters within the protection of

the cocoons of the particular host which has been last attacked at the

end of the season.

Possible significance of the wingless nature of G. agilis adults

All the present G. agilis female adults which emerged were wingless

and spent much of their time scurrying around the cage. The lack of

wings must limit their range of activity and possible range of dispersal.

This could be advantageous if the various host cocoons are within a

single localised habitat, for there would be less likelihood of unwanted
wind/air borne dispersal to an unsuitable habitat. Also, the wingless

state might be an advantage during the long winter months of

hibernation spent in some sheltered situation.

Effects of parasitism and pseudohyperparasitism on the

P. pruinata atropunctaria population

Although all four Grass emerald moth caterpillars found were
parasitised, this does not indicate the true degree of parasitisation. An
unknown number of healthy caterpillars had already pupated away
from view amongst the ground leaf litter. Nevertheless, the primary

parasitoid must play some role in the population dynamics of the Grass

emerald moth. In the present case, the possible future negative effects

of some of the G. triangulator individuals were never realised since

they, in turn, were destroyed by the two pseudohyperparasitoids G.

agilis a.nd L. nanus.

Summary

The braconid Glyptapanteles triangulator is a gregarious endoparasitoid

which is host specific for the Grass emerald moth caterpillar. The
univoltine life-cycles of host and parasitoid are synchronised, the

parasitoid larvae overwintering within the hibernating immature

caterpillar. The parasitoid cocoon stage is of short duration which

reduces the opportunities for attack by further parasitoids. In spite of

this, three of four batches of cocoons observed proved to have been

attacked by two different species of solitaiy pseudohyperparasitoids, L.

nanus and G. agilis, both ichneumonids. The latter is of interest in

having wingless female adults.
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Both L. nanus and G. agilis develop from ovum to adult very rapidly

and are plurivoltine, attacking a variety of braconid and ichneumonid

cocoons throughout the season. The adult females of G. agilis

overwinter and recommence the cycle the following year, whereas L.

nanus survives overwinter within the protection of the cocoon of the

particular host which it attacked at the end of the season.
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Buprestids in Broxbourne Woods
by ' Ma 1 1 nee Pledge?' (1 0214

j

19 Grani ille Gardens. Hoddesdon. Henfordsbire EXU 9QB.

Being a wildlife anist and author, wildlife in all its forms has always

interested me. but in 1994 a friend of mine got me interested in moths.

You knovv" hovv' it goes, one thing leads to another and it was with this

in mind how beetles crept onto the scene. While out moth trapping

with Phil Jeffer\-. himself an insect enthusiast since childhood, beetles

began to show up around the lights and we began to take note and

make records.

Being self-employed and working from home. I am often out several

times a day walking my American Cocker spaniel. Bunny, and
especially with Broxbourne Woods on my doorstep, it's easy to keep

tabs on what's about. With Phil's expenise and incredible knowledge

on all insect life, I'm beginning to learn more and more first-hand about

our little friends.

With my new-found interest. I've made contact with various other

enthusiasts, notably Rob Dyke wiio. doubtless many of you will know.

Both Phil and Rob know my fondness for clearwings and their

mar\'ellous little ways, and they ha\'e show-n me how- to go about and

recognise foodplants. and habits of lar\'a and indications of their

whereabouts. In a roundabout way this all leads to me saimbling onto

a nice little "find" in Broxbourne Woods. I'd made contact with Trevor

James and Dan Hackett. and although this is another stor\\ my other

fondness of tiger beetles led me to a little patch hidden away in

Broxbourne Woods wiiere we found Green tiger beetles {Cicindela

campestris) breeding and hunting ants. Absolutely wonderful. A chance

meeting with Dave Carr secured the spot as he'd seen a couple last

year wiiile out spider-watching, -\n\-way. as I say. that's another stor\-.

Back to cleai-wmgs.

Rob had showed me an area in Broxbourne Woods where he'd

found Large red belted clearw ings m a coppiced area of silver birch and

hornbeam. He showed me birch stumps and how to spot old exit holes

and presence of larMi by issuing frass behind the bark.

W ith all this in mind. Phil, who now realises he has a lot to answer

for. informed me a while ago that his fa\"ourite family of beetles is the

Buprestids. Unfortunately Great Britain is only blessed with a few-

species, none of which are common. Most are rare, others rarer still,

and all are easily overlooked even if you happen to be standing
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amongst a few. Being also a fisherman I've been blessed with a bit of

luck over the years, and this particular day in question, I think I must

have used up what I had left, in one go. I remember Phil chuckling to

himself at my statement that I'd go out and find a Buprestid. Actually it

was more a loud laugh. Even the man himself, Mike Chinery, an old

friend and author of a book I once painted, said he'd never seen one in

England, so with that in mind I more or less forgot it.

And so, on the 10th July this year. Bunny and I found ourselves

chasing squirrels and nosing round Silver birch stumps (as any
completely sane man and dog would) in the coppiced clearing. I

remember Trevor saying that in 1992 he'd had the good fortune to find

two Buprestid species while sitting on a pile of oak logs in Broxbourne

Woods. Apparently several of the species Agrilus pannonicus were
seen, with an odd one which was subsequently identified as A.

sulcicollis, a species which I understand is new to Britain. Cursing my
luck I couldn't find any fresh-cut oak logs, so I made do with some
nice Silver birch which had been neatly piled up among the tall

bracken. A tiny green beetle flew in and settled on a log only inches

from my nose, whereupon it took off while I got a pot out. It landed on
some nearby bracken, where I swept it with my net. There in the

bottom of the sweep net lay an inconspicuous slender little beetle, all

its legs folded up, looking for all the world like a seed. It was no longer

than 6mm, bright shiny green with a distinctive "swelling" along the

sides of the elytra about half way down. As it didn't have long

antennae, even with my limited knowledge, I knew it wasn't a

longhorn. Anyway I potted it up and placed it with a few other bits and

pieces in my pocket. We sent a few more squirrels up the trees and left.

I hadn't seen one before so I put it under a stereo microscope and

realised it looked suspiciously like a Buprestid. Which one I didn't

know, but scouring through my insect books I thought A. viridis was
the nearest, although the photo on the front cover of the AES Bulletin

no. 412 (June 1997) looked to be the same too. Anyway, was it one or

not? It was duly placed under Phil's nose - with great satisfaction I may
add. The apprentice shows the master and all that. Well, you have to,

don't you. Anyway, I went back and found another one sitting in the

sun , on a Silver birch log. Two in one day! Now, I'd call one a fluke.

Getting two meant something was going on.

I spent the next few days constantly going back. While the sun shone

I noticed one or two flying. Quite noticeable in fact when you've seen

one and you know what you're looking for. I'd say they fly almost like

a ladybird. The elytra are quite visible and held high, the flight being
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quite purposeful. Never very quick, and the flight is short-lived. They
seem to drop back down reasonably soon rather than zoom about all

over the place. They only took to the wing in the sun. When it

clouded over, as with all the hoverflies, they stay put. The sweep net

was then used and each trip yielded at least one or two. One particular

area used to turn a few up more than others. This was an area of tall

waist-high bracken among a few small silver birch and small oaks.

One particular sweep of the oak yielded three. Another three came
from a small birch. Although I was getting specimens, sweeping didn't

show them in a natural situation, that is, doing what they do naturally.

This is what really interests me. At least parts of the puzzle were
presenting themselves. The questions were legion, as I had no
knowledge of their habitats at all, other than pieces of information

from Phil, Rob, Trevor and Dan. To add to the confusion I netted a

couple paired up in flight as they rose up from the bracken under a

small oak. These seemed to be slightly larger and if anything, purpley-

blue. I'm actually slightly red-green colour-blind so you can imagine it.

I also potted another purpley one on a hornbeam log. I kept them
alive and sent about eight to Dan Hackett, and although he wasn't

absolutely sure, the variations raised suspicions. He duly sent them to

Brian Levey and within a couple of days the news came back that they

indeed were Agrilus sulcicollis. The green ones being Agrilus

angustulus.

While all this was going on, Phil and I had been frequenting the area

and on 18th July we discovered quite a few around t\\^o piles of cut

hornbeam logs in an open south-facing clear area a few yards away. A.

angustulus would be all around both log piles, while a few a.

sulcicollis were found only on the small log pile a few feet away. 0\'er

the next few days I went back with Bunny, and videoed the whole

thing. I managed to get real close-up film of adults pairing up and

walking around the top logs. This they would do whenever the sun

was shining. If you turned your back and a cloud came over, they were

just nowhere to be seen. With the re-appearance of the sun, they'd be

back, pairing up, walking singly, around the logs, buzzing around and

generally enjoying themselves. They'd walk around and if they came to

the edge of a log they'd take off immediately, lifting the elytra a split

second before taking flight. When in flight they'd circle a few inches

above the stump and settle again. Quite a few were seen to be egg-

laying as far as I can make out. They walk up and down a log about six

or seven inches each way, with the ovipositor extending in and out

seemingly trailing it along the surface of the wood. Then apparently.
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when all was well, they'd stop and you could see the ovipositor

extending even more and pumping. Then they'd carry on. All the while,

their antennae would be flicking madly. When the beetle is at rest,

especially in an observation pot, they frequently clean their antennae

and also half-open their wing-cases, as if "stretching" then close them
and carry on for a few steps. They really give the impression they're

enjoying themselves.

At the time of writing (24th July) I must say that observing these little

fellows has been a wonderful experience. I've been trying to track

down any literature on these insects, and to be honest it seems as with

the clearwings, there is still a lot to learn. I've taken nearly half-an-hour

of close-up video of them and I must admit it makes interesting

viewing, especially when they are so rarely seen. Thanks to Dan's

insistence, we've made many phone calls to people concerned and
have met up with Patrick Norris, a Woodland Ranger who marked the

logs so they wouldn't be taken away or burned.

In among the few specimens we've taken for identification Phil has

shown me a specimen which looks suspiciously like another species, so

maybe there are three? Thanks to Dan, he kindly sent me an illustrated

key - it might make things a little easier.

I am informed by Patrick that the logs in question were cut in the

autumn of 1997. This suggests to me that whatever attraction they had,

they've still got it.

The earliest I've been to the logs and seen the beetles is 11.30am; the

sun was full on the logs. In the evenings on a warm day you can still

see them, so activity must be prolonged, providing the sun is on the

logs. They can still be swept from the surrounding vegetation but in

low numbers. I've seen a few crawl round the sides of the logs when a

cloud has come over, or if I've disturbed one with the camcorder

getting too close. Perhaps they "roost up" in the tangle of logs? Having

said that, providing I moved in close with the camcorder very slowly,

and didn't make any quick movements, they carried on as normal even

with the lens literally inches away.

Two other trips have been made at the end of July which proved

eventful. On the 25th July I went back to the log piles with Phil, and as

expected the beetles were there in full force. An odd couple of pairs

were mating, but most seemed to be content just sitting on the logs and

flying around. They were very active and readily took flight. An odd
one or two feigned death by dropping amongst the logs if we got too

close. They seem to be more jittery the hotter it gets.
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I noticed a larger beetle, and definitely purpley-blue (which proved

to be A. sulcicollis) land on Phil's white shirt. Needless to say I couldn't

get a pot to it in time, and it flew off. It later made another attempt to

land on him, and a third landing was successful on his back. Again I

missed. I finally managed to pot it as it tried to land on my shirt, which

had some amount of white on it. Five minutes later Phil potted another

A. sulcicollis which landed on his shirt. With the amount of A.

angustulus about, only one settled on his shirt. Perhaps a white sheet

draped near an area suspected to contain Buprestids may bring an odd
one down? They were definitely attracted to his white shirt, although

my white upturned sweep-net placed on the logs didn't attract

anything.

Two other Buprestids were seen a few hundred yards away sunning

themselves on an oak leaf in full sunshine, on a large oak, above some
waist-high bracken. They seemed to be A. angustulus {i.e. greeny

colour and generally the same size), although they both escaped the

pot! Shame, it would have been nice to check, just in case . . .

The following day, Phil and I just had to go back. A sunny warm
morning, Buprestids were found on leaves of the large oak trees of the

previous day. Again beetles were still carrying out their business around

the hornbeam logs. And joy of joys, literally the moment we were
leaving, a large Buprestid flew by my head which I netted first swipe.

Another species! Ver>" much larger, a fine large specimen of Agrilus

pannonicus . On the way back home in a different area just opposite an

area set aside for paint-ball games, we noticed a clearing alongside the

road with recently felled hornbeams. Sure enough Buprestid were
found. Some of these and the ones on the oaks look suspiciously like

A. laticornis.

No doubt this isn't the end of the stor}^ If anyone can furnish me
with any details of British Buprestids I'd be grateful. Also there's the

questionmark over the specimen I mentioned which has antennae

completely different to other males and females, and has a few other

differing points too.

1999 AES EXHIBITION
Saturday, 2nd October 1999

at Kempton Park Racecourse

for information regarding booi<ings please contact

AES Exhibition '99, PO Box 8774, London SVV7 5ZG.
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Book
Reviews

Books with the word "Butterfly" in the title are coming

off the presses, though not always landing in the

bookshops, like confetti at a wedding. Only a very few

of them have any scientific value and some of them have

nothing to do with entomology per se. I give below a few short comments
on some of them that have recently come to my notice. The more
scientific ones have been, or will be, critically reviewed either in this

The Butterfly Field

by Rose Boucheron. 8vo. pp 235. ISBN 0-7499-0419-4. Piatkus

1998. Price £17.99-

This is not a book about butterflies; it is a novel about the battle to

preserve a field full of them. In the course of the action there are two
romances and intertwined plots; an auction house with a

disappointment on discovering its marvellous find of two Goya paintings

are fakes. The lady of the manor wants to build a community centre,

raises the money to try and buy the field only to find the incoming

couple to a listed house are developers who intend to turn the butterfly

field into a housing estate and while she takes this in, a local teenager

who wishes to be a journalist spills the beans on her husband (who is

enjoying the favours of the local dress shop owner) to the gutter press.

Not to worry, the developer gets his comeuppance, romance blossoms,

the field remains filled with butterflies - but whoever came across

Purple emperors in a wild-flower meadow? Nevertheless a snappy novel,

not too long or tedious and I found it an enjoyable read.

Thefascinating world ofbutterflies and moths

by Bob Gibbons. Oblong folio, pp 112. ISBN 1-84013-017-2.

Grange Books, 1997. Price £7.95.

This "coffee-table" book, over two feet wide when open (so it needs

a large coffee-table!) gets off to a controversial start by showing an

almost white Papilio machaon (called the Common or Old-world
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sw-allowtail) and then stating "Wildly distributed through most of North

.\iiierica Csouth of the Hudson Bay), throughout Europe ... as far as

Japan." In -\laska, north of Hudson Bay perhaps, but the other North

.-Vmerican " machaorf are of debatable status and the illustration of P.

zelicaon. which really is North _\nierican I cannot distinguish from my
bred P. m. hhta}uucii:^. But at least it is the correct yellow colour.

The illustrations \'ar\- in size from one sixth of a page to whole page

and t^'o or three e\'en mn over to occupy a quarter of the adjoining

page. .\n appaling practice which spoils an otherwise good photograph

which now has a white line in it. Nearly all show the insects greatly

enlarged: too much so for comfort in some cases. The quality of

illustrations is \'ariable; some are excellent, but in too many the colour

balance is so wrong as to be inexcusable. This I blame on the publisher

rather than the author. A few strange vernacular names have also been
introduced such as. for Polyommatus icarus, "Common or violet

meadow blue" and some out-moded generic names used. Mesoacidalia

and Issoria for the Dark green and Queen of Spain fritfllaries, which are

both now m the genus ArgyiDiis.

As a quick guide to a number of butterflies from around the world

and a few colourful moths, this would be a useful book for the

uninitiated to while away the time while waiting for an appointment in

a surger\- or a hospital, particularly for children, but it has it limitations

and perhaps the best place for it would be in the childrens "Picture

Book" section of a Public Librar\'.

Photographing butterflies and other insects

bv Paul Hicks. Tall 8vo. pp 96. ISBN 0-863^3-332-4. Fountain Press

199~. Price .il2.9S.

There are a number of books on wildlife photography and here at last

is one specifically for insects as the older ones on the subject are now
out of date and it is quite clear that the camera, or rather lens

requirements for insects are ver\' different for those needed for fast-

flying birds and distant shots of large mammals. This book gives some
\'er\- sensible ad\-ice on the choice of the many cameras now available

on the market, the main gist being that many of them are too

complicated for their own good and a bit of manual manipulation is

much better in most cases; not all modern cameras are fitted with a

cable release, which is strongly advised in order to avoid "shake" when
the shutter button is pressed. Simple cameras but excellent lenses
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seems to be the answer, a point which was also made strongly by
Stephen Dalton in one of his excellent books featuring mainly insects in

flight. The very good point is also made that transparencies are to be

preferred over colour prints, since transparencies give you what you
want with the exposure whereas colour prints are a two-stage process

and the print is unlikely to be the same colour or tonal range that you
intended.

The book is illustrated with a wide selection of the authors

photographs, taken under various conditions of light and which
illustrate his various points. To my mind the requirements needed for

good insect photography are patience, luck and an eye for detail. The
author clearly has them all and has produced some very unusual

effects. A book for all those wishing to start, or improve, their insect

photography.

f^j/ Gardeningfor butterflies

f^l by Dr Margaret Vickery, edited by David Dunbar. A5, pp 44.

ISBN 0-9522602-6-3. Butterfly Conservation 1998. Price £3.95.

This is a greatly enlarged and updated version of their earlier booklet

with the same title and is illustrated in colour throughout with one of

Valerie Baynes' fine paintings on the title page. The text takes us

through the requirements that are needed in a garden by butterflies,

such as warmth and shelter, depending on species, and also the kind

of plants to have in your garden and several layouts for these are

suggested and illustrated. We are then taken through a brief account of

the most likely species of butterflies to be found in gardens and these

are illustrated in colour. Ten of the most favoured nectar plants are

discussed and a list of 100 given in order of preference, though it does

seem a waste of space to then list them again, this time giving their

scientific names. Two pages are devoted on how to tackle local (non-

garden) habitats and help protect them. The book ends with a short

list of references and of seed merchants supplying the appropriate

plants.

This is an excellently produced book both in typography; the use of

green ink for headings, and in layout. It was a pleasure to read and I

highly recommend it.

Brian Gardiner (225)
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Thai-ing one on
by Leigh Plester (2968)

BioFilmLtd, Yla-Muuratjarvi, FIN-41800 Korpilahti, Finland.

Continuedfrom page 206

Alfred Hitchcock, in his American motion picture fashion, would
probably have cast some spiders for his fictitious rainforest "as big as

dinner plates". Actually, the specimen we were gazing up at in a web
stretching from one side of a rainforest cart track to the other was
nothing to be afraid of: its legs would only have nicely spanned the

average English saucer with decorum. For a body the spid had a lump
of dog dirt slightly thicker than a good Havana cigar but with a less

regular shape and hardly smokable. All in all it was a slim looking

creature, quite unlike the obese, hirsute tarantulas of the cinema screen

that cause heroes to vomit, heroines to swoon, and box office takes to

soar.

It was the morning of l6 December 1995 and we had just entered

Khao Sok National Park in the Surat Thani province of southern

Thailand by the simple expedient of crossing a bridge over a small

river. "No motor vehicles including motorbikes beyond this point

(Penalty 1000 Baht)" read a stern sign. There were six of us: a lovely

little Thai guide, our old friend Poo, Bobby, Nick, Markku and my long-

suffering self. I'm the man who stays behind the camera (in this case a

huge Betacam SP video contraption), so you rarely get to see me in the

process of jungle-bashing, which is just as well as I have a face like

fungus on bat excrement. At first there was a wide track down which it

was possible to drive maintenance vehicles. This had been hacked into

a hillside in primary rainforest. Later the dirt road petered out into a

trail that after several kilometres deteriorated into a jungle path down
which only the most intrepid of white ecotourists ventured. Our group

managed two to three kilometres, as the shooting of a film about

ecotourism in Thailand (where else?) was the main objective.

Oops - but there's our huge spider still spanning the track. I had to

call Bobby back, as he happened to be carrying the tripod. Bobby was

a grossly over-weight fourteen year-old who had alread)' demonstrated

an enormous appetite when TAT (the Tourism Authority- of Thailand)

had invited our crew to dinner in the VIP section of the Patong Beach

Resort, under the watchful eye of Nitty, Bobby's father and head of the

local TAT office. Hung-over as usual on the trail, young Poo looked on

and smiled. His job as our tourist agent was to keep us happy, a task at
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which, by conjuring up freezing cold beers from even the most
desiccated of petrol stations, he invariably succeeded. The spid sat

there in its enormous web looking down at us, or possibly up at the

bright blue sky - with arachnids you never know. They're sneaky souls.

And they have enough eyes to be able to switch a few off.

Well, we committed the large Argiope spider to video tape and then

pressed on. Below us there was a dense jumble of vegetation that

included some secondary growth like bamboo, intertwined with

creeper and saplings sporting new leaves up to thirty centimetres in

length. Above us, the primary forest soared with, underfoot, carpets of

what appeared to be Selaginella moss. These glowed in the most
peculiar blue-green fashion as if filled with eerie light. Sweeping palms

hung down over the track. There were a few bright red inflorescences

on the shrubs, but otherwise a dearth of flowers.

Somehow, at which juncture I cannot remember, our party was
joined by a delightful German couple who were the epitome of the

new European ecotourist: alert, well-armed in regard to local

information, and desperately wanting to get away from a life in a

materialistic, rich city for as long as they could. The Fankhausers

consented at one stage to an interview and their excellent command of

English made me ashamed of my non-existent knowledge of their own
language. It was some compensation to be able to tell them that the

lizards sitting around on bushes or the ground around us were agamas,

the great-granddaddy of whom was presently peering from a hole in

the bank carved down the side of the dirt road.

I've mentioned Hitchcock. Let me now give Steven Spielberg a plug.

We need him here to give the scaly old fellow staring out of his tunnel

a screen test followed by a contract for Steve's next epic, Cretaceous

Lawn. He is probably around forty centimetres long (the lizard, sir, the

lizard) and he has an overall grey coloration relieved by a lovely pale

yellow throat. His angular head gives him an aristocratic bearing, an

astonishingly intelligent brown and black eye gazing down at you as

you peer into his home, and a row of finger-like appendages cresting

his body (what you can see of it) reminiscent of old Steve's skillfully

forged dinosaurs. As the opening to the agama's tunnel was in

darkness, I was having difficulty with obtaining a good shot when
Markku - an artist by profession and an incorrigible naturalist by
learning - stepped in, gradually bringing the bright surface of his

notebook around so that the light caught the retreat. Inconsequently, I

saw that he had already written up a note on our current encounter

with the last of the dinosaurs.
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Attracted by the sudden bright light, the agama's shrewd eye rolled

down in its socket, giving me an intriguing shot. To ensure we had
enough "stock shots" I got Markku to raise his notebook while keeping

the reptile's head illuminated, so that soon I had a further picrure of the

lizard's eye rolling upwards, This way we could have him looking

down on an inebriated public dignitar\" or swooning at an election

result; who says the camera doesn't lie' That good old standby of the

Victorian naturalist, the photo of the shot monkey propped up by the

chin on a forked stick, is not as outmoded as one might think. Later we
were to film a tunnel spider prancing down her silken tube, which
enabled us to intercut the v^'o shots and produce an impression of

things happening in the rainforest. Usually there is so little movement
in such habitats m the da\Time that a piece of action is worth its weight

in gold. On the sound side, a lot of the forest is silent; at this time of

year though the Khao Sok area we were in was permeated by the

screeching dm of large cicadas - a sound recordist's delight, if a trifle

wearing on one's eardrums.

Smaller agama lizards were just sitting around, in various shades of

brown and cream, on bushes and palm fronds along the park trail,

looking as though they owned the place. In fact. Tm contemplating

doing a Ph.D. on "The Superciliousness of Protected Animal Species".

You think Tm nuts'' Okay. tr\- walking up to a bull elephant in an

African game reser\-e and see if I'm not right. I bet hell consider

himself a bigger personalirs' than you are.

At about the time I had my confrontation with the Tufted Jungle

King. I became aware that our group was once again swelling in

numbers, this time thanks to a couple of Brits. This young pair had

recently come down from Katmandu, no mean trip I can teU you. and

^•ere slowly heading for home. Upon detecting some sort of general

sensibility in our party, gawd knows how, they enquired politely

whether they might join us. At this rate, I thought, we"ll soon be able to

found a herd. It was not a charming prospect; the Pied Piper had ended

up with a contingent of screaming kids.

Naturally, it was not long before yours truly was down in the dumps,

or to be more precise the tropical mud. As with Humplirey Bogart in

African Queen, leeches gi\ e me the creeps, and I'm talking here about

tropical land leeches, not civilised medicinal squirmies confining

themseh-es to murky ponds on the village green. Land leeches are the

reason I don't plonk my posterior down in a wet rainforest and forget

about it. Unfortunately, there are occasions when I have to. It was the

Tufted Jungle King s fault. Before you dial my shrink, I had better tell
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you this insect is known in Latin as Thauria aliris. Many, many years

ago a butterfly known as the Japanese Tea butterfly iStichophthalma

howqud) was one of the more spectacular large exotic butterflies

offered by AES dealers. If you remember those days, then you have a

good idea of the size of the Tufted Jungle King. In case you haven't,

imagine a butterfly with a wingspan of around 12 centimetres sitting on
the palm of your hand.

Feeding from rotting rainforest fruits and damp mud, Tufted Jungle

Kings are the epitome of camouflage. Their general coloration consists of

a riot of brown shades, from dark tan to old gold, giving a general

impression of several leaves in various stages of decay. The almost

mouldy appearance of the basal third of the hindwing is carried over on
to the forewing. Above this area, as the insect perches on the forest floor,

there are two large hindwing eyes with dark "pupils" on one side, and a

small white patch. Crossing the forewing underside there is a brilliant

white slash. All in all, the insect is as near a part of dead leaf litter on a

rainforest floor in a narrow shaft of sunlight as can be. And it's an

absolute whoreson to get on film as it prances about, twitching its wings

and digging its wiry proboscis deep into the litter layer of the forest floor.

Having squirmed around for half an hour in the muck trying to bang

off some shots of this elusive insect, assisted by my stalwart Finnish

colleague, Markku, I staggered to my feet, swearing about modern zoom
lenses that don't focus down to less than a metre and tripods that are

too high at their lowest elevation. The rest of the party were engaged in

desultory conversation like a crowd of limpid guests at the vicarage tea

party prior to the tombola being turned by that dragon from the parish

hall. Nick I can forgive. Out in the sticks he tends to stand back a bit,

peering across at whatever happens to have excited our interest, but get

him into a town and give him a list of requisites and he's in his element.

Nick's own contention of being able to find his way around any town or

city in the world is no idle boast. "Did you get it?" the herd bayed

excitedly. "Yeah. It was like being on b—y manoeuvres", I replied,

thinking how gratifying it would have been to have bashed the beggar,

king or not, into the mud with my carbon fibre tripod.

We stopped for a meal of eastern sandwiches provided by our

diminutive guide in the yellow gym shoes, tight black pants and white

tee-shirt. Everyone sat around on large boulders at the inevitable series

of small waterfalls on the river, munching. The way that Khao Sok

people had skillfully interwoven their eastern cuisine with the western

picnic lunch was superb and certain, I felt, to appeal to the intrepid

ecotourist's palate. Bottled drinking water was handed out. Funnily
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enough, many Europeans balk at the thought of drinking anything in the

tropics apart from bottled water (thousands of the plastic bottles get

washed up on island beaches in Thailand's marine areas). Well, I once

spent a week in the dry season in a longhouse in Sarawak's second

division in northern Borneo, nonchalantly brushing my teeth in, and
even drinking, the local river eater, only to be informed on the last day

that there was another longhouse further upstream using the sluggish

current to bathe in, throw their rubbish in, and possibly even defecate

in. Since then I have never looked upstream. I drank the Khao Sok river

water as I drink running water throughout the tropics, calming my
stomach on the road later with foaming Singha beer from Poo's icy cans.

Grass yellows (Eurema hecabe) having sucked our little guide's tennis

shoes dry as she sat on a rock in the sun, we squelched onwards. Trials

in the jungle usually cross and recross a river several times, possibly

because south-east Asian paths follow the lowest elevations, namely
those where rivers are given to meander. We were soon at another

section of the river that appeared translucent green in the sunshine

falling on the far shore. On top of a large branch at least a metre above

the green water on our side of the river there sat an enormous dark-

brown toad looking like a potential kaiser for the EC. It sat motionless

while I zoomed in and out from its bloated body - a complete waste of

time, as the viewers are bound to go "Ho, ho, ho, and what glue did

you use?". The amphibian sat still, too while I peered at it. But the

moment our newly-acquired German chum checked the settings on his

Canon camera, there was a loud splash as the toad sought the safety of

the river. Japan, how about a toadproof camera in a warty case?

Fat, dark toads reminds me of elephants, especially of the ones we
had to film on the Elephant Safari. There were a lot of butterflies about

which I would have preferred to get acquainted with but work is work.

Many of the elephants at the safari centre had been brought down from

northern Thailand, where they had become redundant, following

reductions in the logging of teak forests. This new fomi of employment.

I like to think, appealed to the elephants more than dragging logs

through forests. Certainly, it suited the mahouts (they are called by
another name in Thailand), who had to be persuaded to look am-v^ here

but straight at the camera.

Our guide for the occasion was Mau, a young long-haired bachelor

girl whom both Nick and Markku proceeded to fall head-o\'er-heels in

love with. At their age, anything can happen, says I, remembering "Thai-

eyes" and "Easy on the Oi" with nostalgia. Presently the members of our

group who were not actually filming - filming/ you inean doing the two
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kilometre flaming marathon against a herd offlipping bulliphants in

hilly terrain! - Come, come, old soak. You know very well from your
excellent shots that the jumbos followed the river course. - As well they

blankety-blank might; they had the eco-nutters to consider. We, we -

wordsfail me - er, not actually filming clambered up on to the backs of

some docile looking elephants. The crew - Nick and I - had to run up
and down hills to keep up with the elephants so that we could be on
the spot when they hove into view with their bevy of tourists clinging

tightly to the rails of the seats roped to the proboscidians' backs.

Slowly the elephant safari came round a bend in the river, swaying

rhythmically and taking all the time in the world, the handlers playing

to the camera. Shot back, front, and sideways, by the Betacam, the

convoy passed unscathed into a rubber plantation. That was the

moment Mau had been waiting for. She bounced up unencumbered by
camera or tripod and skipped across the river. Encumbered as we were,

we skipped after her like a couple of whippets going after an artificial

rabbit. Well, wouldn't you?

Butterflies, ...pant, pant... appeared and vanished as we loped past,

the dust from a cart road we had come out onto rising in our wake . . .

Oh, look, there's ....pant, pant... a Papilio memnon (a huge black Great

mormon in English) . . . what a speed! "Did you see that, Nick ...pant,

pant..r But he was still stumbling after our lithe little guide with her

streaming black hair. Frass me, Pless! There's a clipper (Parthenos sylvia

- a superb angular-winged Nymphalid, brown but with the most
marvellous greenish tinge; feathers of lighter brown garnish its

hindwings and spots of melting snow decorate the ploughed and fallow

meadows on forewings that look much as a late winter landscape would
in an aerial photograph, blue pools completing the illusion) ...pant,

pant... Sweat dripped on to my Betacam. There was a sudden cry and I

discovered I had run straight on past our guide and my companion.

What do you expect? I was only the flipping entomologising cameraman.

Setting up the tripod in the shade of a tree on the river bank, we
were able to film the elephants broadside on as they ambled past, their

legs and bodies to half way up their bellies dark grey with river water

from a deeper stretch they had come through.

Two minutes of pan and zoom and it was up again and ...pant,

pant... some blue butterflies were dancing in the grass by the roadside.

Something resembling Graphium sarpedon, G. doson, G. ewypylus, or

one of the other swallowtails with green markings sped past, making

me feel like an ox with a broken gearbox. Mau skipped nimbly on. In
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those tight jeans and that dark tee-shirt I would have been dissolving in

my own perspiration but w^hen she pulled up again she looked as fresh

as a daisy. Dry in the mouth, I stared at her, ...pant, pant... conscious of

a "white" bombing past my vision in a short dazzling display of

washing pow^der. Mau smiled, her teeth looking ver)^ white too against

her lovely brown face, her sunglasses reflecting tiny pinpoints of light. I

gave her the kind of lopsided grin one gives just before the first cackle

emerges unchecked from one"s throat and one begins to slaver.

I'd had it, my body and mind split three ways betvv-een our nubile

guide (she's married now, thank goodness), a living showcase full of

gorgeous Thai butterflies, and a herd of mammoths plodding up the

river expecting to be recorded on video tape for the ever-after. Why not

go the whole hog and divide myself into four? "That ...pant, pant...

shrub is a Melastoma melabaticum", I announced airily. Mau came over

to take a look at some mauve blossoms decorating a spare-framed

shrub with tough leathery-looking leaves. "How do you know?"
"Borneo ...pant, pant... - I've been there often". A brown and w^hite

skipper who looked as though he'd spent the night in a Chicago park

sat sunning himself on a Melastoma leaf, the old "wino"" rather

perplexed at having w^oken up yet again to face a new day. I knew
how he fek. "The elephants are coming!" announced Nick. "It used to

be ruddy camels, they are, they are", I commented acidly, interrupted

during the first decent moment I'd had since we'd started this looney

race against a platoon of pachyderms.

We set the tripod up in the river and I must admit that, with the

elephants gingerly entering the deep water against the sun, the foliage

hanging behind and above them in classical tropical river fashion, the

shots look good even to me. A couple of blues danced around the wet

rocks, flashing their wings at the sun. Gnats wove complicated patterns

in the air over water and tiny insects flitted towards us along the

sunbeams as the majestic beasts ambled ponderously towards the

camera, hardly disturbing the water in their passing. Elephants are

lovely animals, say what you will . . .

Aside from that delightful scene with the elephants in the ri\-er bed.

several other sights of our Thailand trip will doubtless remain in my
memory until the end of days. One manifested itself in the Phi-Phi

Islands. Despite having a family-sized bungalow each. I consider this

part of our excursion a bit of a disappointment. There -^ ere some frogs

croaking in the hotel grounds, a flock of mynah birds acting like

sparrows in the open air restaurant, and sharp-eyed geckoes darting

about the ceilings eating up the small fry, and that was about all. On
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our excursion to the local town our long-tailed boat, with its huge car

engine and no silencer attached to a prolonged prop-shaft, bombarded
the limestone pinnacles we passed on the sea with a cacophony of

sound that one felt was sure to topple some of these lofty remnants of

thick sediments from an ancient sea. Each island was clothed in

rainforest and any one of them would make an excellent subject for

habitat research - provided one has a helicopter, for there is no other

way of reaching the summits.

However, we spent a few hours filming in the islands' capital Cabana,

now a very touristy place full of Swedes and Germans; apart from the

climate, one could have been in a pedestrian precinct in Stockholm. I

ate a fiery meal alone in a Muslim restaurant as the sun went down and
it grew dark, my huge camera getting admiring glances from the

proprietor and his wife but, as I couldn't speak Thai and they were
unable to understand even my simple Malay, we had to be content with

smiling at each other. With typical Islamic courtesy, they fetched me a

cold beer from somewhere, for which I was immensely grateful.

Joining Markku and Nick in the dark, I made my way down to the

beach where our boatman - a Sea Gypsy clad in a sarong like a Sri

Lankan, but with his own culture, language and religion (based on
Islam) - awaited us. He started up his huge engine, shattering the

peace of early evening in Cabana, and we hurtled back to our hotel

past the dark silhouettes of the limestone pinnacles. Suddenly the sea

was awash with bioluminescence. Lustrous waves of silver began to

peel off our bows, separated from the black water as of someone had
torn open a drum of luminous paint. Spellbound, we stared at this

phenomenon - something one reads about though rarely sees - but

unable to put our emotions into words against the rush of wind and the

reverberating clatter of the unmuffled engine as it sped us past the

soaring towers of limestone.

I chanced to glance up and there, as though never before, was the

night sky. It was velvety-black and full of tiny pin-pricks of stars and so

close that instinctively I reached up to touch it. Two new experiences in

the same minute! For decades I'd been reading about bioluminescence

and the pitch black-velvet skies of tropical nights and now, abruptly,

here they were in unison. If someone had offered me a cold beer at that

point, I honestly think I would have refused it; there are times in life

when enjoyment should be uncontaminated by artificial stimulants.

You - the entomologist who deals with nature on a routine basis:

when did you last look into the rain drops hanging on your clothes line

as the shower ceases and the sun comes out again?
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